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PREFACE 

TO THE AMERICAN EmTlON. 

THE Editor, in offering to the public Dr. Brewster's 
translation of Legendre's Geometry under its pre.. 
sent form, is fully impressed with the responsibility 
he assumes in making alterations in a work of such 
deserved celebrity. The alterations made, are . 
chiefly in the texts of the propositions . 

• 
In the original work, as well as in the transla- ' 

tions of Dr. Brewster and Professor Farrar, the 
propositions are not enunciated in general terms, 
but with reference to, and by the aid of, the parti
cular diagrams used for the demonstrations. The 
fact to be demonstrated is stated as belonging to 
par~icular lines, or to particular figures, and after 
the proof is made, the mind is left to infer that it is 
a general truth, and exists independently of the 
diagram used to demonstrate it. . 
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IV 

This method seems to have been adopted to 
avoid the difficulty which beginners experience in 
comprehending abstract propositions. But in 
avoiding this difficulty, and" thus lessening, at first, 
the intellectual labour, the faculty oCabstraction," 
which it is one of the peculiar objects of the study 
of Geometry to strengthen, remai~s, to a certain 
extent, unimproved. 

Geometry is a train of connected principles. IftJ 
axioms are abstract truths, to which the mind by 
the very law of its nature readily assents. The 
existence 'of these truths is independent of lines, 
or figures; and to illustrate them by diagrams, 
would rather limit than extend our ideas. 

The propositions of Geometry are also general 
truths, and co-existent with extension. In enunci
ating them, therefore, there seems to be no good 
reason for limiting their application to the particu
lar diagrams presented to the eye. 

Geometry is not studied merely for the facts 
which it teaches-merely because it shows certain 
relations existing between bodies, and certain pro
perties belonging to them-but, because it disci
plines t~e untrained intellect, and conducts the 

. untaught mind to the temple of truth. The $tudy 

of Geometry ought, therefore, to be so pursued, as 
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to improve that faculty of the mind which enables 
it to comprehend general propositions, and to pur
sue trains of thought disconnected with sensible 
objects. 

These considerations have induced the Editor to 
venture the alterations he bas made, notwithstand
ing that the other method has been followed by the 
eminent author and his distinguished translators. 

In the Trigonometries, tb~ Editor baa taken the 
liberty to omit several of the articles-a few also 
have been added. The Author will perhaps not 
feel himself responsible for that part of the 
volume, in its present fo~. 

MWTUY Ac.t.D&III', WaIT POIK1', • 
A1JIU8l, 18J.& 
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INTRODUCTION. 

ON PROPORTION. 

TBB doctrine of Proportion belongs properly to Arithmetic, 
and ought to be explained in works which treat or that sci
ence. Its object being to point out the relations which subsist 
IUDOng magnitudes in general, when viewed as tneIIIUf'fd, or 
represented by tIUf'IIber" the cOllnexion it has with Geometry 
is Dot more immediate than with many other branches of 
know1edr' except iudeed as Geometry .a1l'0rds the largest class 
of JDagQltudes capable of being so measured or represented, 
and thus 06en the widellt field for reducing it to pl1lctice. 
Owing, however, to our general and long-continued employ
ment of Euclid's Elements, the fifth Book of which is devoted 
to Proportion, our common systems of Arithmetic, and even of 
AJgebrat paM over the subject in silence, or allude to it so 
sUghtly 8i to dord DO adequate information. For the sake 
of the BriUab student, thes-efore, it wiD be requisite to prefix a 
brief outline of the fimdamental truths connected with this de
parUDelll of MadJematics; at least, in so far as a knowledge 
of &hem is eNentiai for understanding the work which fonows. 

The proper mode of treating Proportion has given rise to 
IQQcla eoatreversy unoag mathematicians; chidy originating 
&0. dle di1IitWties which occur ·in the application of its 
theorem. to that class of mapitndes denommated incormnen
~, or haviag DO ~ tAelJlUf'e. Euclid evades this 
obstacle; but his method is cumbrous, and, to a learner, dif.. 
icult of eolDpre~on. AJlother methods have the disad
vantage of frequently employing the principle of redtlctio 0Jl 
...,..,., a species of reasoning, wbich, though perfectly 
coDd1lsive, the mathematician wishes to employ as seldom as 
ponible. The apposite advantages, bowever, have generally 
oyereomt this relaetaP£e; and Euclid's method is now almost 
entirely abandoned in elementary treatises. On this matter, 
we are happily delivered from the necessity of making any 
selection; the author baYing himself provided for the appli
ea&ioD of proportion to incOJlUlleBsurab1e quantities, and de
lIlOIUtrated every case of this kind as it occurred, by means 

2 
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x INTB.ODUCTION. 

of the redtidio till ~ He has also in V~ioUI partS of 
these Elements interspersed explanations of the sense in which 
geometrical magnitudes may be viewed, as coming UDder the 
dominion of numbers, and bearing a propqrliora to each other. 
So that our duty, on the present occasion, is reduced. to liule 
more than defining a few terms, and in the briefest manner, 
exhibiting the leading truths of the subject, when referred to 
mere numbers, or to magnitude. capable of being completely 
represented by numbers. 

DEFINITIONS. 

I. One magnitude is a multiple of another, when the for
mer contains the latter an exact number of times: thus, 6 is a 
multiple of 2, 10 of 6, &c. ,Lilte, or equifaltiplel, are sucb 
as contain the magnitudes they refer ,to, the same number of 
times: thus, 8 and 10 are like multiples of 4 and 5. . 

One magnitude is a Ifibmultiple, or metuUf'e of another, 
when the former is contained by ttle latter an exact number 
of times: thus, 2 and S are submultiples of 6. Like IUhaul
tiplel; or equoJ ItIbrtwltipl~, are such as are contained)y the 
magnitudes they refer to, the same number of times : ibus, 5 
and 4 are like submultiples of 10 and 8. 

D. Four magnitudes are proptW'IiMull, if when the first and 
second are multiplied by two such numbers as make the p~ 
ducts equal, the third and fourth being respectively multiplied 
by the ~ame numbers, likewise make equal products. . 

Thus,.6, 15, 8, 20, are proportional; because, multiplying 
the first and second by 6 and 2 respectively, so as to make 
6x5=15X2, we have likewise8X5=2OX2; and generaDy, 
the magnitudes A, B, 0, D, are proportional, if m and II be
jog any two numbers such that II A=m B, we have likewise 
,. 0 =m D. The magnitude.lt is said to be to B, as C is to 
D; the four together are named a proportion or analogy, and 
are written thus, A: B : : 0 : D. . 

Note. To make this definition complete, two things are 
required: .fir", that such a pair of numbers tI, and fII, be al
ways discoverable as shall make II A=fII B; 1eeOIIdly, we must 
prove that when one such pair of numbers m and ... ~ dis
covered, and found likewise to make II C=m D, everY~r 
pair of numbers p and 'I, making "p A='1 B, will also make 
pC='1 D• 

Fir,,_ With a view to the former of these conditions, we 
must find a common measure of A and B; the mode of doing 
which is explained at large in Article 15'7, Book H. of these 
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INT~ODUCTION • 

Eleanents. Suppose this common, measure to be E, and that 
A=m E, B="E:' the numbers required win be "aDd 'fit. 
For, by the supposition, "e have "A=". fA E=" mE, and 
m B';'m." E=" mE; hence" A=m B.· 
~!J' Suppose "A=m B, and "C=m D; we are to 

'" It is obvious, however, that when the magnitude's A and B are in
commeDBurable, or have no common measure, this method will not serve. 
If, for example, the first term A were the Bide of a square, B the second 
term being its diligOnaI, and the third term C=A+B the sum or the 
clliFerence of the funner two, there could exist rio common measure be
tween any of the terms, and no BUch pair of numbers n alld m could be 
found as would make n A=ID B. Hence our Definition, not being ap
plicable to the magnitudes in question, could, strictly speaking, form no 
criterion fur distinguishing their proportionality. or any other property 
posBe8S8d by them. N evertheleBs it is certain that, ire were made the 
side of a new square, and the diaIronal were named D, the two lines C 
and D would stand related to each other in regard to their length, ex
actly as the lines A and B stand related to each other in regard to theirs: 
and though a line, measuring anyone of the four must of neceBBity be 
incapable of measuring any of the remaining three; though when ex· 
preBBed by numbers, each of them, except one, must form an infinite 
aeries; yet these four lines 'are undoubtedly proportional, as truly as if 
they admitted any given number of common measures: and consequent
ly they, and all other magnitudes, exhibiting similar properties, ought to 
be included, directly or indirectly, in ever; definition of proportion. 

It is likewise certain, that if the Defimtion given above could be ap
plied to BUch magnitudes, it would correctly indicate their proportionali
ty: that if in the example just alluded to, a pair of numbers " and m 
could be found gi!ing n A=m B, they would alBo give n C=mD •. We 
have now, therefore, to iIuluire in what manner our Dllfinition can be 
brought to bear on this clalia or magnitudes, with regard to which, it ap
pears to be, as it were, potentially true. though never actually applicable. 

IfB is divided by any measure of A it will leave a certain remainder 
less than that measure: if B is then divided by a half, a third, a ninth, a 
sixteenth, or any submultiJSle of that measure, the remainder will evi
dently in each case be less than that submultiple; and as the submulti
ple, which of course will still ,measure A, may be made as little as we 
please, the remainder may also be made as little as we please; and thus 
a magnitude be found which shall correctly measure A and B-B', B' 
being less than any assigned magnitude. Suppose E were a measure ef 
A, such that A=m E, B-B'=ra E; we shallhavera A=m (B-B'); and 
if at the same time we have n C=,. (D-D'), the magniCutles A, B-B'. 
C, n-:.D', are proportional by the Definition. Now, if it is granted 
that, as by u~ a suflic:iently smallisubmultiple of E we can diminish 
the remainder B ,so also we can diminish the remainder D', and at length 
reduce them both below anT assigned magnitude. then it is evident that 
B-B', D-D', may approxImate to Band D, as near as we please; and 
llince the proportion still continues accurate at every successive approxi
matien, we infer that it Yiill, in like manner, continue accurate at the 
limit which we can approach indefinit.ely, though never actually reach. 
In this selise our Definition includes incommensurable as well as com
meDBUrable quantities; and whatever is found to be true of proportion/i 
among the latter, may also, by the method of red.,clio till ab.urthftn, b.o 
.sbown to hold good when applied to the latter. 
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xii INftODU<:TIO~. 

prM'e that if 11 aDd q are allY other two DOIDbers wbida gi"e 
l' A=q B, they will likewise gift l' C =q D. 

For,. by hypothesis, we have {; ::;: } ; and multi

plying«' together the tenDs which stand ahoft eachoaher, we 
obtain 

"'l A B =nap A B; hence fIIJ=fJ!'; hence fIIJ C =., C. 
But by hypothesis we haft 

"C=mD; hence ",C=mqD. 
Now we have already shewn 

"'l C =mp C; hence. mp C =fIIIJ D; hence 11 C =q D. 

m. The ratio or relation which is perceived to exist be
tween two magnitudes of the same kind, when considered as 
mere magnitudes, appears to be a simple idea, and therefore 
unsnsceptible of any good definition. It may be illustratm by 
observing, that when we ba~e A : B : : C : D, the ratio of A 
to B is said to be tile MfII6 as that of C to D. In Arithmetic, 
the ratio of two numbers is usually represented by their quo
tient, or by the &action which results from making the first of 
them numerator, and the second denominator. It is in this 

.aen&e that one ratio is said to be equol to, leu, or lJTeoJer, lAM 
·another ratio. 

IV. The first and third terms of a proportion are called the 
1IIIItJcetleRtI; the second and fourth, the~. The 
fint and fourth are likewise called the exlrefIte 1erMI, or the 
extrema; the second and third, ... terfU, or _. When 
both the means are the same, either of them is called a tneaII 
~ between the two extremes; and if in a series of 
proportional magnitudes each consequent is the same as the 
next antecedent, those magnitudes are said to be in COIIti,... 
proportion. 

Thus, if we have A: B : : C : D, A and C are antece
dents, B and D are consequents; A and D are extremes, B 
and C are means. If we have A : B : : B : C :: C : D : : D 
: E, B is a mean proportional between A and C, C between 
Band D, D between C and E; and the magnitudes A, B, C, 

'" Unless ODe of the magnitudes A and B is.a Dumber, they evidently 
cannot, in a literal sense, be multiplied together. The expression pro
duee of A and B must therefore, in all such cases, be regarded as ellip. 
tical, or employed merely for the sake of brevity. 
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D, E, are aaid to be in eoatbraed proportioa, or 8Clll1d-., in 
geometrieal p..,gression. 

If Jour mapitudu are proporliMtal, IAe prodtu:f oj tAt edt'MaU 
.m 6e IpIIl *l tMI of the meana; ad COtINf'sely, V tVIO proiJ.ut:U 
",...,...z,..,,. jfld«'8 ~tAeJir8t lIIill/ora cAe _.IM 
0/ II proporlitm, in cAiel tlfty tVIO faet.ar8 ~ de ~ 
:form 1M metJIU. . . 

FtnI. Suppo&e A: B:: C : D; then ia AD=BC. 
Firld a cODIIDOn measure of A ad B, if they haYe ODe, 

suppose it to be E; and that" A=e E, B-. F. Then we 
shall have _ A=m B; and therefore (Def. 2.) • C=. D. 
Equal quantities muhiplied by equal quantities yield equal 
products; hence 

" • AX.D=a Bx. C, or 
•• AD= •• BC,or 

AD = BC.· 
~. If we have AD=BC ; then we are to prove that 

A:B::C: D. 
Find the eommon measure of A and B; and tupposelft' 

have II A=m B. 

Now we haw AD=-BC,} h b 1· , . Alto .B=IIA ; ence ry mu tiplymg, 
. .. DAB=tICAB, hence bry diYiding 

WI D=.C; and therefore (lHf. 2.) 
A:B::C :D. 

* If A UldB are iDCOIDIDeDlUftble. still we shaD have AD=BC. For, 
if not, one or them must be greater: auppose AD leu. and that we 
have "AD=BC-CF. By the method uplained in Dt!/. J, find a lDea
are or A which shaD be less thaD F; and suppose" 4=11' (B-B1. D' 
heinl of course less than the measure. and therefore still less than F. By 
the same Definition, we .haIl haye " C=m (D-D'). 1Y being a positive 
quantity. Hence we bave • 

" A Xfll{~D'l= nC xm B-B'); that is 
"mAD-nmAb'="m CD--,,,,,CB'; or dividinl{, 

AD - AD' = CB-CD'; but (,y the supposition, we had 
AD =CB-CF. 

Hence AD-AIY being len tlmn AD. CB-CB' must alBO be less than 
CB-CF; hence CD' 18 greater than CF. and D' is greater than F. On 
the eontrary t however, it is less than F by hypotheais: hence that hypo
thesis was faIse; hence AD is Dot 18111 thim ac. We could show, in the 
same DllUlJler, that it is not greater: hence it is equal to .aC. 
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xiv INTIlODUCTION.· 

It B and C are incommensurable, the reucming is euctly 
analogous to that employed in the note to the foregoing case, 
and need. not be repeated here • 

. Cor. 1. Thus we have obtained a new test of proportiOQ4 . 
ality; and henceforth, whenever we find four factors capa~ 
ble of forming two equal products, we are at liberty to con
stitute an analogy of these factors, makmg those of the one 
p'roduct means, those of the other extremes. For this reason, 
if we have . 

A : B : : C : D, then also, . 
we sh\n have A: C : : B : D, which is termed ~ 
and B : A : : D : C, which is termed ifItJerIendo: 
because, in both eases the product of the extremes is still 
equal to that of the means. 

Cor. 2. Hence also supposing A: B : : C : D, we. shall 
have A : B :: pC: p D, P being any number whole or frae> 
tional; because, if we have AD = BC, then also p AD=! BC 
whatever be the value of p. Hence, 'tJ f'tJIio iI filii tJJfedMl 
6.J fMIltifJllirlg or ditNliflg ill tenIu 6.J de __ .....,.. 

Cor. s. If we have A : B : : C : D, and A : E : : F : D ; then 
tiom the &rat 0( these AD=BC, from·the second AD=EF; 
hence BC=EF, therefore, E :'B : : C : F; which inference 
is said to be drawn ez fXJfIfIli ~, in allusion. to the po-
sition of"the terms. 

Cor. 4. Also, if we have A: B : : C : D, and B: E: ~ 
D : F; then from the &rat of these (Cor. 1.) we have B: D 
::A:C, and from the second B:D::E:F; hence A:.C 
: : E : F; which is said to be ez equli dtrecle, for a similu 
IeaBOn. 

Cor. 5. If we have A: B : : B : C; then B'=AC, and 
B= .J AC; hence tJ __ proportional iB equal to de ~ 
mol of tAe product fimaed ", fIIfIlIi".. tie """ e:m-.r .. 

Sc1uJliwa. From this proposition is derived the mode of ope
rating in the common arithmetical Rale of Tiree, where three 
terms of a proportion being given, it is required to find the 

• fourth. We have A: B:: C : X; hence Ax=BC, hence x= 
BC which is the rule adverted to. The right arrangement of 
A . 

the three given terms, or the daIiftg of tAe ~ as it is 
called, does not properly form an arithmetical problem: it 
depends on a knowledge of the objects treated of by the ques
tion; which objects may be geometrical, QleCbanicaJ, cammer:
tial, or of auy conceivable kind. 
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Thus, ha~ing A: B: : C : D : : E : F, we ehall IikewiIe 
l1ave A: B:: A ± C ± E: B ± D ± F. 

For by the last Theorem we have 
AF=BE, 

. AD=BC; 
also AB=BA. 

Mding or, subtracting which, we have 
AB ± AD ± AF=BA ± BC± BE. 

or A (B ± D ± F)=B (A ± C ± E~) 
Bence by the last Theorem 

A : B : : A ± C ± E : B ± D ± F. 
And the same may be showD 0( any number o( magnitudes 
having the &aIDe ratio. . 

Cur. 1. If we have A: B : : C : D, then tIltMfIIMIlo we 
shall have A : C : : B : D, and by the Proposition A : C : : 
A+B: C+D; bence, ~ once more, 

A:A+B: :C:C+D; 
which inference is said to ~ drawn~. Sometimes 
·aIsoiti8~ 

A+B:B::C+D:D; 
the reasons (or which are exactly similar. 

eM. i. By the very same process we deduce 
A : A-B : : C : C-D, , 

or A-B : B ; : C-D : D; 
_hieb is said to be~. 

Cor. S. . And eombining these two Coronaries with Cor. 4-
f)( the last Theorem, we have . 

A+B: A-B:: C+D: C-D; 
which is said to be miImulo. 

'J'IDIIORBJI m. 
fie proiltId.I oj de ~ tmu oj _ ~ tltl1 

proporliorud. 

Suppose we have { ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ g,; and } ; then we ~hall 
likewise have AE : BF : ! CG : DB. 
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For the first analogy gives 
AD=BC, 

tbe HCond gives EB=FG ; 

therefore AD • EH =BC • Fa by JDUltiptication, 
Gr A~. DH=BF • CG. 

Hence, Theo. I., we have 
AE : BF : : CG : DB. 

And the same reasoning woald extend to any number of 
analogies. 

Cor. 1. If the second analo8'1 were the laDle as the first, 
we shoald bave AI : B' : : C· : D'; hence, tie IIJfIII#'6a 0/ 
~..,.., Me"oportioMl. The same is evident
ly true of the cubes, or any other powers. 

Cor. 2. Suppose we have the conaioued proportion A : B 
::B:C::C:D;then, , 

Fir". Having A: B : : B : C, 
and A:B::A:B, 

we shaD have A': B* : : BA : BC; 
or(Cor.). Thear.I.) A' : B' : : A : C. 

Henee, in II contirrued prC1JK1rlitm, de Jr" iI to 1M tAird, fU 

tle 1fJUM6 of lluJ Jrn iI to tluJ MJfUI1" of 1M ItJCOIIIl. The 
ratio whic~ A bears to C, is sometimes called the .... eG6t of 
that which it bears to B. 

&t:mullg. Having A : B : : B :~C, 
_A: B:: C :D, 

and - A:B: :A:B, 

we shall have A': BI : : BCA: BCD; 
or (Cor. 2. Theor. 1.) A' : B' : : A : D, 

Henee, in con:timJ,ed propurtioruIlI, tile jim u to Me j'mIrtA, 
tU tle cube of tle first iI t9 the cube o/IM 1eeO'Itfl. The ratio 
As: BS, or A: D, is sometimes called the "'plicate of A : 
B ; A' : B', tbe qutulruplicate, aad so OD. The law which 
continued proportionals observe, in regard to such ratios, is 
now apparent. 

By means of these Tb~rems, and their Corollaries, it is 
easy to demonstrate, or even to discover, all the most impor
tant facts connected with the doctrine of Proportion. The 
facts given bere will enable the student to go through these 
Elements, without any obstruction on that bead. 
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ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY. 

BOOK I .. 

THE PRINCIPLES. 

1. GEOMETRY is the science which has for its object the 
measurement of extension. 

Extension has three dimensions, length, breadth, and height. 
, 2. A line is length without breadth. ' 

The extremities of a line are called poi"": a point, there-
fore, has no extension. 

S. A 6traigkt line is the shortest distance from one point 
to another. 

4. Every line, which is not straight, or composed of straight 
lines, is a ~ line. 

" 111 

Thus, AB is a straight line; ACDB. is B 
~ broken line, or one composed of straight fB 
Jines; and AEB is a curve line. 

o D 

5. A Nt/ace is that which has length and breadth, without 
height or thickness. 

6. A plane is a surface, in which, if two points be assumed 
at will, and connected by a straight line, that line will" lie 
wholly in the Sqrface. 

'7. Every surface, which is not plane, or compoaed of plane 
surfaces, is a C'III'fJed surface. 

8. A IOlitJ, or bod!l is that which combines all the three di-
mensions of extension. " 

9. When two straight lines, A~, AC, L~ 
meet together, the quantity, greater or less, 

" by which they are separated fioom each other 
in regard to their position, is called an an- " 
gle; the point of intenectiun A is the ver- ~ C8 
iex of the angle; the lines AD, AC, are its Bide,. 

" S 
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GEOMETRY. 

The angle is sometimes designated simply by the letter at 
the vertex A; sometimes by three letters BAC, or CAB; the 
letter at the vertexbeirig always placed in the middle. 

Angles, like all other quantities, are susceptible of addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division. Thus the angl~ DCE 
(see F,ig. to Art. 33.) is the sum of tbe two angles, DCB, 
BCE; and the angle DCB is the difference of the two angles 
DeE, BCE. 

10. When a straight line AB meets ano-~ •. 
ther straight line CD, so as ,to make the ad. 
jacent angles BAC, BAD, equal to each 
other, each of those angles is called a rigkt 
angle j and the line AB is said to be perpen- CAD 
dicular to CD. 

L 11. Every angle BAC, less than 
a right angle, is an acut.eangle j eve
ry angle DEF, greater than a right 
angle, is an obtrue angle. 

~----':I' 

12. Two lines are said to be ptlTalW, w~en, 
being situated in the same plane, they cannot 
meet, how far soever,eitber way, both ofiMm _____ -
be proauced~ 

13. A plane figure is a plain terminated on all 0 
sides by lines. 
. If the lines are straight, the space they enclose 

is called a rectili'lleiJJ figure, or fJOI!Jgore, and the 
lines themselves taken together form the contour, 
or perimeter of the polygon. 

14. The polygon of three sides, the simplest of all, is called 
a triMtgle j that of four sides, a quadriltrteral; that of five, a 
pentagun; that of six, a 1texagon; and so on. 

15. An. equilateral triangle is one which has its three 
sides equal; -an ~ triangle, one which has two of ita 
sides equal; a ,caJ,e",e triangle, one which has its three sides 
unequal. 
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BOOK I. 

16. A right-angled triangle is one which 
has a right angle. The _ oppolite &he 
right angle is caDed the lypotenrue. Thus, 
ABC is a triangle right-angled at A; the 
aide BC is iu hypoteoue. 

17. Among quadrilaterals, we distinguish: 

The MJfIIJ'~ wbich Iw its sides 'equal, and its 0 
. angles right (Art. sq.) 

The ,.ecU/,agle, which has its angles right an
gles, without having its sides equal. (See the 
same Art.). 

. The pa"oJlelogram, or 1'lwmboid, which / / 
has its opposite sides parallel. , 

The lozenge, or 1'1t.ombu6, which has its sides equal, 0 
without having its aDgles rigtat angles. 

And, lastly, the trapezoid, only two of whose 0 
sides are paranel. 

. 18. A diIIgtmal is a line wbidl joios the vertices of two 
aaglesllot adjacent to each other. Thus, AC, AD, AE, AF, 
~ the diagram of Art. 79, are diagonals. 

19. An equilateral polygon is one which has all its sides 
equal; an equimlgtJ1ar polygon, one which has an its angles 
equal. 

20. Two polygoos are 'IIIMtuIJJly equiltJ#ral, when they have 
. _ir sides equal each to each, and placed in the same order ; 
that is to sa1~ when following their perimeters in the same di
rection, the lUst side of the one is equal to the first side of the 
othei-, die I8Ccmd of the one to the second of the other, the 
thini to the third, and so on. The phrase, mutuall!l equian
(JIIMu. bas a eorrespouding signification. , 

In both cases, the equal sides, or the equal an~lf>s. are 
IJlUDed ~ sides or augles. 
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4 . GEOMETRY. 

ExplanatioR of Terms MIll Sip • 

.21. An tU:iom is a self-evident proposition. 
A tAeor_ is a truth, which becomes evident by means of a 

train of reasoning called a ~ 
A problem is a question proposed, which requires a .... 

tion. 
A lena1ntJ is a subsidiary truth, employed for the demonstra

tion of a theorem, or the solution of a problem. 
The common name, propoBitimt, is applied indift'erently to 

theoremstj,roblems, and lemmas. 
A ~ is an obvious consequence deduced from one or 

several propositions., 
A ,c/w1i:"". is a remark on one or several preceding propo

sitions, which tends to point out their connexion, their use, their 
restriction, or their extension. 

An ,,~ is a supposition, made either in the enuncia
tion of a propOsition, or in the course' of a demonstration~ 

The sign = is the sign of equality; thus, the expression 
A= B, signifies that A is equal to B. 

To signify that A is smaller than p, the exp~ssion ALB 
is used. 

To signify that A is greater than B, the expression A 7B 
is used; 

The sign + is pronounced,.,: it indicates addition. . 
The sign - is pronounced fIIi_: it indicates subtraction. 

Thus, A + B represents the sum of the quantities A and B ; 
A-B'represents their difference, or what remains after B is 
taken away from A; and A-B+C, or A+C-B, signifies, 
that A and C are to be added together, and that B is to be 
deducted from the whole. 

The sign X indicates muitiplication; thus, A X B represents 
the product of A and B. Instead of the sign X, ,a point is 
sometimes employed; thus, A • B is the same thing as A X B. 
The same product is also designated without any intermediate 
sign by AD; but this expression should not be. employed, 
when there is any dan8W of confounding it with' that oC the 
(ine AB, the distance between the points A and B. ' 

The expression A X (B + C-D) repre~nts the product of 
A by the quantity B+C-D. If A + B were to be multi
plied by A-B+C, the product would be indicated thus, 
(A + B) X (A-B+C), whatever is enclosed within a parenthe
sis being considered as a single quantity. 

A number placed before a'line, or a quantity, serves as a 
multiplier to that line or quantity; thus, S AB signi6es that 
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the JiDe AD is taken three times; 1 A signifies the half otdle 
. Ie A. 
'he square of the line AB is designated by AB' ; its.CQbe 
by AB'. What is meant by the square and the cube of a line 
wiD be explained in its proper place •. 

The sign " indicates a root to be extracted; thus "i 
meaas the square-root of J; "A X B means the square-root of 
::.:.roduct of. A and B, or the meap proportional between 

Aaoms. 

ti. Two quantities, each of which is equal to a third, are 
equal to each other. 
, is. Tbe whole is greater than any of its parts. 

J4. The whole is equal to the sum of all its parts. 
25. From one point to another, only one straight Iiae C8,I1 

be drawn •. 
.26. Two magnitudes, lines, surfaces, or solids, are equal, 

if, when applied to each other, they coincide throughout their 
whole extent. They then fill the same space • 

• !!!!!I!!!! 

'l'BBOJUDL 

fI:1. All ",At ",.gte. are ttJUiIllo etd __ . 

LET the straight line CD ~ perpendicu
lar to AD, and GH to EI'; the angles 

, ACD and EGH wiD be equal to each 
other. 

J[ 

I' . Take the four distances CA, CB, GE, 
OF, all equal; the distance AD will be 
equal to the distance EF, and the line 
EF being placed on AB,so that the PO!nt 
E faDs on A, the point F will faD on B. 

, Those two lines will thus coincide entire- e-

B. 

1y; for otherwise there would be two straight lines extending 
&om A to B, which (Art. is.) is impossible: and hence G, the 
middle point of EF, will faIf on C, the middle point of AB. 
The side GE being thus applied to CA, the side GH must fall 
on CD. 'For suppose, if possible, that it faUs on a line CK 
di8erent from CD: then, siace by hypothesis (10.) the angle 
EGH=HGF, ACK would in that case be equal to KCB. But 
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6 , G1tX)D'l"RY. 

dae angle ACK iI greater ...... A.CD; aad KCD is .... 
than BCD, but by hypothesis ACD=BCD; hence ACK • 
gteaeer thaIl KCD. Therefore the lint- GHeaanet CaU OIl a 
Jibe CK diAreat &om CD; dIereCoN it falls OIl CD, ... tile 
angle EGH on ACD: tIaeJ'IIlOre all rigtat angles an ... Ie 
each other (ill.,. 

THEOREM. 

28. EwJrr."..1I liM, tMieA .... tIIIIIIier, .... IIIitla ii _ 
...., agla, de ... of __ u etpIIIl to ,. rigll agla. 

Let AB and CD be' the straight lines, l ' 
meedDg .. It other at C, then will the an-
gie ACD + the angle DCB, be equal to two : 
right angles. 

At the point C,enet CE perpendicular to A. C B 
AB. The angle ACDis the som of me an-
gles ACE, ECD: therefore ACD + BCD i. the 8IUD et the 
three angles ACE, ECD, BCD: but the fint of thOle three 
~, i. a right _gle; aud the other two eoge&her make up 
the rigiat aagle BeE; hence the IODl of tile two .. lea ACD 
and BCD is equal to two risk aagIes. 

29. Cor. 1. If one of the angles ACD, BCD is right, the 
other most be right also. 

30~ Cor. 2. If the line DE is perpendi
cular to AB, reciprocally AB win be per-

D 

pendicular to DE. I 

For, since DE is perpendicular to AB, -=A--+.C=----=B=
the angle ACD must be equal to its ac:lja-
cent one DCB, and both of them must be 
right. But since ACD i. a right ogle, ita 
adjacent one ACE maat also be right: heace the aasle A.CE 
=.A.CD; therefore AB is perpendicular to DE. 

31. Cor. 3. TIle sum of alhhe SDe

cesaive angles, BAC, CAD, DAE" 
EAF, fonned on the same side of a 
straight line BF, is equal to two right 
angles; because their sum is equal to =-__ ~ __ ~ 
that of the two acljacent angles, BAC, B l!' 
CAF. 

'I'IIIIOJlBJL 

32 7\eo .traigltt linu, ",liel Atme f'IDO poWB cormacm, t»irIcide 
. 1IIiIA eael tllkr tJan.glrDllt tMir u:Ao1e e*"l, aad form one _ 

,be 6dIIIe _dig'" _. . 
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Let A' and B be thfo two common lP 
pomts. In the first place, it is evident 

I that the tWO lines m~t Coincide entirely 
between A and B, for otherwise there 
would be two straight lines between A C 
. and B, which is impossible (26.). Suppose, however, that Oft 

being produced, these lines begin to separate at C, the one 
becoming CD, the other CE., From the point C draw tbe 
IIDe CF, making with CA the right angle ACF. Now, BiIlce 
ACD is a .tra~ line, the angle FeD will be right (.Ii); 
and since ACE is a straight line, the angle ,FCE will like
wile be right. But the part FCE cannot be equal to the 
whole FCD; hence the straight lines which have two points 

, A and B common, tannot separate at any point, whea ~ 
duced; hence they form one and the same straight Hoe. 

1'JIEoaQ. 
33. If trDo aaglu, laaN t.I eoIImOfl ____ G coa_ .vie, .. 

tlteir .wn etjual to tuJo rig'" anglu, tIae ..... .- of ,Aue 
angleiJ tDilllie in the same _tag", liM. 

o Let ACD and DCB be the two an
gles, C the common vertex, and CD 
the common side; then will the exte
rior side CB of the former, and CA A..~-~~---.D 
of the latter, be in the same straight 
line. 

For ifCB is not the production of AC, let CE be that pro
duction: then tbe line ACE being straight, the sum of the 
angles ACD, DCE, will (28.) be equal to two right angles. 
But by hypothesis, the sum of the angles ACD, DeB, is also 
equal to two right angles: therefore, ACD+DCE mUit be 
equal to ACD + DCB; and taking away the angle ACD 
mm each, there remains the part DCB ~qual to the whole 
DCE, which is impossible; therefore, CB is the production 
of AC., . 

TII.o .... 
34. ~ tUIO Blraiglrt line, inter,ect t'acl otker, tlce apposite 

or 'Dllrlical ~lu, tchick tkeyfONR, are equal. 
Let AD and N be the given 

straight lines iD~ting each other 
at C; then is the ~leECB=ACD, 
and tlle angle ACE=DCB. 

For, since DE is a straight line, 
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GEOMETRY. 

the sum of the angles .A.CD, ACE, is equal to two right an
gles; and since AB is a straight line, the· sum of the angles 
ACE, BCE, is also equal to two right angles: hence the sum 
ACD+ACE is equal to the sum ACE + BCE. Take away 
&om both, the same angle ACE; there remains the _ angle 
ACD, equal to its opposite or vertical angle BCE. 

It may be shown, in the same manner, that the angle ACE 
is equal to its opposite angle BCD. 

SSe ScAolitlfll. The four qlea fCft'med about a point by 
two straight liDes which intersect each other, are together equal 
to four right angles: for, the sum of the two angles ACE, 
BCE, is equal to two right angles; and the other two, ACD, 
BCD, have the same value; therefore, the sum of the four. is 
four right angles. 

In general, if any number of straight B 
lines CA, CB, CD, &c. meet in a point 
C, the sum of all the successive angles 
ACB, BCD, DCE, 'ECF, FCA, will be 
equal to four right angles: for, if four 
right angles were formed about the point 
C by means of two lines perpendicular 
to each other, the same space would be occupied, either by 

. th~ four right angles, or by the successive angles ACB, BCD, 
DCE, ECF, FCA. 

TBBORBlII. 

M. TIDO trianglu are 1tJII4l, ",Aen t.III angle __ 1M lIDo Wlu w1Iic1 
contain it, ill the one, are ~11 equal to ma ~ and cAe 
ttI10 ridu .,AkA contain it, in the otAer. 

Let the angle A be D A 
equal to D, the side AC ~ 
equal to the side DF, 
the side AB equal to 
DE; then will the trian- , 
gle ABC be equal to E l!' 4:-----0:.\ 
DEF. 

For th~ triangles may be applied to eaeh other, so that 
they shall perfectly coincide. If the side DE be placed on its 
equal AB, the point D will fall on A, and the point E on B; 
and since the angle D is equal to the angle A, when the, side 
DE is placed on AB, the side DF will take the direction AC. 
Besides, DF is equal to AC; therefore, the point F will fall 
on C, and the third side EF win exactly cover the third side 
BC; therefore (iG.) the triangleDEF is equal to tbe triangle 
.t\JJC. 
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Sf. Cor. When, in two triangles, these three 1III8'let"are 
equal, namely, the augle A=D, the side AB=DE, and the 
side AC =DF, the other three are equal also, namely, the an
gle B=E, the angle C=F, and the side BC=EF. 

TBBORBIL 

38. 7'Il1O ~ CU"6 equal, if tlDO araglu _ tAe iat6tjtuJerIt 
ride tf". OM (Ir6 eqt«Il t.o hDo ataglu a~ • ~ .side of 
d8oder. 

Let the side BC, (see the last figure) be equal to the side 
EF, the angle B to the angle E, and the angle C to the angle 
F; then will the triangle DEF be equal to the triangle ABC. 

For, to apply the one to the other, let the side EF be placed 
on its equal BC; the point E will Can on B, and the point F 
on C. And, since the angle E is equal to the angle B, the 
side ED will take the direction BA; therefore, the point D 
will be found somew;ere in the line BA. In like manner, 
since the angle F is equal to the angle C, the line FD wiD take 
the direction CA, and the point D will be found somewhere in 
the line CA. Hence, the point D, occurring at the same time 
in the two straight lines BA and CA, must fan on their inter
section A; hence the two triangles ABC, DEF, coincide 
with each other, and are'perfecdy equal. 

39. CM'. Whenever, in two triangles, these three things are 
equal,namely,BC=EF, B=E, C=F, it maybe inCerred that 

, the other tbree are eqaal also, namely, AB=DE, AC=DF, 
A=D. 

'l'IIBOJUIlIL 

40. In 6'*'!1~, any .. u lua fAa tie ... cf 1M .... 
ttIIo. 

, For the line BC, for example, (see the preceding figure,) 
is the shortest distance from B to C; therefore, Be is les8 thaa 
BATAC. 

TRBOD •• 

• 1. If, frota any poUlt IDitlin tJ lritutgle 'taro ...,At .... 
, cIrnm It) tile utremitiu of eitAer Bide, tie ,.. r( lANe ",.".Ac 
linu will 6e lu8 _ tAat of tAe ttIIo otAer Bidu oj,. trt.p. 

4 ' 
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10 GEOMETRY. 

Let any point as 0 be taken within the trian
'gle ·ABC, and the lines OB, OC, drawn to the 
extremities of either side, as BC; then will 
OB + OC L AB + AC. 

Let BO be produced till it meet the side AC 
in D. The line OC (40.) is shorter than OD 
+ DC: add BO to each, and we have BO + ..l!'---~ 
OCLBO+OD+DC, or BO+OCLBD+ 
DC. 

In like manner, BD L BA+ AD : add DC to each; and we 
have BD+DCLBA+AC. But we have just foUlld BO+ 
OC L BD+DC ; therefore, still more is BO+OC L BA + AC. 

TREOREM. 

4~. . If t/Do triangles Aave two sides of the one rupectively equal 
to t/Do ridu of the other, mid the included ~les u1l8iJUtll, tile 

. third Bide. will be unequal; and the greater Bide, fIJill belOng to the 
tritlngle fD1aic1a 11M t1ae greater iacludetl angle. 

Let BAC and EDF 
be the two triangles, 
having the side AB= 
DE,AC=DF,andthe 
angle A 7 D ; thenwill 
BC7EF. 
Make the angle CAG 

=D ; take AG=DE, 
andjoin CG. Tbetri
angle GAC is equal to DEF (36.), since, by construetioD, 
they have an equal angle in each, contained by equal side.; 
therefore CG is equal to EF. Now, there maybe three cases 
in the proposition, according as the point G falls without the 
triangle ABC, or upon its base BC, or within it. 

First ClUe. The straight line GCL GI+IC, and' the 
straight line AD L AI + IB ; therefore, GC+ AB L GI + AI + 
IC+IB, or, which is the same thing, GC+ABLAG+BC. 
Take away AD from the one side, and its equal AG from the 
other, there remains GCLBC; but we have found GC=EF, 
therefore, EF L BC. . 

Seccmd Cue. If the point G 
faU on the side BC, it is evident 
that GC, or its equal EF, will be 
shorter than BC. 
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Tkird Cue. Lastly, if the point G 
fun ""ithin iriangle nBC, shall 

by tbe precedi',g" n,eorem, K G+ 
GCLAB+BC; and, taking AG from 
the one, and its equal AB from the 
o,bee, ther" ,jim remeRe GC or 
EF Be. 

Sclwlium. Conversely, if the two 
sid"r AB, FC, of ,riangle FBC 

eeual Ibe two EF the 
triangle DEF, while the third side, 
CB ?!the.~rst triangle, isgrea~er than 
the ilHrd s,Pe of seco",1 then 
will Ihe anple FAC ~he firs" tFengle 
he greater than the angle EDF of the second. 

For if not, the angle BAt: must be equal to EDF, or less 
it. Ie Fe firsf" the CB mmdd be 

k' ; in recon,z, wmild be le88 than but 
o( these results contradict the hypothesis; therefore, BAC is 
greater -than EDF. . 

TREORBK. 

be the angh'8 
1j,,8 ehPosite the ilides the eh6R,,1 angleil and 
lie opposite to the equal sides BC and EF. 
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THEORBII. 

45. 1,. an Uoacelea triangle, t1ae angles opp08ite to tM f'i'IUJl ~ 
are equal. 

.• Let the side AB be equal to AC, the angle C A 
will be equal to B. ih 

Join A the t1erlex, and D the middle point of ' 
the base BC. The triangles ADB, ADC, have 
all the sides of the one respectively equal to 
those of the other, Wbeing common, AB=ACB D 
(hyp.) and BD=DC by constrUction; therefore, by the tast 
proposition, the angle B is equal to the angle C. 

46. "Cur. An equilateral triangle is likewise equiangular, 
that is to say, has an its angles equal. 

r, 4'7. ScIwlivm. The equality of the triangles ABD, ACD, 
proves' also that the angle BAD is equal to DAC, and BDA 
to ADC; hence the latter two are right angles; ketu:e t1ae_ 
draum from tke vertex of an isOlCilel triangle to tke middle 
point of ill base, is perpendicular to tAat base, and difJide8 Ike 
angle ,at tlu: tJerlex into two equal fH1irl8. ' 

In a triangle which is not isosceles, any side . mllY be as
samed indi«el'ently as the base; and the tJertex is, in ~t case, 
the vertex of the opposite angle. In an isosceles triangle, 
however, that side is specially assumed as the base, which is 
Dot equal to either of the other two. 

'l'HEORBJI. 

48. Ct1lrft8n6ly, if tUIO angles of a lritmgle are etJ1IIIl, 1M .
opporite t1aem fbili' be equal, and t1ae triangle U1ill be Uoaceles. 

Let the angle ABC be equal to ACB; then 
wiD the side AC be equal to the side AB. 

For, if those sides are not equal, let AD be 
the greater. Take BD =AC, and join DC. 
The angle DBC (Hyp.) equal to ACB; the 
two sies DB, BC, are equal to the two AC, 
CB, by construction; therefore (56.), the tri-Bl-----"C 
angle DBC must be equal to ACB. But the part cannot be 
eqaal to the whole; hence there is no inequ;llity between the 
sides AD, AC; hence the triangle ABC is isosceles. 
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TBBOUK. 

49. If eitMr two meglu of a trUmgle. are tmequal, tle ride. oppo
rite t1lern are also unequal, mtd. t"ll£ greoJb BifU u oppoaite tle 
greaUJr angle; and corafJ6raely, if tAe ride. tire unequal, tle n. 
glu are uequal, mad' t"ll£ greaUJr angle v opporite tAe greoJb 
ride. 

FirBt, Let the angle C be greater than B ; A 
then yill the side AB, opposite to C, be greater ~ 
than AC, opposite to B. D 

Make the angle BCD=B. Then in the tri
angle BDC, we shall haveBD=DC (48.). But. 
the line ACLAD+DC,butAD+DC=AD+ C B 
DB=AB; therefore, ACLAB. 

Secorullg. Suppose the side AB"7 AC; then will the angle 
C, opposite to AB, be greater than the angle B, opposite to 
AC. 

For, if we had CLB, it would follow, from what has just 
been proved, that we must have AB LAC, which is contrary 
to the hypothesis. If we had C=B, it wOllld follow (48.) 
that we must have AB=AC, which is also contrary to the hy
pothesis. Therefore, the angle C must be greater than B~ 

THEOUK. 

50. From a gim. point tDitAoat a 8/,raigllt liRe, onl, one perJIfJfI4i. 
culcIr can be tlrt.nma to tAat liRe. 

Let A be the point, and DE the given line. 
Let os suppose we can draw two, AB. A 

and AC. Produce one of them AB, till 
BF is equal to AB, and join FC. 

The triangle CBF is equal ABC; for 
.the angles CBF and CBA are right, theUE;.....-----i=-~ 
side CB is common, and the side BF= 
AB: therefore (36.) those triangles are 
equal, and the angle BCF=BCA. The 
angle BCA is right, by hypothesis; therefore BCF most be 
right also. But if the adjacent ugles BCA, BCF, are to
gether equal to two right angles, the line ACF must (33.) be 
straight; from whence it follows, that between the same two 
points_ A and F, two straight lines can be drawn: which is 
impossihle: hence it is equally impossible that two ~ndi
c:uIan can be drawn from the same point, to the same straight 
line. 
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14 GEOMETRY. 

5J. Sc/wlium. At a given point C, in the line AB, it is 
equally impossible to erect two perpendiculars to that line; 
for (see the diagram of Art. 28.), if CD and CE were those 
two perpendicular~, the angle BCD would be right, as well as 
BeE, and the part would thus be equal to the whole . 

. TBBOBBK. 

52. If from a point, fttuat.ed fDit1tout a 8traig1&t lme, a perpetttZi
cultw be let fall Oft t1v.rt Btraig1&t liM, and BefJef'al oblique linea be 
drmma to 86Veral poifIU in the &ame liM ; 

First, The perpendicular fDill be 81&orter tAatt ma, oblique line. 
Secondly, An, tflX) oblique lines, dralDR Oft dijferent Bitlu of ~ 

perptmdieular, cvIJiftg off equal di8t.mac~ Oft the other liRe, fDill be 
equal. 

Thirdly, Of tfIJO oblique liReB, drauna at pietuuf'fJ, tM 0fI6 ",Aiel lies 
farther from the perpendicular ¥Jill be the lunger. 

Let A be the given point, DE the gi
ven line, AB tha perpendicular, and AD, 
AC and AE the oblique lines. 

A 

Produce the perpendicular AB till B:rDE~,,*_-b--:\ 
is equal to AB, and join FC, ·FD. 

Fir". The triangle BCF, is equal to 
the triangle BCA, for they have the right 
angle CBF=CBA, the side CB common, 
and the side BF=BA; hence the third sides, CF and AC 
are equal. But ABF, being a. straight line, is shorter than 
ACF, which is a broken line; therefore AB, the half of ABF, 
is shorter than AC" the half of ACF; therefore the perpen
clicular is shorter than any obJiqu.e line. 
~. If we suppose BE=BC; since we have, farther, 

the side AD common, and the angle ABE =ABC, the triangle 
ABE must be equal to the triangle ABC; hence the sides AE, 
AC are equal; hence two oblique lines equally distant from 
the perpendicular are equal. . 

TAirdl!J. In the triangle DFA, the sum of the lines AC, 
eF, is less (41.) than the sum of the sides AD, DF; there
fore AC, the half of the line ACF, is shorttlr than AD, the 
hair of the line ADF; therefore such oblique lines as lie far
thest from the perpendicular are longest. 

53. Cor. I. The perpendicular measures the true distance 
of a point from a line, because it is shorter than any other 
distance. 
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BOOK I. 15 

54. Cor. 2. From the same point, three equal straight 
lines cannot be drawn to the same straight line; for if there 
could, we should have two equal oblique lines on the same side 
of the perpendi~ular, which is impossible. 

TBEORBJI. 

55. If from tile middle pOint of any BtraigAt liRe, (J ,. be dnamI 
~ to t.AU .traigAt liRe, tMn, 1", euery poifIt of tile 
jJerpenIlicu1ar fI1ill be equally dUttmt from tie t1DO u:trerIaitiu of 
tAi. liRe j and 2dly, euery poifIt ~ fI1itkout tile perpendicular 
fIJill be unequally tliattmt from tIwa6 earernitiu. 

Let AB be the given straight line, C the middle point, and 
ECF the perpendicular. 

Fif'It. Since we suppose AC=CB, the two 
oblique lines AD, DB, are equally distant from 
the perpendicular, aDd therefo~ equal. So, 
likewise, are the two oblique lines AE, EB, 
the two AF, FB, and so on. Therefore every 
point in the perpendicular is equally distan A¥----,=+--=--'"MI 
from the extremities A and B. 

Set:O'IUll!J. Let I be a pqint out of the per-
pendicular. If IA and IB be joined, one of E 
those lines will cut the perpendicular in D, from which draw
ing DB, we shall have DB=DA. But the straight line IB 
is less than ID+DB, and ID+DB=ID+DA=IA, there
fore IB L. IA; therefore every point out of the perpendicular 
is unequally distant from the extremities A and B. 

'l'BEO.REX. 

56. 7\Do rig1&t angled trianglu are equal, 1111aen tAe laypotenu&e _ 

(J ftde of tile one are rupectively equal to t1ae Aypotaau.te and (J 

mle of the otM:r: 
Suppose the hypotenuse A. J) . 

AC=DF,andthesideAB ~ ~ 
=DE; the right-angled . 
triangle ABC will be equal 
to the right-angled trian-:B e- C E F 
gle DEF. . 

Their equality would be manifest, if the third sides BC and 
EF were equal. If possible, suppose that those sides are not 
equal, and that BC is the greater. Take B~== ~F; and join 
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16 GEOMETRY. 

.&G. The triangle ABG is equal to DEF ; for the rigbt an
gles B and~ are equal, the side AB=DE, and BG=EFj 
hence these triangles are equal (36.), and consequently AG= 
DF. Now (Hyp.) we have DF=AC; and therefore AG= 
AC. But (52.) the oblique line AC cannot be equal to AG, 
which lies nearer the perpendicular AB; therefore it is im
possible. that BC can differ from EF; therefore the triangles 
ABC and DEF are equal. 

J 

5"1. If ttDO ,trflight line, are perpendicular to a tAW line, .y1l1i1l 
be parallel to eae1& otAer; in otAer 1IXW'tU (12.), t1&ey 1I1i1l Reller 

meet, AmD far MJetJer botA of tAem be Jlf'Odu«.d. 

Let AC and BD (next fig.) be perpendicular to AB. 
Now if they could meet in a point 0, on either side of AD, 

there would be two perpendiculars OA, OB, let fall from the 
same point, on the same straight line, which is impossible (~O.). 

LBlIOlA. 

68. If one Itraight liu iB ~r to aotMr, ",. a t1&irtJ 
.traig1&t line be dravm, making tM.tl& tAe .eeond an acIIIe ~ 

den, if tie .fir., and ,laird Itrtlig1&t Ii .. be prodvced ~" 
thq 1I1i1l flied. 

Suppose the straight line BD to be perpendicular to AD, 
and AE to make the acute angle BAE with it; then, the lines 
BD and AE will intersect. 

c D 

From any point F, taken 
in the direction AE, let FG 
be drawn perpendicular to 
AB. The point G cannot 
fall on A, for the angle FAD 
is less than a right angle; it 
can still less fall on H in the 
production of BA, for then 
there would be two perpendi
culars KA, KH, drawn from 
the same point K to the same 
straight line AH. Hence 
the point G must fall, as the -::R~H~;----i=-":;.X 
figure represents, in the direc-
tionAB. 
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BOOK I. 17 

Now, let another point L be taken in the line AE, at a d.it,
tance AL greater than AF, and let LM be drawn from it pet
pendicular to AB. We can prove, as in the preceding case, 
that the point M cannot faU on G, or in the direction GA; it ~ 
must fall therefore in the direction AB; so that the diataace 
AM will, of necessity, be gre!lter than AG. 

I observe farther, that it the figure be constructed with care, 
and AL be taken double of AF, we shall find that AM is ex
actly double of .AG; in like manner, it AL is taken triple of 
AF, we shall find that AM is triple of AG; and, in S'!~ral, 
that there is always the same proportion between AM and 
AG, as between AL andAF. This proportion being settled. 
it follows not only that the straight line AE, if produced suf
ficiently, will meet BD, but also that the distance on AE, of 
this point of concourse, may be accurately assigned. It will 
be the fourth term of the proportion, AG : AD : : A:F : z. 

59. Sclwlium. The preceding investigation, being found
ed on a property which is not deduced from reasoning alone, 
but discovered by measurements made on a figure constructed 
accurately, has not the same character of rigorousness with 
the other demonstrations of elementary geometry. It is given 
here merely as a simple method of arriving at a conviction of 
the truth of the proposition. For a strictly rigorous demon
stration we refer to the second Note • 

.. 
THEOD •• 

60. If IfDo ~aW~ ZUtu Net CI "'irtl lintl, ..aa., 1M •• of 1M 
iIaterior oaglu, ora tk ItIfIUl .uIe of tAB liM •• epal to ., "sAt 
tmglu, 1M tflJO lifIU fI1ill N ptIt'tIlW. 

·Let the two lines AC and BD meet the line AD; now, if 
the angle DBA+OAB=two right angles, the lines will be 
paralleL . 

S 

.. 
••• A .. 

• 
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18 GEOMETRY. 

From G, the middle 
point of AB, draw the 
straight line EGF per- 111: 
pendicular to AC. It 
will also be perpendicu
lar to BD. For the. sum 
GAE+GBD is (H!JP.) . 
equal to two right an
gles; the sum GBF+ 
GBD is (28.) likewise 
equal to two right an
gles; and taking away 
GBD from both, there ---'=#--~~--=t-
remains the angle G AE 
=GBF. Again, the an-L 
gles AGE, BGF, are N ]{ 
equal (34.), therefore the triangles AGE and BGF have each 
a side and two adjacent angles equal; therefore (38.) they are 
themselves equal, and the augIe BFG is equal to AEG: but 
AEG is a right angle by construction; therefore the nnes 
AC, BD, being perpendicular to the same straight line EF, 
are parallel (57.). 

TBBOJlBIL 

61. If tuIo 8traigTrt I. make tDit1a a tAird, ttDo interior anglu • 
..,ioIe """ u lu.1Acm ttDo ricTrt angw, Me zu.e. tDillfJlfd if pr0-
duced. .. 

Let the straight lines BD and AI (see last fig.) meet the 
line AD; now, if the sum of IAB+DBA he less than two 
right angles, the lines will intersect. 

Draw the straight line AC, making the angl~ .. <;AB =ABFj. 
in other words, so that the angles CAB, ABD, ·.~aken ~. 
ther, may be equal to two right angles; and complete the J\st 
of the construction, as in the foregoing theorem. Since AEK 
is a right angle, AE the perpendicular is shorter than AK the 
ohlique line; hence (49.) in the triangle AEK, the angle 
AKE, opposite the side AE, is less than the right angle AEK, 
opposite the side AK. Hence the angle IKF, equal to AKE. 
is less than a right angle; hence (58.) the lines KI and FD 
will meet if produced. 

62. Sc1wlivma. If the lines AM, BD, make with AB twc) 
aogles BAM, ABD, tlre'llBn of which is greater than two 
right .... gles, those line8~ill not meet aboTe AD, ·but they 
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wiD below. For'the two angles BAM, BAN, are together 
equal to two right angles, and so are the two ABD, ABF; 
hence' those four angles are together equal to four right an
gles. But BAM, ABD, are together greater than two right 
angles; therefore the remaining angles BAN, ABF, are to
gether less than two; therefore the straight lines AN, BF, 
will meet if produced. 

6S. eM. ThrQugh a given point A, no more than one 
line can be drawn parallel to a given line BD. For there is 
but one line AC, which makes the sum of the two angles BAC 
+ ABD equal to two right angles; and this is the parallelr&
quired. Every other line AI or AM would make the sum of 
the interior angles less or greater than two right angles; there
fore it would meet BD. 

TRBOREM. 

64. If ttDO parallel atraigAt linea are met by a tlirtllirte, 1M .. ", of 
the interior aglu OJI tlle aame ride of 1M «cant line ttIill be equal 
to ttDO "gAt anglu • 

. Let the pUaIlels AB, CD; be met 
by the secant line EF, then is the sum 
of OGA+GOC, or GOD+OGB= 
to two right angles. A-

For iCit were more or less the two 
straight lines AB, CD, would meetO:--~~---;D 
on the one side or the. other (61.) and 
would noi be parallel. 

65. eM .1. If GOC is a right angle, AGO will be a right 
angle also; therefore every line perpendicular to one of two 
para.lIels is perpendicular to the other. 

,I 66.' eM. 2, Since the sum AGO + GOC is equal to two 
right angles, and the sum GOD+GOC is also equal to two 
right angles, if GOO be taken &om both, there will remain 
the angle AGO=GOD. Besides, (34.), we have AGO= 
BGE, and GOD=COF; hence the four acute angles AGO, 
DGE, GOD, COF, are equal to each other. The same is the 
case with the four obtuse angles AGE, BGO, GOC, DOF. 
It may be observed, moreover, that, in addin$' one of the acute • 
angles to one of the obtuse, the sum will always be two right 
angles. ,. 
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to· GEOMETRY. 

67. ScWiufn. The angles jUlt spoken of, wben compared 
with each other, assume different names. AGO, GOC, we 
have already named interior a"Kla OR tM,tIfM side; BGO, 
GOD, have the same name; AGO, GOP, are called 4ltenatJItI 
Mterior angles, or limply alIerrtottJ; so also, are BGO, GOO: 
and lastly EGB, GOD, or EGA, GOe, are called, respec~ 
tively, the opposite exteriur aM interior angles; and EGB, 
COF, or AGE, DOF, the aJtenuJte exterWr angles. This 
being premised, the following propositions may be considered 
as already demonstrated. 

Pi"It. The interior angles on the same side are together 
equal to two rigbt angles.. • 

Second. The alternate interior angles are equal; 10 like
wise are the opposite exterior and interior, and the alternate 
exterior angles. _ 

Conversely, if in this second case, two angles of the same 
name are equal, the lines to which they refer wiIJ be paral
lel. Suppose, for example, the angle AGO=GOD. Since 
GOC + GOD is equal to two right angles, AGO + GOC most 
also be equal to two, and (60.) the lines AG, CO, must be 
parallel. . 

TDEORa. 

68. 7'Il1o Uau .,AieA are parallel to a t1tirrl, .are parallel to eacl 
~. ' 

Let CD and AB be parallel to tbe third line EF, then are 
tbey parallel to each other. . 

Draw PQR perpendicular to EF, and 
cutting AB, CD. Since- AB is parallel =----11;;-----:= 
to EF, PR will be perpendicular to AB ]a E' 
(65.); and' since CD is parallel to EF, ....... __ ~_--;=
PR, will for a like reason be perpendicu
lar to CD. Hence AD and CD are per- ~---t;:----;= 
pendicular to the lame straight line; hence .A. B 
(57.) tlleyare parallel. 
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TBIlOUB. 

T%'%7z}parzdlelLdB, CD, bCng d X g D 

$E~7i~-£E~~ ~/~ B 

h~~~lh}~:i(~h.tBzi~~ese S~h~!g . ili 

be perpendicular to CD: and we are DOW to shew that they 
}'%7ill bz; eqz,z,R to %}'l1.ch us:ber. 

If GF be joined, the angles GFE, FGB, considered in 
'%7}zfier'%7'%7,:::e t'%7 the AC. CD, will be '%71tern'lf.ilE int'%7rior 

:::!:s'th~d therefore (6'.JG~ t: ~:a;:~~Ji~w!ls:~ !he 
~~~ :~~: consi!!l~dr:~~:~~e~i~!~~~~Is t~G~'%71~: 
'%7:::i1l alt'%7'%7nate if,teriu'%7 anb)'%7s, thz''%7efo:::'%7 '%7qunt D'%7nce 
the two triangles EFG, FGH, have a common side, and two 
lzdjaz;eznt }'%7:::::;s:les e'%7zsh e'%7'%7al; tenciz thes,e tri"E,ifies (::;S:S.) 
are equal; therefore, the side EG, which measures the' dis
!;'%7nc'%7 nfth'%7 ::;s:arilElds CD, at poh:±i E, eq}zal to 
the side FB,' which measures the tistance of De p:::iztr:al-
leIs at the I§i%int F. 

TBBOUM •• 

'TO. If IttJO anglea iKrrJe tIiztr:ir ridu IHJi·alkl, t:DCk eacf, and lying 
in dir:::iztr:ionz tAoae z,nglea !.-ill be equal. 

. Let BAC and DEF be the angles, having AB parallel to 
DD, %'%7:::d DC to tIF, th'%7n th'%7 'ifilgl'%7, be rhu~. 

Produce DE, ifnecessary, till it meets L 
G. The ili%glr DEF is to 7 .., 

!~~~;7~~g~~nD:J is ~~~le!o B~~: ~fo ~~ 
rince DG i, pailillel All hei,z,e th'%7 " 
angle DEFis equal to BAC. * ::1'-

71. Scb"Iium. Th'%7 res:::s:l'%7'%7ion nC Piztr:nb'fl'%7sill'%7n ,tu dle 
case where the side EF lies in the same direCtion with AC, 
'%7:::id in bie with AB, Diz'%7'%7Ssary, be'%7'%7'%7se 

~~F~de:~~ll~~~~::~rl~'~~:I~A~c, but ~:~:db~:~ 
to thas: case, and DAC wouIll be 

ther equal to two right angles. 



GEOMETRY. 

TRBOJlBJI •. 

73. 1",.,., ~ tile ""til of tAe tAree agla it 8fUtIl to _ 
rigltt araglu. 

Let ABC be any triangle. Produce the side lJl' 
CA towards D ; and, at the point A, draw AE 
parallel to BC. 

Since AE, CB, areparallel, and CAD cuts 
them, the exterior angle DAE will be equal to CAD 
its interior opposite one ACB; in like manner, since AE, 
CD, are parallel, and AD cuts them, the alternate interior 
angles ABC, DAE, will be equal: hence the three angles oC 
the triangle ABC make up the same sum as the three angles 
CAB, BAE, EAD; hence, (31.) the sum oC the three angles 
is equal to two right angles. 

73. Cor. 1. Two angles oC a triangle being given, or 
merely their sum, the third will be found by subtracting that 
sum Crom two right angles. 

'74. Cor. 2. If two angles oC one triangle are respec
tively equal to two angles oC another, the third angles will 
also be equal, and the two triangles will be mutually equi
angular. 

75. Cor. S. ,In any triangle there can be but one right 
angle; Cor if there were two, the third angle must be nothing. 
Still less, can a triaDgle have more than one obtuse angle. 

'76. Cor. 4. In every right-angled triangle, the sum of 
the two acute aJlgles is equal to one right angle • 

. '7'7. Cor. 5. Since every equilateral triangle (45.) is 
also equiangular, each oC its angles will be equal to the 
third part oC two right angles; so that iC the right angle is ' 
expressed by unity, the angle oC an equilateral triangle will be 
e~dbYI· 

'is.' Cor. 6. In every triangle ABC, the exterior angle 
DAD is equal tp the sum of the two interior opposite angles 
B and C. For, AE being parallel to BC, the part BAE is 
equal to the angle B, and the other part DAE is equal to the 
angle C. , ' 
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THBOREK I. 

Let ABCDEFG be the proposed polygon . 
If from the vertex of anyone angle A, diago-oD 
nals AC, AD, AE, AF, be drawn to the ver
tices oC all the opposite angles, it is plain that .... :---~.,. 
the polygon will be divided into five triangles, 
jf it has seven sides; into six triangles, if it has C7 
eight; and, in general, into as many triangles, less two as 
the polygon has sides; Cor those triangles may be considered 
as l;laving the point A Cor a common vertex, and for bases, 
the .several sides oC the polygon, excepting the two sides which 
form the angle Ao It is evident, also, that the sum oC all the 
angles in those triangles does not differ from the sum of all 
the angles in the polygon: hence the latter sum is equal to as 
many. times two right angles as there are triangles in the 
figure; in other words, as· there are units in the number oC 
sides d;imioished by two. . 

80. Cor. 1; The sum oCthe angles in a quadrilateral is 
equal to two right angles multiplied by 4-.2, which amounts 
to four right ogles : hence if all the angles of a quadrilateral 
are equal, each of them will be a right angle; a conclusion 

. which sanctions our seventeenth Definition, where the lOur 
angles of a quadrilateral are asserted to be right, in the case 
of the rectangle and the square. . 

81. Cor • .2. The sum of the angles oC a pentagon is equal 
to two right angles multiplied by 5-.2, which amounts to six 
right angles: 1lence when a pentagon is equiangular each an
gle is equal to the fifth part oC six right angles, or to f of one 
right angle. 

8.2. Cor. 3. The sum of the angles of a hexagon' is 
equal to .2 X (6-.2,) or eight right angles; hence in the equi
angular heugon, each angle is the sixth part oC eight right 
angles, or ~ oC one. ' 

83. Sclwlivm. When this proposition is ap.-
plied to polygons, which have re-entraat angles, Q 
each re-entrant angle must be regarded as greater . 
than two right angles. But to all alDbi-
guity, we shall henceCorth limit to 
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polygons with IfIliertt angles, which might otherwise be named. 
roavez fKJl!Jgou. Every convex polygon is such that a straight 
line, drawn at pleasure, cannot meet the contour of the poly
gon ih IIlOre than two point&. 

TBBOIUDI. 

Draw the diagonal BD. The triangles/S1 
ADB, DBC, have a common side BD; and 
since AJ1, BC, are parallel, they have also 
the angle ADB=DBC (67.); and sinee 
AB, CD, are parallel, the angle, ABD=BOO ; hence they 
are equal- (38.); therefore the side AB, oppoaite the angle 
ADB, is equal to the aide DC, opposite the equal angle DBC; 
and in like manner, AD the third side, is equal to DC : hence 
the opposite sides of a parallelogram are equal. . 

Again, since the triangles are equal, it follows that the .... 
gle A is !41ual to the angle C i and also that the angle ADO, 
composed of the two ADD, BDC, is equal to ABC, c0m
pOsed of the two DBC, ADD: hence the opposite angles of 
a parallelogram are also equal. 

8S. Cor. Two j>arallels AD, CD, included between two 
other parallels AD, BC, are equal. • 

86. If tAB oppoftte.we. of ,. quatlrilateral tIN ~l, .,." 
".. .,.z ride- will h ptIrfillil. _ lAe Jipre tDill h CI ,.... 

lelogra&. 

Let ABCD be a quadrilateral (see the last figure) having 
its oppoai&e aides respectively equal, vis. AB=DC. and AD 
=BC; then will these sides be parallel, and the &gore. pa-
rallelogram. . 

For, having drawn the di~nal BD, the triaogles ABD, 
BDC, have all the sides 6f If,' one equal to the corresponding 
sides of the other; • th~re they are equal; therefore, the 
angle ADB. opposite the side AB, is equal to DBC, opposite 
CD; therefore .) the AD i. parallel to BC. For a 
like reuon, ; themore the quadrilat,efal. 
ABCD is a PVlUftl. 

• 
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87. If hIIo ~ aide- of a ~ are equal and paral
lel, de ~ ridu will alMJ be equal and JIf'f'GlW, tmtl 41ef 
Jpre will be a parallelogram. 

Draw the diagonal BD (see the last figure). Since AD is 
(»arallel to CD, the altemate angles ADD, BDC, are equal 
(61.); moreover, the side BD is common, and the side AD 
=DC; hence the triangle ADD is equal (36.) to DBC; 
hence the side AD is equal to BC, the angle ADB to D.BC, 
and consequendy, AD is parallel to BC; hence the figure 
ABCD is a parallelogram. 

88. TI&e hIIo tliagatuiU of a ~ divide ecd cder into 
equal ptJfV, or fIAItut.Jlly binct eacla oIh8r. 

Let ABCD be a parallelogram, ~. D 
AC and DB its diagonals, inter
secting at 0, then will AO=.OC, 
and DO=OB. A.,jJ-,",-:::;;"'---~ 

Comparing the triangles ADO, COB, we find the side AD . 
=CB, the ans:le ADO=CBO (87.), and the angle DAO= 
OCB; hence (38.) those triangles are equal; hence AO, the 
side opposite the angle ADO, is equal to OC o~osite OBC ; 
hence also DO is equal to OB. 

89. Sc/wlfutm. In the case of the rhombus, the .sides AB, 
BC, being equal, the triangles AOB, OBC, have' all the sides 
of the one equal to the corresponding sides of the other, and 
are therefore equaJ; whence it follo~s ~at the angles AOB, 
BOC, are equal, and therefore, that the two diagonals of a 
rhombus cut each other at right angles. . 

6 
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BOOK II. 

THE CIRCl.E, AND THE MEASUREMENT OF ANGLES. 

D~. 

90. The circflmfermce of a circle 
is a curve Jine, all the points of which 
are equally distant &om a point with
in, called the centre. 

The circle is the space terminated A.~--4---~ 
hy this curved line.-

91. Every straight line, CA, CE, 
CD, drawn from the center to the cir
cumference, is called a radius or 1efIIidiameter; every line 
whicb, like AB, passes through the centre, and is terminated 
on both sides by the circumference, is called a diameter. 

From the definition of a circle, it follows that all the radii .. 
are equal; that all the diameters are equal also, and each 
double of the radius. 

92. A portion of the circ..merence, sucb as FRG, is 
called an arc. 

The clwrd or ""*"'e of an arc is the straight line FG, 
wbich joins its two extremities.t 

93. A segment is the surface, or portion of a circle, in-
cluded betwetll an arc and its chord. . 

94. . A ,ector. is the part of the circle included between an 
arc DE, and the two radii CD, CE, drawn to the extremities 
of the arc. 

96. A Itraiglt line is said to be i_crib
ell in a circle, when its extremities are in the 
circumference, as AB. 

An ifllCribed angle is one which, like 
BAC, has its vertex in the circumferen~, B 
and is formed by two cbords. 

* Nole:.. In common language, the circle is sometimes confounded with 
its circumferenc.; but the correct expresaion may always be easily re
curred to, if we bear in mind that the circle is a surface which has length 
and breadth, while the circumference is but a line. 

t Nole. In all casesi the same chord.FG belongs to two arcs, FHG, 
FEG, and consequent yalso to two segments : but the smaller one is al
ways meant, unless.the contrary is expresaed. 
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BOOK n. 
'An i",cribed triangle is one which, like BAC, has its three 

angular points in the circumference. 
And, generally, an i",cribed figure is one, of which all the 

angles have their vertices in the circumference. The circle 'is 
said to circtmt,cribe such a figure. 

96~ A I«:iIfIt is a lioe which meets the 
circumference in two points. AB is a Be- ~~--.... 
cant. 

97. A tangent is a line which has but 
one point in common with the circumference. w-...;:: .. .-::::~~ 
CD is a tangent. . . 

The point M is called thepoi1&t oj COIItact. 
I. like mauner, two circumferences tout:k each other when 

they have .but one point in common. 
. A polygon is cirCflmlCribed about a circle, when all its sides 

4U'e tangents to the circumference (see the diagram of .2'77.) : 
in the same case, the circle is said to be imcribetl in the po
lygon. 

THBORBH. 

98. \Beery dil.mltter Ilivida,.", ciN:le __ ci,.,.jemtttl into 
., epal f1I""Ilo . 

Let AEDF be a circle, and. AD a dia-
meter. 

Now, if the figure AEB be applied to 
AFB, their common base AD retaining its .4I"o:;:;....--:;~--m 
position, the curve lin, AEB must fall ex
actly on the. curve hne AFB, otherwise 
there would; in the one or the other, be 
points unequally distant &om the centre, which I contrary to 
the definition of a circle. 

w. Eeery cNml u lB.ItIaa" tAe~. 

For, if ~ radii AC, CD, (see the last figure) be drawn to 
the extremitie& of the chord AD,. we shall have the straight 
line ADLAC+CD, or ADLAB. 

100. Cor. Hence, the greatest line which can be inscribed 
in a circle is equal to its diameter. 
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101. A ICrcIigAt,. .... ..., tie ~~ tf II eirele .. 
fJIOf'8 tAa,. poiftII. 

For, if it could meet it in three, thOle three points would be 
equally distaDt from the centre; and hence, there would be 
three eqnal straight lines drawn from the same point to the 
same straight line, which is impossible (54.). 

TBBOBBJI. 

102. In tie"..." circls, or in ~ cin:lu, ~ fl,rc., fIN_
IMIdetl .", equl c~; and, comHJrHl" equcrl cMrtJ. ~ 
IfIItJl Gf'CI. 

If the radii AC, EO, are 
eqnal, and the arcs AMD, 
ENG; then the chord AD 
will be equal to the chord M---!:---lB .... --r--Ii' 
EG. 

For, since the diameters 
AB, EF, are equal, the se
micircle AMDB may be applied e~actly to the semicircle 
ENGF, and the curve line AMDB will coincide entirely with 
the curve line ENGF. But the part AMD is equal to the 
part ENG (H1fJ.); hence the point D will fall on G; there-
Core the chord AD is equal to the chord EG. • 

Conversely, supposing again the radii AC, EO, to be equal, 
if the chord AD is equal to the chord EG, the arcs AMD, 
ENG will be equal. 

For, if the radii CD, OG, be drawn, the triangles ACD, 
EOG, having all their sides respectively equal, namely, AC= 
EO, CD=OG, and AD=EG, are themselves equal; and, 
consequently, the angle ACD is equal EOG. Now, placing 
the semicircle ADB on its equal EGF, since the angles ACD, I 

EOG, are equal, it is plain that the radius CD will CalIon the 
radius OG, and the point D on the point G; thereCore the arc 
AMD is equal to the arc ENG. 
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TllBOUK. 

103. 1. tAe ICIII6 circle, or ira equal circlel, a gretllet' arc U I"b· 
Iended by a grecrter c1wrd, aflll conver8ely; t1l8 arCI being alu:ay. 
mpp0864 to be luI tlama a 86micircumference. 

Let the arc AH be greater than AD (see the preceding 
figure); and draw the chords AD, AH, and the radii CD, 
CH. The two sides AC, CH, of the triangle ACH are equal 
to the two AC, CD, of the triangle ACD, and the angle ACH 
is greater than ACD ; hence (42.) the third side AH is greater 
than the third AD; therefore the chord, which subtends the 
greater arc, is the greater. 

Conversely, if the chord AH is greater than AD, it will 
follow, on comparing the same triangles, that the angle. ACH 
is greater than ACD; and hence, that the at'c AH is greater 
than AD. 

104. Sc1uiIiutn. The arcs here treated of are each less than 
die semicircumference. If they were greater, t~e reverse pro
perty would have llace; as the arcs increased, the chords 
would diminish, an conversely. Thus, the ark AKBD being 
greater than AKBH, the chord AD of the first is less than the 
chord AH of the second. 

THBOUK. 

105. 7'A6 rtJtliu perpendicular to a clwrd, bi8ect8 ii, _ bUect. 
aha t1l8 •• btended arc of t1I8 clwrd. 

Let AB be a chord and CG the ra
dius perpendicular to it; then AD = 
DB and the arc AG=GB. 

Draw the radii CA, CB. These 
radii considered with regard to the per
pendicular CD, are two equal oblique 
lines; hence (52.) they lie equally dis- A!.~-~..---":;lIfR 
tant from that perpendicular: hence 
AD is equal to DB. 

Again, since AD, DB are equal, CG 
is a perpendicular erected from the middle of AB; hence 
(55.) every point of this perpendicular must be equally dis
tant &om its two extremities A and B. Now, G is one of 
those points;· therefore AG, BG, are equal. But jf the chord 
AGis equal to the chord GB, the arc AG will be equal to 
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the arc GB (102); hence, the radius CG, at right antiles t,1; 
the 1I,ord AB, divide1; the %U'C "gbtend"d thai "ho1;d int" 
two equal parts at the point G. 

HR"'ti. Scti"lium. Tb" cenire C, the middle point D, of the 
cho~ AB, and~ the middle point ~, of the arc subtend"d by 
this d,ord" "re iRgee pmnts ",tuat,,', 1D san,,, pe,e"ndi~ 
cuIar to the chord. ~But two points are sufficient to "deter
minp ~he of ,traitidt Jj1;H" ; h"nce ,il~aigb, linn 
which p~ses through two ~f t~e ~poin~ just mentio~d, will 
~~~:~: pas, ihrontih tITkP tlili,R, an" be d"rp"n¥hCuIIkj; to 

It follows, likewise, that tke ~irJJlan, roU4'd the 
of {, CM"l ~e" tdTiTug,l ike eeiilre, {4,M tdrougd the 

aiddle of tile arc BUbtended by tlurt chord. 
Fne thi, herpredicglar i'S the 5£ame the nne fall h'Som 

the centre oD the same chord, since both of them pass through 
the middla nf tlk" cho,z!" 

?: 01. "l'Af',:;;'%fgl ,1ail'6 giea1;i1 in eam6 lit,,,, one 
eircur4ferenee fA4J aZ1IJtJy. be made to pa88. ad 1M one. 

Let A, B, and C, be the given 
point!4, . 

Join AB, BC; and bisect those 

i:~E:ti~!~~:eb;s~;:t that Dll 
and FG, will meet in some p~int O~ .A:.., I All 

Fr,k', th"d m%!!4k n"""ssa,Hy CrRl ~~~ 
each~~ther, jf.the~ are n~t parallel. N()w, suppose they were 
w,araBBel, tha lin" AB, mhlCP kS p"/en"s,:ul,,e ,0 §TfEuld 
3Iso be perpendicular to FG (65.f; and the angle would 

a eight &mgle but dK, rthe p§uducti"Iili of AD, digPh§ent 
ArOm AF, because the three points A, B, C, are not in the 

~;,e ~~~i:~: ~;ir }r::~i:~~hrr~:';~~l o~~r:l':~!::~~~~~; 
line, which (50.) is impossihle; hence DE, FG, will always 
meet som" point O. 
"And m()~re?ver, this foint 0, since it lies ~jn the perpen

PEculn" D t£, IS e'l',alIH Plstant from the i,,,O p'EEnts, and B. 
(55~); and since the same point 0 lies in the perpendicular 
FG, it is ah;n eqz£dly dhtam froEs, the kmo d,Ents d and C: 
hencEs rthe ,h,ee distances OA, OlI, OC, are equal ; therefore 
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the circumference descnDed from the centre 0, with the radial 
OD, will pass' through the three giveJl points A, B, C. 

We have now shewn that one circumference cau alway. be 
made to pass. through three giveu points not iu the same 
straight line: we assert farther, that but one can be described 
through them. 

For, if there were a second circumference passing through 
the three given points A, D, C, its centre could not be out of 
the line DE (65.), for then it would be unequally distant &om 
A and B; neither could it be out of the line FG, for a like 
reason; therefore, it would be in both the lines DE, FG. 
But two straight lines cannot cut each other in more than one 
point; hence there is but one circnmference which can pass 
through three given points. ' 

108. Cor. Two circumferences cannot meet in more 
than two points; for, if they have three common points, 
they must have the same centre, and form one and the same 
circumference. 

TBEOB.BJL 

109. Troo equal c'Mrd& are equally dinar&t fr". tAB entre; ad 
of t2lJO unequol c1&ortJ.6, tAB lu8 i8 at tAe greater tlilttmce./rota tile 
C61Jire. 

·First. Suppose the chord AD = 
DE. Bisect those chords by the 
perpendiculars CF, CG, and draw 
the radii CA, CD. 

In the right-angled triangles CAF, 
DCG, the hypotenuses CA, CD, are 
equal; and the side AF, the half of ~tCO,--~-t.---?'K. 
AB, is equal to the side DG, the 
half of DE: hence the triangles are 
equal (6.6.), and CF is equal to CG; x. 
hence (fir", the t1fo equal chords AD, DE, are equaUy dis
tant from the cattre. 

SeCoTIlll!J. ~et the chord AB be greater than·DE. The 
arc AKH (103.) will be greater than DME; cut off from 
the former, a part equal to the latter, AND=DME ; draw 
the chord AD, and let fall CF perpendicular to this chord, 
and CI perpendicular to AB. It is evident that CF ~ 
greater ·than CO, and CO than CI (52.); therefore, CF 
is still greater than CI. But CF is equal to CG, be-
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cause tbe chords AD, DE, are equal: hence we have CG L 
CI ; hence of two uneqllal chords, the less is the farther ti-om 
the centre. 

TBEORBII. 

110. A 8tt'aigld line perpendicula.r to CI ratiifU, at iU ezlren&ity, u 
a tangent to t1ae circumference. 

Let DD be perpendicular to the.o!:i:B~_-:::;:oo"""'_~"""...e:. 
radius CA, at its extremity A, 
then will it be tangent to the cir
cumference. 

For (52.) every oblique line CE, 
is longer thau the perpendicular 
CA ; hence the point E is without 
the circle;· therefore, DD has no point but A common to it 
and the circumference; consequently DD (97.) is a tangent. 

111. Silwlium~ From a given point A, only one tangent 
AD can be drawn to the circumference: for if another 
could be drawn, it would not be perpendicular to the radius 
CA ; hence in reference to this new tangent, the radius AC 
would be an oblique line, and the perpendicular let fall ti-om 
the centre upon this tangent would be shorter than CA; 
hence this supposed tangent would enter the circle, and be a 
secant. 

112. 7'tDo paralZel8 mtercept equal dru on t1ae circ-ferenu. 

There may be three cases. 

Firlt. If the two parallels are se- :a:. 
cants, draw the radius CH perpendi-__ 
cular to the chord MP. It will, at the Ar-;!:-::---f=-~\=' 
same time be perpendicu1ar to NQ 
(65.); therefore, the point H (105) 
will be at once the middle of the arc 
MHP, and of the arc NHQ; there
fore, we shall have the arc MH=HP, 
and the arc NH=HQ; and therefore MH-NH=HP-HQ; 
in other words MN =PQ.· ~ 
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Second. When, of the two paral
lels· AB, DE, one is a secant, the n---~itooo:~_...a 
other a tangent, draw the radius CH A: 
to the point of contact H; it will 
be perpendicular to the tangent DE 
(110.), and also to its parallel MP. 
But since CH is perpendicular to 
the chord MP, the point H must be 
the middle of the 8J:C MHP; there- ~_"-;;;:-==--~_-!:I 
fore the ares MD, HP, included be-
tween the parallels AB, DE, are equal. 

Tkif'tl. If the two parallels DE, IL, are tangents, the oPe 
at D, the other at K, draw the parallel secant AD; and, 
from what has-just been shewn, we shall have MB=HP, 
MK=KP; and hence the whole arc HMK=HPK. Itia far
ther eWdent that each of these arcs is a semicircumCerence. 

TBEOJlE)( • . 
113. If tUJO circle. cut eacla otMr i. tUJO poi"'., 1M llae ",Aiel 

ptl88U t1woug1& t1&eir centru, tDi1Z be perperulicular to tie c:Aard 
",~la joiru t"he POW8 of interaectiora, _ IDill tlioitU it _ ,.. 
Bfual ptZrlB. . 

For the line .t\.B, which joins the points of intersection, ia 
a chord common to the two circles. ADd if a perpeDdicW 

be erected from the middle of this chord, it will pass (106.) 
through each of the twp centres C and D. But no more than 
one straight Iin~e drawn through two points; hence the 
straight Jine, w 'passes through the eeptres, will hi.t "'. 
chord at righ les. 

7 
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TRBOBBJl. 

Uf. If lAs tlilttmu betu:een lAs umru of tv70 wclu U IU8 eM. 
lAs ..",. of the radii, the greater radi.,. being at tits 8t1M6 tiru 
leu t1um lAs BUm of the amaller and the tlUtant;e betwen the cen
tres, the ttDo circlu tDill cut each other. 

For, to make an intersection possible, the triangle CAD 
(see the preceding figure) must be possible. Hence, not only 
must we have CDLAC+AD, but also the greater radius 
ADLAC+CD. And, whenever the triangle CAD can be 
constmcted, it is plain that the circles described trom the cen-
tres C and D, will cut each other in . .t\ and B. • . 

T.RBOBBK. 

115. If lAs tlutafu:6 bettoeen the cmtres Of., cirdu U .. 
to the 811m of tllelr radii, tAo8e ,.". circlu tDill toucA each .ot_ ea· 
~!I. . 

Let C and D be the centres at a 
distance nom each other=CA + AD. 

The circles will evidently have the 
pqint A common, and. they will have 
no other; because, if they had two 
points common, tbe distance between 
tbeir centres must be less than the 
sum of their radii. 

TRBOBEX. 

116. If the tliatanee bet~ the centre. of ttDo cirde., u 6tJUDI, 
to tlae tl4fference of their radii, tlwae tuJo circlu tDill touc1& Mel 
other internally. 

Let C and D be the centres at a dis
tance nom each other=AD-CA. 

It is evident, as before, tbat they will 
have the point A common: they can 
have no otber; because, if they had, the At---:I'-::::t:~I----t 
greater radius AD (114.) must be less 
than the sum of the radius AC and the 
distance between the centres, which is 
contrary to the supposition. 
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11 '7. Cur. Hence, if two circles touch each other, either 
extemally or internally, their centres and the point of contact 
will be in the same right line. . 

118. Scltoliw&. All circles which have their centres on 
the right line CD, and which pass through the point A, are 
tangent to each other; they have only the point A com
mon, And if through the point A, AE be drawn perpeudi
cular to CD, the straight line AE will be a common tangent 
to all the circles. 

TREOD., 

119. In tAe same circle, or in equtJl circlu, equal anglu ~ 
t1&eir 1l6f1icu at tAe ctmtre, intercept f!AJfUll aru on tlle am-fe. 
re7lC6: and COftNf'BeI,l, if tAe area intercepted are equal, t1te .... 
8lu contained by tAe radii tDill auo be equal. 

Let C and C be the centres of equal circles, and the ~gle 
ACB=DCE •. 

Firlt. Since the angles ACB, ~ (6) 
DCE, are equal, they may be 
placed upon each other; ,and C • : 
since their sides are equal, the .. 
point A will evidently fallon D, 
and the point B on E. !Jut in E. J: D " 
that case, the arc AB must ·a1so fall on the arc DE ; for if they 
did riot exactly coincide, there would, in the one or the other, 
be points unequally distant from the centre; which is imposii
b1e: hence the arc AB is equal to DE. 

Secuntllg. If we suppose AB=DE, the angle'ACB will be 
equal to DCE. For if those angles are not equal, suppose 
ACB to be the greater, and let ACI be taken equal to DCE. 
From what has just been shewn, we shall haye AI=DE: bul. 
by hypothesis, ARia equal to DE; hence AI must be equal 
to AB, or a part, to the whole, which is absurd: hence the· 
angle ACB i'.-ual to DCE. 
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'1'HBOREJ[. 

120. I. tile aa~ circle, or in equal circlea, if tWo magle, at tie 
ceItIre 4nl to 64Ch otlUlr in tAe proportion of two whole ftum~" tlle 
ifaIMoctf*d area !DiU be to each otTter in thtt proportion of tlee 
"me .umber., and we aAall M'De the magle : tile angle: : the cor
f'e6pOnding arc : tAe correaponding arc. 

c 

Suppose, for example, that the angles ACB, DCE, are to 
each other as 7 is to 4; or, which is the same thing, suppose 
that the angleM, which may serve as a common measure, is 
contained 7 times in the angle ACB and 4 times in DCE. 
The seven partial angles ACm, mCn, nCp, &c., into which 
ACB is divided, being each equal to any of the four partial 
angles into which DCE is divided; each of the partial . arcs 
Am, mn, np, &c., will (119.) be equal to each of the partialarcs 
Ax, xy, &c. Therefore the whole arc AB will be to the whole 
arc DE, as 7 is to 4. But the same reasoning would evidently 
apply, if in place of 7 and 4 any numbers whatever were em
ployed; hence, if the ratio of the angles ACB, DCE, can be 
expressed in whole numbers, the arcs AB, DE, will be to each 
other as the angles ACB, DCE. 

121. ScJwlium. Conversely, if the arcs AB, DE, are to 
each other as two whole numbers, the angles ACB, DCE, will 
be to each other as the same whole numbers, and we shall have 
ACB : DCE : : AB : DE. For the partial arcs, Am, mn, &c. 
and Dx, xy,&c. being equal, the partial angles ACm, men, 
&'tc. and DCx, xCy, &c. will also be equal. 

THEOREM. 

Ut. Wkate-oer be the l'atio of two angle" th08e two angle,' !DiU 
alway, be -to each other aa the arc, intercepted between their aidea, 
atad ducribed from their 'Derlicea a8 centre,; with equal radii. 

Let ACB be the greater and ACD the less angle. 
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Let the less angle be placed C Ll 
on the greater. If the propo-
sition is not true, the angle 
ACB will be to the angle ACD 
,s the arc AB is to an arc great- .Ii:. .A: 
er or less than AD. Suppose 0 D 
this arc to be greater, and let it be represented by AO ; we shall 
thus hav~ the angle ACB: angle ACD :: ~rc AD : arc AO. 
Next conceive the arc AD to be divided into equal parts, each 
of which is less than DO; there will be at least one point of 
division betweeu D and 0; let I be that point; and join CIa 
The a~s AD, AI, will be to each other as two whole numbers, 
and by the preceding theorem, we shall have the angle ACD : 
angle ACI : : arc AD : arc AI. Comparing these two pro
portions with each other, and observing that the antecedents 
are the same, we infer that the consequents are proportional, 
and thus we find the angle ACD : angle ACI : : arc AO : are 
AI. But the arc AO is greater than the arc AI; hence, if this 
propOl'tion is true, the angle ACD must be greater than the 
angle ACI: !>n the contrary, however, it is less; hence the 
angle ACD cannot be to the angle ACD as the arc AD is to 
an arc greater tban AD. 

By a process of reasoning entirely similar, it may be shewn 
that the fourth term of the proportion cannot be less than AD ; 
hence it is AD itself; therefore we have 

Angle ACD : angle ACD : : arc AD : arc AD. 

123. Cor. Since the aogle at- the centre of a circle, and 
the arc intercepted by its sides, have such a connexion, that if 
the one be augmented or diminished in any ratio, the other will 
be augmented or diminished in the same ratio, we are autho
rized to establish the one of those magnitudes as the measure 
of the other; and we shall henceforth assume the arc AD as 
the measure of the angle ACD. It is only required that, in 
the comparison of angles with each other, the arcs which 
serve to measure them, be described with equal radii, as all the 
foregoing propositions imply., 

124. SMoliwm. 1. It appears most Datural to m~asure a 
quantity by a quantity of the same species; and upon this 
principle it would be convenient to refer all angles to the right 
angle; which, being made the unit of measure, an acute an
gle would be expressed by some number between 0 and 1 ; 
an obtuse angle by some number between 1 and 2. This mode 
of expressing angles would not, however, be the most conve
nient in practice; it has been found more simple to measure 
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them by arcs of a circle, on account of the tacility with whida 
arcs can be made equal to given arcs, and for various other 
reasons. At all events, if the measurement of angles by arcs, 
of a circle is in any"degree indirect, it is still equally easy 
to obtain the direct and absolute measure by this method; 
since, on comparing the arc which serves as a measure to 
any angle, with the fourth part of the circumference, we find 
the ratio of the given angle to a right angle, which is the ab
solute measure. 

125. Scholium. 2. All that has been demonstrated in the 
last three propositions, concerning the comparison of angles 
with arcs holds true . equally, if applied to the comparison of 
sectors with arcs; for sectors are not only equal when their 
angles are so, but in all respects proportional to their angles ; 
hence t'fDO ,ector, ACB, ACD, taken in the ,ame circle, or i. 
equal circlel, are to each ather aI the arCl AB, AD, tAe 'lNue. 
of tllme ,ector,. It is hence evident that the arcs of the cir
cle which serve as a measure of the different angles, may also 
serve as J. measure of the different sectors, in the same circle, 
or equal circles. 

THEOREM. 

126. Aft iucribed angle i. metUured by 1uJ1j' t1ae G1'C, ittclutUd be
ttDeeft iU .itk •. 

Let BAD be an inscribed angle, and let 
us first suppose that the centre of the cir
cle lies within the angle BAD. Draw th~ 
diameter AE, and the radii CB, CD. 

The angle BCE, being exterior to the 
triangle ABC, is equal to the sum of the 
two interior .angles (JAB, ABC (78.); but 
the triangle BAC being isosceles, the an- D 
gle CAB is t"qualto ABC; hence the an
gle BCE is double of BAC. Since BCE lies at the centre, 
it is measured by the arc BE; hence BAC will be measured 

. by the half of BE. For a like reason, the angle CAD will be 
measured by the half of ED ; hence, BAC+CAD, or BAD, 
will be measured by the half of BE+ED, or of BD. 
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Suppose, in the second place, that C the A. 
centre lies without the angle BAD. Then, 
drawing the diameter AE, the, angle B~ 
will be measured by the half of BE; the 
angle DAE by the half of DE: hence 
their diB'erence BAD will be measured by 
the half of BE ""mil the half of ED, or 
by the half of BD. 

Hence every inscribed angle is measured 
by the"half of die arc included between its sides. 

Ii7. Cor. I. All the angles BAC, 
BDC, inscn'bed in the same segment !iN 
equal; because they are all measured by 
the half of the same arc BOC. B'F----~In 

liS. Cor. Every angle BAD, inscribed 
in a semicircle is a right angle; because it is 
measured by half the semicircumference BOD, Bf--~-~ID 
that is, by the fourth part of the whole cir
cumference. 

l'o demonstl'ate the same property another 
way, draw the radius AC: the triangle BAC is isesceles, 
hence the angle BAC=ABC; the triangle CAD is also is0s
celes, hence the angle CAD=ADC; hence BAC+CAD, or 
BAD=ABD + ADB. But if the two angles B and D of the 
triangle ABD are together e.qual to the third BAD, all the 
three angles will be together equal to twice BAD ; we already 
know that they are equal to two right angles; therefore, BAD 
is equal to one. 

li9. Cor. 3. Every angle BAC (see the'diagram of li7.) 
inscribed in a segment greater than a semicircle, is an acute 
angle; for it is measu,red by the half of the arc BOC, leu 
than a semicircumference. 

And every angle BOC, inscribed in a segment less than a 
semicircle, is an obtuse angle; for it is measured by the half 
of the arc BAC, greater than a semicircumference. 
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130. eM. 4. The opposite angles A 
and C, of an inscribed quadrilateral ABCD, 
are together equal to two right angles: for 
the angle BAD is measured by half the 
arc BCD, the angle BCD is measured by 
half the arc BAD; hence the two angles 
BAD, BCD, taken together, are measured 
by the half of the circumference; hence their sum is equal to 
two right angles. . 

TBEOBEK. 

131. TAe angleformedby 4 tllngerll mula cl&ord, U 1UUW"e4 by 
IAe Tttilf of ,Ab arc __ del. ~ ..... 

Let BE be the tangent and AC the chord. 
From A; the point of contact draw D 

the diameter AD. The angle BAD is 
right (110.) and is measured by ha1f the 
semicircumference A.M:D; the angle DAC 
is measured by the half of DC : hence, 
BAD + DAC, or BAC is mea~JUred by 
the half of A.M:D plus the half of DC, 
or by half the whole arc A.M:DC. ';;lS:---":::~~:""'--:E:;; 
It might be shewn, in the same manner, 

that the angle CAE is measured by half the arc AC included 
between its sides. 

PROBLEMS RELATING TO THE nRST TWO BOOD. 

PJlOBLEK • 

.J3!. To tlietde 4 p,en _W4igAl line into tteo ltJual piJIU. 

Let AD be the given straight line. 
From the points A and B as centres, with 

a radius greater than the half of AB, describe 
two arcs cutting each other in D; the point 
D will be equally distant from A and B. FiJ,1d, 

+.:--....... =-__ ~in like manner, above or beneath the line AD, 
a second point E, equally distant from the 
points A and B; through the two points D 
and E, draw the line DE: it will biseet the 
line AB in C. 
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For the two points D and E, being each equaIJy distant. 
&om the extremities A and B, must both lie in the perpendicu
lar raised from the middle of AB. Bllt only one straight line 
can pall througb two given points ~ bence the line DE mUlt 
itself be tbat perpendicular, wbich divides AB into two equal 
piU'tS at tile point C. 

PROBL£]J. 

133. .At II gifJtm paint, in II gifle1& ftrQigit liM, to er«t II popen. 
dieultJr to tIti. lifIfJ. 

J;.et A be t,he given point, and BC the 
gf.yen )ine. 

Tillte tIJe points :a ~ C at equal dis
~Mc~ t;oJP A; tbeJl from the points B 
and C as centres, with a radius greater C 
t.man B.A., deacribe two arcs illtersecting 
ejlCb .other in D; draw AP: it will be the perpendicular re
quired. 

For the point D, being equally distant from Band C, bee
longs to the perpendiclllar raised from the middle of BC ; 
therefore AD is that perpendiclliar. ' 

134.. Sc1wlium. The same construction serves for making 
a right angle BAD, at a given point, A, on a given straight 
line BC. 

PROBLEM. 

185. From a giflenpotAt, tDitAout II .",aiglu. line, to let fall a 
perpendicular on tAu liM. 

Let A be the point, and BD the .:4. 
straight line • 

. From the point A as a centre, and 
with a radius lu1liciently great, describe __ "r--~~-~ 
~ arc cutting the line BD in tbe two 
points B aad D; then mark a point E, 
equally diStant ·&om the points B and 
D, and draw AE: it will be the perpendicular required. 

For, the two points A and E are each equally distant from 
the points B and D; hence the line AE is a perpendicular 
Pflssing tbro9gh tbe .middle of BD. 

8 
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PIlOBLBJ(. 

136. AI CI 110m' ita CI giMa line, to ffICIh .. aragle equal '0 CI Hie .. 
angle. 

Let A be the given.point, AD the given line, and IKL the 
given .angle. 

From the vertex K as a cen- Lt A
tre, with any radius, describe the 
arc IL, terminating in the two 
sides of the angle; from the Xi I A 
point A as a centre, with a dis-
tance AB equal to KI, describe the indefinite arc BO; then 
take a radius equal to the chord LI, with which, from the 
point B as a centre, describe an arc cutting the indefinite one 
BO, in D; draw AD; and the angle DAB will be equal to 

,the giveu angle K. 'I 

For, the two, arcs BD, LI, have equal radii, and equal 
chords; hence they are equal (102.); therefore the angles' 
BAD, IKL, measured by them are equal. 

PROBLEI[. 

137. To divide CI giMa arc, or CI pn angle, into ~o eqllCll 
pelm. 

Pi,.". Let it be required to divide the C 
arc AEB into two equal parts. From the 
poiuts A and B, as centres, with the same 
radius, describe two arcs cutting each other 
in D; through the point D and the centre 
C, draw CD: it will bisect the arc AD in 
the point E. 

For the two points C and D are each 
equally distant from the extremities A and 
B of the chord AB; hence the liue CD bisects the chord at 
right angles; hence (105.) it bisects the arc AD in the 
point E. 

Secmu1ly. Let it be required to d!vide the angle ACB into 
two equal parts. We begin by describing, from tbe vertex C 
as a centre, the arc AB; which is then bisected as above. It 
is plain that the line CD will divide the angle ACB into two 
equal parts •. 

138. &Twlium. By the same construction, each of the 
balves .AE, EB, may be divided into two equal parts; and 
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thus, by successive subdivisions, a given angle, or a given 
arc may be di.rded into four equal parts, into eight, into six~· 
teen, and so on. 

PROBLEM. 

189. Tkroug1& a giNft paint, '0 draw a parallel '0 a gieea 8traigAt 
line. 

Let A be the given point, and BC' 
the given Jine. B 

From the point A as a centre, with 
a radius sufficiendy great, describe 
the inde1inite arc EO ; &om the point 
~ as a centre, with . the same radius, 
describe the arc AF; make ED=AF, and draw AD: this 
will be the par8llel required • 

. For, joining AE, the alternate angles AEF, EAD, are 
evidendy equal; therefore (67.) the lines AD, EF, are pa
raIleJ. 

PRQBLEK. 

140. Two aRglu of a triangkbeiJlg giMa, to jiad tAe tAird. 

Draw the indelnite line 
DEF; at any point as E, make 
the angle DEC equal to one of 
the given angles, and the angle 
CEH equal to the other: the 
remaining angle HEF ll'ill be 
the third angle required; be- 11' 
cause those three angles are together equal to two right angles. 

PROBL~. 

141. 7iDo ride. of a Nagle, dad lAB magle wAic:l ,ley cOJItaiJl, 
beirJg giNft, to COJIB'rucl tAe triangle. 

gle. . A 

Let the lines B and C be equal to r [ 
the given sides, and A the given au- 51 

Having drawn the indefinite line 
DE; at the point D, make the angle 
EDF equal to the given angle A ; :a: "H 
then take DG=B, DH=C, and draw GH; DGH will he the 
triangle required (36.). 
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PROBLn. 

142. A ride and tlDO tmg'lu tf a triangle being giMl, to C0n8truct 
tMJ~. 

, The two angles will either be both ad- . G 
jacent to the given side, or the one adja
cent and the other opposite: in the latter 
case, find tbe third angle (140.); and ~e 
two adjacent angles will dius be known; 
draw the straight line DE eqlla1 to the D 
given side: at the point 1), make aD angle EDF equal to ODe 
of the adjacent angles, and at E, an angle DEG equal to the 
other; the two lines DF, EG, will cut each other in H; ad 
DEB will be tile triangle required (38.). 

PRoBLB •• 

143. Tke tA,.. ride8 tf a triangle being giMl, 10 ck8cri1M tile 
tritmgle. 

Let A, B, and C, be the sides. 
Draw DE equal to the side A; 

&om the point E as a centre with a 
radius equal to the second side B, 
describe an arc; &om D as 'a ceo- :n ~ ______ ~ 
tre with a radius equal to the third 
side C, describe another arc inter

A'-I ______ -tl -

secting the former in F; draw DF, ::St., ------...... '. 
EF; and DEF will be the-,.an- 0 ,,.. __ -1 

gle required (43.). 

144. Sclwlium. H one of the sides were greater than the 
sum of the other two, the arcs would not intersect each other: 
but the solution will always be possible, when the sum of two 
sides, any how taken, is greater than the third • 

. . 
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145. Two rida rf G triag1e, - 1M angle opporite one oj ... , 
hi,., Ii"eft, to tfucri6e tie 1riaDgfe. 

Let A and B be the giTen sides, and C the given angle. 
There are two cases. 

Fir". When the angle C is right 
or obtuse, make the angle EDF= 
C; take DE =A; trom this point 
as a centre, with a radius equal 
the given side B, describe an 
cutting DF in F; draw EF : 
DEF will be the triangle 

In this first case, the side 

lL 
A 

be greater thli A; for the angle 
C, ~ing righl: or obtuse, is tile 
greatest angIe.4I" the triangle, and the side opposite to it must; 
therefore, also be the greatest. 

~. If' the angle C is 
acute, and B greater than A, tbe 
same construction will again ap
ply, and DEF will be the triangle 
tequired. 

At-I -----I. 
:a ... 1 - __ -_~ .. 

D·~------------~ 
But if the angle C is acute, and L 

the side B less than A, then the 
arc described &om the centre E, C 
with the J;adius EF =B, will cut AI-I -----I 
the side DF in two points F and 
G, lying on the same side of D: 
hence there will be two triangles 
DEF, DEG, either of which will 
satisfy the conditions of the pro-
blem. . :I)""'-~iI:-----:J~-

146. ScW.". The problem would be impossible in all 
cases, if the-side B were less than the perpendicular let faU 
from E on the line DF. 
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147. TIe tuljlreertl fttlu tUlI p"rtJlleltJgrllta. 1IIit1a. agIe'" 
., CGIItriI, 6eiwg giNa, to tk.eribe a. ptJI'fIllelogr ... 

Let A and B be the given sides, and C the given JlDgle. 

Draw the line DE=A.; at "n! ,8-the point D. makt" the angle 
FDE=C; take DF=B; de-
scribe two ares, the one trom 
F as a centre with a radius FG BI L 
=DE, the other trom F.y_. Alr--------
centre with a radius 1IG= 
DF; to the point G, .... B '~---t 
these arcs intersect each other, draw FG, EG; DEGF will be 
the p&ra.llelogram required. 

F'or the opposite sides are equal, by construction; hence 
the figure is a parallelogram (86.): and it is formed with the 
given sides and the given angle. 

148." Cor. If the give .. angle is right, the 6gore will be 
a rectangle; it, in addition to this, the sides are equal, it will 
be a square. 

I'IlOBLD. 

]49. To jiaillU MItre tU "p. cin:le or tIf'C. 

Take three points, A, B, C, 
any where in the circumference, 
or the arc; join AB, BC, or sup
pose them to be joined; bisect 
)bose two lines by the perpendi
culars DE, FG: the point 0, 
where these perpendiculars meet, 
will be the centre sougbt. 

150. Sclwliwn. Tbe same con-
struction serves for making a cir- D 
cumference pass through three given points A, B, C; and 
also for describing a"circumference, in which, a given triangle 
4BC shall be inscribed. 
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PIlOBLD. 

If the given point A lies in the circum_=D:....-_~:;:...I::!""'"_
ference, draw the radius CA, and erect 
AD perpendicular to it: AD (110.) will 
be the tangent required • 

If the point A lies without the circle, 
join A and the centre, by the straight line 
CA: bisect CA in 0; from 0 as a cen
ire, with the radius OC, describe a cir
cle intersecting the given circumference 
in B ; join AB: tills will be the tangent 
required. 

For, drawing CB, the angle CBA 
being inscribed in a semicircle is a right 
angle (l~.); therefore AB is a perpen-
dicular at the es.tremity of the radius A 
CB; therefore it is a tangent. 

152. Sc1uJ1Ma. When the point A lies without the circle, 
there will evidently be always two equal tangents AD, AD, 
passing through the point A: they are equal, because the 
right-angled triangles CBA, CDA, have the hypotenuse CA 
common, and the side CB = CD ; hence they are equal; hence 
AD is equal to AB, and also the angle CAD to CAB. 

PROBLB. 

153. To iucri6e G circle in • IliMa triangle. 

Let ABC be the given triangle. 
Bisect tbe angles A and B, by :B 

the lines AO and BO, meeting in 
the point 0; nom the point 0, 
let fall the perpendiculars OD, D 
OE, OF, on the three sides of the 
triangle: these perpeudiculars 
will all be equal. For, by con- A}A~~P~=-----~.(I 
struction, we bave the angle DAO 
=OAF, the right angle ADO=AFO; hence the third angle 
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AOD is equal to the third AOF. Moreover, the side AO is 
common to the,two triangles AOD, AOF; and the angles 
adjacent to the equal side are equal; hence the triangles them
selves are equal J' ~d DO is eqllal to OF. In the same man
ner it may be shewn that the two triangles BOD, BOE, are 
equal; therefore OD is equal to OE; therefore the three per
pendiculars OD, OE, OF, are aU equaL 

Now, if from the point 0 as a centre, with the radius OD, 
a circle be described, this circle will evidently be inscrib~d in 
the triangle ABC; for tbe side AB, being perpendicular to 
the radius at its extremity, is a tangent; and the same thing 
is true of the aides BC, AC. • 

154. Sc1uiIMma. The three Jines ...md!'bisec.t the IWJg~ of 
a triangle meet in the .IUIW point. 

rJW8LJUf. 

155. On a gitJen 8traigkt line to de.Cribe a I'gm.ent cOIIttJinitw a 
BiND aagle; tAat iB 10 8a1/. a aegmmat BUCk. tltat all t'- ".-lH 
iucriW in it, 8/&aU 6e efIUIl to tlls ~-WZe. 

Let AB be the given straight line, and C the giftll flagle. 

K. 
Produce AB towards D; at the point B, make the angle 

DBE=C; draw BO perpeDdicular to BE, ahd GO perpen
dicular to AB and bisecting it; and nom the point 0, where 
those perpendiculars meet, 8S a centre, with the distance OB, 
describe a circle: the required segment will be AMB. 

For, since BF is ,a perpendicular at the extremity of the 
radius OB, it is a tangent, and tbe angle ABF (131.) is mea
sured by balf the arc AKB. Also, the angle AMB, being an 
inscribed angle, is measured by balf tbe arc AKB: bence we 
have AMB=ABF=EBD=C: hence all the angles inscrib~d 
in the segment AMB are equal to the given angle C. 

156. ScJwUum. If the given angle were righ" the reqQir
ed segment would be a semicircle described on AD, as a dia
meter. 
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PROBLEM. 

157. To find tlee numerical rtUio oj t",o giNa ~lat line., . 
tlaoae linea beiag auppo8ed t~ MU a common meaaure. 

Let AB and CD be the given lines. 

From the greater AB cut otr a part equal to the less A C 
CD, as many times as possible; for example, twice, .~ . 
with the remainder BE. 

From the line CD, cut otr a part equal to ~e re
mainder BE, as many times as possibl~; once, for ex-
ample, with the remainder DF. D 

From the first remainder BE, cut otr a part equal 
to the' second DF, as many times as possible; . once, 
for example, with the remainder BG. -- E, 

From the second remainder DF, cut otr a part equal ." -
to BG the third, as many times as possible. . 

Continue this process, till a remainder occur, which 
is contained exactly a certain -number of times in ·the preced-
ing one. . . 

. ~ Then this last remainder will be the common mea*ure of 
the proposed lines; and regarding it as unity, we shall eaSily 
find the 1"alues of the preceding remainders; and at - last,. 
tho$e of the two proposed lines, and hence the4- ratio in 
numbers.' . 

Suppose, fOr instance, we find GB to be contain~d 'exactly , 
twice in FD; BG will be the common measure of the two 
proposed lines. Put BG = 1; we sh~l have FD =2 :. but 
EB contains FD once, plus GB; therefore.we have EB=3: 
CO contains EB once, plus FD; therefore we have Cn!..5 : 
an~, lastly, AB contains CD twice, plus ED ; .theref~ we 
have AB= 13; hence the ratio of the lines is that of 13 to 5. 
IC the line CD were taken for unity, the line AB would, 
be Ii ; if AD were taken for unity, CD would- be h. 

158. Sclw'lium. The method just explained is the same 
as that employe.d in !lritbmetic to find the common divisor of 
two numbers: it has no need, therefore, of any other demon-
stration. . 

How far soever the operation be continued, it is possible 
that no remainder may ever be found, which shall be con
tained an exact number of times in the preceding one. When 
this happens,:tbe two lines have no common measure, and are 
said to be ~able. An instance of this will be seen 
afterwards, in the· ratio of the diagonal to the side oC the 

9 
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square. In those cases, therefore, the exact ratio in numben 
cannot be found; but, by neglecting the last remainder, an 
approximate ratio will be obtained, more or less correct, ac-

• cording as the operation has been continued a greater 'or ... 
number of times.. • 

PllOBLBK. 

169. Two-,..lu being siNn, to Jiad IAelr eofIUIIOa """"t if 
der UN one, mad by tnea1U oj it, ,,,. roIio ia ataIIIer •• 

Let A 8nd B be the given angles. 
With eqaal radii describe the B 

arcs CD, EF, to serve as mea- 6. 
sores for the angles: pnK:eed , 
afterwards in the comparison of 
the arcs CD, EF, as in the last 
problem,since an arc may be cut 0 E 
otr from an arc of the !aJ,De radius, as a straight line froID a 
straight line. We shall thus arrive at the common measure 
of the arcs CD, EFt if they have one, and thereby at their 
ratio in numbers. This ratio (122.) will be the same as that 
of the' given angles; and if DO is. the common measure of the 
arca, DAO will be that of the augles. 

. '. 

160. Sclwliwn. According to this method, the absolute . I 
value of an angle may be found by comparing the arc which I 
measures it to the whole circumference. If the arc CD, for 
eumple, u to the circumference, as S is to 25; the angle A 
will be 1\ of four right angles, or if of one right angle. 

It ..... y also happen, that the arcs compared have no com
mon meaaure; in which case, the numerical ratios of the 81-
gJet will only be found approximately with more or less cor
rectness, according as the operation has been con.mued a 
greater Of leu number of .times. 
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BOOK UI. II 

BOOK IlL 

THE PROPORTIONS OF lIGURES. 

DejiaitiOlu. 

161. WE shall give the name epifXllent Jipt'e., to mch 
as have equal surface ... 

Two figwes may be equivalent though very dissimilar: a 
ckcle, for instance, may be equivalent to a square, a viangle 
to a rectangle. - _ 

T.be denomiuatWa, eqII4Z figure., we shall reserve for such 
as, when applied to each other, coincide ill all their points: of 
this kind are two circles, which have equal radii; two trian
gles, which have all their sides equal respectively, &c. 

162. Two figures are similar, when they have their cor
responding angles equal each' to each, and their ~ 
ada proportional. By homologous sides, are understood 
those which have a corresponding position in the two figures, 
or whiclt lie adjacent to equal angles. Those angles them
selves are called Jumwlogmu angle8. 

Two equal figures are always Bimil:ar; but two similar 
iig1ires may be very unequal. 

163. In two dHferent circles, limila'r arCI, .ector" or leg
mtmII, are those which correspond to equal angles at the cen-
tre. A 

'Thus, if tbe angles A and 0 be eqUal'jj~ 
the arc BC will be similar to the arc 
D~, the sector ABC to the sector ODE, 
k~ 0 

164. The altitrule of a parallelogram I -n E C 
is the perpendicular which measures the / I / 
distance of two ~posite sides, taken as 
bases. Thus, EF is the altitude of the A. If' :a 
paraD-:10gram DB. 

The altitttde of a triangle is the A 
.-peodicalar let fall wm the IVer
&ex 'Of an BDgIle, OIl J.he opposite sjde 
taken as a base. Thus, AD is the 
.a1titude of the triangle BAC. 
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The ~itude of a trapezoid is the perpendi- In 
enlar drawn between its two parallel sides. 
Thus, EF is the altitude of the trapezoid DB. ' 

A If B 

165. The area and the surf'ace of a figure are terms very 
I;learly synonymous. The area designates more particularly 
the superficial extent of the figure, in so far as it is measured, 

. or compaJ,'Cd to other surfaces. . 
Note. For understanding this Boo. aod those that follow, 

the reader will require to be master of the theory of pFopor
tions, for which we refer him to the commou.treatises on arith
metic and algebra.· We shall only make one remark, which 
is of great importance for determining the true meaning of 
propositions, and dissipating any obscurity that may occur 
either in the enunciations or the proofs. 

The proportion A: B : : C : D being given, it is well 
known that the product of the exti'emes A X D is equal to the 
product of the ~eans B X C. . 

This truth is indisputable, so, far as concerns nuoibers: it 
is equally so in regard to magnitudes of any kind, provided 
tbey are expressed, or imagined to be expressed, in pumbers ; 
and this we are at all times entitled to imagine. If A, B, C, I 

D, for example, 'are lines, we may conceive that one of those 
four lines, or a fifth if requisite, 'serves as a common JDi!asure 
to them all, and is taken for unity: then A, B, C, D, repre
sent each a certain number of units, integer or fractional, 
commensurable or incommensurable ; and the proportion -be
tween the lines A, B, C, D, becomes a prop~rtion of numbers. 

'De product of tbe lines A and D, which is also named 
theP recltmgle, is therefore nothing else than the number of 
linear units contained.in A, multiplied by the number of tbe 
linear units contained in D; and it is easy to see that this pro
duct may, indeetl must, be equal to that which results in a si
milar manner from the lines Band C. 

The magnitudes A and B may be of one species, for ex~
pIe, Unes; and C and D of another species, (or example, sur
faces: in such cases,those magnitudes must always be regarded 
as numbers; A and B will be expressed in linear units, C and 
D in superficial units; and the product A X D will be a num-
ber like the product B xC. . 

Generally, in every operation connected with proportions, 
. if the terms of those proportions be always' looked upon as 

• A ahort sketch of the subject hal' been prefixed to the PreIOJlt trau-
I.tiOD.-ED. . 
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so many numbers, each of the kind proper to it,' there will be 
no difficulty in conceiving the operations, and the fonsequen
ees which result trom them. 

We must also premise, that several of our demonstrations 
are grounded on some of the simpler operations of ~gebra; 
which are themselves dependent on admitted axioms. Thus, 
if we have A=B + C, and if each m.ember is multiplied by 
the'same quantity M, we may infer tbat AxM=BxM+Cx 

. M; in like manner, if we have, A=B+C, and D=E-C, 
. and if the equal quantities are added together, the': expung

ing the + C and ---C, which destroy each other, we infer that 
A + D = B+ E, and so of others. All this is evident enough 
of itself; but in cases of difficulty, it will be useful to consult 
some algebraical treatise, and thus to combine the study of 
the two sciences. 

TBEORBJ[. 

166. Pllf'~ tDMcA laawl equallHuu and equal altitudu, 
are eqtAMleni. 

L;J;t B be th_, common base D E 't!)C .E 
of the 0 parallelbgrams ABCD, r-~::;---=; 
AB : . and since they are sup-
posed to have the same alti4de, A :B 
their upper bases DC, FE, will 
be situated both in one straigbt line parall to AB. Now, from 
the nature of parallelograms, we have AD = BC, and AF 
=BE; for the same reason, we have DC=AB, and FE= 
AB; hence DC =FE : hence, if DC and FE be taken 
away from the same -line DE, the remainders CE and DF 
will be equal. . 

It foJlows (43.) that the triangles DAF, CBE, are mutually 
equilateral, and consequently eq.ual. 

But if from the quadrilateral ABED, we take away the I 

triangle ADF, there will remain the parallelogram ABEF; 
and if from the same quadrilateral ABED, we take away tbe 
triangle CBE, there will remain the parallelogram ABCD. 
Hence these two parallelograms ABCD, ABEF, which bave 
the same base and altitude, '"" equivalent. 

167. Cor. Every parallelogram is equivalent to the rect
angle which haa the same baae and the same altitude. 

~' 
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Ita. B.rp ~ u ""'"oJ fA. fHII"""""" 1III\iei .. de 
~ Mme.bu6 O_.,A. ..... ~ 

Let tJae parallelogram BCDA, aIId Pr· -.o:;r----T--7 
the triaagle DCA bave the same base 
.DC, aDd dle same titiNde, then wiJl 
.. triaagle be half the paraDele-
-pm. ,:8 () 

Fer (81.) the triangles ABC, ACD, are equal. 

169. eM. 1. Bence a triangle ABC is half of tbe rect
angle BCEF, which bas the Sllme base CB, and the same 
altitude AO: for the rectangle BCEF is equivalent to the 
parallelogram ABCD. ' 

1 '70. CM. 2. All triangles, which have equal bases and 
altitudes, are equivalent. • 

TBBOB,BllL 
\ " 

1"7). Two r~aglu Aaing tie __ altitude, .. , to,ti otJ.er 
"~t~buu. \ 

" .. 
Let ABCD, AEfD, be two "rect- D F - C 

RDBl~ hanog ilie ~ommo. uti~e 1111111l AD: they are to e~h other as theIr ! I .i 
bases AB, AE. . '.! 

Suppose, first, that the bases are." E. :B 
COIIlmensurable, and are to each othe£, for example, as the 
numbers'" and 4. If AB is divided into '7 equal parts, AE 
will contain 4 of those "parts.: at .each point of 'division erect 
a perpendicular to tbe base; seven partial rectangles will thus 
be formed, all equal to each --other, because all have. tbe same 
base and altitude. The rectangle ABeD will contaia sev~n 
partial rect~les, while AEFD will contain ibur: hence tbe 
rectaugle ABeD is to AEFD as '7 is to 4, or as AD is.to AE. 
The same reasoBing may be applied iii» any other ratio equaUy 
with that of '7 to 4: hence, whatever be dun ratio, ifits terms 
be commensurable, we shall have ' 

ABCD : AEFD : : A.B : AE. 
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Suppose, in the second pl.w, that. the D ]lP lC c. 
baaes AB, AE, are incomJDellsuable: it is OJ 
to be shewn that; still we shall have . -

ABeD: AEFD : : AlJ : AE. 
For if not, the first three terms coutinuing 

the ·same, the fourth must be greater or less than AE. Su.p
pese it to be grea~r, and that we Itave 

ABCD: AEFD·: :'AB: AO. 

Divide the line AB into equal parts, each less than EO. 
There will be at least ODe point I of division between E and' 
0: from this point draw IK perpendicular to AI: the bases 
AB" AI, will be cOIOlDen&urable, aad thus, from what is pl'Qved 
above, we shall have 

ABeD: AIKD : : AD : A.I. 
Bnt by hypothesis we Itave 

ABeD : AEFD :: AD : AO. 

In these tWo propwtions the antecedents are equal;. ".ce 
the consequents are proportional,. ad we &d 

A.IKD : AErD : : AI : AO. 

But,AO is greater than AI; hence, if this proportion is. 
correct, the rectangle AEFD must be greater than AIKD : OIl 
the contrary, however, it is less; hence the proportion is im
possible; therefore ABeD cannot be to AEFD, as AB is to 
a line greateF than AE. 

Exactly in the same manner, it may be shewn that the 
fourth term of the proportion cannot be less than AE; ·the~ 
fore it is equal to AE. 

Bence, whatever be the ratio of the bases, two rectangies 
ABeD, AEFD, of the same akjtude, are to each other .. 
tIleiJ bues AD, AE. . 

M. ., No.....,.,.. .... ,. et.rd oIWCII cAe pretJwt. "dea;' 
luu fIItdtiplW", IMir alrilwdu • 

... 
Let ABCD, AEGF 1 be ~o reaaagles; then will the no

angle, , 
"ABeD: AEGF:: AB.AD: AF.AE. 
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Having placed the two rectan- Ar--:;D:..-----+i 
gles, so that the angles at A are 
vertical, produce the sides GE, CD, 
,till they meet in H. The two rect- E lB 
angles ABCD, AEHD, having the 
same altitude, are to each other as G 
their bases AB, AE: in like man- --... .13 , 

ner,the two rectangles AEHD, AEGF, having the same alti
tude AE, are to each other as their bases AD, AF: thus we 
have the two proportions, 

ABCD : UHD : : AB : AE, 
AEHD : AEGF : : AD : AF. 

Multiplying the corresponding terms of those proportions 
together, and observing that the mean term AEHD may be 
omitted, since it is a multiplier of both the antecedent and the 
conSE'quent, we shall have 

ABeD: AEGF :: ABxAD : AExAF. 

1 '7S. ScTwliwm. Hence the product of the base by the al
titude may be assumed as the measure of a rectangle, pro
vided we understand 1>y this product, UIe product of two num
bers, one of which is the number of linear units contained in 
the base, the other the number of linear units contained in the 
altitude. 

Still this measure is not absolute but relative: it supposes 
that the area of any other rectangle is computed in a similar 
manner, by measuring its sides with the same linear unit: a 
second product is thus obtained, and the ratio of the two pro
ducts is the same as that of the rectangles, agreeably to the 
proposition just demonstrated. . 

For example, if the base of the. rectangle A contains three 
units, and its altitude ten, that rectangle will be represented 
by the number Sx 10, or SO, a number which signifies nothing 
while thus isolated; but if there is a second rectangle B, the 
base of which contains twelve .units, and the altitude seven, 
this second rectangle will be represented by the number 12x'7 
=84; ·and we shall hence be entitled to conclude that the .two 
rectangles are to each other as so is to 84; and therefore, if 
the rectangle A were to be assumed as the unit of measure
ment in surfaces, the rectangle B would then have Il for its 
absolute measure, in other words, it would be equal to Il of it 
superJicial unit. 
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~§~§~Ellillillill 
the umt of length. In this case, 
the measurement which we have regarded merely as relative, ' 
becomes absolute: the number 30, for instance, by which the 
rectangle A was measured, now represents 30 superficial units, 
or 30 of those squares, which have' each of their sides equal 
to unity, as the diagram exhibits. , 

In geometry the product of two lines frequently means the 
same thing as their rectangle, and this expression has passed 
into arithmetic, where it ,serves to designate the product of 
two' unequal numbers, the expression square being employed 
to designate the product of a number multiplied by itself. . 

The arithmetical squares of 1, 2, §EE 
3, &c. are 1,4,9, &c. So likewise EE 
the geometrical square «!onstructed ',' 
on a double line is evidently four 
times as great as on a single one; on 
a triple line, is nine times as great, &c. 

THEORElIL 

174. T1a8 area 'qf tlft1l paraUelogram u equal to ,Ae produce of it. 
blUe by it. altitude. 

For the parallelogram ABCD is equiva- F DEC 
lent (167.) to the rectangle AB,EF, which EJ7 
has the same base AB, and the same alti-
tude BE: but this rectangle (173.) is mea-
sured by AB X BE; therefore, AB X BE is A B 
equal to the area of the parallelogram ABCD. 

175. Cor. Parallelograms of the same base are to each 
other as their altitudes; and parallelograms of the same alti
tude are to each other as their bases: for if A, B, C, are any 
three magnitudes, we have always 

AXC: BXC:: A: B. 

10 
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TRBOBEIIl. 

176. 71e area of a triaragle ia equal to tke pr~dact of it. 6tue lJg 
kalf it. altitude. . 

For, the triangle ABC (168.) is half of LrS7:E 
the parallelogram ABCE, which has the , 
same base BC, and the same altitude AD : 
but the surface of the parallelogram (174'):a D C 
is equal to BC X AD; hence that of the 
triangle must be lBCXAD, or BCXlAD. 

177. Cor. Two triangles of the same altitude are to each 
other as their ~ases, and two triangles of the same base are to 
each other as their altitudes. And triangles generally, are to 
each other as the products of their bases and altitudes. 

TREOREIIl. 

178. T1&e area of a trap80id ia equal to il. altitude 11Iultiplied 
by tke kalf n11l of it. parallel btue •• 

Let ABCD be a trapezoid, EF its alti- Dr-"i'-~--' 
tude, AB and CD its parallel bases; , 
~hen will its area be equal to EF X Rf-+----lj1.L 
I(AB+CD). . 

Through I, the middle point of the-side 
BC, draw KL parallel to the opposite side 
AD; and produce DC till it meets KL. 

In the triangles IBL, ICK, we have the side IB=IC, by 
construction; the angle LIB=CIK; and (67.) since CK and 
BL are parallel, the angle mL =ICK; hence the triangles 
are equal; therefore the trapezoid ABCD is equivalent to the 
parallelogram ADKL, and is measured by EFxAL. 

But we have AL--:DK; and since the triangles IBL and 
KCI are equal, the side BL=CK: hence ABq.-CD=AL+ 
DK=2AL; hence AL is the half sum of the bases AB, CD ; 
hence the area of the trapezoid ABCD, is equal to the altitude 
EF multiplied by the half sum of the bases AB, CD, a result 

·which is expressed thus: ABCD=EFXAB~CD. 

1 '79. ScWum. If through I, the middle point of BC, the 
the line IH be drawn parallel to the base AB, the point H will 
also be the middle of AD. For, since the 'gure AHIL is a 
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parallelogram, as also DHIK, their opposite sides being pa
rallel, we have AH=IL, and DH=IK; but since the trian
gles BIL, CIK, are equal, we already have IL=IK; there
fore, AH=DH. 

It may be observe_d, that the line HI=AL is equal to . 
AB+CD . 

.2 ; hence the area of the trapezoid may also be ex-

pressed by EFXHI: it is therefore equal ·to the altitude of 
the trapezoid multiplied by the line which connects the middle 
points o~ its inclined" sides. 

THEOREM:. 

180. 11 a liRe u ditlided into hoo parts, t16 8qutre ducribed on 
tIe ",lole lirae ia equitlal8nt to tke .rum of tke 8qUar68 ducribed 
on the parts rupecMely, together witl ttDice tke rectangle eon-
tained by tke pam. : 

Let AC be the line, and B the point of division; then, is 
ACII or (AB+ BC)1I =ABs+BCII+2AB • BC. 

Construct the square ACDE; take AF= EBJD 
AD-; draw FG parallel to AC, and BH pa-
rallel to AE. . F 6-

The square ACDE is made up of four 
parts; the first ABIF is the square described 
on AB, since we made AF=AB: the second Ji. :B. C 
IGDH is the square described on IG, or BC; for since we 
have AC=AE and AB=AF, t~e difference, AC-AB must 
be equal to the difference AE-AF, which gives BC=EF; 
but IG is equal to BC, and DG to EF, since the lines are 
parallel; therefore IGDH is equal to a square described on 
BC. And those two squares being taken away from the 
whole square, there remain the two rectangles BCGI, EFIH, 
each of which is measured by AB XBC: hence the proposi
tion is true. 

181. Sc1uiUwm. This property is equivalent to the pro
perty demonstrated in algebra, in obtaining the square of a 
binomial; which is expressed thus: 

(a + b) II = all +W+bll • 
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TIIEORElll. 

l8!. 7'he 8quo.re de8cribed Oft the differt/IIU of two U'U8 U equi
tHIlent to the 8um of the 8quare. described Oft t~ line. re8pec
ti~l!l, minu8 twice the rectangle contained by rhe line8. 

Let AB and BC be the two lines, AC their difference; then 
is AC2, or (AB-BC)i'=ABI+Bcs-2ABxBC •. 

Construct the square ABIF; take :i. F G- J: 

I . AE=AC; draw CG parallel to BI. 
HK parallel to AB, and complete the K! 
square EFLK. E 

K.. 

D -

.; ~ 

The two rectangles CBIG, GLKD, 
are each measured by Ali X BC; take 
them away from the whole figure 
ABILKEA, which is equivalent to AB2 + BC·, there will evi
dently remain the squareACDE; hence our theorem is true. 

183. Sckoliwm. This proposition is equivalent to the alge
braical formula, (a-b)S =al-2ab+bS. 

THEOREM. 

184. The rectangle contained by the 8um and the difference of two 
linea, is equal t~ the difference of the square8 of those line8. 

Let AB, BC, be the lines; then, will 
(AB+BC). (AB-BC)=AB'-BCIi. 

On AB and AC, construct the F G I 
squares ABIF, ACDE; produceAB 
till the produced part BK is equal to E iL 
BC; and complete the rectangle 

H 
D 

AKLE. 
The base AK of the retangle is 

the sum of the two lines AB, BC; its 
altitude AE is the difference of the K .. h. e :B 
same lines; therefore the rectangle 
AKLE is equal to (AB+ BC) X (AB-BC). But this rect
pngle is composed of the two parts ABHE + BHLK; and 

. the part BHLK is equal to the rectangleEDGF, because· 
BH is eqqal to DE, and BK to EF; hence AKLE is equal 
to ABHE+EDGF. These two parts make up the square 
ABIF minus the square DHIG, which latter is the square de
scribed on BC: hence we have 

(AB+BC) x (AB-BC)=ABJ-BCs. 
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I 8~. ScllOlium. This proposition is equivalen~ .to the al-
gebrmcal formula, (a+b) (a---b)=al-bl • . '<" 

THEOREM. 

'J. 86. The 8quare deacribed on the hypotenuse of a right-angW 
triangle ia equicalent to the aum of the aquar#!8 deacri6ed on the 
ttDo aidea. 

. Let the triangle ABC be 
right-angled at A. Having 
formed squares on the three 
sides, let fall from A, on the 
hypotenuse, the perpendicular 
AD, which produce to E; and 1[ 
draw the diagonals AF, CH. 

The angle ABF is made up \ 
of the angle ABC, together \ 
with the right angle CBF; \ 
the angle CBH is made up of \ 
the same angle ABC, together ' . 
~th the right angle ABH; L-";Eb--~' & • 
hence the angle ABF is equal to HBC. But we have AB= 
BH, being sides of the same square; and BF=BC, for the, 
same reason: therefore the triangles ABF, HBe, have two 
sides and the included angle in each equal; therefore (36.) 
they are themselves equal. , . 

The triangle ABF (169.) is half of the rectangle BDEF 
(BE, for the sake of brevity), because they have the same 
base BF, and the same altitude BD. The triangle HBC is 
in like manner half of the square AH : for the angles BAC, 
BAL, being both right, AC and AL form one and the same 
straight line parallel to HB; and consequently the triangle 
HBC, and the square AH, which have the common base BH, 
have also the common altitude AB, hence the triangle is half 
of the square. 

The triangle ABF has already been proved equal to the 
triangle HBC; hence the rectangle BDEF, which is double 
of the triangle ABF, must be equivalent to the square AR, 
which is double of the triangle HBC. Iu the same manner 
it may be proved, that the rectangle CDEG is equivalent to 
the square AI. But the two rectangles BDEF, CDEG, 
taken together, make up the square BCGF: therefore the 
square BCGF"ducribed on the hypotenuse, is equivalent to 
the sum of the slfiIares ABHL, ACIK, described on the two 
other sides; in iother words, BCII=ABB + AC'. 

I , 
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_18'7 •. Cor. 1. Hence the square of one of the sides of a 
right-angled triangle is equivalent to the square of the ,hypo
tenuse diminished by the square of the other side; which is 
thus expressed: AB·=BCS-AC·. 

• 188. Cor.2. It has just been sbewn tbat the square AH 
is equal to the rectangle BDEF; but by reason of the com
mon altitude BF, the square BCGF is to tbe rectangle BDEF 
as tbe base BC is to the base BD ; tberefore we bave 

. BC' : AB' : : BC : BD. 

Hence tM square of tke hypotenuBe ii, to tM IfJUISre of one of 
tke rides o1Hiut tke right angle, as tke hypotemue is to tke leg
ment adjacent to-tkat Iitle. Tbe word .egme'/&I bere denotes 
that part of the bypotenuse, whicb is cut off' by the perpen
dicular let fall from the rigbt angle: tbus BD is tbe segment 
adjacent to the side AB; and DC is the segment adjacent to 
tbe side AC. We might bave, in like manner, 

BCII : ACII : : BC : CD. 

189. Cor. 3. The rectangles BDEF, DCGE, having 
likewise the same altitude, are to eacb other as their basesBD, 
CD. But tbese rectangles are equivalent to the squares AB', 
AC'; therefore we have ABI : AC' : : BD : DCA 

Hence tke IfjUQru of tke, two rides containing tke right an
gle, are to each other as tM legmen" of the hypotenuBe wkich 
lie adjacent to tAoIe Iitle., _ 

190. Cor. 4. Let ABCD be a square; and Hm& 
AC its diagonal: the triangle ABC being 
right-angled and isosceles, we sban have AC· AO 
=ABi +BCli =2ABJ: hence tke .quare de-
ICribed 011 tke diagtmal AC, iI double of the 
IfJUISre described em the Iitle AB. E D :r 

This property may be exbibited more plainly, by drawing 
parallels to BD, through the points A and C, and parallels 
to AC, through the points B and D. A new square EFGH 
will thus be formed, equal to the square of AC. Now EFGH 
evidently contains eight triangles eacb equal to ABE; and 
ABCB contains four such triangles: bence EFGH is double 
of ABeD. 

Sinee we have ACli : ABli :: 2: 1; by extracting the 
square roots, we shall have AC : AB :: -/2: 1; hence tM 
diagonal of a squarc is incommen,gurable with it, Iitle; a pro
perty which will be explained more fully in another place. 
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TliBoREJl. 

191. 1n tJfIy triangle, the 8quat'6 oftke Bide opptJ8ite eit1ter oftke 
acut6 tmgle8, ule •• 'Aan tAe .rum of tke BlpUJru of ,ke ridu 
coralairaing it, by tfDice 'Ae rectangle contained by eitler of tAe 
latter ride. arad tke dutance from tAe acute magle to tke foot of 
tJ perpendicular lit fall from tke opp08ite angle, ora tAu ride, or 
OR tke .ide produced. 

Let ABC be a triangle, and AD perpendicular to CB; 
then, will ABi=AC2+BCI-2BCxCD. . 

There are two cases. 
First. When the perpen- A~ 

dicu1ar falls within the tri-
angle ABC, we have BD = . 
BC-CD, and consequent-
ly(182.)BD2 =BCII+CDA 
-2BcxCD. AddingADI :8. D C D :B C 
to each, and observing that the right-angled triangles ABD, 
ADC give ADII+BDI=AB'~'and ADI+CD'=AC', we 
have AB'=BCII+AC·-2BCxCD. . 

Secund. When the perpendicular AD falls without tbe tri
angle ABC, we have BD =CD-BC; and consequently (182.) 
BD'=CD*+BCi-2CDxBC. Adding AD' to both, we 
find, as before, AB*=BCI+AC'-2 BCxCD. 

TREORE •• 

192. Ira tJfIy triangle, Aalring an obtule angle, tke .quare of t1ae 
.ide opposite the obtrue angle, u greater tAa" the .rum of tke ~ 
.quare. qf tAe aidea containi"8 it) by twice tke rectangle contained 
by either of tke latter ride., and tAe di8tanoo from tke obtu.e an. 
gle to tke foot of a perpendicular let fall from tAe opporile a"8le 
Oil 'kit ride produced. • 

Let ACB be a triangle, B the obtuse angle, and AD per-
pendicular to BC produced; then will ABI=AC· + BC'I+ 
2BCxCD. 

Tbe perpendicular cannot fall within the 
triangle; for if it fell at any point such as A~ 
E, the triangle ACE would have both the 
right angle E, and the obtuse· angle C; 
which is impossible (75.): hence the per-
pendicular falls without; and we have BD D C D 
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=BC+CD. From this (180.)thereresultsBDII=BCII+CDlI . 
+2BCxCD. Adding ADII to both, and reducing tbe sums 
as in the last theorem, we find AB' =BC' + ACII + mc X CD. 

193. Scluiliflm. The right-angled triangle is the only one 
in which the squares of two sides are together equal to the 
square of the third; for if the angle contained by the two 
sides is acute, the sum of their squares will be greater than the 
square of the opposite side; if obtuse, it will be less. 

THEOREM. 

194. In mal triangle, if a .traight line be draum from 1M ~ 
to tM middle oj tM OO.e, hDice eM .quare oj thiB line, 10getAer· 
tDitl& t?Dice tlr8 .quare oj half 1M ba8e, iB equiMlem to 1M aum of 
eM .quare. oj eM other ridu oj eM tria.ngle. 

Let ABC be any triangle, and AE a line drawn to the 
middle of the base BC ; then will 

2AEI+2BEII=ABIi +AC*. 
On BC, let fall the perpendicular AD. 

The triangle AEC (191.) gives 
AC· =AE*+ ECI-2ECxED. 

The triangle ABE (192.) gives 
AB'=AEI+EBII+2EBxED. B ED 

Hence, by adding, and observing that EB and EC are equal, 
we have 

ABI +AC· =2AEli +2EBIi. 
~ , 

195. Cor. Hence, in etJerJj parallelogram the .guo,ru of 
tke Bidet are together equal to the squares Of tke diagOnals. 

For the diagonals AC BD, bisect B C 
each other (88.); consequently, the trian-~ 
gle ABC gives 

. ABI+BCII=2AE2+2BEII. 
The triangle ADC gives, in like manner, D 

ADI + DCII=2AEI+2DEt. 
Adding the correspondipg members together, and observing 
that BE and DE are equal, we shall have 

ABI+ADI+DCI+BC2=4 AE" +4DEII. 
But 4AEI is the square of 2AE, or of AC; IDEs is the 

square of BD: hence the squares of the sides are together 
equal to the squares of the diagonals. 
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'l'IUIO .... • 
196. If ,. liu 6e .,.". Jlllf'Glkl 10 tAelHlH aJ ,. .......,11, iI ..uz 

tUeide lie oller ridu proporlltmtall,. 

Let ABC be a triangle, and DE a straight line drawn pa
rallel to the base BC; then will 

AD : DB : : AE : EC. 
Join BE and DC.- The two trianglesBDE, A 

DEC having the same base DE, and the same 
altitude, since both their vertices lie in a line 
parallel to the base, are eqnivalent (170.). 

The triangles.,ADE, BDE, whose common 
vertex is E, have the same altitude, and (177.) 
are to each other as their basee: hence we have 

. • ADE: BDE : : AD : DB. 
Tbe triangles ADE, DEC, whose common 

vertex is D, have also the same altitude, and are to each other 
as their bases; hence 

ADE : DEC: : AE : EC. 
But the triangles BDE, DEC are ~; and therefore, 

since those proportions have a common ratio, we obtain 
AD : DB : : AE : EC. 

t97. Cor. 1. Hence, by composition, we haveAD+DB ~ 
AD:: AE+EC: AE, or AD: AD:: AC: AEr and also 
AB : BD : : AC : CEo 

198. Cor.2. If between two straight lines AD, CD, any 
number of parallels AC, EF, GH, BD, &tc. be drawn, those 
straight lines will be cnt proportionally, and we shall have 
AE : CF : : EG : FH : GB : HD. 

For, let 0 be the point where AB and 0 
CD meet. In the triangle OEF, the line 
AC being drawn parallel to the base EF, 
we shall have OE : AE :: OF : CF, or 
OE: OF:: AE: CF. In the triangleOGH, 
we shall likewise have OE: EG : : OF : 
FB, or OE : OF : : EG : FH. ADd by Q~---ua. 
reason of tbe common ratio OE: OF, 
tbose two proportions give AE: CF : : B~-----\u 
EO : FB. It may be proved in the same 
manner, that EG: FH :: GB: HD, and so on; bence the 
lines AD, CD are cut proportionally by the parallel, AC, 
EF, GB, &tc. 

lt 
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TIUIO .... 
• 

18!. (tonwwBel,. if- ridu oj II lrillngk are Gflt P"t1JH1I"ioruilltl 
", II 8tMigkt line, '/&iB 8'raigkt line fDiU be paralld '0 lAB dirt! 
Bide. 

In the triangle ABC, let the line DE be drawn, making 
AD : DB :: AE : EC; then will DE be parallel lo BC. 

For jf DE is not parallel to BC, suppose that A 
DO is. Then, by the preceding theorem, we shall 
have AD ': DB : : AO : OC. But by hypothesis, 
we have AD : DB : : AE : EC: hence we must 
have AO : OC :: AE : EC, or AO : AE : : OC: 
EC: an impossible result, since AO, the one an
tecedent, is less than its consequent AE, and OC, ..... --~C 
the other antecedent, is greater than its conse- 'II 

quent EC. Hence the parallel to BC, drawn from the point 
D, cannot differ from DE; hence DE is that paralleL 

200. SclwUum. The same conclusion would be true, if 
the proportion AB : AD : : AC : AE were the proposed one. 
For this proportion would give us AD-AD : AD : : AC
AE : AE, or BD : AD : : CE : AE. 

THBOJUDL 

'201. TAB line fDlieA Ned8 tAB eertical aagk of II lrillngk, diei4u 
de baBe into tfDO 8egtnen18 proporlioraal to tlie IIdja.cent fttlu. 

In the triangle ACB, let AD be drawn, bisecting the angle 
CAB ; then will 

BD : DC :: AB : AC. 
Through the point C, draw CE 

parallel to AD till it meet BA 
produced. 

In the triangle BCE, the line 
AD is parallel to the base CE; 
hence (196.) we have the propor

, tion, 
BD: DC:: AB: AE. 

But the triangle ACE is isosce
les: for since AD, CE are parallel, we have the angle ACE= 
DAC, and the angle AEC=BAD (67.); but, by hypotheliis. 
DAC=BAD; hence the angle ACE=AEC, and consequent"" 
ly (48.) AE=AC. In place of AE in the above proportion, 
substitute AC, and we shall have BD : DC : : AB : AC. 
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~. 7\110 equitmgular triangle. 1&ae their Aomologmu ,ide. pro-· 
pertional, tmd are Bimiltlr. 

LeiABC, CDE be two triangles which F 
have their angles equal each to each, /~ 
namely,BAC=CDE,ABC=DCEand Ai ...... 
ACB=DEC; then the homologous 7"'" .~ 
sides, or the sides adjacent to the equal ~ 
angles, will be proportional, so that we::B C E 
shall have BC: CE : : AB : CD : : 
AC: DE. 

Place the homologous sides BC, CE in the same straight 
line; and produce the sides BA, ED, till they meet in F. 

Since BCE is a straight line, and the angle BCA is equal 
to C;ED, it follows, (67.) that AC is parallel to DE. In like 
manner, since the angle ABC is equal to DCE, the line AB is 
parallel to DC. Hence the figure Ac;DF is a parallelogram. 

In the triangle BFE, the line AC is parallel to the base 
FE; hence (196.) we have BC : CE : : BA : AF; or, put
ting CD in the place of its equal AF, 

BC : CE : : BA : CD. 
In the same triangle BEF, if BF be considered as the base, 

CD is parallel to it; and we have the proportion BC : CE 
.: : FD : DE; or putting AC in the place of its equal FD, 

• BC: CE : : AC : DE. 
And finally, since both those proportions contain the same 

ratio BC : CE, we have 
AC : DE :: BA : CD.' 

Thus the eq,uiangular triangles BAC, CED have their ho
mologous sides proportional. But, two figures are similar 
when they have their angles respectively equal, and their ho
mologous sides proportional (162.); consequently " the equi
angular triangles BAC, CED, are two simiJar figures. 

203. Cor. For the similarity of two triangles, it is enough 
that they have two angles equal each to each; since the third 
wilJ also be equal in both, and the two triangles will be equi-
angular. . 

264. Selolium. Observe that, in similar triangles, the 
,hemo10gous sides are opposite to the equal angles.;. thus tbe 
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angle ACB being equal to DEC, the side AD is homologous 
to DC; in like manner, AC and DE are homologous, be
cause opposite to the equal angles ABC, DCE. When the 
homologous sides are determined, it is easy to form the pro
portions : 

AD : DC :: AC : DE : : BC : CEo 

TBBOBlOI. 

205. Two triangles, tDkicA 1u&" eAeir Aomologmu ridN fWopor. 
tional are equiangular ad rimilar. . 

Suppose we have BC : EF : : AB : A D 

DE : : AC : DF; then will the tri-~:9 
angles ABC, . DEF have theii' an- _ !' 
gles equal, namely, A=D, B=E, 
C;=F. . 

'.' At the point E, make the angle 
FEG=B, and at F the angle EFG=C; the third G will be 
equal to the third A, aIM the two triangles ABC, EFG will 
be equiangular. Therefore, by the last theorem, we shall 
have BC : EF : : AB : EG ; but by hypothesis, we have BC : 
EF : : AB : DE; hence EG=DE •. By the sarbe theorem, 
we shaD also have BC : EF : : AC : FG; and by hypothesis, 
we h~ve BC:;EF:: AC : DF; hf'nce FG~DF. Hence 
(43.) the triangles EGF, DEF, having their three sides re
spectively equal, are themselves equal. But by construction, 
the triangles EGF and ABC are equiangular: hence DEF 
and ABC are also equiangular and similar. 

206. Sckoliwm 1. By the last two pro- D 11' 
positions, it appears that in triangles, equali-!lJ 
ty among the angles is a consequence of pro-

, portionality among the sides, and conversely; 
so that either of those conditions sufficiently . 
determines the ~mi1arity of two triangles. A .. B 
The case is different with regard to figures of more than three 
sides: even in quadrilaterals, the proportion between the sides 
may be altered without altering the angles, or the angles be 
altered without altering the proportion between the sides; 
and thus proportionality among the sides cannot be a conse
quence of equality among the angles of two quadrilaterals, or 
t1ice verla. It is evident, for example, that by drawing EF 
parallel to BC, the angles of the quadrilateral AEFD, are 
made equal to those of ABCD, though the proportiop between 
abe sides is di8erent; and, in like manner, without changing 
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the (our.tides AD, BC, CD, AD, we CaD make the point B 
approach D or recede Uolll it, which will change the ugles. 

10'7. SclolMn 2. The two preceding propositions, which \ 
in strictness form but one, together with that relating to the 
square o( the hypotenuse, are the most important aud (ertile in 
nsults of any in geometry: they are almost mdicient of the .... 
selves (or evfI'Y application to subsequent reasoning, aDd (or 
101ving every problem. The reason is, that all figures may 
be divided into triangles, aDd any triangle into two right-..... 
gled triangles. Thu the general properties of triangles in. 
elude, by implicatioD, those of a118gure .. _ 

208. T.o '"-6" tMW iaN _ ".,. ill de .. ,..., 10 ". . 

apiade .. , •• " ~,.".,. proper. "',tIN""'. "< 

Let the- u.gles A and D he equal; h" if we have AD : DE : : AC : DF, the 
triaDgle ABC is similar to DEF. D -

Take AG=DE, and draw GR pa- If: ~ 
raUel to BC. The angle AGH (67.) 
1rill be equal to the angle ABC; and 'B C B 
the triangles AGH, ABC, will be equi-
angular: hence we shall have AB: AG : : AC : AB. B., 
by hypothesis, we have AB : DE : : AC : DF; and by co.
struction, AG=DE: hence AB=DF. The two triangles 
AGH, DEF have III equal angle included between equal 
sides; therefore they are ~al; but the triugle AGH is .m.i
Jar to ABC; &beJeCore DEF i. also eimilar to ABC. 

TBBOIlBJI. 

209. 2Vo~, tMieA Atne tAeir lomoZop. fttlu ,...zw, 
or ~ to &lCAotAw, are ...... 

:Fint. If the side AB is parallel to DE, 
and Be to EF, the angle ABC (70.) will 
be equal to DEF; if AC is parallel to DF, 
the angle ACB will be equal to DFE, aDd 
also BAC to EDF ; bence the triangle. ABC. 
DEF are equiaDgular; consequently they 
are similar. 
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SecoruIl!J. I( th~ side DE is perpen- .A. 
dicular to AB, and the side DF to AC, 
the two angles I and H o( the quadri~ 
lateral AIDH will be right: and since 
(80.) all the (our angles are together 
equal to (our right angles, the remain
ing two IAH, IOH will be together 11#---=----,\ 
equal to two right angles. But the 
two angles EOF, IDll are also equal to two right angles: 
hence the angle EOF is equal to IAH or BAC. In like 
manner, if tbe third side EF is perpendicular to the third BC, 
it may be shewn that the angle OFE is equal to C, andDEF 
to B: hence the triangles ABC, DEF, which have the sides 
of the one perpendicular to the corresponding sides o( the 
other, are equiangular and similar. 

210. Sckolium. In the case of the sides being parallel, 
the homologous sides are the parallel ones: in the case of 
their being perpendicular, the homologous sides are the per~ 
pendicular ones. Thus in the latter case DE is homologous 
with AB, OF, with AC, and EF with BC. 

The case of tbe perpendicular sides might present a relative 
position of the two triangles different from that exhibited in 
the diagram: but the equality of the respective angles might 
still be demonstrated, either by means of quadrilaterals like 
AIDH having two right angles, or by the comparison of two 
triangles having a common vertex, (tbe opposite angles at 
this vertex equal,) and a rigbt angle in eacb. _ Besides, we 
might always conceive a triangle DEF to be constructed 
within the triangle ABC, and such that its sides should be 
parallel to those of the triangle compared with ABC; and 
then the demonstration given in the text would apply. 

TREOREJ[. 

211. In any triangle, if a line be drmma parallel to tlle btue, an4 
from tile ~rt.u: lif168 be dravm at plea8ure, cutting tkw parallel 
and the btue, the latter. lif168 fIJill be dimd,'d prOportionally. 

Let DE be parallel to tbe base BC, and the other-lines 
lkawn as hi the figure; then will 

DI : BF : : II{ : FG : : KL : GB, &c. 
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For since DI is parallel to BF, the A 
mangles ADI and ABF are equian
plar; and we have DI : BF : : AI : 
AF; and since IK is parallel to FG, 
we have in like manner AI : AF : : 
IK : FG; hence the ratio AI : AF 
being common, we shall have 01: 

~l 

BF : : IK : FG. In the same manner B ll' 1I C 
we shall find IK·: FG :: KL : GR; and so with the other 
segments: hence the line DE is divided at the points I, K, L, 
in the same proportion, as the base BC, at the points F, G, H. 

212. Cor. Therefore if BC were divided into equal parts 
at the points F, G, H, the parallel DE would also be divided 
into equal parts at the points I, K, L. 

THEOREM. 

213. If from tile rigAt angle of a right.tmgled triaflgle, a perpes. 
dieular be let faU 011 t1ae hypot.entue; tken 

First, The tfDO partial trianglu thua formed, VIilZ be .milar to eoeh 
otAer, and ,. tile ",1wle triangle. , 

Secondly, EiUier ride including tile right angle fDill be a fftBtIn 

proportional bettDeeft tlle h~ and the tUljaeenl &egfII6IIt; 
and" . 

Thirdly, The perpendiculaf' fDill be a __ proportional ~ de 
tfIJo 86gmetd8 of tile lypoteftwe. 

In the triangle ABC, let the angle A be right, and AD pel'o
pendicular to BC. 

First. The triangles BAD and BAC A 
have the common angle B, the right an-~ 
gle BDA=BAC, and therefore the third 
angle BAD of the one, equal to the third 
angle C of the other: hence those two :s D C 
triangles are equiangular and similar. 
In the same manner it may be shewn that the triangles DAC 
and BAC are similar;' hence all the triangles are similar and 
equiangular. 

Secrmdl!J. The triangles BAD, BAC being similar, their 
homologous sides are proportional. But BD in the small tri
angle and BA in the large one, are homologous, because they 
lie opposite to the equal angles BAD, BCA; the hypotenuse 
BA of the small triangle is homologous with the hypotenuse 
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BC of the large triangle: heace the proponioa BD : BA : : 
BA : BC. By the same reasoniog, we Ihould find DC : 
AC : : AC : BC; hence, each of the sides AB, AC is a_ 
proportional between the bypotenuae ad the IeglDeDt adjaceac 
to that side~ 

TAirdly. Since the triangles ADD, ADC are similar, by 
comparing their homologous sides, we bave BD : AD : : AI) 
: DC; hence, the perpendicular AD is a mean proportional 
between the segments DB, DC or the .hypoteDU&e. 

214. &lwli_. Since BD : AD : : AD : BC, the prod1lC& 
of the extremes will be equal to that of the means, or ABtI= 
BD.BC. For the same reason we have AC' = DC.BC; there
foreABs+AC'=BD.BC+DC.BC=(BD+DC).BC=BC. 
BC=BCtI; or the square described on the hypotenase BC is 
equal to the squares described on the two sides AB, AC. 
Thus we again arrive at the property of the square of the by. 
potenuse, by a path very different from that which formerly 
conducted ns to it: and thns it appears that, and strictly 
speaking, the property of the square ot the hypotenuse, is a 
consequence of the more general property, that the sides of 
equiangular triangles are proportional. Thus the fundamen
tal propositions of geometry are reduced, as it were, to this 
single one, that eqaiaogalar triangles have their homologou 
sides proportionaL . 

It happens frequently, as in this instance, that by dedaciDg 
consequences &om one or more propositions, we are led back 
to some proiosition already proved. ID 6aet, the chier cha
racteristic 0 geometrical theorems, and one indubitable proof 
of their certainty is, that, however we combine them together. 
provided only our reasoning be correct, the results we obtaia 
are always perfectly accurate. The cue would be diB'erent, 
if any proposition were false or only approximately true; it 
would frequently happen that on combiDing the propositiOlll 
together, tbe error would iacreue and become perceptible. 
Examples or this are to be seeD ill all the demoDstrationa, in 
which the reductio ad tJbartluta is employed. In lOch ..... 
atratiODl, where the object is to thow that two quantities ue 
equal, we proceed by showing that it there existed the .. .u
est inequality between the quantities, a train of accarata rea
soning would lead us to a manifest and palpable .~; 
&om whicb we are {oreed to eooclade that the two q ........ 
are equal. 
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215. COT. If from a point A, in the ci.... ~ 
cumference of a circle, two' chords AB, AC, 
be drawn to the extremities of a diameter BC) 
tbe .triangle BAC (128.) will be right-angled:B D C 
at A; hence, first, the perpendicular AD u a mean propor. 
tionoJ, betuJeen the two .egments BD, DC, 0/ the diameter, or 
what amounts to the same, ADs=BD.DC. 

Hence also, in the second place, the ckOTd AB u a mean 
propqrtiMuil between tAe diameter BC au the adiacent ,eg· 
meat BD, or what amounts to the same, ABJ=BD.BC. In 
like manner, we have ACI=CD.BC; hence ABI : ACI :: 
BD : DC; and comparing AD· and ACt, to DCI, we have 
ABI : BC· : : DD : BC, and AC· : DC· :: DC : BC. Those. 
proportions between the squares of the sides compared with 
each other, or with the square of the hypotenuse, have already 
been given in the third and fourth corollaries of Art. 186. 

THEOREM. 

216. 7\Do trimtgiu, AatIing tJII sagle ita eael etpIal, tIN 10 eael 
otlaer lUI CI&e reclagle. qf lAs Wlu tDAic1a COIIIIIia lAB equaltlftBlu. 

In the two triangles ADC, ADE, let the angle A be equal 
to the angle A ; then will the triangle 

ABC : ADE : : AB.AC : AD.AE. 
Draw DE. The triangles 

ABE, ADE, having the com. A 
mon vertex E, have the same ~ A 
altitude, and consequently D ~ 
(17.1.) are to ea,ch other as '. C 
theIr bases: that IS, ' •.... 

ABE : ADE : AD : AD. __ .-........ ~. ... 
In like manner, . B 0 

ABC: ABE: : AC : AE. 
Multiply together the corresponding terms of those propor
tions, omitting the common term ABE; we have 

ABC: ADE : : AB.AC : AD.AE. 

217. Cor. Hence tlle two triangles would be equivalent, 
if the rectangle AB.AC were equal to the rectangle AD.AE, 
or if we had AD : AD:: AE : AC; which would happen jf 
DC were parallel to BE. 

12 
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218. TtDo limilar tritmglu are to eacA otAer tJ. tAs ~. qf 
tleir laomologou ridu. 

Let the angle A be equal to D; and hA 
the angle B=E. Then, 1irst, by reason D 
oftbe equal angles A and D, according ~ 
to the last proposition we shall bave 

ABC: DEF : : AB.AC : DE.DF. 
Also, because the triangles are similar,:a 0 E P 

AB : DE : : AC : : DF, 
And multiplYIng tbe lerms of this proportion by the cor

responding terms of the identical proportion, 
AC : DF : : AC : DF, 

there will result ~ 
AB.AC : DE.DF : : AClI: DFli. 

Consequently, 
ABC: DEF:: AC': DFli. 

Tberefore two similar triangles ABC, DEF are to each 
other as the squares of the homologous sides AC, DF, or as 
the squares of any other two bomolog~us .sides. 

TIIEOU)[. 

219. 7Wo limDar polggou are cornpoaed qf tAs ... ,.um11er qf 
triataglu, Milar sacA to eacl, ,j,.,J limDarI, riItuJIed. 

From any angle A, C 
in the polygon ABCDE'@'ll 
drawdiagonalsAC,AD G 
to the other angles. -'-_---::7~..,.,· . 
From the corresponding A.! .s: 

angle F, iu the other K 
polygon FGHIK, draw E 
diagonals FB, FI.to the other angles. . 

Tbese polygons being similar,. tbe angles ABC, FGH, 
wbich are homologous, must be equal (162.) and the aides 
AB, BC must also be proportional to FG, GlI, that is AD : 
FG : : BC : GH. Wherefore the triangles ABC,FGH bave 
each an equal angle, contained between proportional sides; 
bence they are similar (208.) ; therefore the angle BCA is 
equal to GHF. Take away these equal angles from the 
equal angles BCD, om; there remains ACD =FHl. But 
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since tbe triangles ABC, FGH, are similar, we have AC: 
FH :: BC : GH; and since the polygons are similar, BC: 
GH : : CD : HI; hence AC : FB :: CD : BI. But the angle 
ACD, we already know, is equal to FBI; hence the trian
gles ACD, FBI have an equal angle in each, included be
tween proportional sides, and are consequently similar (208.). 
In the same manner might all the remaining triangles be shewn 
to be similar, whatever were the number of sides in the poly
gons proposed: therefore two similar polygons are composed 
of the same number of triangles, similar, and similarly situated. 

220. Sclwlium. The converse of the proposition is equally 
true : If two pol!lglmS are composed of tAe I4fIIIJ mJ6II1Jer of tri
anglel similar and Bimilarl!J lituattd, tkOle two pol!lgoTll fDill 
he Bimilar. . 

For, the similarity of the respective triangles will give the 
angles, ABC=FGB, BCA=GHF, ACD=FBI:. hence 
BCD=GHI, likewise CDE=HIK, &tc. Moreover we shall 
have AD : FG : : BC : GH : : AC : FB: : CD : HI, &tc. 
hence ~e two polygons have their angles equal and their 
sides proportional; consequently they are similar. 

IiI. TIe cmltoUr. or perimeter. of rimiZar polygora. are to eacl 
oller a t1&e lomologou. ride.: cmd cAe nrface. tlrB·1o eacl 
otluw o. tlle 81J.f1111'U of tAMe .idu. 

Hrlt. Since, by the nature of similar figures, we have 
(see the preceding figure) AD : FG : : -BC : GB : : CD : 
HI, &c. we conclude trom this series of equal ratios that the 
sum of the antecedents AB+BC + CD, &tc. (the perimeter of 
the fint polygon) is to the sum of the consequents FG+GH 
+ mt &tc. (the perimeter of the second polygon,) as anyone 
antecedent is to its conseqnent, and therefore, as the side AB 
is to its corresponding side FG. 

SetX11Ull!J. Since the triangles ABC, FGH, are similar, 
we- shall have (218.) the triangle ABC, FGB :: AC· : FB·; 
and in like manner, trom the similar triangles ACD, FBI, 
we shall have ACD : FBI : : AC· : FBI ; therefore, by rea
son of the common ratio, ACI : FHI, we have 

ABC: FGB .: : ACD : FBI. 
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By 'the same mode of reasoning, we should find 
ACD : FBI : : ADE : FIK ; 

aDd so on, if there were more triangles. And from this series 
of equal ratios, we conclude that the sum of the antecedents 
ABC+ACD+ ADE, or the polygon ABCDE, is to the sum 
of the copsequents FGH+FHI+FIK, or to the polygon 
FGHIK, as one antecedent ABC, is to its consequent FGB, 
or as ABs is to FGa (219.) hence the sU,rfaces of similar po
lygons are to each other as the sqnares of the homologons 
sides. 

222. Cor. If three similar figures were constructed, on 
the three sides of a right-angled triangle, the figure on the 
hypotenuse would be equal to the sum of the other two: for 
the three figures are proportional to the squares of their ho
mologous sides; bnt the square of the hypotenuse is equal to 
the sum of the squares of the two other sides; hence, &c. 

THEOU •• 

223. The .6gment. qf tfDO chorda, fDAicl& inter.ect each other i. CI 

circle, are reciprocaUy proportional. 

Let the chords AB and CD intersect at 0, then will 
AO : DO : : OC : OB. 

Join AC and BD. In the triangles ACO, ~ 
BOD the angles at 0 are equal, being ver- , 
tical; the angle A is equal, to the angle D, \ 
because bOth are inscribed in the same seg- \ 
ment (12'7.); for the same reason the an- ~ \ 
gle C = B; the triangles are therefore simi- . 
lar, and the homologous sides give the proportion AO : DO : : 
CO: OB. 

224. Cor.' Therefore AO.OB=DO.CO : hence the rec
tangle under the two segments of the ~ne chord is equal to 
the rectangle under the two segments of the other. 
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TREORE •• 

225. If f"om. tire 8ame point tDit1wr.d. a ci,.cle, tteO 8ecant8 be d,.avm 
terminating in the concave a,.c, the wlwle 8ectJJIU wiU be ,.ecipro. 
cally proportional to their ezternalsegmenta. 

Let the secants OB, OC be drawn from the point 0: 
then will 

OB :.OC : : OD : OA. 
For, joining AC, BD, the triangles OAC, 0 

OBD have the angle 0 common; likewise 
the angle B=C (126.); these triangles are 
therefore similar; and their homologous sides 
give the proportion, OB : OC : : OD : OA. 

226. Cor. The rectangle OA. OBis hence 
equal to the rectangle OC.OD. B 

. 22'7. Sclwlium. This proposition, it may C 
be observed, bears a great analogy to the preceding,' and dif
fers- from it only as the two chords AB, CD, instead of inter
secting each other within, cut each other without, the circle. 
The following proposition may also be regarded as a particu
lar case of the proposition just demonstrated. 

TBEOBEK. 
, 

. 228. 1J from tile 8ame point UJit1wr.d. a cirCle, a tangent and a 
ucant be drtJwn, ,.he tangent will be a mean proporlional between 
tie 8ecant, and ita eztemal segment. 

From the point 0, let the tangent OA, and the secant OC 
be drawn; then will, 

OC : OA : : OA : OD, or OAli =OC.OD. 
For, joining AD and AC, the triangles 0 

OAD, OAC have the angle 0 common; 
also the angle OAD, formed by a tangent 

. and a chord, has for its measure (131.) half 
of the arc AD; and the angle. C has the 
same measure: hence the angle OAD = C; • 
therefore the two triangles are similar, and 
we have the proportion, OC : OA : : OA: 
OD, whieh gives OAlI=OC.OD. 
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TUBORBlII.-

•. If eitAw agle of a triangle iB 1Mectetl btl a line terfI&inating 
ita tAe oppoftte Wle, tAB ret:tcmgle of tlle me. inelutling tAB biBect
ell agle, u equal 10 tile 8tp11Ji'e of tile biBet:ting liM IogetAer ml 
tAe ret:I.tIngle COIttaitIed by t1te ~ of tAe tAird .ide. 

Let AD bisect the aDgle A; then, will 
AB.AC=ADI+BD.l>C. 

Describe a circlethrough'the three points 
A, B, C; produce AD till it meets the cir
cumference, aDd joins CEo 

The triaDgle BAD is similar to the tri
augle EAC; for by hypothesis, the aqgie 
BAD=EAC; also the angle B=E, since 
they both are measured by half of the arc 
AC; hence these triaugles are similar, aDd the homologous 
sides give the proportion, BA: AE: : AD : AC ; hence 
BA.AC:zAE.AD; but AE =AD+ DE, and multiplying each 
of these equals by AD, we have AE.AD=ADI+AD.DE; 
DOW AD.DE=BD.DC (224.); hence finally, 

BA.AC=ADI + BD.DC. 

TBBOJUIlII. 

230. Ia etJer1/ IritJngle, the reCtangle contained bj 'ttDo .uJu, u 
etpUil 10 1M redtJttgle conI4ifted btl tAe diameter of 1M circum. 
8Cri1Ietl circle, _ 1M perperulieular let fall upon 1M lAird ride • 

• n the triaDgle ABC, let AD be drawn perpendicular to 
BC; aDd let EC be the diameter of the circumscribed circle; 
then,will ' 

AB.AC=AD.CE • 

• Tbis and the three BOCceediJatr propositiODB are not immecliately COD
nected with the chain of geometncal investigatioJl. They may be omit- • 
ted or not, u the reader cho0Be8.-ED. 
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For, joining AE, ~ triangles ABD, 
AEC are right-angled, the one at D, the 
other at A; also the angle B=E; these 
triangles are therefore similar, and they 
give the proportion, AB : CE : : AD: 
AC; and hence AB.AC=CE.AD • 

79 

.231. eM. If these equal quantities be multiplied by the 
same quantity BC there will result AB.AC.BC =CE.AD. 
BC; now AD.BC is double of the surface of the triangle 
(176.); therefore the product of tke three ridu of II triangle iI 
equal to itl mrface multiplied by Mce tke diameter of the cir
cumlcribed ciTele. 

The product of three lines is sometimes called a loUd, for 
a reason that shall be seen afterwards. Its value is easily 
conceived, by imagining that the lines are reduced into num
hers, and multiplying these numbers together. 

233. Sclwlium. It may also be demonstrated, that tbe 
surface of a triangle is equal to its perimeter multiplied by 
half the radius of the inscribed circle. 

For the triangles AOB,BOC, ::B 
AOC, which have a common 
vertex at 0, have for their com
mon altitude the radius of the 
inscribed circle; hence the sum 

. of these tl'iangles will be equal 
to the sum of the bases AB,BC, fC--~F~'"----~c 
AC, multiplied by half the radius OD; hence the surface of 
the triangle ABC is equal to the perimeter multiplied by half 
the radius of the inscribed circle. 

THBORBK. " 

233. In every quadrilateral iucribed m" a circle, tAe redangle of 
tile ttIw diagonala iB equal to Ille "um of tke reclaflgle8 of Ike 
opp08it.e "ide". 

In the quadrilatemI ABCD, we shall have 

" AC.BD=AB.CD+AD.BC. 
~ 
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80 GEOMETRV. 

Take the arc CO=AD, and draw BO 
meeting the diagonal AC in I.-

The angle ABD=CBf, since the one 
has for its measure half of the arc AD, 
and the other, half of CO, eq)Ial to AD; 

r---1"""-~---=~the angle ADB=BCI, because tbeyare 
both inscribed in the same segment 

~-~O . AOB; hence the triangle ABD is si~-
lar to the triangle IBC, and we have the proportion AD: 
CI : : BD : BC; hence AD.BC=CI.BD. Again, th~ trian
gle ABl is similar to the triangle BDC; for the arc AD 

. being equal to CO, ifOD be added to each of them, we shall 
have the arc AO=DC; hence the angle ABI is equal to DBC; 
also the angle BAI to BDC, because they are inscribed in 
the same segment; hence the triangles ABI, DBC, are simi
lar, and the homologous sides give the proportion, AB : BD: : 
AI: CD; hence AB.CD=-AI.BD. 

Adding the two results obtained, and obserVing that AI.BD 
+CI.BO=(Al+CI).BD=AC.BO, we shall have AD.BC+ 
AB.CD=AC.BD. 

234. Sclwlium. Another theorem"concerning the inscribed 
quadrilateral may be demonstrated in the same manner: 

The similarity of the triangles ABD and BIC gives the pro
portion BD : BC : : AB: BI; lience BI.BO=BC.AB. If 
CO be joined, the triangle ICO, similar to ABI, will be simi
lar to BOC, and will give the proportion BD : CO : : DC : 
01; hence OI.BD=CO.DC, or because CO=AD,OI.BD= 
AD.DC. Adding the two results, and observing that BI.BD 
+ OI.BD is the same as BO.BO, we shall have BO.BD = 
AB.BC+AD.DC. 

If BP had been taken equal to AD, and CKP been drawn, 
a similar train of reasoning would have given us • 

CP.CA=AB.AD+BC.CD. 
But the arc BP being equal to CO, if BC be added to each 

of them, it will follow that CBP=BCO; the chord CP is 
therefore equal to tbe cbord BO, and consequently BO.BD 
and CP.CA are to eacb other as BD is to CA; hence, 

BD : CA : : AB.BC + AD.DC : AD.AB + BC.CD. 
Therefore tke ttDo diagonall of an itllCribed quadrilateral 

are to eacI& ()t/aer as the mms of tke rectangles under the Bidu 
wl&ick meet at tkeir extremities. 

These two theorems may serve to find the diagonals when 
the sides are given. . 
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• _. 1f.,.,6e,...-,......,qf.~,_dil ...... 
6e dea prtJtltI«Jtl, .... --,., Ie,.. _ ie, ..., de 
~qf,..", .. ,.. .... ., ...,.,., 
,. nttlia .,. __ .W Ie • __ ,...".".., .."... 

deir di.,.",..tr- III .."., .., fI ,.,. 6e --ftoa .. ,.,.lo.,,.,. qfde ~ de..- (qf,.,...,,) 
IDill 6e c:GII"_o 
1M P be the point witbiD the circumterenee, and Q·the 

point without; then if CP : CA : : CA : CQ, abe ratio or 
QM and AlP will be the same, for aU poeitioDi or tbe 
point M. 
Fmbyb~~tCP:CA 

: : CA : CQ; or substituting 
CM (m CA, UP : CM : : CIf: 
CQ; hepee the triangles CPM. ~-~~~o!:---1 
CQM, have each an equal angle Q 
C contained by proportional 
siae.; hence they are -similar 
(i08~; 8I1d hence the third side 
MP IS to the third side M'Q, as CP it to CM or CA. But 
by ~OD, the proportion CP : CA : : CA : CQ gives CP : 
CA :: CA-CP : CQ-CA, or CP : CA :: AP : AQ; there-
{ore liP: MQ:: AP :AQ. . 

• 

IS 
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GEOMETRY. 

P!WBLB"8 BBLA.'llNG TO "HE TIIIBD BOOK. 

PBOBLBJ[. 

236. To dioide c& gifHm ."'aiglrt line into any number tf efWII 
ptJfV, or _0 pan. proporlIonc&l to P. """. 

Fir". Let it be proposed to divide the A 
line AB into five equal parts. Through the 
extremity A, draw the indefinite straight line 
AG; and taking AC of any magnitude, ap
ply it five times upon AG ; join the last point 
of division G and the .extremitY B, by the 
straight line GB; then draw CI parallel to 
GB: AI will be the fifth part·of the line AD ; 
and thus, by applyipg AI five times upon vl-----t:B 

AB, the line AD will be divided into five 
equal parts. . 

For since CI is parallel to GB, the sides AG, AB, (196.) 
are cut proportionally in C and I. But AC is the fifth part 
of AG, hence AI is the fifth part of AB. . 
.~. Let it be pro- I F n 

po;;I;dividethe line AB A~_-:.·..::;:.......:;---::.D 
into parts proportional to 
the given lines P, Q, R. P 1-1 ----i 
Through A, draw the inde- Q I---l 
finite line AG ; make AC= R 
P,CD=Q, DE=R;join ~ 
the extremities E and B; G-
and through the points C, D draw CI, DF parallel to EB ; 
the line AD will be divided into parts AI, IF, FB propor
tional to the given lines P, Q, R. 

For, by reason of the parallels CI, DF, ED, the parts AI, 
IF, FB are proportional to the parts AC, CD, DE; and by 
construction, theta are equal to the given lines P, Q,. R. 
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23?'. To jIrtd II JourtA propordoMl to IAree p.. Uftu A, B, C. 
Draw the two indefi

nite lines DE, DF, form
iDg any angle with each 
other. Upon DE take 
DA ' A, and DB=B; 
upon DF take DC=C ; 0 .... , ---..... 
join AC; and through It' 
the eoint B, draw BX 
parallel to AC; DX will be the fourth proportional required; 
for since BX is parallel to AC, we have the proportion DA : 
DB : : DC : DX; now the first three terms of this proportion 
are equal to the three given lines; consequently DX is the 
fourth proportional required. 

238. Cor. A, third proportional to two given lines A, B, 
may be found in the same manner, for it will be the same as a 
fourth proportional to the three lines A, B, B. 

s. 7bJWII_~~.,,..u.uA_B. 

Upon the indefinite line DF, take 
DE=A, and EF=B; upon the 
whole line DF, as a diameter, de
scribe the semicircle DGF; at the DL--=-----'.:B' 
point E, erect upon the diameter the 
perpendicular EO meeting the cir- :Blt------t 
cumference in G; EG will be the ~ 
mean proportional required. 

For the perpendicular EG, let fall from a point in the cir
cumference upon the diameter, is a mean p~rtional between 
DE, EF, the two segments of the diameter 215.); and these 
segments are equal to the given lines A and • 
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" 

NO. To ~ a p. line _Il10 part., lWei tMI tA6 gr«Jfer 
pIIrlMall 6e a mean pruportiOJlllllletwea de tMole line ... ,. 
odB)o pari. 

Let AD be the given line. 
At the extremity B of the line 

AB, erect the perpendicular BC 
equal to the half of AD ; &om the _ 
point C as a centre, with the 
radiu CB describe a semicircle; 
draw AC cutting the circumfer- ~_-~"':::::""r!:--
encein D; and take AF=AD: A , 
the line AD Will be divided at the point F in the manner re
qnired; that is, we shall have AB : A.F : :, AF : 'FB. 

For, AD being perpendicular to the radius at its extremity, 
is a _gent; and if AC he produced tiD it ~ meets the 
cii'cumt'erence in E, we shall haTe (228.)' AE : AD : : AD : 
AD; hence, by division, AE-AB : AD :: AD-AD: AD. 
But since the radius is the half of AD, . the diameter DE is 
equal to AB, and consequently AE-AD=AD=AF; also, 
because AF=AD, we have AB-AD=FB; hence AF: AD 
: : FB : AD or AF; whence, by inverSion, AD : AF : : AF : 
FB. 

141. &ltoliuta. This sort of division or the line AD is 
called d,ivision in extreme and mean ratio: the use of it will 
be perceived in a future part of the work. It may further be 
observed, that the secant AE is divided in ememe and mean 
ratio at the point D; for, since AB=DE, we line AE : DE 
: :DE :·AD. 

PROBLBII. 

!4t. TArougla tJ gi'" poiut, in a gitJen magie, '0 ~ " ,. ., 
tAac t. 'egrMIU COtApreAended &etween tile poiut tmd tie tfL'O 
ridu qf tie magie, ,lulU lie equal. 

Let BCD be the angle, and A tbe point. 
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Through the ~t A draw AE paral

lel to CD, make BE=CE, and through 
the points B abd A draw BAD; this 
will be the line required. 

For, AE being parallel to CD, we 
have BE: EC:: BA: AD; butBE= 
EC; dleretdre BA=AD. 

• 

148. To dIacriN 4 'PtII'8 dat.WZ .. ..,., to 4,.,. pta

~ or to 4 p.lrialtgle. 

ft". Let ABeD be :x. Y 
the ~en parallelogram, D AD Its baee, DE its al-
titude : between AD and 
DE find a mean propor-
tional XY: then WJl1 the A.]I :B • 
square constructed upon 
XV be equivaleni to the parallelogram ABCD. 

For by construction, AD: XV : : XY : DE; therefore 
XV' =AB.DE; but AB.DE is the measure of the parallelo
gram, and Xy, that of the square; consequently they are 
equivalent • 

. 8ecDntllI. Let ABC be tile 
given triangle; BC its base, 
AD' its altitude: find a' Plean 
proportional between BC and 
the halt of AD, and letXY be 

A 

that mean; the square con- D 
structed upon XY will be equi-
va1ent to the triangle ABC. . 

For since DC: XY:: XV : I AD, it follows that XY'= 
BC.I AD; hence the square constructed upon XV is equiva
lent to the triangle ABC. 

PJlOBLJDL 

~. Upoa" P. &e,to dut:ri6c ,,~1Aat .w It ..... : 
"'to4P.~. 

Let AD be the line, and ADFC the given rectangle. 
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Find a fourth propor- X E 
tional to the three lines C iI' D 
AD, AB, AC, and let 0 
AX be that foul1h pro-
portional; a rectangle ' [B 
constructed with the lines B. . A 
AD and AX will be equivalent to the rectangle ABFC. 

For since AD : AB : : AC : AX, it follows that AD.AX= 
AB.AC; hence the rectangle ADEX' is equivalent to the 
rectangle ABFC. 

PROBLBIL 

245. To.foul tt.oo lit&u fDMH roiio iholl be t1ae 8dfJI6, .. t1ae Ntio 
of CtDo reetanglu contatned,bygitlea I •• 

• 
Let A.B, C.D be the rectangles contained by· the given 

lines A, B, C; and D. 
Let X be a fourth proportional to the three At-I ----1 

lines B, C, D; then will the two lines A and :B ... , ---I 
X have the same ratio to each other as the 0 
rectangles A.B and C.D.. t---I 

For, shice B : C :: D : X, it follows that D "'1 -----I 
C.D =B.X; hence A.B : C.D : : A.B : B.X :x: ..... , -
::A:X. 

246. Cor. Hence to obtain the ratio of the squares con
structed upon the given lines A and C, find a third proportional 
X to the lines A and C, so that A : C : : C : X; you will 
then have At: C. : : A : X. c 

PROBLDL 

~'7. To.foul fico lifteB tAat iAtzU 1aae tk Bame raIio to eGeA oller, 
u tie product of (Taree P- 'M, ka.t to de product of tAres 
otAer gWen linea. 

Let A, B, C be the three lines of which one· product is 
formed, and P, Q, R the lines of which the other is formed. 
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Find a fourth proportional X to the AI_-....... 
thEl±~ ghi!E:D Ihk!E:iB P * A, filIffic] alsu a ~ 
fu~ p~portional Y to ~ tJu:!e giv~n C .... ----f 
be to ~~:t, !;er as 11~;r:~:~uA1~c~ ---~ 
P*Q.R* Qt-I---

fi"Or iBAce : A : B X, fonc}ws ffLf 
th~ A.B = P.X; and multiplying each of .x!----i 
thuBu e!E:El±als hfi Ce we have AcB.C= ~J3fC" " c"-4 
C.P .X.c In like m&nner ~!nce~C : Q :: ~'c. c • 
R Y, follfezas QcA=Ac; 'wid ethantipnyiZ"$g aach 
these equals by P, we have P.Q.R=P.C.Y : hence the pro- , 
duct AcRC is to'thu prodact PcQ.Rc as CeP.X to P.C.Ye 
0"$ fiS X to 

PROBLEIL 

2hh. find triaacgle BALch be ewui:mUicb WhlIitletlG ~fcJly'gaac 

Let A1JCDA ba nhe uiuen uulygau. 
cbacW tha diagonafiYE cutting 011" 
the triangle CDE ; through the point 

draw DF to CE, mac~t-
ing AE produced; join CF: the po
IYhon ABCAE J3fill ba aquiazdent ~o 
the polygon ~~F, fwhi~ has one side 
lazs;zs; thZ%Zi the angmw pOEdgonc 

]eor tbe triangles CDb~, CFE have the base CE common; 
they have also the srune altitudaf SinfZCC thaia vertiuus Dc F, 
si"aated in alAe paIfc11el th!E: base; theIa triEmgles ~~ 
therefore equivalent. Add to each of them the figure ABCE, 

thea win resTcdt the dolYdKJD equiaaleat to 
polygoD ABCF. 

The ccoglfc man in libe CaBmoefc Cut off, lan subt,ztlllueiu 
dor the triangle ABC the equivalent triangle AGC, and thus 
:::J:~~l;~ ABCDE will ba iata an equiaAent 

The same process may be applied to every other figure; 
dJJ, bfi BucJJJsivela diwiaishizFI thfc Iumhar of kts Bides, Cezze 
being" retrenched a't each step 'Of the process, the equivalent 
a:rianglfi win Eft laB!: be E4z¥md. 

249. Sclwlium. We have alreada seen that eveWfi trianule 
ahanlaed an aquiaulent zZluara; and thuZ sqaZZe 

may always be found equivalent to a given rectilineal figure, 



88 GBOJIETRY. 

which operation is called ~ the rectiliDeal figure, or 
finding the lJUQIlralwl or it. 

The problem of t1e ~e 0/ til cirrM, CODlilta ia find
ing a square equivalent to a circle whOle diameter it pen. . 

!50. To.fouJ 1M ... oj CI 8qUCIf'6 tDAiel ,W 66 lflii"'" ti 1M 
8Uta (If 1M tMl'mt&tl6 tf ,.", Ii'" 1tJI"If"N. 

Let A and B be the aida of the I' 
given squares. 

Firlt. If it is required to find a 
square equivalent to the sum of . 
these squares, draw the two ind6fi
nite ~es ED, ~ at right angle8 4=---::m=---"';:n!!::: . 
to each other; take ED =A, and EG=B; join DG: dliI 
will be the .ide of the square required. 

For the triangle DEG being right-angled, the square COD
strhcted upon DG is equal to the sum of th, squares upoD 
EDandEG. 

S~. If it is required.to 6nd a square equal to ., 
difference of the given squares, fonn in the IIUIle manner the 
right angle FER; take GE equal to the moner of the tides 
A and B; &om the point G at a centre, with a radius GR, 
equal to the other side, describe an arc catting EH in B ; 
the .quare described upon ER will be equal to the dif'ereDCe 
of the squares described upon the lines-A and B. 

For the triangle GER is right-angled, the hypoteBuse OR 
=A, and the side GE=B; hence the square constructed upon 
EH, &co 

251. S~ A square may thus be found equal to the 
BUm of any number of squares; for a similar coastruc:tion 
which reduces two of them to ODe, will redllCe thNe of them 
to two, and these .,0 to one, and so of others. It would be 
the same, if any of the squares were to be subtracted &om the 
sum of the others. 
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I'IlOBLEJI(. 

252. To eDfl8trtlct G .quare tDAicl./UZU be to G gi116R .quare a. G 

gi116R line to G gima line . 

• U~n the indefinite Dr------(C)(~ 
lineEG,takeEF=M, If' .... ---; 

. and FG=N; upon 
EO as Q. diameter de-
. scribe a semicircle, 
and at the point F, . 
erect the. perpendicu- A!----.... B 
lar FR. From the point H, draw the chords HG, HE, which 
produce indefinitely: upon the first, take HK equal to the . 
side AB of the given square, and through the point K draw 
KI parallel to EG; HI will be tbe side of the tquare required. 

For, by reason of tbe parallels KI, GE, we have HI : HK 
:: HE: HG; bence IDlI : HK' :: HEll: KG' : but in the 
right-angled mangle EHG (215.) the square of HE is to the 
square ofHG as the segment EF is to the segment FG, or as 

. M is to N; hence WI: HK- : : M : N. But HK=AB; 
therefore the square described upon HI is to the square de
~cribed npon AD as M is to N. 

PROBLEI\(. . . 

!53. Upon a gif'm li1lf: to ducri1NJ G /!Dlygo,. 8imilar to a g;,un 
polygon. , 

Let FG be the given line, and AEDCB the given polygon. 
In the given polygon, C . 

draw thediagonalsAC, B@R 
AD; at the point F G: 
make the angle GFH ~ 1: 
=BAC, and at the A: P 
point G the angle FGH K 
=ABC; tbe lines FH, 
GH will cut each other in H, and FGH will be a triangle 
similar to ABC. In the sam~ manner upon FR, homologous 
to AP, construct the triangle FIR similar to ADC; and . 
npon FI, homologous to AD, construct tbe triangle FIK si
milar to ADE. The polygon FGRIK will be similar to 
ABCDE, as required. ' . 

For, these two polygons are composed of the same number 
of triangles, which are similar and similarly situated (219.). 

14 
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PROBLEM:. 

2M. f'tDo similar Jiluru being gitlBn, to COftBtruct a JiIIure tDAieh 
s1uJll N ritnilar to one of tAem, and equal to tleir 8UfA or tWr 
difference. 

Let A and B be two homologous sides of the given figures. 
Find a square equal to the sum or to the difference qf the 
squares described upon A and B; let X be the side.of that 
square; then wil1 X in the figure required, be the side which 
is homologous to the sides A -and B in the given figures. 
The figure itself may then be constructed on X, by the last 
problem. 

For, the similar figures are as the squares of their homolo
gous sides; now the square of the side ~ is equal to the sum, 
or to the difi"e.epce, of the squares' described upon the homo
logous sides A and B; therefore the figure described upon 
the side X is equal to the sum, or to the difference, of the 
similar figures described upon the sides A and B. 

PROBLEM. 

\ 255. To cOftBtruet a jipre rimilar '0 a gitlen OM, and betzriag to 
it, 11&e giflen ratio of M to N. 

Let A be side of the given figure, X the homoldgous side 
of the figure required. The square of X must be to the square 
of A, as M is to N ; hence X wil1 be found by Art. 262.; and 
knowing X, the rest will be ~ccomplished by Art. 253. 

PROBLEM. 

256. To COll8truct a figure similar to t1&e figure P and equivalent 
to the fipre Q. 

Find )1 the side of a square 
equivalent to the figure P, and G 
N the side of a square equiva- Q _ . 
lent to the figure. Q. Let X 
be a fourth proportional to the 
three given lines M, N, AB; A~---::!. 
upon the side X, homologous . 
to AB, describe a figure similar to the figure P;. it will also . 
be equivalent to the figure Q. 
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For, calling Y the figure described upon the side X, we 
have P : Y : : ASs: X· ; hut by construction, AD : X : : M: 
N, or AD· : Xli : : Mll : N·; hence P: Y : : MI : N'. Dut 
by construction also, Mt=P and NI=Q; therefore P: Y:: 
P : Q; consequendy Y = Q; hence the figure Y is similar to 
the figure P, and equivalent to the figure Q. 

PllOBLElII. 

257. To cOfI8trucl a rect4ngle equi"alent to a git:en aquare. aad 
hamag tlle BUm of ita adjtJCefll .uka equal to a giMl litee. 

Let C be the squ~, and AD equal to the sum of the sides 
of the required rectangle. 

Upon AD as a diame
ter, describe a semicir- D 
cle; draw the line DE F-Jlt------.;(!:... 

parallel to the diameter, 
at a distance AD from it, 
equal to the side of the ~ 
given square C; from the point E, where the parallel cuts 
the circumfer~nce, draw EF perpendicular to the diameter; 
AF and FD will he the sides of the rectangle required. . 

For their sum is equal to AD; and their rectangle AF .FD 
is eqnal to the square of EF, or to the, square of AD; hence 
that rectangle is equivalent to the given square C. 

258. Sc1wUam. To render the problem possible, the dis
tance AD must not exceed the radius; that is, the side of the 
lIqu~e C must not exceed the half of the line AD. 

PllOBLEX • 

.259. To coutrucl a rectangle ,kat aAall be equiMlent to a pen 
square _ tAe difference of wAoae adjacent aidca aAal1 be equal 
to a gi"tn line. 

Suppose C equal to the given square, and AD the difference 
of the sides. 
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Upon the given line AD as a diame- D 
meter, describe' a semicircle: at the ex
tremity of the diameter draw the tan
gent AD, equal to the side of the 
square C ; throngh the point D, and 
the centre 0 draw the secant DF; then 
win DE and DF be the adjacent sides .AJ--~:"---IB 
of the rectangl.e required. . 

For, first, the difference of their 
sides is equal to the diameter EF or 
AB; secondly, the rectangle DE, DF . . .' 
is equal to AD2 (228.); hence that rectangle IS eqUI'Vlllent to 
the given square C. 

PROBLEJIL 

260. To ji1&d tke common mea.rurc, if there ia OtIC, 6eltHM tie 
diagonal and tke aide t!f a 6iJutlre • 

. . Let ADCG be any 'Square what
ever, and AC its diagonal. 

We must first (157.) apply CB 
upon OA, as often as it may be con- G-r-__ ...:;r 
tained there. For this purpose, let 
the semicircle DDE be described, 
from the centre C, with the radius 
CB. It is evideot that CB is con-
tained once in AC, with the remain- A . B 
der AD ; the result of the first operation is therefore the quo
tient 1, with the remainder AD, which latter must now be com
pared with BC, or its equal AB. 

We might here take AF=AD, and actually apply it upon 
AD; we should find it to be contained twice with a reinain
der: but as that remainder, and those which succeed it, con
tinue diminishing, and would soon elude our comparisops by 
their minuteness, this would be but an imperfect mechanical 
method, from which no conclusion could be obtained to de
termine whether the lines' AC, CB have or have not a colli
mon measure. There is a very simple way,. however, of 
avoiding these decreasing lines, and obtaining the result, by 
operating only upon lines which remain always of the Si\me 
magnitude. . 

The angle ABC being right, AB is a tangent, and AE a 
secant drawn from the same point; so that (228.) AD : AD 
: : AD : AE. Hence in the second operation, when AD is 
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compared with AD, the ratio of AD to AE may be taken in
stead of that of AD to A.D; now AD, or its equal CD, is 
contained twice in AE, with the remainder AD; tbe result 
of the second operation is therefore the quotient 2 with the 
remainder AD, which must be compared with AB. . 

Thus the third operati~n again consists in companng AD 
with AD, and may be reduced in the same manner to the 
comparison of AD or its equal CD with AE; from which 
there will again be obtained 2 for tbe quotient, and AD for 
the remainder. . , 

Hence, it is evident, the process will never terminate; and 
therefore there is no common measure between the diagonal 
and the side of a square: a truth whicb was already known by 
arithmetic (since these two lines are to eada other: : 1/2: 1), 

. but which acquires a greater degree of clearness by the geo
metrical investigation. 

261. SiAtJli-. The impossibility of finding numbers to 
express the exact ratio of the diagonal to the side of a square 
'has now been proved; but an approximation may be made 
to it, as near as we please, by means of tbe continued &action 
which is equal to that ratio. The first operadon gave us one 
for a quotient; the second, and all others to infinity, give two: 
thus the fraction in question is 

1+1+1-
+1+1 ' 

+i+ &c. to infinity. 

If that fraction, for example, is compated to the fourth term 
inclusively, its vaiae is feund to be 1 U or H: so that the ap
pI'OKimate ratiG of tile diagonal to the side of a square, is : : 
41: 29. A closer approximation to the ratio might be found -
by computing a greater number af tenDs • 

• 
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BOOK IV. ' 

UGULAB POLYGONS. AND THE MEASUREMENT 01' THE CIRCLE. 

262. A POLYGON, which is at once equilateral and equi
angular, is called a regular polggtm. 

Regular polygons may have any number of sides: the 
equilateral triangle is one of three sides; the square is one or 
four. • 

TBEOIlBll. 

263. Two regultJr polY80na of 1M allDle number of atdu (W limi· 
ltJr figurea. 

Suppose, for example, e. . 4 
~MABCDEF, a~~f, 0 
are two regular hexagons. C of 
The sum of all the angles • 
~ the same in both figures,. . CIl 
being in each equal to B 
eight right angles (82.) The angle A is the sixth part of that 
'sum; so is the angle a: hence the angles A and a are equal; 
and for the same reason, the angles Band b, the angles C and 
c, and so on. 

Again, since trom the nature of the polygons, the sides AD, 
BC, CD, &c. are equal, and likewise the sides ab,~, cd, &c. j 

, it is plain that AB: ab: : Be : be: : CD: cd, &c.; h~ 
the two figures in question have their -angles equal, and their 
homologous sides proportional; consequently (162.) they 
are similar. . 

- 264. Cor~ The perimeters of two regular polygons of 
the same number of sides, are to each other as their homOlo
gous sides, and their surfaces, as the squares of those sides 
(221.) . 

, 265. Sc1wUWIIl. The angle of a regular polygon, like 
the angle of an equiangular polygon, is detP.l"mined by the 
number of its sides (79.) 
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166. _ replIIr Mgaa """ lie iucriW ita 4 citclI, ad dr-· 
cuwueri6ed about one. 

Let ABCDE, &c. be a regular poJy- ]I 

gon: describe a circle through the three 
points A, B, C, t.be centre being 0, and 
OP the petpendicular let fall from it, to 
the IJ)iddle point of BC : join AO and D 
OD. 

IC the quadrilateral OPCD be placed 
upon the quadrilateral OPBA, they will 
coincide; for the side OP is common: 
the angle OPC=OPB, being right; hence the side PC will 
apply to its equal PB, and the point C will fall on B : be
sides, from the nature of the polygon, the angle PCD= 
PBA; hence CD will tall-e the direction BA ;. and since CD 
=BA, the point D will faU on A, and the two quadrilaterals 
will entirely coincide. The distance OD is therefore equal to 
AO; and consequently the circle which passel through the 
three points A, B, C, will also pass through the point D. 
By the same mode of reasoning, it might be shewn,- that the 
circle which passes through the three points B, C, D, will 
also pass through the point E; and 80 of all the rest: hence
the circle which passes through the points A, B, C, passes 
through the vertices of all the angles· in the pglygon, which is 
therefore inscribed in thi, circle. 

Again, in reference to this circle, all the sides AB, BC, 
CD, &tc. are equal chords; they are therefore (109.) equally 
distant from the centre: hence, if from the point 0 with the 
distance OP, a circle be described, it will touch the side BC, 
and all the other sides of the polygon, each in its middle 
point, and the circle will be inscribed in ,the polygon, or the 
polygon described about the circle. . 

26'7 •. Sckolium I. The point 0, the common centre of 
the inscribed and circumscribed circles, may also be regarded 
as the centre of the polygon; and upon this principle the 
angle AOB is called tke angle at tAe centre, being fanned by 
two radii drawn to the extremities of the same side AB. 

Since all the chords AB, BC, CD, &c. are equal, all the 
angles at the centre must evidently be equal likewise ; and 
therefore the value of each will be found by dividing four 
right angles by the number of the polygon's sides. 
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268. Sckolium 2. To inscribe a regular polygon of a 
certain number of sides in a given circle, we bave only to 
divide the circumference into as many equal parts as tbe poly
goa bas sides: for the arcs being equal (see the diagram of 
271.) the chords AB, BC, CD, &c. will also be equal; hence 
likewise the triangles ABO, BOC, COD must be equal, be
cause they are equiangular; hence all the angles ABC, BCD, _ 
CDE, &c. will be equal; hence the figure ABeDE, ke. 
will be a regular polfg(lll. 

PROBLEII. 

269. To i~ 4 BflUlre i. 4 giNfi eirck. . . 
Draw two diameters AC, DD, cut

ting each other at right angles; join 
their extremities A, B, C, D: the 
figure A BCD will be a square. For 
the angles AOB, DOC, &C. beiDfJ A.E--....-.1fX----JC 
equal, the cl10rds AD, DC, &eo are 
also equal: anti the angles ABC, 
BCD, &C. being i. semicircles, are 

. right. . 

270. SrJ&oTM.. Since the triangfe BOO.o right-aagled 
and isoaeeles, we bave (190.) BC : DO : : ,,2 : 1 ; lumee 
Me Iide of the i,.,cribed MpLare iI to tie f'4Ulifll, M tI&e MjIIIJf'8 
roo~ of 2, is to u1lit!J. . 

PIl6BLBH. 

271. In 4 git1ea circle, to in.crihe 4 ~ _agoa mad ft etJfIi-
lateral triangle. . 

Suppose the problem solved, :n 
and that AB is a side of the in
scribed bexagon ; the radii AO, 
OB being drawn, the triangle .a....E----+----.,;:~ 
AOB will be equilateral. 

For the angle AO B is the sixth 
part of four rigbt angles; there
fore, taking- the right angle for 
unity, we shall have AOB=t 

,{ : and the two other angJes 
ABO, BAO, of the same trian
gle, are together equal to 2--i 
=!; and being mutually equal, 
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eaeh of them mUlt be equal to f.; hence the triangle ABO is 
equilateral; therefore the side of the inscribed heiagon is 
equal to the radius. ' , 

Hence to inscribe a regular hexagon in a given . circle, the 
radius must be applied six times to the circumference; which 
will bring us round to the point we set out from. 

And the hexagon ABCDEF being inscribed; the equilate
ral triangle ACE may be formed by joining the vertices ~ttJie 
alternate angles. '. . 

. 272. ScAolium. The figure ABCO is a. parallel~~am, 
and even a rhombus, since AB=BC=CO=AO; hence (195.) 
the sum of the squares of the diagonals AC' + BOt is equal 
to the sum of the squares of the sides, that is, to 4ABI, or 
4BO': and taking away BO· from both, there will remain 
AC· =3BOI ; hence AC· : HO· :: 3: 1, or AC : BO :: -.13-: 
1 ; hence the Bide oJ the inscribed equilateral triotngle iI to 
t1uJ radiul, fU the If[IUJre root of tkree iI to unity. '. 

PROBLEM. 

!'7~ 1ft a giwm circle, to iftBcribe a regular decagMa; ,Aft 0 pen
tagon, and 0180 0 regular polygon of fiftem ridu. 

Divide the radius AO in 9-
extreme and mean ratio (240.) 
at the point M; take the 
chord AB equal to OM the 
greater segment; AB will be 
the side of the regular deca
gon, and will require to be 
applied ten times to the cir
cumference. 

For, joining MB, we have 
by construction, AO : OM:: 
OM : AM; or, since AB= 
OM, AO : AB : : AB : AM ; 
since the triangles ABO, AMB have a common angle A, in
cluded between proportional sides, they are similar (208.). 
Now the triangle OAB being isosceles, AMB must be isos
celes also, and AB=BM; but AB=OM; hence also MB= 
OM; hence the triangle BMO is isosceles. 

Again, the angle AMB being exterior to the isosceles tri-
. angle BMO, is double of the interior angle 0 (78.): but the 

angle AMB=MAB; hence the triangle OAB Is such, that 
each of the angles at its base, OAB or OBA, is double of 0 
the angle at its vertex; hence the three angles of the triangle 

15 
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are tbgether equal to five ti!pes the angle 0, which CORSe
quently is the fifth part of the two right angles, or the tenth 
part of four; hence the arc AB is the tenth part of the eir
cumfei'«tDCe, and the chord AB is the side of the regular de
cagon. ' 

274. Cor. 1. By joining the alternate comers of the re
gular decagon, the pentagon ACEGI will be formed, also 
regular. 

2'76. Cor. 2. AB being still the side of the deeagon, let 
AL be the side of the hexagon; the arc BL will then, with 
reference to the whole circumference, be i-h, or n; henee 
the chord BL win be the si~e of the regular polygon of fif
teen sides, or pentedecagon: It. is evident, also, that the arc 
CL is the third of CD. 

276. SclwlitliflJ. Any regular polygon being inscribed, 
if the arcs subtended by its sides be severally bisected, the 
chords of those semi-arcs will form a new regular polygOn of 
double the number of sides: thus it is plain, the square may 
enable us successively to inscribe regular polygons of 8, 16, 
32, &c. sides. And in like manner, by means of the hexa
gon, regular polygons of 12, 24, 48, &c. sides may be in
scribed; by means of the decagon, polygons of 20, 40, 80, 
Itc. sides; by means of the pentedecagon, polygons, of 30, 
60, 120, &c. sides.· 

PROBLEM. 

m. A regular inscribed polggOfl being gimJ, to circutMCri6e CI 

rimilar polygon about th$ same cif'Cle. 

Let ABCDE, &c. be the polygon. 

'" It was long supposed, that, besides the polygons here mentioned, no 
other could be inscribed by the operations of elementary geometry, or 
what amounts to the same, by the resolution of equations or the first utd 
aecond degree. But M. Gauss 'of Giittingen at lenllth proved, ina work 
entitled DUquUilionu .Ilritl&mehcae, LipiGe, 1801, that by the method in 
question, a regular polygon of 17 sidos might be inscribed, and generally 
a regular polygon of 2"+ 1 sides, provided :t-+ 1 be a prime number. 
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At T, the middle 
point of the arc AB, 
apply the tangent GH, 
which (112.) will be pa
rallel to A.B; do the 
same at the middle 

BOOK IV. 

~int of each of tile arcs 1-4'7r"----.;:~--~ri.,. 
JlC, CD, &e.; those I 
tangents, by their inter
.eeeuons, will form the 
regular oircumscribed 
polYSQn GIDK, &tc. si
milar to the inscribed 
one. 

It is evident, in the first place, that the three points, 0, B t 
H, lie in the same straight fme; for the right-angled triangles 
OTH, OHN, having the common hypotenuse OH, and the 
side OT=ON, must be equal, and consequently the angle 
TOH=HON, wherefore the line OH paqea through the mid
dly point B of the arc TN. For a like reason, the point I is 
in the proj,ongation of OC; and so with the rest. But since 
GH is parallel to AB, and HI to BC, the angle GHI=ABC 
(6'7.); in like manner, HIK=BCD; and so with all the 
rest": hence the angles of the circumscribed polygon are equal 
to those of the inscribed one. And further, by reason of these 
same parallels, we have GR : AB :: OR : OB, and HI : BC 
: : OR : OB; therefore OH : AB :: HI : BC; But AB= 
BC, therefore GH =m. For the same reason, HI =IK, &C. ; 
hence the sides of the circumscribed polygon are all equal; 
hence this polygon is regular, and similar to the inscribed one. 

2'78. ·Cor. 1. Reciprocally, if the clrcamscribed polygon 
GHIK &C. were given, and the inscribed one ABC &ie. were 
required to be deduced fioom it, it would only be necessary to 
draw from the angles G, H, I, &te. of the given polygon, 
straight lines OG, OH, &te meeting the circumference in the 
points A, B, C, &tc.; then to join those points by the chords 
A.B, BC, &tc. ; which would form the inscribed polygon. An 
eMier solution of this problem would be simply to join the 
points of contact T, N, P, &C. by the chords TN, NP, &tc. 
which likewise would form an inscribed polygon similar to the 
circumscribed one. 

2'79. Cor. 2. Hence we may circumscribe about a circle 
any regular polygon, which can be inscribed within it; and 
conversely. 
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TlDOllBJl. 

280. Tie area oj a regular polg80fl v equal to ita perimeter tRUl
tiplied by uJf tle radiu oj tAe iucribed circle. 

Let there be the regular polygon GHIK &c. (see the last 
figure). The triangle GOB will be measured by GBx lOT; 
the triangle OBI by HIxlON: but ON =OT; hence the 
two triangles taken together will be measured by (GB + HI) 
XlOT. And, by continuing the same operation for the other 
triangles, it will appear that the sum of them all, or the whole 
polygon, is measured by the sum of the bases GB, HI, IX, 
&c. or the ~rimeter o! the .polyg~n, multiplied into lOT t or 
half the r.adlus of the mscnbed Circle. 

281. SckoUum. The radius OT of the inscribed circle is 
no~g else than the perpendicular let fall fioom the centre on 
one of the sides: it is sometimes named the tJfK1Ikem of the 
pol)'S'OD. ~ 

TRB01lBJI. 

282. - Tie perimeter, oj tfDO regular polgg0f&8, Aaflirw eM a_ 
....... oj ridea, are to ~l otAer aa tle radli oj ,Ae cirClfta
~ tMclu, ad tJUo~ as tAe radii oj tAe iur:ribed cirdu; 
1Mir· aurjflOB8 arc to eack otler as 'lIB aqtMII"U oj tAoIe radii. 

Let AD be a side of the one poly-
gon, 0 the centre, and consequently ~-T-~ 
OA tbe radius of the circumscribed 
circle, and OD, perpendicular to AB, 
the radius of the inscribed circle ; 
let lib, in like manner, be a side of 
the other polygon, 0 its centre, oa and 
Od the radii of the circumscribed and 
the inscribed circles. The perimeters 
of the two polygons are to each other as the sides AD and tib 
(221.): but the angles A and a are equal, being each half of 
the angle 'of the polygon; 80 also are the angles B and b; 
hence the triangles ABO, o1Jo are similar, as are likewise the 
right-angled triangles ADO, ado; hence AB: tib : : AO : 
ao : : DO : do; hence the perimeters of the polygons are to 
each other as the radii AO, ao of the circumscribed circles, 
and also, as the radii DO, do of the inscribed circles. 
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The surfaces of those polygons are to each other as the 
squares of the homologous sides AD, a1J; they are ~~re 
likewise to each other as the squares of AO, tW the radii of.~ 
circumscribed circles, or as the squares of OD, ad th~ radu of 
the inscribed circles. 

283. .A.a, CIIfW, or M, polyg0R4Z u.e, IDAicA 6J&N'lopu 4 COIIN:I: 

liufrora ORB _ 10 ,16 otAer. " longer cIcua eM ~ -. 

Let AMB be the enveloped -line; then will it be less than 
the line APDB which envelopes it. 

.. 
We have aheady said that by 

the term convex line, we under
stand a line, polygonal, or 
curve, or partly curve and part
ly polygonal, such that a 
straight line cannot cut it in A B 
more than two points. Hin the line AMB there were any sinu
osities or ~ntrant portions, it would cease to be convex, 
because a straight line might evidently cut it in more than 
two points. The arcs of a circle are essentially convex; 
but the present proposition extends to any line which fulfils 
the required condition. 

This being premised, if the line AMB is not shorter than 
any of those which envelope it, there will be found among the 
latter a line shorter than all the rest, which is shorter than 
AMB, or, at most, equal to it. Let ACDEB be this en
veloping line : any where between those two lines, draw the 
straight line, PQ, not meeting, or at least only touching, the 
line AMB. The straight line PQ, is shorter than PCDEQ ; 
hence if, instead of the part PCDEQ, we substitute the straight 
line PQ, the enveloping line APQB will be shorter than 
APDQ.~. . But, by hypothesis, this latter was shorter than 
any other; hence that hypothesis was false; hence all of the 

- enveloping lines are longer than AMB. 
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184. &AeIiwa. In the veil' same 
way, it might be abewD that AMB, a 
COIlVU line returning into itself, is abort
er thaD aDy line envelopiDg it on all 
sides, whether the enveloping line FH 
touch AMB in one or more pointa, or 
surround, without touching it. 

286. TtDo coracentric dr. ".. gi--, ..... poIgp ... 
alway. 1M iucribed tDitAiR taB ".UJter~ 1AB.u. qf ~ .wi 
tIOI meet tAe cit'CUfl&jef'f,f1e6 qf lluJ lei.; and liketDiH, • repltIr 
polygOfl fNJ1I alfIHJ,. 1M tlucribetl abota lAe lu8, tie .... tf 
IDkicA .A.zl tIOI "'"' 1M dr'*"tf~ qf lAo 6"'l*r. 

LetCA, CD be 
radii of the given 
circles. At the 
point A, apply the 
tangent DE, ter
minating in the 
greater circumfer
ence at D and E: 
inscribe within this 
greater circumfer
ence one of the re-
gular polygons, 
which the methods , 
already explained 
enabled you to 'inscribe; next bisect the IlfCS sabteoded by 
its sides, and draw the chords of those half arcs; a ~poJygoa 
will thus be fowid having twice as many sidet. Coatiaae 
the bisection, till an arc is obtained Ie .. than DBE. Let 
MDN be that arc, the middle point of it being IUppoaed to 
lie at B: it is plain that the chord MN will be further &om 
the centre than DE ; and that consequently the regular poly
gon, of which MN is a side, cannot meet the circumference, 
of which CA is the radius. 

Now, the same construction remaining, join CM and CN, 
meeting the tangent DE in P and Q; PQ win be the side of 
a polygon described about the 1esl circumference, similar to 
that polygon inscribed within the greater, of which the side is 
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MN. And it is evident, that this circumscribed polygon 
having PQ for it side, can never meet the greater circumfer
ence, CP beiDg less than CM. 

Hence, by the same operation, a regular polygon max be in
scribed within the greater circumference, and a simdar ~)De 
described about the less, both of which shall have their sides 
included between the two circumferences. 

286. Sc1wlium. If two concentric seeton FCG, ICH be 
given, II portiora 0/ tJ regulcw fO'!lP may in like manner, be 
inscribed in the pater, or circumscribed about the less, so 
that the perimeteJ'l of the two polygons shall be incTuded be
tween the two circumferences. For. this purpose it will be 
sufficient to .divide the arc FBG su.ccessively into 2, 4, 8, 
16, &tc. equal parts, till a part smaller than DBE is obtained. 

Bl the phrase, f10rlMm 0/ tJ regular fJOhJgcm, we here mean 
the figUre terminated by a series of equar~hords inscribed in 
the arc FG, from one of its extremities to the other. This 
portion has all the main properties of regular polygollS; it 
has its angles equal, and its sides equal, it can be inscribed in 
a circle, or ci~wnscribed about one: yet, properly speaking, 
it forms part of a regular polygon only in those cases where 
the are IUbtended by one onts sides is an aliquot part of the 
circumference. 

TIIBOREM. 

287.ne circumferer&ee8 of circle. are to eac1 otAer tJII 'Mir radii. 
ad tluJir BVrj'acBII are 10 fUlcra otAer (J8 the BfJ.UllI'U tf ,laoBe radii. 

For the sake of brevity, let us designate the circumference 
whose radius is CA by eire. CA; we are to show that eire. 
CA : c;rc. on : : CA : OB. 
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If this proposition is not true, CA must be to OB as eire.' 
CA is to a fourth term less Qr greater than eire. OD': sup
pose it less; and ,that, if possible, CA: OB : : eire. CA: 
eire.OD. 

In the circle of which OB is the radius inscribe a regular 
polygon EFGKLE, such that the sides of it shall not meet 

. the circumference of which OD is the radius (285.) : inscribe 
a similar polygon, MNPST, in the circle of which AC is the 
radius. 

Then, since those polygons are similar, their perimeters 
MNPSM, EFGKE will be to each other (282.) as CA, 
OB, the radii of the circumscribed circles, that is MNPSM .: 
EFGKE : : CA : OB. But by hypothesis, CA : OB : : eire. 
CA : eire. OD; therefore MNPSM : EFGKE :: eire. CA: 
,eire. OD; which proportion is false, because (283.) the peri
meter MNSPM is less than eire. CA, while on the contrary 
EFGKE is greater than eire. OD: therefore it is impossible 
that CA can be to OB as eire. CA is to a circumference less 
than eire. OB; or, in more general terms it is impossible 
that one Fadius can be to another~ as the circumference de
scribed with the former radius is to a circumference less th~ 
the one described with the latter radius. . 

Hence, too, we conclude it to be equally impossible that CA 
can be to OB as eire. CA is to a circumference greater than 
eire. OB: for if this were the case,by reversing the ratios, 
we should have OB to CA, as a circumference greater than 
eire. OB is to eire. CA; or, what amounts to the same thing, 
as eire. OB is to a circumference less than eire. CA; and 
therefore one radius would be to another as the circumference 
described with the former radius is to a circumference less 
than the one described with'vtbe latter radius; a conclusion 
just shown to be erroneous. ' 

And since the fourth tel'JD of this proportion CA : OB : : 
eire. CA : x can neither be less nor greater than eire. OB, it 
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ma.t be eqaal to eire. OB: conseqantly the cireamferencea 
of circles are to eacb other as their radii. . 

By a simil&r constraction, and a similar train of reasoning 
it coald be' shown, that the surfaces of circles are to each other 
as the squares of their radii. We need not enter ·upon any 
farther details respecting this proposition, particalarly as it 
·forms a coroUAry of the next theorem. 

288. Cor. The similar 
arcsAB, DE'are to each other .A!.v 
as their radii AC, DO; and nVE 
the similar sectorsACB; DOE 
are to each other as the squares 
of ~eir radii. . C 0 

For, since the arcs are similar, the angle C (163.) is equal 
,to the angle 0; but C is to four right angles ( 122.), as 
the arc AB is to the whole circumference described with 
the radius AC; and 0 is to foar right angles, as the arc DE 
is to the circumference described with the radius OD : hence 
the arcs AD, DE are to each other as the circumferences of 

. which they form part: but these circumferences are to each 
other as their radii AC, DO; hence arc. AB : arc. DE : : 
AC:DO. . 

For a like reason, the sectors ACB, DOE are to each 
other as the whole circles; which again are as the squares of 
their radii; therefore ,eet. ACD : ,eet. DOE: AC· : DO'. 

TIIBOUJI. 

tag. . TIe ",.. t!f a circle u equal to tAe product of it. circtlfla. 
fereace 6y 1uJ1f tAe rad;" •• 

Let us designate the sur
face of the circle whose ra
dias is ,CA by mrf. CA; we 
.hall have ,.,.f. CA=iCAx 
eirc. CA. 

For if I CA X eirc. CA is 
pot the area of the circle 
whose radius is CA, it must 
be the area of a circle either. 
greater or less. Let U8 first 
.appose it to be the area of a 
pater circle; and, if pos
,ible, that iCAxcirc. CA= 
,.,.f. CD. 

16 
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About the circle whole radi1ll is CA dese_ a aplar 
polygon DEFG &c., sach (286..) that iUl sides sball not meet 
the circumference wbose radius is CB. The sUrface of this 
JlOlygoll wiH be equal (280.) to ita perimeter (DE+EF+ 
'FG+&C.) multiplied by ~AC : bat the perimeter of the poly
gon is greater than the inscribed .circumference enveloped b, 
it on all sides; hence the .urface of the polygon DEFG &e. " 
is greater than lACxcirc. AC, which by the supposition is 
the measure of the circle whose radios is CB; thus the poly
gon must be greater than that circle. But in reality it is leu, 

. being contained wholly within the circumference : hence it is 
impossible that lCA X cire. AC can be greater than ... j. CA; 
in other words it is impossible that the circ1llDlerence of a 
circle multiplied by half its radius can be the measure of a 
greater circle • 
. In the second place, we assert it to be equally impollible 

that this product can be the measure of a smaller circle. To 
avoid the trouble of changing our figure, let us suppose that 
the circle in question is the one whose radius is CB : we 
are to show that ICBXcirc. CB cannot be the measure of a 
smaller circle, of the circle, for instance, whose radius is CA. 
Grant it to be so; and that, if possible, lCBXcirc •. CB= 
BUrf..CA. 

Havillg made the same construction as before, the sunace 
of the polygon DEFG,6tc. ",ill be measured by (DE+EF 
+FG+&c.)xtCA; but the perimeter DE+EF+FG+&c. 
is less than (fire. CB, being enveloped by it on all sides; 
bence the area of the polygon is less than ~CAxcirc. CB, 
and still more is it less than lOB Xcirc. CD. Now by the sop
position, this last quantity is the. measure of the circle whose 
radius is CA : hence the polygon most be less than the inscribed 
circle, which is absurd; hence it is impossible that the cirt;Hm
terence of a circle multiplied by half its radius; can be the 
measure of a smaller circle. 

Consequently, the circumference of a circle multiplied by 
half its radius is the measure ot that circle itself.. . 
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180. OW. 1. The I1U'face 0( a see
tor is equal to .. arc of that seewr 
multiplied by hal( its radius. 

Fort the sedor ACB (125.) is to the 
whole circle as the arc AKB is to the 
whole circumference ABD, or as AKB 
X~AC is to ABDxIAC. Bot the 
whole circle is equal to ABDxiAC; 
hence the sector ACB is measured by 

, AKBxtAC• 
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291. Cor. 2. Let the circwnference of the circle whose 
diameter is unity., be denoted by.. : then, because circumfer
ences are to each other as their .radii or diameters, we shall 
have the· diameter 1 to its circumference .. , as the diameter 
2CA. is to the circnmference whose radius is CA, that is, 
1 : .. : : 2CA : eiTe. CA, therefore eire. CA="X2CA. Mul
uply both terms by ICA; we have ~CAxcwe. CA= .. X 
CA -, or ""j. CA= .. xCA· : hence the surface of a circle is 
equal to the product of ~e square of its radius by the con
stant number .. , which represents the circumference whose 
diameter is 1, or the ratio of the cjrcumference to the diame-
ter. ' 

In like manner, the surface of the circle, whose radius is 
OBs will be equal to .. xOB-; butixCAI : "xOB- :: CA-: 
OBI; hence t/&e IUrface6 of eircla are to eaik otker IU tke 
6fJlIIJ,ru of their radii, which agrees with the preceding theo-
rem. 

292. Sc1wlium. We have already observed, that the pro
blem of the quadrature of the circle consists iu finding a square 
equal in surface to a circle, the radius of which is known. 
Now it has just been proved, that a circle is equivalent to the 
rectangle contained by its circumference and half its radius; 
and this rectangle may be c~anged into·a square, by finding 
(243.) a mean proportional between its length and its breadth. 
'1'0 square the circle, therefore, is to find the circumference' 
when the radius is given; and for e1fecting this, it is enough 
to know the ratio of the circumference to its radius, or its 
dtameter. 

HithertO, the ratio in question has never been determined 
except approxima~ly; but the approximation has been carried· 
so fill', that a knowledge of the exact ratio would a1ford no 
real advantage whatever beyond that of the approximate 
ratio. Accordingly, this problem, lYhich engaged geometers 
so deeply, when their methods of approximation were less 
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perfect, is nOw degraded to the raok of thOle idle questioas, 
with which no one possessing the slightest tincture of ge0-
metrical science will occupy any portion of his time. 

Arc1iimedu shewed that the ratio of the circumference to 
the diameter is included between 3U and SH; hence 3t or 
y a60rds at once a pretty accurate approximation to the 
number above designated by ft; a~d the simplicity of thil 
first approximation has brought it into very general use. 
Metiu8, (or the same number, found the much more accurate . 
value m. At last the value of ft, developed to a certain. 
order of decimals, was (ound by other calculato1'l to be 
3.14159265358971132, &c.; and some have had patience 
enough to continue these decimals to the hundred and twenty
seventh, or even to the hundred and fortieth place. Such an 
approximation is evidently equivalent to perfect correctness: 
the root of an imperfect power is in no case more aeeurately 
known. 

The following problems will exhibit two of the .mapleat 
elementary methods of obtaining thOle appromnationl. 

PaGBLlIII. 

293. TM ... rface oj a regular iucribed poZ,gOJ&. and tMt of • 
Milar polygon circu1ll~d, bei"8 gif1eta; to.foul tM nrj'atIM 
of lAs regular ira.cribed cmd circutn8criW pol,gou Aa" 
double tAs number oj .ide •• 

Let AB be a side of thegiveu 
in!lcribed polygon; EF, parallel 
to AB, a side of the circumscribed . 
polygon; C die centre of the 
circle. If the chord AM and 
the tangents AP. BQ be drawn, 
. AM will be a side of the inscribed 
polygon, having twice the num
ber of sides; and (27)) PQ, 
double of PM, will be a side of 
the similar circumscribed poly- 0 . 
gon. Now, as the same construc-
tion will take place at each of the angles equal to ACM, it will 
be sufficient to consider ACM by itself, the triangles connected 
with it being evidently, to each 'Other as the whole polygons 
of which they form part. Let A, then, be the surface of the 
inscribed polygon whose sides isAB, B that of the similarcir
cumscribed polygon; A' the surface of the polygon whose 
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side i. AM, B' tbat of the similar c:ircumtcribed polygon: A 
ana B'are given; we have to find A' and B'. . 

First. The triangles ACD, ACM, having the common 
vertex A, are to each other as their bases CD, CM; they are 
likewise to each other as the polygons A and A:, of which
they form part: hence A : A: : : CD : CM. Again, the tri
angles CAM, CME, having the common vertex M, are to 
each other as their bases CA, CE ; they are likewise to each 
other as the polygons It! and 8 of which they form part; hence 
A' : B : : CA : 'CEo But since AD and ME are parallel, we 
have CD: CM : : CA : CE; hence A : A: : : .A: : B; hence 
the polygon .A: one of those required, is a mean proportional 
between the two given polygons ,A and B, and consequendy 
A'=.,/ AxB. 

Secmully. The altitude CM being common, the triangle 
CPM is' to the triangle CPE as PM is to PE; but (201.) sinc~ 
CP bisects the angle MCE, (201.) we have PM: PE :: CM: 
CE : : CD : CA :: A : A': hence CPM : CPE : : A : A'; and 
consequently CPM: CPM+CPE or CME:: A: A+A'. 
But CMP A, or 2CMP, and CME are to each other as the 
polygons B' and :a, of which they form part : hence B': B 
: : 2A : A + A'. Now A' has already been determined; this 
new proportion will serve for determining B', a~d give us 

B'= :!.~, ; and thus by me8.Jlll of the polygons A andB, 

it U! easy to 1i.nd the polygons A' and B', which have double 
the number of sides. 

PROBLDL 

29,4. To.foul tAs "1'pro:rimate rati. tf tAs circumf~ to tlie 
diameter. 

Let the radius of the circle be 1; the side of the inscribed 
square will (270.) be "/2, that of the circumscribed square 
will be equal to the diameter 2; hence the surface of the ill
scribed square is 2, and that of the circumscribed IMI"are is 4. 
Let us therefore put A =2,and B=4; by the last proposition, 
we ahallfind the inscribed octagon A'=.y'S=2.8284271, and 

the circumscribed octagon B'=~ =3.3137085. Thein-
2+"/8 

scribed and the circumscribed octagons being thus determined, 
we shall easily by means of them, determine the polygoni 
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having ",ice the number o( sides. We have only in this case 
to put A=2;8.284271, B=3.3137085 ; we shan find A'= 

vA.B=3.0614674, andB' =A2.A·B =3.1825919. These po-
+A, 

Iygons of 16 sides will in their tum ellabIe- us to find the p0-
lygons of 32; and the process may be continued, till there 
remains no longer any di4"erence between the inscribed and 
the circumscribed polygon, at least so far as that place of 
decimals where the eomputation stops, and so far as the se
venth place in this example. Being arrived at this point, we 
shall infer that the last result expresses the surface of the cir
de, which, since it must always lie between the inscribed and 
the circumscribed polygon, and since those polygons agree as 
far as a certain place of decimals, must also agree witb both 
as far as the same place. 

We have subjoined the computation of those polygons, car
ried on till they agree as far as the seventh plaee of decimals. 

Number of IIidee. lucribed polygon. CilC1JDJ8Cl'ibed polygon. 

" 2.0000000 4.0000000 
8 2.8284.271 3.3137085 

16 3.0614674 3.1825979 
32 3.1214451 · . . ... 3.1517249 
64 3.1365485 · .. . . . ... 3.1+11148. 

128 3.1403311 · . . . . . 3.1422236 
i56 . .. . . 3.141~72 3.1417504 
512 '. . . . . . 3.1415138 · . . . . . 3.1416321 

1024 · . . . . . 3.1415729 · . .. . . . 3.1416025 
2048 · .. . . . . 3.1415877 · . . . . . 3.1415951 
4096 · . . . . .. 3.14lS914 3.1415933 
8192 3.1415923 3.1415928 

16384 · . . . . . 3.1415925 3.1415927 
32768 .. . . . . . 3.1415926 · . . 3.1415926 

The surface of the circle, we infer therefore, is equal to 
3.1415926. 'Some doubt may exist perhaps about the last 
decimal figore, owing to errors proceeding from the parts 
omitted; but the calculation has been carried OR with an ad
ditional figure, that the final result here given migbt be abso
lutely cornet even to the last decimal place. 

Since tbe surface of the circle is equal to half dIe circum
ference multiplied by the radius, the half circumference must 
be 3.1415926, when the radius is 1; or the whole circumfer
ence must be 3.1415926, when the diameter is 1 : hence the 
ratio of the circumference to the diameter, formerly expressed 
by", is equal to 3.1415926. 
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29J3,~ i. to i80i"ek. tD~ one 
It. angle. i. equal to tAB "erticai angle of the i'08cele. triangJ3" 
41!W pr",9"ct "iJ3,e. thi'§ a~J3,li ~''§l. to ~AB 
'quare of or.., of the eqvaj, ride. of £ge i808cele. 4riangle. AnJ3, 
gr tAB third. ride U pe'9,ead~':4,414r to eitkt!f' 

~tAB i€f1aer iiid6', ¥Am PfW"p"'"'1&di'ifsiirrir ",E fallfif!'ll IJ3,'§ tIer'.-
on the bale of 11e i'08C#1k, trianJ3,le, !Dill be a mean proportiO'lud 
9i§ftW€€€€ lAe J3,i. of 5:1,e'6 i€fl€Cf" Aalj £heii "tim. 

In tb" zriiifsJ3,les DCE lICA I r 
~k,:,,"a:g~c~c~~OO~o~, ~~:: n v ~ 
be eq:~a~,."~:~I;th~':!:;~ ~ . I " 

then will CFJ=CA (~g~ CJ! ) \ ! / 

~€~~~~i;;A~;}? W 
.trose triangles win be eqUivalent, if. C 
DC'=AC X CB, or if DC is a mea,g 
i2iipOR~J3,iDa11dwiigg All iod lIB. 
~ Secondl!J. Because ·the perpendicular CGF bisects the 
""'J3,le '§9CBg we iball Ai§fve ,J3,G : b9B: AC CB (20Lh 
and therefore, by compositioD,~AG : AG+GB or AB : : AC 
: DC+lIB ; but is A9I i§fS t9i tria€2",le to 
triaDgb, ACB, or 2CDF; besides If the angle A is right, the 

i~?~~~~~tg ~!a~~~g8: :g;; CDF m~st si~~t~c~~~t~~ 
therefore, AC' : 2C1' :: AC : AC+CB. 

thg, l3eCOR,b paZi by 1I () ; tb" i§f!.teg::ideni, eqi§fib, 
and consequently we shall have 2CF2=AC. (AC+CB), or 

( lIC+eB) . ~ ~ ~ ~ 
2 ; henii If aogNe IS rigAt, tge 

ifsill a ii§feaR r'€20p')i2Eom,1 betifsiifsD 
and the balf sum of the sides AC,CB. 
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PBOBLBJI. 

2S16. Tojind CI circle differing tJ8 little aa 'IDe pletue/rom. II si"m 
regular polygon. 

Let the square BMNP be . the 
proposed polygon. From the.M 
centre C, draw CA perpendicular . ~---::+-.;;:o;;;..:~~ 
to MB, and join CB. 

The circle described with the 
radius CA is inscribed in the 
square, and the circle described 
with the radius CB circumscribes 
this same square; the first will in 
consequence be less than it, the 
second greater: it is now required 
to reduce those Hmits. 

Take CD and CE each equal N 
to the mean proportional between CA and CB, and join 
ED; the isosceles triangle CDE will, by tbe last propo
sition, be equivalent to the triangle CAB. Perform the 
same operation on each of the eight triangles which compose 
the square: you will thus form a regular octagon equivalent 
to the square BMNP. The circle described with the radius 

CF, a mean proportional between CA and CA; CB, will be 

inscribed in tbis octagon, and the circle whose radius is CD 
will circumscribe it. The first of them therefore will be less 
than the given square, the second greater. 

If the right-angled triangle CDF be, in like manner, 
changed into an equivalent isosceles triangle, we shall by this 
means form a regular polygon of 16 sides, equivalent to the 
proposed square. The circle inscribed ia this polygon will 
be less than the square; the circumscribed circle will be 
greater. • 

The same process mhy be continued till the ratio between 
the radius of the inscribed and that of the circumscribed 
circle, approach as near to equality as we please. In that 
case, both circles may be regarded as equivalent to the 
,quare. 

297. Sclaolium. The investigation of the successive radii 
is reduced to this. Let (J be the radius of the circle inscribed 
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BOOK IV. us 
in one of the polygons, b the radius of the circle eit-cumscri
bing the same polygon; let Ii and 1/ be the correspondiDg' 
radii for the next polygon, which is to have twice the num
ber of sides. From what has been demonstrated, 1/ is a mean 
proportional between a'and b, and a' is a mean proportional 

d a+b th b' - d' . / a+b betweenaan 2""; so at =va.b, an a=Va.T: 

hence a and b the radii of one polygon being knoWn, we may 
easily discover the radii a' ,nd b' of the next polygon; and the 
process may be continued till the di1ference between the two 
radii becomes insensible; then either of those radii will be the 
radius of the circle equivalent to the proposed square or po
lygon. 

This method is easily practised with regard to lines; for it • 
implies nothing but the finding pC successive mean propor
tionals between lines which are given: it is still more easily 
practised witlr"regard to numbers, and forms one of the most 
commodious plans which elementary geometry can furnish, fbr 
discovering speedily the approximate ratio of the circumfer
ence to the diameter. Let the side of the square be 2; the 
first inscribed radius CA will be 1, and the first circumscribed 
radius CD will be '112 or 1.4142136. Hence, putting a=l, 
b= 1.4142136, we shallfindb'=1.1892071, anda=I.0986841. 
These numbers will serve for computing the rest, the law of 
their combination being kJlown. 

Radii or the circumlCribed circle.. Radii or the iDJeribeli circle~ 

1.4142136 
1.1892071 
1.1430500 
1.1320149 
1.1292862 
1.1286063 

1.0000000 
1.0986841 
1.1210863 
1.1265639 
1.1279257 
1.1282657 

Since the first half of these figures is now become the same 
on both sides, it will occasion little error to assume the arith
metical means instead of the mean proportionals or geomet
rical means, which differ from the former only in their last 
figUres. By this method, the operation is greatly ~ abridged; 
the results !lfe: 

1,1284360 ••••••• 
1.1283934 
1.1283827 •. 
1.1283801 
1.1283794 
J.1283792 

. . . ;. . . , . 

17 

1.1283508 
1.1283721 
1.1283774-
1.1283787 
1.1.293791 
1.1283792 
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Thus 1.128S'79i is very nearly the radius of a circle equal 
in .... e to the square whose side is 2. From this, it is easy 
to find the ratio of the circumference to the diameter: for it 
has already been shewn that the surface of the circle is eqw 
to the square of its radius multiplied by the number C'; hence 
it the surface 4 be divided by the square of 1.128379i the 
radius, we shall get the value of C', which by this computation 
is found to be 3.1415926, &tc., as was formerly determined by 
another method. 

APPENDIX TO BOOK IV. 

Definitiou. 

298. A tnt.i.xtmum is tbe greatest among all the quantities 
of the same species; a .. nimrma is the least. 

Thus the diameter of a circle is a ~ among all the 
lines joining two points in the circumferenee; the perpendicular 
is a mini".". among all the lines drawn from a given point to 
a straight-line. 

299. l~al figures are sueh as have equal. peri
meters. 

TBBOlUDL 

300. Of" tAe triaglM Amnng tAe IGfII6 6tue dtul tM .., ,m
meter, tAe maximum u tAat triangle of "lic1& tAB ,. muleIr· 
mined sidu are equal. 
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Suppose AC=CB, and AM+MB 
=AC+CB; then is the isosceles tri
angle ACB greater than the triangle 
:AMB, which has the same base and 
the saaae perimeter. 

From the centre C, with a radius 
CA=CB, describe a circle meeting 
CA produced in D; join DB; the A 
angle DBA, inscribed in a semicirle, 
will be right (128.) Produce the 
Pl!rpendicular DB towards N, make 
MN=MB, and join AN. Lastly, 

115 

. from the points If and C, draw MP 
and CG perpendicular to DN. }( 
. Since CB=CD, and MN =MB, we have AC+CB=AD, 
and AM+MB=AM+MN. But AC+CB=AM+MB; 
therefore AD=AM + MN; therefore AD 7 AN: and since 
the oblique line AD is greater than the oblique line AN, it must 
be further ttom the perpendicular AB (62.); therefore DB7 
BN; therefore BG, which is half of BD, will be greater than 
BP which is half of BN. But the triangles ABC, ABM, 
having the same b~. AB, are to each other as their altitudes 
BG, BP; therefore; since BG7BP, the isosceles trillDgle 

,ABC is greater than ABM, which is not isosceles, and has the 
same base and the same perimeter. 

I 

TllBOllEK. 

301. Of all the iBoperimetmal polygotl8 'kmYit1{! a given number of 
ridu, the maximum u the one tD1&ich lias its ridu equal. 

For, let ABCDEF be the maxtfllflf1l, A 
polygon. If the side BC is not equal 
to CD, construct upon tb~ base BD an F 
isosceles triangle BOD, which shall be . 
isoperimetrical with BCD; this tri
angle BOD will (300.) be greater 11 
than BCD, and eonsequently the poly. ...-:: 
gon ABODEF will be greater than D 
ABCDEF; hence the latter is Dot dIe maxi1lJ1J/ln of all the 
polygons· having the same perimeter and the same number of 
sides, which contradicts the hypothesis. BC must therefore be 
equal to CD.: fol' the same reasons must CD=DE, DE= 
EF, &te.; ~ence'all the sides of tbe ·m4Ximttm polygon aJ'f' 
equal. 
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.. Of aU Me trianglu, 1uwiftg two ritlu gifJM in length, atl 
t:DfII4it&ing tift angle tDlicla u ftOI given, tie maximum u tAat trian. 
gle in ",Aiel Me t1CO Sif,m ritlu cont4ita a rigid angle. 

Let BAC, BAD be two trian-
gles, in which the side AB is B,I-------~oAU 
-eommon, and the side AC =AD; 
if the angle BAC is right, the 

. triangle 'BAC will be greater AII~---~'---~ 
than the triangle BAD.. of which 
the angle A is acute or obtuse. 

For, the base AD being the E ... · ----,A~~-~.,D 
same, the two triangles BAC, 
BAD are to each other as their 
altitudes AC, DE; but the per
pendicular DE is shorter than:a 
the oblique line AD or its equal AC ; hence.thetriUlgle BAD 
is less than the triangle BAC. 

. . 
303. Among polygon. formed of ridu ",liel. are all p. ht oa, 

tAe maximum u aucla that all ita anglu Ctlft be iucriW ira 4 .e
micircle, of ",Aic1&tAe tmknmma&itle u tAe diametsr. . 

Let ABCDEF be the 
greatest polygon which can 
be formed with the given 
sides AB, BC, CD, DE, 
EF, and the last side AF 
assumed at pleasure. Draw 
the diagonals AD, DF. If .n..::...-. ____ ......... __ ~I1· 

the angle ADF were not 
right, then by making it right we should augment the triangle 
ADF (302.) ; and consequentlL augment the whole polygon, 
because the parts ABCD, DEF would continue exactly as 
they are. But this polygon being already a ~, can
not be augmented; hence the angle ADF is no other thaa 
a right angle. The same are ABF, ACF, AEF; hence aU 
the angles A, B. C, D, E, F of the fII41:imum polygon are in 
a semicircumference, of which the indeterminate side AF is 
tire diameter. 
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004. Sikoliwn. This proposi
tion gives rise to a question: Whe
ther there be more ways than one 
of forming a ~Iygon with sides 
whicb are all given, except the last 

117 

side which is unknown, and is to ~~;;"'--"*""--~3JD 
form the diameter of the semicir
cle wherein all the others are in
sCribed ? Before 'deciding this 
question it will be n~ess~ to observe, that if the same chord 
AB subtend two arcs described with different radii AC, AD, 
the central angle standing upon this choM, will be smaller in 
the circle whose radius is greater; thus ACB.£.ADB. ·For 
(78.), the angle ADO=ACD+CAD; hence ACD<ADO, 
and doubling both, ACB<ADB. ' 

TBEOREJI. 

305. T,wB u hi 0fIlI fl)(J.y oj formifl{! a polygon ABCDEF wi 
ride. fI1lick tJI'B all gifJ6f&. e:rcept lAe ltut ftde, fI11&icl& i. tuahoum, 
and iB to form t1&e diameter oj lAe maicircle fI1Aerein all 1116 oil
er. are iRBcrilied. 

For, suppose· we have 
found one circle which sa
.tisfies the conditions of the 
problem: if we take a 
greater circle, the chords 
AB, BC, CD, &tc. will lie 
opposite to angles at the ]!I 

centre, which are smaller. Hence the sum of these central 
angles will be less than two right angles; hence the extremi
ties of the given sides will not fall at the extremities of a dia
meter. The contrary error will arise, if we assume a smaller 
circle: hence the polygon in question can only be inscribed 
in one circle. , 

306. &kolium. The order of the sides AB, BC, CD, &C. 
may be altered at wilJ, the diameter of the circumscribed cir
cle, as !Veil as the area of the polygon, always continuing the 
same; for whatever be the order of the arcs AB, BC, &tc., 
it is enough if their sum be a semicircumference, and the po
Jygon will always have the same area, being always equal to 
tbe semicircle minUl the segments AB, BC, &tc. the sum of 
which is the same .in any order. . 
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00'7. Of all ,As pol,gou for'fllMl _h giNA Bidu, tAe maximum 
i. tAs mae ",hieh ca be tueri6ed i. CI eirele. 

Let ABCDEFG be the inscribed 
polygon, and abcdefg the polygon 
which cannot be inscribed, both hav-. 
ing equal sides, AB =ab,BC :;::bc,&c.; 
the inscribed polygon will be g~ter 
than the other. 

Draw the diameter EM ; join AM, 
MB; up~nab=AB, constructthetri
angle abmequalto ABM, and join em. 

By (303.) of this Appendix, the 
polygon EFG AM, is greater than 
efgam, unless this efgam can be in
scribed in a semicircle, of which the 
side em is the diameter, in which case ~ 
the two polygons would be equal, by 
the last Proposition. For the same 
reason, the polygon EDCBM is 
greater than edcbm, saving a similar (} 
exception, by means of which they would be, equal. Hence 
the whole polygon EFGAMBCDEi. greaterthanef~, 
unless they are equal in all respects: but they are not equal in 
all respects, (161.) because the Oile is intcribed in a circle, aad 
the other cannot be inscribed; hence the inscribed polygon is 
greater. Take away from both respectively the equal trian
gles ABM, abm; there will remain the inscribed. polygon 
ABCDEFG greater.than alxxlefg, which cannot be inscribed. 

308. Sckoliwl. It might be shewn, u in the foregoing 
Proposition, that there can be only one circle, and therefore 
only one ""a,xi".. polygon that will satisfy the conditions' of 
the problem; and this polygon will always have the &aIDe 

area, in whatever order we arrange its sides. 

TBBORBM:. 

309. The regular polygot& " tke greate.t 'of aU Ike polrp. 
'Wldeh 1&mJe tke .ame perim£ter and ,ke 8ame ,..,.,. of ridu. 

For, by tbe s~cond of these Theorems, the maxi1lU.4fa poly
~on has all its sides equal; and by the last Theorem, it can 
he inscribed in a circle: hence it is a regular polygolb 
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LBJOlA. 

310. Two aag'le. tJt IAe ce.tre, fII&I8IIf'ed in tfDO di,fl'l"tml circle$, 
are to eacA oIMr tu IAeir iaeJt.dcuI arc. dieided btl tAeir radii. 

. AB. l' 
The ugle C is to the angle 0 V 

as the quotient AC IS ~ the t quo- V 
DE . 

tient 00' C 0 

With a radius OF, equal to AC, describe the arc FG inclu
ded between the sides OD, OE produced. By reason of the 
equal radii AC, OF, (lB.) we shall have C : 0:: AD: FG; 

. C 0 AD FG B b .,.. il 
heace : : : AC : FO' . ut y re~n o. the I~m ar ares 

FG, DE, (288.) we have FG: DE: : FO : DO; therefore 

th . FG . al th • DE 'd .1': e quotient FO IS equ to e quotient DO' an consequenuy 

AD DE, 
c: 0:: AC: DO' 

TIDIO .... 

all. Of No i.optJI'imelricsl replar pol,gou, tie ORB 1uJ~ng tIe 
",.". --.. tf ridu u lie greG_. 

Let DE be a half-side of one of those polygons~ 0 the cen
tre, OE the apothem: let AB be a half-side ot the other po
lygon, C the centre, CB tbe apothem. Suppose the centres 
o and C to be situated at any distance OC, and the apothems 
OE, CB., in the direction OC: thus DOE and ACD will be 

C . & 
raatr angles at the centres of the polygons; and because these 
angles ve not equal, the lines CA, OD, it produced, ",i11 
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meet in some point F; from this point let fall the perpendi
cular FG on OC produced ; from the poin~ 0 and C as 
centres, describe the arcs GI, GR, terminated by the sides 
OF, CF. 

GI GH 
Now, by the preceding lemma, we have 0: C,: :06-: CG; 

but DE is to the perimeter of the first polygon, as the angle 
o is to four right angles; and AB is to the perimeter of the 
second ~lygon, as C is to four right angles; therefore, since 
the perimeters of the polvgons are equal, DE : AB : : 0 : C, 

GI -Gil 
or DE: AB : : OG: CG'. Multiply the antecedents by OG, 

and the consequents by CG; we shall have DE.OG : AB.CG 
: : GJ : GR. But the similar triangles ODE, OFG give 
OE: OG: :-DE: FG, whence DE.OG=OE.FG; in like 
manner, we should find AB.CG=CB.FG; therefore OE.FG 
: CB.FG : : GI : GH, or OE : CB : : GI : GR. Rence, if 
we can shew that the arc Gf is greater than the arc GH, it 
will follow that the apothem OE is greater than CB. 

On the other side of CF, construct a figure CKx .entirely 
equal to the figure CGx, so that CK=CG, the angle HCK= 
BCG, and the arc Kx=xG; the curve KxG will envelope 
the arc KRG, and (283.) be greatt'r than it. Therefore Oz, 
half of the curve, is greater than GR half of the arc; there-

. fore still more is GJ greater than GR. . 
It follows, therefore, that the apothem OE is greater than 

CB; bu~ (282.) the two polygons, having the same perimeter, 
are to each other as their apothems; hence the polygon which 
has DE for a half side is greater thaD' the polygon which has 
AB for its half-side; the first has more sides, because its cen
tral angle is smaller; hence of two isoperimetrical regular 
polygons, the one having more sides)s greater. 

312. The circle i. greater tA4" 4"Y polYKO'II cf tAe •• perimeteY. , 
We have already shewn, that 

of all the isoperi~~trical poly- Ar:--=ir--'7 
gons having the same number 
of sides, the regular polygon 
is tbe greatest; therefore we 
need only to compare the cir
ele with some regular polygoll 
of the same perimeter. Let AJ 

11 

o 
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be the half-side of this polygon; C its centre. In the iso
perimetrical circle, let the angle DOE be equal to ACI, and 
consequently, tbe arc DE be equal to the half-side AI. The 
polygon P is to the circle C as theJriangle ACI is to the sec
-tor ODE; hence P : C : : lAI.CI : IDE.OE : : CI: OE. , 
From the point E draw a tangent EG meeting OD produced 
i? G : the similar triangles ACI, GOE wilJ give the propor
tion CI : OE : : AI or DE : GE; hence P : C : : DE : GE, 
or as DE.iOE, whicb is the measure of the sector DOE, is 
to GE.iOE, which is the ~easure of tJle triangle GOE : now 
this sector is less than the triangle r hence P is le.8 than C ; 
hence the circle is greater than any isoperimetrica1 polygon. 

BOOK V. 

PLANES AND SOLID ANGLES. 

. De.flnilMml. 

SIS. A straight line is perpendit;ular to a plaN, den it 
is perpendicular to all the straight lines (326 .. ) wbich pass 
through its foot in the plane. Conversely, the plane is per
pendi~ular to the line. 

Tbe foot of the perpendicular is the point at which that 
line meets the plane. I 

314. A liue is parallel to a pltme, when it cannot meet 
that plane, to whatever di~ce both be produced. Con
versely, the plane is parallel to the line. 

S15. ''rwo plarIa are !?"ruJJtl to each other, when they 
cannot meet, to wbatever distance both be produced. . 

316. It will ~ demonstrated (324.) that the common in
tersectiol) of two planes which meet each other, is a straight 
Jine: that granted, the ang~ or mutual fncUnatima of tuJo 
plane. is the quantity, greater or less, by which they are sepa
rated from each other; this quantity is measured by the angle 
contained between two lines, ODe in each plane, and both per
pendicular to the common intersectioD at the same point. 

This angle may be acute, or right, or obtuse. 
18 
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317. It it is right, the two pltItteI are perpendicUlar to 
each other. 

318. A IOlid augle is t~ angular. apace inc:luded betweeD 
senral plana which meet at the same point. . 

Thu, the IOlid angle- 8, (see the fig. of Art. 364.) is 
formed by the URion of the planes ASB, BSC, CSD, DSA.. 

Three planes at leat, are reqaisite to form a 10M ogle. 

- -
TBBOIlBK. 

318. A IIrtJigk line CtIMOt he ptIrll, in a plae, _ partZ, 'atIl 

of iI. 
For, by the definition of a plane, when a straight liue has 

two poiats CODllDon with a plane, it lies wholly in that plane. 

320. SclwlifIM. To discoYer whether a surface is pl...-e, 
_ it is necessary to apply a atraight liue in dif'erent waya to that 
lurface, and to obeerYe if it touches .. sur('ace throughout its 
~ex~t. . 

TBBOBBJI. . 
8Il. 2_u'I'8ig~ __ , III1Iicl "'IM eacA oIAer, .. fa ,. ..., 

pltJII6 ad ~iU poMma. 

Let AD, AC be "'0 straight lines which 
intersect each other in A; a plane may be P
eooceived in whic:h the ·straight line AD is 
fowad; if thiB plane be turned round AD, -
until it pus through the point C, theD the B 
line AC, which has two of its poiuts A and 
C in this plane; lies wholly in it; bence the 
position of the plane is determined by t~e single cOIIdition of 
containing the two atraight IiDes AB, AC. 

S22. Cor. A triangle ABC, or three points A, B, C, 
not in a straight liue, determine the position of a plane. 

323. Cor. 2. Hence also two 
parallels AB, CD determine the po- A :B 
silion of a plane; for, drawing the 
secant EF, the plane of the two 
straight Jines AE, EF is that of tile D 
parallels AD, CD. -
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324. If" plaa eat eacA otAer, tAeir ...". ~ fIIi1l 
. . 6e 4 ...-gAt liM. -

For, if among the points common to the two planes, Jhere 
.. three which are Dot in the same straight line, tben lila '" 
planes, passing each through these three points, must fora "-
only one and the same plane; which contradicts dle hypo- " 
thesis. " 

TllBOIlBlL 

325. If ,. ~ u.e, ir&ter.ect BlleA oder, GIld II third u.e u 
~ 10 &otA of t. til t/tei,."., qf .... --., it tDiZl 
alIo 6e perpertd __ 10 allliflu dratDII drougA .".foot ad ita 
de pa.e of,. ., firlt Urw, and teill, Wn/ore, Ie ,.,.. 
dWar to tAB pliMe tf tAoH liflU. 

. Let AP be perpendicular to PB, PC, at the point P, .. 
NM the plane of the lines CP, BP; then will AP be perpen
dicular to any line of the plane passing through P, and con
sequently to the plane itself (313.) •. 

A Through any poiDt Q is 
PQ, draw (242.) the straight 
line BC in the angle BPC, 
so that BQ=QC; join AD, 

'I----"F..---f--+\'.;----; AQ, AC. 
The base BC being divided 

into two equal parts at the 
point Q, the triangle BPC 
(194.) will giv~ 

manner give. 

PCa + PBa = !PQI +2QCa. 
'N The triangle BAC will in like 

ACI+ABa =2AQII+2QCII, 
Taking the first equation trom the second, and observing that 
the triangles APC, APB, which are both right-angled at P, 
give AC1-PCI=API, andABI-PBI=API; we shall have 

ApI + ApI =2AQI_!PQI. 
Therefore, by taking the halves of both, we have API = 

AQI_PQ*, or AQI=AP*+PQt; hencethetriangleAPQ 
is right-angled at P; bellce AP is perpendicular to PQ. 
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326. Sclwlitim. Thus it is evident, not only that a 
straight line may be perpendicular to all the straight lines 
which pass through its foot in a plane, but that it always must 
be so, whenever it is perpendicular to two straight lines 
drawn in the plane; which proves our first Definition to be 
accurate. 

"327. Cor. 1. The perpendicular AP is shorter than any 
oblique line AQ; therefore it measure. the true distance ·from 
the point A to the plane MN. 

328. Cor.2. At a given point P on a plane, it is im
possible to erect more than one perpendicular to that plane; 
for if there could be two perpendiculars at the same point P, 
~raw through these two perpendiculars a plane, whose inter-

, section with the plane MN is PQ; then these two . perpen
dicUlars would be perpendicular to the line PQ, at the same 
point, and in the same plane, which is impossible (50.). 

It is also impossible to let fall from a given point out of a 
plane two perpendiculars to that plane; for let AP, AQ, be 
these two perpendiculars, then the triangle APQ would have 
two right angles APQ, A QP, which is impossible. 

THEOREM. 

329. Oblique liPIU equally dUtant from the perpettdU;vlar are 
equal; and, of t1ro oblique li~ unequally diltaltt.froa de per. 
peat1Acular, the more diatant, iB the longer. 

For the angles APB, APC, 
APD, being right, if we sup
pose the distances PB, PC, 
PD, to be equal to each oth- -F---t-H-+-~----. 
er, the triangles APB, APC, 
APD, .rn have each an equal E 
angle contained by equal sides; 
the~fore they will be equal; 
therefore the hypotenuses, or 
the oblique 'lines AB, AC, 11" 
AD, will be equal to each other. In like manner, if the dis
t:mce PE ~s ~ater than PD or its equal PB, the oblique 
line AE WIll eVIdently be greater than AB, or its equal AD. 

330. Cor. All the equal oblique lines AB, AC, AD, &c. 
terminate in the circumference BCD, described from P the 
-'>ot of the perpendicular as a centre; therefore a point A 
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beiDg given out of a plane, the point P at which the perpel\
dicolar let fall from A would meet that plane, may be founa 
by marking upon that plane three points B, C, D, equally 
distant from the poiDt A, and then finding the centre of the 
circle which passes through these points; this centre will be 
P, the point sought. , 

, -

331. St:lwlium. The angle ABP is called the incli"atiofI 
0/ lluJ o'6liqu8 line AB to tke plane MN; which inclination is 
evidently equal with respect to all such lines AB, AC, AD, as 
are equally distant from the perpendicnlar; for all the trian
gles ABP, ACP, ADP, &C. are equal to each other. 

TBBOBJOI. 

332. If jrMA II poUat _lout a plane, II p.p..dieuldr be lei ftill 
011 tAB pltme, _from 'ABfool qf ,AB perpeatUeular a perpendi. 

, culGr be drmma to tlfty line of tAB plane, andjrom tAB poin' of m. 
ter'-on tJ 1m. be draum '0 ,,.. fir" point, tm, latter line fIJill be 
perpe1IIlicaltJ eo tAB line of tAB piau. 

Let AP be perpendicular to the 
plane NM, PD pe.:pendicular to BC ; 
then will AD also be perpendicular, ...... _-+-~~_.., 
to BC. 

Take DB=DC, andjoin PB,PC, 
AB,AC. SinceDB=DC,the oblique 
line PB=PC: and with regard to 
the perpendicular AP, since PB = 
PC, the oblique lineAB=AC (329.); 
therefore the line AD has two of its 
points A and D equally distant from the extremities Band C ; 
therefore AD is a perpendicular at the middle of Be (66.). 

333. Cor. It is evident likewise, that BC is perpendicular 
to the plane APD, since BC is at once peryendicular to the 
two straight lines AD, PD. . 

334. SclwUum. The two straight lines AE, BC dord an 
instance of two lines which do not meet, because they are not 
situated in the same plane. The shortest distance between 
these lines is the straight line PD, which is at once perpendi
cular to the line AP and to the line BC. The distance J?D is 
the shortest distance between these two lines; for if we join 
a~ other two points, such as A and B, we shall have AB7 
AD, AD>PD; therefore AB~PD. , 
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The two lines AE, CB, bugh BOt situated in the IIIDe 
plane, are cooceived as forming a right angle ..nth each other, 
because AE and the line drawn through one of its points pa
rallel to BC would make with each other a right angle. In 
the same manner, the line AB and the line PD, which repre
sent any two straight lines not sit1lated in the same plaBe, are 
supposed to form ..nth each other the same angle, which would 
be formed by AB and a straight line panaUet to PD drawn 
throagh one of the points of AB. , 

A Let the lines ED, AP be 
parallel; if AP is perpen
dicular to the plane NM, 
then inn ED also be per- M:r=----ir--~:--_+-_,;: _ _, 
pendicular to it. 

Through the parallels 
AP, DE, pass a plane; its 
intersection with the plane 
MN will be PD; in the L-__ ..-/:-..;..:...-___ ~JI 

plane MN dra'W BC perpendicular to PD, and join AD. 
By the Corollary of the preceding Theorem, BC is per

pendicular to the plane APDE; therefore tbe angle BDE is 
right; but the angle EDP is right also, since AP is perpen
dicular to PD, and DE parallel to AP (65.); therefore the 
line DE is perpendicular to the two straight lines DP, DB ; 
therefore it is perpendicular to their plane MN (325.) 

336. Cor. 1. Conversely, if the straight lines AP, DE 
are perpendicular to the same plane MN, they will be paral
lel ; Cor if they be not so, draw through the point D a line 
parallel to AP, tlUs parallel will be perpendicular to the plane 
MN; therefore through the same point D more than one· per
pendicular might be erected to the same plane, which (328.) 
IS impossible. . 

33'7. Cor. 2. Two lines A and B, parallel to a third C, 
are parallel to each other; for, conceive a plane perpendicular 
to the line C; the lines A and B, being parallel to C, will. be 
perpendicular to the same plane; therefore, by the precediug 
Corollary, they will be parallel to eac:b other •. 
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The three lines are noderstood not to be in the same plane ~ 
otherwise the proposition (68.) would be already known. 

TJIBOJUIJL 

388. 'fI II *tJiBAt - v JHI"fJl1eI 10 II ftNigAl _ draw ia II 
plimB, it ,will be pGf'iJIW 10 ... ,.... 

Let AB be parallel to . 
.cD of the plane NM ; then 
will it be parallel to the 1\[ 
plane NM. "F----I-----+-__ 

For if the line AD, which 
lies in the plane ABDC, 
could meet the plane MN, 
this could only be in some , 
point of the line CD, the common intersectio¥ the two 
planes: but AB cannot meet CD, since thel are parallel ; 
hence it will not meet the plane MN; hence (314.) it it paral
lel to that plane. 

TRBOBlUL . _ 

389. 7Woplau ~ lode ... atrGigll litle, en fIG" 
,.tJllello eacl oller. 

Let the planes NM, QP beper- 0 
peildicular to AD, then will they' 

~ ~theycaameet anywhere, 
let 0 be one of their common 
points, and join 0,1\, OB; the:tiDe 
AD which is perpendicular to the B C 
plane MN, is perpendicular to the 
straight line OA drawn through its foot in that plane; for the 
same reason AB is perpendicular to DO; therefore OA and 
OB are two perpendiculars let faD, from the same point 0, 
upon the same straight line; which is impossible: therefore 
the planes MNt PQ, cannot meet each other; therefore they, 
are parallel. ' 
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; 

I 
TIIBOllBli. 

340. TAe ifller-oou qf Itoo parallel plaau IDitA a ,Aird platte, 
are parallel. 

Let the planes NM, QP be 
intersected by the plane EH; 
then will EF, GH be parallel. 

For, if the lines EF, GH, 
lying in the same plane, were 
not parallel, they would' meet 
each other when produced; 
therefore the planes MN, PQ, 
in which those lines lie, would 
also meet; therefore the planes 
would not be paralleL 

TIIBOllBII. 

341. If Itoo planu are ptJf'aUel, . a nrtJigAt line tDAicla U fJtII'l*
diaIltJr to 0118, " aUo perpendicultzr '0 tle oder. 

Let AD (see the fig. of Art. SS9.) be perpendicular to NM ; 
then will it also be perpendicular to QP. , 

Having drawn any line BC in the plane PQ, through the 
lines AD and BC, draw a plane ABC intersecting the plane 
MN in AD; the' mtersection AD will (340.) be parallel to 
DC; but the line AD, being perpendicular to the plane MN, 
is perpendicular to the straight line fD; therefore also, to its 
parallel BC : hence the line AD ~emg perpendicular to any 
line BC drawn through its foot in the plane PQ, is conae-

, quently perpendicolar to that plane. . 

342. fie partzlleU COJIIpreAeMetl NIwea ItDo ptJNl1e1 piau, 
are equal. 

Through the parallels EG, FH, (see the fig. of Art. 340.) 
draw the plane EGHF intersecting the .,aralJel planes in Eli" 
and GH. The intersections EF, GH, (340.) are parallel to 
each other; so likewise are EG, FH; therefore the figure 
EGHF is a parallelogram; therefore EG=FH. ' 
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343. (Jor. Hence it follows that two parallel plo,aet are 
erery where equidimmt; for if EG and FH are perpendicu
lar to the two planes MN, PQ, they will be parallel to each 
other, (336.); and therefore equal, as has just been shewn. 

TREORE lIL 

344. If two angles not situated in the 8ame plane, laave tkeir ridu 
p,araUel and lying in the aame direction, tlwe angles fDillbe equal, 
and their plane. fDill be parallel. 

Let the angles be CAE, and DBF. 

Make AC=BD, AE= M 
BF; and join CE, DF, j""'----------. 
AB, CD, EF. Since AC 
is equal and parallel to 
BD, the figure ABDC is A.t-+--~"U5 
a parallelogram (87.); 
therefore CD is equal and 
parallel to AB. For a p 
similar reason, EF is equal F---+--+---+--... 
and parallel to AB; hence 
also CD is equal and pa
rallel to EF; hence the 
figure CEFD is a paral
lelogram, and the side CE 
is equal and parallel to DF; therefore the triangles CAE, 
DBi' have their corresponding sides equal; therefore the an
gle CAE=DBF. 

Again, the plane ACE is parallel to the plane BDF. For 
suppose the plane drawn through the point A, paranel to 
BDF, were to meet the lines CD, EF, in points·ditferentfrom 
C and E, for instance in G and H; then, (342.) the three 
lines AB, GD, FH would be equal: but the lines AB, CD, 
EF are already known to be equal; hence CD=GD, and FH 
=EF, which is absurd; hence the plane ACE is parallel to 
BDF. . 

345. Cor. If tw~ parallel planes MN, PQ are m~t by 
two other planes CABD, EABF, the angles CAE, DBF,. 
formed -by the intersections of the parallel planes will be equal; 
{or (340.) the intersection AC is paranel to BD, and AE to 
BF, therefore the angle CAE=DBF. . 

19 
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TllEOBBII. 

346. If tlwee Btraiglrt linu, not rituated in tM 8am6 plane, Me 

equal and parallel, tM oppoftIe triangles formed by joining the 
~edremitiu of lhue 8traiglrt linu tDill be equal, and tAeir pltmu 
tDill be parallel. 

Let AB, CD, EF (see the last fig.) be the lines. 

For, since AB is equal and parallel to CD, the figure 
ABDC is a parallelogram; hence the side AC is equal and 
parallel to BD. For a like reason the sides AE, BF are 
equal and parallel, as also CE, DF; therefore the two trian
gles ACE, BDF, are equal; and consequently, as in the last 
Proposition, their planes are parallel. 

TBBOBBII. 

347. 7\H 11.raig/lt linea, incladed bettDeen t1wee pat'fIllel plau, 
are cut proportionally. 

Suppose the line AB to 
mef:t the parallel planes MN, 
PQ, RS, at the points A, E, 
B; and the line CD to meet 
the same planes at the points 
C, F, D: we are now to show 
that AE : EB : : CF : FD. 

D.-aw AD meeting the plane 
PQ in G, and join AC, EG, R 
GF, BD; the intersections F--f----~'r--___, 
EG, BD, of the parallel planes 
PQ, RS, by the plane ABD, D S 
are parallel (340.); therefore AE : EB :: AG : GD; in like 
manner, the intersections AC, GF being parallel, AG : GD 
: : CF ; FD; the ratio AG : GD is the same in both; hence 

AE ; ED :: CF ; FD:. . 
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TBBOREIII.· 

348. 1ft any quadrilateral, viiw,e Bidu are, or are fIOt, ift tAe 'ams 
plarae, if tfDO line, be drcntm, each diWlirag a pair of t1ae oppo
Bite Bide, of 11ae quqdrilateral irato proporticmal pam, t1&ue lirae. 
wI inter,eet; arad tDill dmde each 0t'Aer into part. reapecti"6ly 
pr~rticmal to t1ae ,egmem. of t1ae ridu of t1ae quadrilateral. 

In the quadrilateral ABCD, if the Jines EF, GH. be drawn, 
making AE : EB : : DF : FC, and BG : GC :: AH : HD ; 
the lines EF, GH will intersect at M, and HM : MG :: AE: 
EB, and EM : MF:: AU: HD. 

Draw through AD any 
plane AbHeD, which shall 
not contain GH; through 
the points E, B, C, F, 
draw Eet, Bb, Ce, Ff, 
paralJel to GH, meeting 
that plane in e, b, c, f. Be
cause Bb, GH, Ce, are 
parallel, (196.) we have 
bH : He : : BG : GC:: 
AH: HD; therefore(208.) 
the triangles AHb, DHe are similar. Also we have Ae: eb 
:: AE : EB, and Df:fe:: DF : FC; therefore Ae: eb:: 

• Df: fe, or by composition, Ae: Df:: Ab : Dc; but, because 
the triangles AHb, DHc, are similar, we have Ab : Dc':: AH 
: HD; therefore Ae : Df:: AH : HD ; as the triangles AHb, 
HDc are similar, the angle HAe=HDf; therefore (208.) the 
triangles AHe, DHf, are also similar; therefore the angle 
AHe=DHf. Hence it fonows that eH/is a straight line, 
and therefore the three parallels Ee, GH, FJ, are situated in 
the same plane, which plane will contain the two straight lines 
EF, GH; therefore tkese latter must cut eack otller in a poi'" 
M. Lastly, because Ee, MH, Ffare parallel, we have EM: 
MF : : eH : HI: : AH : HD. 

And, by a similar construction in reference to the side AB, 
it may be shown that HM : :LUG: : AE : EB. 

• May be omitted, baving no immediate connexion with wbat follow •• 
ED. 

t Through inadvertency of tbe engraver, the lino Be is drawn In the 
diagram; the student can readily supply the line Ee. 
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THEOREIII. 

349. TIle angle included between two planell may be meo.aured, 
agreeably to our Definition, by the angle 'Which ill formed by tlDO 

linett, one being dra",,, in each of tholle planell, and both per
pemlicular to the common interllection at the lIame point. 

Let the line AN of the plane MAN, and AP of the plane 
MAP be perpendicular to the common intersection AM at the 
point A; then will the angle PAN measure the angle included 
between the planes. 

To show the correctness of this mea
surement, we must, in tbe first place 
prove that it is constant, or that it would 
be the same at whatever point of the 
common intersection the perpendiculars 
were drawn. 

Take any other point M; and draw 
MC in tbe plane :MN, MB in the plane 
MP, perpendicular to the common inter
section AM. Since MB I\Dd AP are 
perpendicular to the same line AM, they are parallel to each 
otber. For the same reason, MC is parallel to AN; there
{ore, (344.) the angle BMC=PAN ; therefore it is indi1l'erent 
whether the perpendiculars be drawn at the point :M or at the 
point A; the included angle will be always the same. 

In the second place, we must prove that, if the angle of the 
two planes increases or diminishes in a certain ratio, the angle 
PAN will increase or diminish in the same ratio. 

In the plane PAN, f~om the ~entre A and with any radius, 
describe the arc NDP; from the centre M and with an equal 
radius describe the arc CEB; draw AD to any point D of 
the arc PD: the two planes PAN, BMC, being perpendicular 
to the same straight line MA,will (339.) be parallel ; therefore 
the intersections AD, ME, of these two planes with a third 
AMD, will be paralle~; therefore (344.) the angle BME will 
be equal to PAD. 

Let us for a moment calI the angle, which is formed by the 
two planes MP, MN, a tJJedge; that granted, if the angle 
DAP were equal to DAN, it is evident that the wedge DAMP 
would be equal to the wedge DAMN; for the base, PAD if 
placed upon its equal DAN would exactly coincide with it, 
the height AM would be always the same; therefore the two 
cornen would coincide with each other. In like manner it 
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. may b~ shoWn, that if the angle DAP, were contained a cer-
. tain number of times exactly in the angle PAN; the wedge 
DAMP would be contained just as many times in the wedge 
P AMN. But from the ratio in whole numbers, the conclu
sion with regard to any ratio is legitimate, and was above 
demonstrated (122.) in a case altogether similar; therefore 
whatever be the ratio of the angle DAP to the angle PAN, 
the wedge DAMP will be in that same ratio with the wedge 
PAMN ; therefore the angle NAP may be taken as the mea
sure of the wedge PAMN, or of the angle which is formed by 
the .two planes MAP, MAN. 

350. Sckolium. The same relation subsists between the 
angles which are formed by two planes, as between those 
which are formed by two straight lines. Thus when two 
planes mutually cross each other, the opposite or vertical an
gles are equal, and the adjacent angles are together equal to 
two right angles; therefore if one plane be perpendicular to 
another, the latter is also perpendicular to the former. In like 
manner, whe~ two parallel planes are met by a third plane, 
the same equalities and the same properties appear, as when 
two parallel lines are met by a third line. 

TBEORElII. 

351. If a line i8 perpendicular to a plane, ~ pltme pa8sed 
through the perpendicular, it 0180 perpendicular to the plaM. 

Let AP be perpendicular to the 
plane NM; then will every plane 
passing through AP be perpendi-
culf.ir to NM. M~_-++--I-+i_-'" 

." Let Be be the intersection of 
the planes AB, MN; in the plane 
MN, draw DE perpendicular to 
BP : then the line AP, being per-
pendicular to the plane MN, will :N 
be perpendicular to each' of the 
two straight lines Be, DE: but the angle APD, formed by 
the two perpendiculars P A, PD to the common intersection 
BP, measures the angle of the two planes AB, MN; there
fore (317.), since that angle is right, the two planes are per
pendicular to each other. 
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352. Sclolium. When three straight lines, such as AP, 
BP,· DP, are perpendicular to each other, each of those lines 
is perpendicular to the plane of the other two," and the three 
planes are perj>endicular to each other. 

THEORBIII. 

353. q""o plane8 are perpendicular to each otller, aline draum 
in one of them perpendicular to their common inter8ecticm, fDill 
be perpendiCular to tke oilier plane. 

Let the plane AB (see the last fig.) be perpendicular to 
NM ; then if AP be perpendicular to Be, it will also be per
pendicular to the plane NM. 

For, in the plane MN draw PD perpendicular to PB ; then, 
because the planes are perpendicular, the angle APD is right; 
therefore the line AP is perpendicular to the two straight lines 
PD, PD ; therefore it is perpendicular to their plane MN. 

354. Cor.' If the plane AB is perpendicular to the plane 
MN, and if at a point P of th¢ common intersertion we erect 
a perpendicular to the pla~e MN,. that perpendicular will be 
in th~ plane AB ; for, if not, then, in the plane AD, we might 
draw AP perpendicular to PB tbe common intersection, and 
this AP, at the same time, would be perpendicular to the 
plane MN; therefore at the same point P there would be two 
perpendiculars to the plane MN, which is impossible (338.). 

TUBoaEU. 

358. q ""0 plane8 are perpendicular to a third, their common 
inter.tection will be perpendicular to thi. third plane. 

Let the planes AB, AD, (see the preceding fig.) be perpen
dicular to NM; then will their intersection AP be perpendi
cular toNM. 

For, at the point P erect a perpendicular to the plane MN ; 
that perpendicular must be at once in the plane AD and in 
the plane AD (354.) ; therefore it is their common intersec-

, tioll AP. . . 
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356. If a ,oUd angle i, jormed by three plane angles, the ,um oj 
any two oj theae anglea will be greater than the third. 

The proposition requires demon
stration only when the plane angle, 
which is compared to the sum of the 
other two, is greater than either of 
them. Therefore suppose the solid iB 
angle S to be formed by three plane 
angles ASB, ASC, BSe, whereof ~-----1e!!. 
the angle ASB is the greatest; we 
are to show!that ASBLASC+BSC. 

In the plane ASB make the angle BSD=BSC. draw the 
straight line ADB at pleasure; and having taken SC=SD, 
join AC, BC. 

The two sides BS, SD are equal to the two BS, SC ; the 
angle BSD=BSC; therefore the triangles BSD. BSC are 
equal; therefore BD=BC. But AB LAC + BC; taking 
BD from the one side, and from the other its equal BC, ,there 
remains AD LAC. The two sides AS, SD are equal to the 
two AS, SC ; the tbird side AD is less than the third side 
AC; therefore (42.) the angle ASD L ASC. Adding BSD 
=BSC, We shall h~ve ASD+BSD or ASBLASC+BSC. 

THEORE •• 

367. Tl&e aum oj the plane angle, whicAJorm a ,olid angle i, ai
wa!lj le" than jour rigAt anglea. 

Cut the solid angle S by any plane S 
ABCDE ; from 0, a point in that plane, 
draw to the several angles straight lines 
AO, OBi OC, OD, OE. 

The sum of the angles of the trian
gles ASB, BSC, &tc. formed about the 
vertex S, is equivalent to the sum of the 
angles of an equal number of triangles .A! 
AOB, BOC, ate. formed about the point 
O. But at the point B the angles ABO, B " 
OBC, taken together, make the angle ABC (356.) less thall 
tBe s~ of the, angles ABS, SBC; in the same manner, at 
thepomtC we have BCO+OCDLBCS+SCD; and so with 
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all the angles of the polygon ABCDE: whence it follows, 
that the sum of all the angles at the bases of the triangles 
whose vertex is in 0, is less than the sum of the angles at the 
bases of. the triangles whose vertex is in S'; hence to make up 
the deficiency, the sum of the angles formed about the point 0, 
is greater than the sum of the angles about the point S. But 
the sum of the angles about the·point 0 is equal to four right 
angles (34.); therefore the sum of the plane angles, which 
form the solid angle S, is less than four right angles. 

358. Sckolium. This demonstration is founded on the 
supposition that the solid angle is convex, or that ,the plane 
of no one surface produced can ever meet the solid angle; if 
it were otherwise, the sum of the plane angles would no longer 
be limited, and might be of any magnitude. 

THEOREK. 

359. q tfDO aolid anglea are contained by three plane anglea, re
apectifJely equal to each other, the planea of the equal anglea, tDill 
be equally inclined to each other. 

Let the angle ASC=DTF, S T 
the angle ASB=DTE, and the 
angle BSC=ETF; then will 
the inclination of the planes 
ASC, ASB, be equal to that of 
the planes DTF. DTE. AL--I? 

Baving taken SB, at plea
sure, draw BO perpendicular 
,to the plane ASC; from the point 0, at which that perpen
dicular meets the plane, draw OA, OC perpendiculat to SA, 
SC ; join AB, BC; next take TE=S B; draw EP perpen
dicular to the plane DTF; from the point P draw PD,PF, 
perpendicular respectively to DT, TF; lastly) join DE, EF. 

The triangle SAB is right-angled at A, and the triangle 
TDE at D (332.) ; and since the angle ASB=DTE we have 
SBA=TED. Likewise SB=TE; therefore the triangle 
SAB is equal to the triangle TDE ; therefore SA=TD, and 
AB=-DE. In like manner it may be shewn, that SC=TF, 
and BC=EF. That granted, the quadrilateral SAOe is 
equal to the quadrilateral TDPF: for, place the angle ASC 
upon its equal DTF; because SA=TD, and SC=TF, the 
point A will fallon D, and the point e on F; and at the 
same time, AO, which is perpendicular to SA, wiU f.'l11 on 
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PD which is perpendicular to TD, alld ill like manner OC 
on PF; wherefore the point 0 will faU on the point P, and AO 
will be equal to DP. But the triangles AOB, DPE, are 
right-angled a't 0 and P; the hypotenuse AB=DE, and the 
side AO=DP : hence (';6.) those triangles are equal; ~nee 
the angle OAB=PDE. The angle OAB is the inclination 
oC the two' planes ASB, ASC; and the angle PDE is that oC 
the two planes DTE, DTF; hence those two inclinations 
are equal to each other. . 

It must, however, be observed, that the angle A oC the 
right-angled triangle OAB is properly the inclination oC the 
two planes ASB, ASC; only when the perpendicular BO Calls 
on the same side oC SA, with SC; for if it Cell on the other 
side, the angle of the two planes would be obtuse" and joined 
to the angle A oC the triangle OAB it would make two right 
angles. But in the same case, the angle oC the two planei 
TDE, TDF would also be obtuse, and joined to the angle D 
oC the triangle DPE, it would make two, right angles; and 
the angle A being thus always equal to the angle at D, it. 
would follow in the same manner that the inclination oC the 
two planes ASB, ASC, must be equal to that of the two 
planes TDE, TDF. 

360. Sckolium. If two solid angles are contained by three 
plane angles, respectively equal to each other, and iC at the 
same time the equal or homologous angles are, dispo8ed in tke 
8atme manner in the two solid angles, these angles will be 
equ'al, and they will coincide when applied the one to the 
other. We hav~ already' seen that the quadrilateral SAOe 
may be placed upon its equal TDPF; thus placing SA upon 
TD, SC falls upon TF, and the point 0 upon the point P. 
But because the triangles AOB, DPE are equal, OB perpen
dicular to the plane ASC is equal to PE perpendicular ~o the 
plane TDF; besides, those perpendiculars lie in the saibe di
rection,; thereCore the point B will fan upon the, point E, 
the line SB upon TE, and the two' solid angles will wholly 
coincide. I 

This coincidence, however, takes place only when we sup
pose that the equal plane angles are arranged in tke same 
mawner in th~ two solid angles; Cor iC they were arranged in 
an inverse' order, or, what is the same, iC the perpendiculars 
OB, PE, instead oC lying in the same direction with regard 
to the planes ASC, DTF, lay in opposite directions, then it 
would be impossible to make these solid angles coincide with 
one another. It would not, however, oil this account, be less 
~e, as our Theorem states, that the planes containing the 
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equal angles must still be equally inclined to each other; 10 

that the two solid angles would be equal in all their constitu
ent parts, without, however, admitting of superposition. This 
sort of equality, which » not absolute, or such as admits of 
superposition, deserves to be distinguished by a particoJar 
Dame: we shall call it equolity by '!JfMIU!lr!J. 

Thus those two solid angles, which are formed by three 
plane angles respectively equal to each other; but disposed in 
an inverse order, will be called angles equal by '!JfMIU!lr!J, or 
simply IJjfMIII1trical anglel. . 

The same remark is applicabJe to solid angles, which are 
formed by more than three llane angles: thus a solid angle, 
fonned by the plane angles , B, C, D, E, and another solid 
angle, formed by the same angles in an inverse order A, E, 
D, C, B, may be such that the planes which contain the 
equal angles are equally inclined to each other. Those two 
solid angles, likewise equal, without being capable of super
position, would be called IOlid angle, equal by ",.,."" or 
IJjfMIII1trical ,olitl angle,. 

Among plane figures, equality by symmetry does not pr0-
perly eDst, all figures which might take this name being abso
lutely equal, or equal by superposition; the reason of which 
is, that a plane figure may be inverted, and the upper part 
taken indiscriminately for the under. This is not the case 
with solids; in which the third dimension may be taken ia 
two di&rent directions. 

PJlOBLEJI. 

361. .TAe tAree angw ",1aieh form. tJ did tmgle being p., to 
foul by tJ COft8Iructitm ora tJ pltIft6 IAe tmgle coratait&ed ~ 
t1IIO of tAu6 planu. 

Let S be the proposed solid angle, in which the three plane 
angles ASB, ASC, BSC, are known; it is required to find 
the angle contained by two of these planes, such as ASB, 
ASC. 
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COBceive the same construction to be made as in the pre
ceding Theorem; the angle OAB would be the angle sought. 
It is required to tind the same angle by a plane construction, 
or one performed on a plane. _ 

On a plane, therefore, make the angles B/SA, ASe, B"SC 
. equal to the angles BSA, ASC, BSe, in the solid figure ; 

take B'S and B"S each equal to BS in the solid figure; from 
the points B' and B", and at right angles to SA, and se, 
draw B'A and B"C, which will intersect each other at the 
point O. From A as a centre, with the radius AB/, describe 
the semicircle B'bE; at the point 0, erect Ob perpendicular 
to B/E, and meeting the circumference in b; join Ab: the 
angle EAb will be the required inclination of the two planes 
ASC, ASB in the solid angle. 

All we have to prove is, that the triangle AOb of the plane 
figure is equal to the triangle AOB of the solid figure. Now 
the two triangles B'SA, BSA are right-angled at A; the angles 
at S are equal: hence the angles at Band B' are also equal. 
But the hypotenuse SB' is also equal to the hypotenuse SB; 
hence these triangles are equal; therefore SA of the plane 
figure, is equal to SA of the solid figure, and likewise AD', 
or its equal Ab, in the former to AB in the latter. In the 
same way, it might be shown that se is equal in both; bence 
it follows, that the quadrilateral SAOC must be equal in both, 
and consequently'AO of the plane figure is equal to AO in 
the solid. Thils,in both figures the right-angled triangles 
AOb, AOB have eaeh the hypotenuse and a side respectively 
equal; hence they are themselves equal; and the angle EAb, 
found by the plane construction, is equal to the inclination of 
the two planes SAD, SAC in the solid angle. 
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When the point 0 faUs between A and B' in the plane 
figure, the angle EAb becomes obtuse, and still measures the 
true indination of the planes. It is for this reason that EAb, 
not OAb, bas been emwoyed to designate the required in
clination, in order that the same solution might suit every 
possible case. 

362. Sclwlium. A question may arise, whether, if apy 
three angles be assumed at pleasure, a solid angle can be 
formed with them. 

Now, first, the sum of the three given angles must be less 
than four right angles, otherwise (357.) no solid angle can be 
formed; and further, two of these angles B'SA, ASC being 
assumed at pleasure, the third CSB" must be such that B"C, 
perpendicular to tbe side SC, shall meet the diameter BE 
between its extremities B' and E. Thus the limits to the 
magnitude of the angle CSB" are such as would make the 
perpendicular B"C terminate in the points B' and E. From 
these poin~, draw B'I and EK at right angles to CS, and 
meeting the circumference described with the radius SB" in I 
and K; the limits of the angle CSB" will be CSI and CSK. 

But in the isosceles triangle B'SI, since the line CS pro
duced is perpendicular to the base B'I, we have the angle 
CSI=CSB'=ASC+ASB'. And in the isosceles triangle 
ESK, since the line SC is perpendicular to EK, we have the 
angle CSK=CSE. Also, by reason of the equal triangles 
ASE, ASB', we have the angle ASE=ASB'; hence CSE 
or CSK=ASC-ASB'. 

Therefore the problem is always possible, when the third 
angle CSB" is less than the sum of ASC, ASB' the other two, 
anc:J greater than their difference; conditions agreeing with 
Theorem of Art. 356; according to which it was required 
that we should have CSB" L ASC + ASB', and also ASC L 
CSB"+ASB', or CSB"7 ASC-ASB'. 

PROBLEIII. 

363. 7\Do of the three plane anglu whim form a &DUd tmgle, tUIlZ 
also the inclintltion of their planu, being gif)6ft, to find the lAird 
plane angle. 

Let ASC, ASB', (see the last figure) be the two given 
plane angles; and suppose for a moment that CSB" is the 
th~d angle req~ired: then, employing the same construction 
as JD the foregomg Problem, the angle included between the 
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planes of the tWo irst, ASC, ASB', would be EAb.· Now, 
as EAbis determined by means o(OSB", the other ~ being 
given, so likewise may eSB" be determined ·by means of EAb, 
which is just what the Problem requittes. . 

Having taken SB'· of any length,. at pleasure, upon -SA, let' 
fall the indefinite perpendicular B'E ;: make the angle EAt. 
equal to the inclination of the two given planes; from the 
point h, where the side Ah meets the circle described &om the 
centre A with the radius AB', draw hO perpendicular to AE ; 
from the point 0, at right angles to SC draw the indefinite 
line OCB"; make SB" =SB': the angle CSBH will be the 
third plane angle required. 

For, if a solid angle is formed with the three plane angles 
B'SA, ASC, CSB", the inclination of the planes, in which are 
the given angles ASB', ASC, will be equal to the given angle 
EAb. 

364. Sclwlium. If a solid angle is S 
qumlruple, or formed by four plane angles 
ASB, BSC, CSD, DSA, a knowledge 
of all these angles is not enough for de
termining the mutual inclinations of their 
planes; for the same plane angles may 
serve. to form a multitude of solid angles. 
But if one condition is added, if, for ex
ample, the inclination of the two planes ~ 
ASB, BSC is given, then the solid angle 
is entirely determined, and the inclination 
of any other two of its planes may be 
found, as fcillows: Conceive a triple solid angle to be formed 
by the three plane angles ASB, BSC, ASC; the first two an
gles are given, as well as the inclination of their planes; the 
third angle ASC may therefore be determined, by the Pro
blem we have just solved. Now, examining the tripl~ solid 
angle formed by the plane angles ASC, ASD, DSC ; those 
three angles are known; hence this solid angle is entirely 
determined. But the quadruple solid angle is formed by the 
junction of the two triple solid angles of which we have now 
'been treating; and both these partial angles being known and 
determined, the whole angle will be known and determined 
likewise. 

The inclination of the two planes ASD, DSC may be found 
immediately by means of the second partial solid angle. As 
for the inclination of the two planes BSC, CSD, to obtain 
this, the inclination of the two planes ASC, nsc must be 
found in the one partial angle, that of the two planes ASC, 
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BSC in the other; the sam at these two inclinations wiD be 
the angle included between the plaaes BSC, DSC. 

In the same manner, we should find that for determining a 
quintuple solid angle, not only the five plane aogles. which 
compose it must he known, but also two of the mutual incli
uationa of their planes; three in a sextuple solid angle; and 
so 0110 

BOOK VI. , 

POLYEDRONS. 

365. THE name IOlitl pol!/et!ron, or simply 1JOl!letlron, is 
, given to every solid tenmnated by planes or plane faces; 

which planes, it is evident, will themselves be terminated by 
straight lines. 

Solids which have a certain number of faces, receive parti
cular names: the solid which has four faces is named a tetrae
dron; that which has six, a Aezaetlron; that which has eight, 
an octaedron; that which has twelve, a dodecaedron; that 
which has twenty, an icoIaedron; and so on. 

The tetraedron is the simplest of all polyedrons; because at 
least three planes are required to form a solid angle, and these 
three planes leave a void, which cannot be closed without at 
least one other plane. . 

386. The common intersection of two acljacent faces' of a 
polyedron is called the ride, or edge of the polyedron. . 

367. A regular fJOl!Ietlron is one whose faces are all equal 
regular polygons, and whose solid angles are all equal to each 
other. There are five such polyedrons. (See the Appendix' 
to Books VI. and VII.) 

368. The yriIm is a solid bounded by several parallelo
grams, which are terminated at both ends by equal and paral
lel polygons. 
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To construct this solid, let ABCDE be any polygon; then 
if in a plane parallel to ABC, the lines FG, GH, HI, &te. be 
draWll"~qual and parallel to the sides AB, BC, CD, &te. thus 
forming the polygon FGmK equal to ABCDE; if in the 
next place, the vertices of the angles in the one plane be joined 
with the homologous vertices in the other, by straight lines, 
AF, BG, CH, &te., the faces ABGF, BCBG, &tc. will be pa
rallelograms, and ABCDEFGHIK, the solid so formed, will 
be a prism. 

369. The equal and parallel polygons ABCDE, FGHIK 
are called the bale. of the priMa; the parallelograms taken 
together constitute the lateral or ~ ftII'j(I(;tJ of Ike "..,.; 
the eq1;l1ll straight lines AF, BG, CB, &tc. are called the Bide. 
of the prima. 

3'70. The alIittule of (J prima is tbe distance between its 
two bases, or the perpendicular drawn from a point in the up
per base to the plane of the lower base. 

371. A prUm is rigkt, when the sides AF, BG, CH, &c. 
are perpendicular to the planes of the bases; and then each 
of them is equal to the altitude of the prism. In any other 
case the prism is obliqrIe, and the altitude leu than the side. 

372. A prima is triangular, quadrcutgtilar,~, 
1exagmuil, &c. when the base is a triangle, a quadrilateJ:al, a 
pentagon, a hexagon, &tc. 

3'73. A prism whose base is a parallelogram, has all its 
race. parallelograIDI; it is named a patrallelopipetlun. (See 
the diagram of Art 390.) 

The parallelopipedon is rectangular when aU its faces are 
rectangles. 
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374. Am~ng rectangular parallelopipedons, we distin
guish the cube, or regular hexaedron, bounded by six equal 
squares. 

975. A pyramid (see the diagram of Art. 357.) is the s0-

lid formed by several triangular planes proceeding from the 
same point S, and terminating in the different sides of the 
same polygonal plane ABC DE. 

The polygon ABC DE is called the baBe of the pyramid, 
the point Sits tJerlex; and the whole of the triangles ASB, 
BSC, &c. form its convex or laterallfUrface. 

376. The' altitude of a pyramid is the perpendicular let 
fall from the vertex upon the plane of the base, produced if 
necess~. 

377. A pyramid is triallplar, quadranplar, &c. accord
ing as its base is a triangle, a quadrilateral, &c. 

378. A pyramid is regular, when its base is a regular po
lygon, and when, 'at the ,same time, the perpendicular let fall 
from the vertex to the plane of the base passes through the 
centre of this base. That perpendicular is then called the 
axis of the pyramid. 

379. The diagOMl of a: polyedron is the straight line 
joining the vertices of two solid angles which are not adja
~ent to each other. 

380. We shall give the name, symmetrical polyedrl!M, to 
any two polyedrons which having a common base, are con
structed similarly, the one above this base, the other beneatb 
it, and so that the vertices of their homologous solid angles 
are situated at equal distances from the plane of the base ; 
and in the same straight line perpendicular to that plane. 

If the straight line ' , ' A, " , ' , 
ST, for example, is ~I 
perpendicular to the, ' " 
plane ABC, and al- " 
so bisected at the' C 
point 0, where it "'!F-~-----+ ...... ----""";;~ 
meets this plane. the S . 0 T 
two pyramids SABe, TABC, which have the common base 
ABC~ will be two symmetrical polyedrons. ' '-"~ . 
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381. Two trlangvlar ~ are Bimil4r, whea two 
faces in each are respectively similar, similarly ,laced, and 
equally inclined to each other. 

Thus, supposing the angles 
ABC=DEF,BAC=EDF,ABS 

\ =DET, BAS=EDT,ifthe in
clination of the planes ABS, ABC 
is likewise equal to that of their 
homologous planes DTE, DEF, I 

the pyramids SABC, TDEF, will Ar--J"+'"t' 

be similar. 

382. If a triangle is formed by joining the vertices of 
tbree angles taken upon the same face, or on the base of a 
polyedron, then the vertices of tbe different solid angles of 
the polyedron, which are situated without this base, may be 
conceived as being the vertices of so many triangular pyra
mids having the triangle just described for a common base; 
and each of tbose pyramids will determine the position of a 
solid angle of the polyedron with reference to the base. Now, 
Two pol!JedrO'll$ are similar, when having similar bases, the 
vertices of their corresponding solid angles lying without 
those bases, are determined by triangular pyramids which are 
similar each to each. 

383. By the verticeI of a polyedron,· we mean the points 
situated at the vertices of its different solid angles. 

Note. The only poleydrons we intend at present to beat of, 
are po]yedrons with salient angles, or eotIt16X polyedrons. 
They are such that their surface cannot be intersected by a 
straight line in more than two points. !n polyedrons of . this 
kind, the plane of any face, when produced, can in no case 
cut the solid; the polyedron therefore cannot be in part above 
the plane of any face, and in part below it; it must lie 
wholly on the same side of this plane. 

TBEOJUDl. 

384. 2\00 pol,edr0fl8, Aatnng Ike 8t1me IIUmher oj Nrlicu, mad 
tke86 w:rticu being Ike 8czme point., tDill coincide. 

For suppose, one polyedron to be already constructed; if 
a second is to be formed, havIng the same vutices and in the 
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I8IDe namber, the planes o( the latter mast either DOt all pau 
through the same points with the planes of the fonner, or the 
two poIyedrons will not differ from each other. But if those 
planes of the latter do not all pass through the same points 
with the planes of the former, some of them must cut the first 
polyedron ; one or more of whose vertices must therefore lie 
above these planes, one or more below; which cannot he the 
case with a convex polyedron; hence if two polyedrons have 
the same vertices and in the same number, they JD1lJt necessa
rily coincide with each other. 

385. The points A, B, C, K, &c. which are to be the 
vertices of a polyedron, being given, it is easy to describe the 
polyedron. 

Fint choose three adjacent points, D, :r 
E, H, such that the plane DEB shall 
pass, if need be, through the new points 
I, C, but leaving aU the rest on the same 
side, all above the plane or all below it; AJ 
the plane DEB or DEHKC, thus de
termined, will be one face of the solid. 
Through EH one of its sides, pass a 
plane, which tum round upon EB as an axis tiJI it embraces 
a new vertex F, or several at once as F, I; it will give a se
cond face FEB or FEBI. Continue the same process, ma
king planes to pass through the sides successively determined 
till the solid is bounded on all quarters: this solid will be the 
polyedron required, since there cannot be two which have the 
same vertices. 

886. In ,. ",.".aricaZ polyedrMt8, tAe Aomologou& ItMW tlf'. reo 
~, equtIl, ",." tAe iftelittation of tfIIo tUljtu:Mt lua ita CIIte 

of doH ICilw, u equal to ,Ite ittclinatitm 01 tlte €too Aomologou& 
1- fa de ot1er. 
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Let ABCDE be the common lr 
b~e of- the two polyedrons ; M 
and N the vertices- of any two so
lid aDg~ in the one, M' and N' 
the homologous vertices of the 
other; then (380.) the straight '\..:~~:t=;t;;--r7 
lines MM', NN', must be perpen- ~ 
dicnlar to the plane ABC, and be 
divided into two equal parts at the 
points m and,., where they meet 
it. Now we are to shew that MN 
is equal to M'N'. 

For, if the trapezoid m M'N'" 
be made to revolve about mn till 
the plane of it falls upon the plane mMNn; by reason of the 
right angles at m and II, the side mM' will fall on its equalmV, 
and fIN' upon taN ; hence the trapezoids will coincide, and we 
shall have MN =M'N'. _ 

Let P be a third vertex of the upper polyedron, and P' its 
homologous vertex in the other; we shall, as before, have 
MP=M'P', and NP=N'P'; hence tile ~Ze MNP, tiIaick 
joi.,., a",!/ tkree tJerlicu of the spper po'1ledron, ;, eqval to tile 
triangle M'N'P' fDkick joi.,., the tkree corresjJonding ~ 
0/ tke utker polyedron. 

If among those triangles, we confine our attention to such 
as are formed at the sut'ace of the polyedrons, we may al
ready conclude that the s1h;aces of the two polyedrons are 
each composed of tbe same number of triangles respectively 
equal in both. 

It is now to be shewn, that if any of those triangles lie on 
the same plane in the upper surface, and form one and the 
same polygonal face, the corresponding triaqgles will lie on 
the same plane in the under surface, and there form an equal 
polygonal face. 

To prove this, let MPN, NPQ, be two adjacent triangles 
supposed to lie on the same plane; and let M'PN', N'P'Q', 
be their corres'pondipg triangles. The angle MNP=M'N'P', 
the angle PNQ=P'N'Q'; and if MQ and M'Q' were joined, 
the triangle MNQ would be equal to M'N'Q'; hence we 
should have the angle MNQ=M'N'Q'. But since MPNQ ir; 
one single plane, the angle MNQ.:-.MNP+PNQ; hence ~ 
shall likewise have M'N'Q'=M'N'P'+P'N'Q. Now, if the 
th£ee plaaes M'N'P', P'N'Q', M'N'Q' were not all in one 
plane, those three planes would form a solid angle, and (356.) 
we should have the angle M'N'Q'L M'N'P' + P'N'Q'; which 
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conclusion not being true, the two triangles M/N'P', PN/Q' are 
in one and the -same plane. 

Hence each face, whether triangular or polygonal, in the 
one polyedron, corresponds to an equal face in the fittber po
lyedron, and thus the two polyedrons are each included under 
tile same number of planes respectively equal in both. 

We have still to shew, that the inclination of any two adja
cent faces in the one polyedron is equal to the inclination of 
the two corresponding faces in the other. 

Let MPN, NPQ be two triangles formed on the common 
edge NP, in the planes of two adjacent faces; let M'P'N', 

• NPQ correspond to them: conceive a solid angle to be 
formed at N, by the three plane angles MNQ, MNP, PNQ; 
and another at N', by the three M'N'Q', M'N'P, P'N'Q'. Now 
it has been shewn already, that those plane angles are respec
tivelI equal; hence the inclination of the two planes MNP, 
PNfcl is equal (309.) to that of their corresponding planes 
M'N'P/, P'NQ'. 

Therefore, in symmetrical polyedrons, the faces are equal 
each to each; and the planes of any two adjacent faces, in 
the one solid, have the same inclination as the planes of the 
two corresponding faces in the other solid. 

38'7. Sclwlium. It may be observed, that the,oWl angla 
'of the tme polgedron are ,!}mmetrical with tke ~id angles of 
tie ot1ter; for as the solid angle N is formed by the planes 
MNP, PNQ, QNR, &co, so its corresponding angle N'is 
formed by the planes M'N'P', P'N'Q', Q'N'R', &c. The lat
ter appear to be arranged in the same order as the former ; 
but since the two solid angles are in an inverse position with 
regard to each other, the real arrangement of the planes 
which form the solid angle N' must be the reverse of the ar
rangement which occurs in the corresponding angle N. Far
ther, in both solids, the inclination of the consecutive planes 
are respectively the same; hence those solid angles are sym
metrical each with the other. (See Art. 360.) 

The observation we have just made, proves, moreover, that 
flO 'J}Ol!ledrqn can have mure than one pol!ledron symtnetrieal 
tDiil it. For. if upon a second base, a new polyedron were 
constrUcted symmetrical with the given one, the solid angles 
of this new polyedron would still be symmetrical with those 
of the giv.en polyedron; hence they would be equal to those 
of the symmetrical poleydron constructed on the first base. 
Besides, the homologous faces would still be equal: hence 
those two symmetrical polyedrons constructed on the first and 
on the second base, would have their faces equal and their 
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solid angles equal; hence they would coincide if applied to 
each other; hence they would form one and the same polye
dron. 

THEOREJ[. 

388. 7Vo prinu are equal,.,lieR a aolid angle in eacA iB c0n

tained by tAree planu .,hicA are rupectitJely equal, and _ilarly 
plQad. 

Let ~he base ABCDE be equal to the base ohciJe, the pa
rallelogram ABGF equal to the parallelogram o1Jgf, and the 
parallelogram BCHG equal to bckg; then will tbe prism 
ABCI be equal to the prism o1Jci. 

For, lay the base ABCDE upon its equal ohciJe; these two 
bases will coincide. But the three plane angles, which form 
the solid angle B, are respectively equal to the three plane 
angles, which form the solid angle b, namely, ABC=abc, 
ABG=OOg, and GBC =gbc; they are also similarly situated: 
hence the solid angles B and b are equal, and therefore the . 
side BG will fall on its equal bg. It is likewise evident, that 
by reason of the equal parallelograms ABGF, abgf, the side 
GF will fall on its equal gf, and in the same manner GH on 
g"'; hence the upper base FGHIK will exactly coincide with 
its equal fgkik, and the two solids will be identical (384.) 
since their vertices are the same. 

389. Cor. Two 'figkt prims, wkick AatJe equal bale6 and 
eqtuil altitude" are equ.al. For, since the side AB is equal 
to 00, and the altitude BG to bg, the rectangle ABGF will 
be equal to OOgf; so also will the rectangle BGHC be equal 
to bgkc; and thus the three planes, which form the solid 
angle B, will be equal to the three which form the solid angle 
b. Hence the two prisms are equal. . 

'. 
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TBBOBBlIL 

By ~ definition of tbis soUd, the bases 
ABCD, EFGB are equal parallelo-
grams, and their sides are parallel: it 8-
remains only to show, that the same is AI--+'--::;~ 
trUe of oy two opposite lateral faces, 
such as AEHD, BFGC. Now AD is B C 
equal and parallel to BC, because the 
figure ABeD is a parallelogram; for a like reason, AE is 
parallel to BF: hence (344.) the angle DAE is equal to the 
angle CBF, and the planes DAE, CBF are parallel; hence 
also the parallelogram DAEB is equal to the parallelogram 

, ,CBFG •. In the same way, it might be sbown that the oppo
site parallelograms ABFE, DCGB are equal and parallel. 

391. Cor. Since the parallelopipedon is a solid bounded 
by six pltlPes, whereof those lying opposite to each other are 
equal and parallel, it follows that any face and the one op
posite to it, may be assumed as the bases of the paralIelopi
pedone 

392. Scluilium. If three straight Jines AB, AE, AD, 
passing through the same point ~, and making given angles 
with each other, are known, a .}larallelopipedon may be 
formed on those lines. For this purpose, a plane must be 
passed through the extremity of each line, and parallel to the 
plane of the other two; tbat is, througb tbe point B a plane 
parallel to DAE, through D a plane parallel to BAE, and" 
through E a plane parallel to BAD. The mutual intersec
tions of those planes will form the parallelopipedon required. 

393. In every parallelopipedon, the opposite BOlid anglu are &yfA

metrical; and the ditJgonal8 drt.UDa Uiroug1a 1M m-tieu oj tTao.e 
anglu bi&ect eaci otMr. 
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A.. Compare the solid angle A (see preceding figure) 
with its opposite one G. The angle EAB, equal to EFB, is 
also equal to Hoo; the angle DAE=DHE=CGF; and the 
angle DAB=DCB=HGF; therefore the three plane angles, 
which form the solid angle A, are equal to the three which 
form the solid angle G, each to each. It is easy, moreover, 
to see that their arrangement in the _ one is di1ferent from their 
arrangement in the other: hence (360.) the two solid angles 
A and G ~ symmetrical. -

Seeotu1l!J. Imagine- two diagonals EC, AG to be drawn 
both through opposite vertices: since AE is equal and pa
rallel to CG, the figure AEGC is a parallelogram; hence 
the diagonals EC, AG will mutually bisect each other. I~ 
the same manner, we could show that the diagonal EC and 
another DF bisect-each other ;'hence the four diagonals will 
mutually bisect each other, in a point which may be regarded 
as the centre of the parallelopipedon. 

394. If tJ plane be ptmetllArougla t1I8 tIt10 eiJgeB of " fHU'tdldopi
pedon diagonally oppoftte to eacla oilier, it fl1ill ditMe tAe pa
rq.llelopipedon into ttDo .ymmetrical triangular priMu. 

Let the plane BDHF be passed through the edges DB, 
BF of the parallelopipedon AG; the prisms ABDEt DBCG 
are symmetrical. 

In the first place, those solids are evi
dendy prisms; for the triangles ABD, 
EFB, having their sides equal and pa
nillel are equal; also the lateral faces 
ABFE,- ADHE, BDHF are parallela. 
grams; hence the solid ABDHEF is a 
prism: so likewise is GHFBCD. We 
are DOW to slew that those prisms are AfI'-...... -¥ft 
syn:onetrical. 
. On the base ABD, construct the prism 
ABDE'F1I' such that it be symmetrical 
with the prism ABDEFH. According 
to what has been already proved (386.), 
the plane ABFE' must be equal to 11 ., 
ADFE, and the plane ADH'E' to . 
ADHE: but comparing the prism GBFBCD with the prism 
ABDH'E'F, we find the base GHF=ABD; the paralle)o-
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gram GHDC, which is equal to ABFE, also equal to 
ABFE'; and the parallelogram GFBC, which is equal to 
ADBE, also equal ADB'~': therefore the three planes 
which form the solid angle G. in the prism GHFBCD are 
equal to the three planes which form the solid augle A in the 
prism ABDH'E'F', each to each; and they are similarly ar
ranged: heuce those two prisms are equal, and might be 
made to coincide. But one of them ABDH'E'F' is symmet
rical with the prism ABDHEF; hence the other GHFBCD 
is also symmetrical with that prism. 

396. Ita eoery prUm, cAe 8eCtioraB formed by pamllel platIe8, tII'e 

etpUJl polYgoM· 

Let the prismAB be intersected by the parallel planes NP, 
SV; then are the polygons NOPQR, STVXY equal. 

For the sides ST, NO, are parallel, Jr 
being the· intersections of two plU"allel 
planes with a third plane ABGF; those 
same sides ST, NO, are included be
tween the parallel NS, OT, which are 
sides of the prism: hence NO is equal 
to ST. For like reasons, the sides OP, 
PQ, QR, &c. of the section NOPQR, 
are respectively equal to tile sides TV, 
VX, XY, &tc. of the section STVXY. 
And since the equal sides are at the same 
time parallel, it follows that the angles 
NOP, OPQ, &c. of the first section are 
respectively equal to the angles STV, TVX of the second 
(344.). Hence the two sections NOPQR, STVXY are equal 
polygons. . 

396. Cor. Every section in a prism, if drawn parallel 
, to the base, is also equal to that base. . 
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THBORBM. 

397. The ttIHJ ~ triangular prinna into ti'mcla a paml
lelopipedtm iB diftded by a plarw paaring tlwougla iU oppoIite die 
agtmal edge., (394.) are equivalent. 

Through the vertices B and F, draw 
the planes Bade, Fekg at right angles to 
the side BF, the former meeting AD, 
DR, CG the three other sides of the pa
rallelepipedon, in the points a, d, c the 
latter in e, k, g; the sections Bade, Fekg 
will be equal parallelograms. They are 
equal (395.), because they are formed by 
planes perpendicular to the same straight 
line, and consequently parallel; they are 
parallelograms, because aB, dc, two op
posite sides of the same section, are formed by the meeting of 
one plane with two parallel planes ABFE, DCGB. 

For a like reason, the figure BaeF is a parallelogram; so 
also are BFgc, cdkg, adke, the other lateral faces of the solid 
BadcFekg; hence that solid is a prism (368.); and that 
prism is right, because the side BF is perpendicular to its 
base. 

This being proved, if the right prism B" is divided, by 
the plane~FHD, into two right triangular prisms aBdeFk~ 
BdCFkg; we are now to shew that the oblique triangular 
prism ABDEFH will he equivalent to the right triangular 
prism aBdeFk. And since those two prisms have a part 
ABDkeF in common, it will only be requisite to prove that 
the remaining parts, namely, the solids BaADd, FeEHh are 
equivalent. 0 

Now, by reason of the parallelograms ABFE, aBFe, the 
sides AE, ae, being- equal to their parallel BF, are equal to 
each other; and taking away the common part Ae, there re
mains Aa=Ee. In the same manner we could prove Dd=Hk. 

Next, to bring about the superposition of the two solids 
BaADd, FeEHh, let us place the base Fe" on its equal Bad°; 
the point e falling on a, and the point k on d, the sides eE, AH 
will fall on their equals aA, dD, because they are perpendicu
lar to the same plane Bad. Hence the two solids in question 
will coincide exactly with each other; hence the oblique prism 
DADFEH is equivalent to the right one BadFek. 

22 
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In the same manner might the oblique prism BDCFHG be 
proved equivalent to the right prism BdcFAg. But (389.) 
the two right prisms BadFeA, BdcFlg are equal, since they 
have the same altitude BF, and since their bases Bad, Bdc 
are halves of the same parallelogram. Hence the two trian
gular prisms BADFEH, BDCFHG, being equivalent to the 
equal right prisms, are equivalent to each other. 

398. Cor. Every triangular prism ABDHEF is half of 
the parallelopipedon AG described with the same solid angle 
A, and the same ed~ AB, AD, AE. 

g. If trIlo paralldopipetlons /am,e a common bale, aruI their lIP
per &tau in tile Bame plane and bettDeen tile same parallela, tMy 
!Dill be equitNJlent. 

Let the paralleJopipe
dons AG, AL, have tbe 
common base AC, and It 
their upper bases EG, 
MK in the same plane, and 
between tbe same parallels 
HL, EK; then will tbey D 
be equivalent. 

There may be tbree ca
ses, according as EI is 
greater, les8 than, or equal to, EF; but the demonstration i. 
tbe same for all. In the first place, then, we shall shew that the 
triangular prism AEIDHM is equal to the triangular prism 
BFKCGL. 

Since AE is parallel to BF, and HE to GF, the angle 
AEI=BFK, HEI=GFK, and HEA=GFB. Of these six 
angle. the first three form the solid angle E, tbe last three the 
solid angle F; therefore, the plane angles being respectively 
equal, and similarly arranged, the solid angles F and E must 
be equal. Now, if tbe prism AEM is laid on the prism BFL, 
the base AEI being placed' on the base BFK will coincide 
with it because they are equal; and since the solid angle E is 
equal to the solid angle F, the side EH will fall on i~ equal 
FG: and nothing more is required to prove the coincidence 
of the two prisms throughout their wbole extent, for (388.) 
the base AEI and the edge EH determine the prism AEM, as 
the base BFK and tbe edge FG determine the prism BFL ; 
hence these prisms are equal. 
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But if the prism AEM is taken away &om the IOlid AL, 
there will remain the parallelopipedon AIL; and if the priam 
BFL is taken away from the same solid, there will remain the 
parallelopipedon AEG; hence those two paraIlelopipeciODl 
AIL, AEG, are equivalent. 

THEOUJI. 

400. TIDo parflllelopipedonB Aauing de HIlle 6ae .." ,. ... fA. 
titutle are equitHJlenl. 

Let ABeD (see the next figure) be the common hue of the 
two parallelopipedons AG, AL; since they have the lame al
titude, their upper bases EFGH, IKLM will be in the BaIQ.e 
plane. Also the sides EF and AD will be equal and parallel~ 
as well as IK and AB; hence EF is equal and parallel to IK ; 
for a like reason, GF is equal and parallel to LK. Let the 
sides EF, HG be produced, and likewise LK,IM, till by their 
intersections they form the parallelogram NOPQ; this ~al
lelogram will evidently be equal to either of the bases EFGB, 
IKLM. Now if a third parallelopipedon be conceived, ba
¥ing for its lower base the same ABeD, and NOPQ for its 
upper, this third parallelopipedon will (399.) be equal to the 
parallelopipedon AG, since with the same lower base, their 
upper bases lie in the same plane and between the same paral
lels, GQ, FN. , For the ~ reason, this third puallelopipe
don will also be equiYllleat to the paraUelopipedoD AL; heace 
the two parallelopipedODS AG, AL, which have the 1liiie bile 
and the same altitude, are equivalent. 

TBBORBll. 

401. .Any paralleZopipedor& may be cluuaged into an equit1altnt rec. 
tafIgtIlar parallelopipetlml' ~ de ... altiItItle _ .. ~. 
tJalerat bale. 
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Let AG be abe paral
lelopi~don proposed. 
From the points A, B, IF 
C, D, draw AI, BK, 
CL, DM, perpendicular 
to the plane of the base ; 
you will thus form the 
para1lelopipedon AL 
equivalent to AG, and 
having its lateral faces 
AX, BL, &tc. rectan
gles. Hence if the base 
ABCD is a rectangle, R . 
AL will be a rectangular parallelopipedon equivalent to AG, 
and consequently the parallelopipedon require!J. But if 
ABCD is not a rectangle, draw AO and 
BN perpendicnlar to CD, and OQ and NP 
perpendicnlar to the base; you will then 
have the solid ABNOIKPQ, which will be a 

. rectangnlar para11elopipedon: for by con
struction, the bases ABNO, and 1KPQ are 
rectangles; 80 also are the lateral faces, 
the edges AI, OQ, &c. being perpendicnlar 
·to the plane of the base; hence the solid 

:II l 

.. ~ 
~ 

ft 
i' 

LP 
r 

tIL. 

C 

B AP is a rectailgnlar parallelopipedon, But R 
the two· parallelopipedoDS AP, AL may he 
conceived as having the same base ABKI and th~ same alti
tude AO; hence the parallelopipedon AG, which'was at first 
changed into an equivalent parallelopipedon AL, is agm 
changed into an equivalent rectangular parallelopipedon AP, 
.having the same altitude AI, and a base ABNO equivalent to 
the base ABCD. 

TBBOBBJI. 

402. TaIo rectanplar parall.elo;pipedo, tDlaicla AtJtIe tie 8d1116-. 
are to eacl otMr Q8 tAeir altitutlu. 

Let the parallelopipedons . AG, AL have the same b~ 
BD; then will they be to each other as their altitudes AE, 
AI. 
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First, suppose the altitudes AE, AI, to be B;.-_~ 
to each other, as two whole numbers, as 15 
is to 8, for example. Divide AE into 15 
equal parts; whereof AI will contain 8; and 
through z, y, z, &c. the points of division, Ilr-+--Id. 

15'1 

draw planes parallel to the base. These 
planes will cut the solid AG into 10 partial 
parallelopipedons, all equal to each other, 
because they have equal bases and equal 
a1titudes,-equal bases, since (396.) every 
section MIKL, made parallel to the base 
ABCD of a prism, is equal to that base,- :a 
equal altitudes, because these altitudes are equal divisions 
Az, zg, yz, &c. BlJ.t of those 16 equal parallelopipedoDS, 8 

. are contained in AL; hence the solid AG is to the solid AL 
as 16 is to 8, or generally, as the altitude AE is to the altitude 
AI. . . 

Again, if the ratio of AE to AI cannot be expressed in 
numbers, it is to be shown, that notwithstanding, we shall have 
~. AG : 1Olitl. AL : : AE : AI. For, if this proportion 
18 not correct, suppose we have 101. AG: 101. AL : : AE : 
AO greater than AI. Divide AE into equal parts, such that 
each shall be less than 01; there will be at least one point of 
division fit, between 0 and I. Let P be the parallelopipedon, 
whose base is ABCD, and altitude Am; since the altitudes 
AE, Am are to each other as the two whole numbers, we shall 
have 101. AG : P :: AE : Am. But by hypothesis, we have 
6Ol. AG : 1Dl. AL : : AE : AO; therefore BOl. AL : P :: AO : 
Am. But AO is greater than Am ; hence if the proportion is 
correct, the solid AL must be greater than P. On the contra
ry, . however, it is less; hence the fourth term of this propor
tion IOl. AG : IDZ. AL : : AE : X, cannot possibly be a line 
greater than AI. By the same mode of reasoning, it might be 
shown that the fourth term cannot be less than AI; therefore 
it is equal to AI; hence rectangular parallelopipedons having 
the same base are to each other as their altitudes • 

.... 
TBBOB.BJI • 

• 03. TtDo reettuapltw partJllelopipetloru, luJoing 1M .1IIIIe crlRhIde, 
Gt'8 10 fUU:A oIIter .. tlteir __ • 

• 
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Let the parallelopipedons AG, AK have the same altitude 
AE; then wiD they be to each other as their base. AC, AN. 

Having placed the two I B B 
solids by the side of each 
other, as the figure repre
sents, produce the plane 

", 

1.11 

-"" 

X-

I~ 

L 

\p 
:x 

.A 

0 
\ 

lJ 

Q. 

\:1-
~ 

D 

p\ 
C 

. ONKL till it meetll the plane 
. DCGH in PQ; you will 
thus have a third pa.ra1lelo
piped on AQ, which may be 
compared with each of the 
parallelopipedons AG, AK. 
The two solids AG, AQ, 
having the same base AEHD 
are to each other as their 
altitudes AB, AO; in like 
manner, the two solids AQ, 
AK, having the eame bue 
AOLE, are to each other as ~ir altitude. AD, AM. Uetl('.e 
we have the two proportions, 

,01. AG : ,01. AQ : : AB : AO, 
d. AQ : 101. AI( : : AD : AM. 

Multiplying together the corresponding terms of those pro
portions, 8Ild omitting in the result the CODUQOD mwtiptier 
1Ql. AQ; we ahall bave 

BOl. AG: .0/,. AX :: ABx AD : AOxAM. 
But AB X AD represents the base ABeD; and AO XAM re
presents the base AMNO; hence two rectangular paraJIelo
pipedons of the same altitude are to each other as their bases. 

404. b, tflJO rectangular parallelopiped0n8 are to eack other tU 

tAe produlU oj lAeir ba8e8 by tAeir altitude8, tAat i8 to 8a" tU 

• product. of their three tf~. 

For, having placed the two solids AG, AZ, so that their 
surfaces have the commOR angle BAE, produce the planes 
necessary for completing the third parallelopipedon AK, 
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tpZlQ'ising the lQFlfitlld'is with ihe fik,pEzaJleEfzlziplCfi7zn 
the last proposition, we shall have 

AG ,ol~ .~hK ABeD 

But the two fiarallelepihoedons AK, AZ havins the ZZ77me hlQFE.e 
are·· OtRz7Ef as Eheir HbitubHf AS:, ; heRiHe 

we have 
8ol.~ dK 7Eol. d Z: AE ex~ 

Multiplying together the corresponding terms of those pro
AH7Etim:kfz anfi omitPng thH reszEh th7E HomZZRHn RHHltiplizzr 
Bol. AK; we shall have 

AG Bol~ ez ABCDxAE: xA 

Instt!ad of ~e ~ases ABeD and AMNOz Pllt ABxltD lQFRlid 
l'ismll 

1Ol. AG: AZ:: ABxADx~hE ~hMdli\X~ 

Hence any two rectangular parallelopipedons are to each 

405~ Sckolium~ W~ are consequentlh aut~7E~Elilid to ~ 
'is[HElie, the HZeaSzz:ke 03 rH7EtanpHEar fitw.twalltwEHplp7EzEzzD, ,he 
product of its base by its altitude, in other words, the product 
ul its dZEee zEfZERensi7Ens. 

In order to comprehen~d th~ nature of this ~easurement, it 
nec7Essary B:o rtw§17Ect, that fzk,p thz.; 'iszrodHz:t 0& zwo mz7Efe 

lines is always meant the product of the numbers which re
hresent themz thoziz nUHEbz.:;rs thems.;zlzzes btzing d"ternlined by 
e:b" iiszk,par may as:zzEERed Ht will. Apon this 
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principle, the product of the three dimensions of a para1lel~ 
pipedon is a number, which signifies nothing of itself, and 
would be dift'erent if a dift'erent linear unit had been assumed. 
But if the three dimensions of another parallelepipedon are 
valued accordiug to the same linear unit, and multiplied to
gether in the same manner, the two products will be to each 
other as the solids, and will serve to express their relative 
magnitude. , 

The magnitude of a solid, its volume or extent, form what 
is called its 1Olidit!l, and this word is exclusively employed to 
designate the measure of a solid: thus we say the solidity of 
a rectangular parallelopipedon is equal to;the product of its 
bue by its altitude, or to the product of its three dimensions. 

As the cube has all its three dimensions equal, if the side 
is 1 ; the solidity will be I X 1 X I = I ; if the side is 2, the s0-

lidity will be 2 X 2 X 2 = 8; if the side is 3, the solidity will be 
3 X3X3=27; and so on: hence, if the sides of a series of 
cubes are to each other as the numbers, I, 2, 3, &co the cubes 
themselves or their solidities will be as the numbers I, 8, 27, 
&te. Hence it is, that in arithmetic, the cube of a number is 
the name given to a product which results from three factors, 
each equal to this number. 

If it were proposed to find a cube double of a given cube, 
the side of the required cube would have to be that of the 
given one, as the cube-root of 2 is to unity. Now, by a ge
ometrical construction, it is easy to find the square-root of 2; 
bat the cube-root of it cannot be so found, at least not by the 
simple operations of elementary geometry, which consist in 
employing nothing but straight lines, two points of which are 
known, and circles whose centres and radii are determined. 

Owing to this difficulty the problem of the dupl4cation of 
the cube became celebrated among the ancient geometers, as 
well as that of the triIectitm of an angle, which is nearly of 
the same species. The solutions of which such problems are 
susceptible, have however long since been discovered; and 
though less simple than the constructions of elementary ge0-
metry, they are not, on that account, less rigorous or less 
satisfactory. 
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THEOREM. 

~. TAe 80lidilg of a parallelopipedor&, and gtm6f'ally qf an, 
pri8m, i. equal to tlie product qf "' baBe by it. alew*. 

For, in the first place, any parallelopipedon (401.) is equi
valent to a rectangular parallelopipedon, having'the same alti
tude and an equivalent base. Now the ~lidity of the latter 
is equal to its base multiplied by its height; hence the soli
dity of the former is, in like manner, equal to the product of 
its base by its altitude. 

In the. second place, any triangular prism (397.) is half of 
. the parallelopipedon so constructed as to have the same altitude 
and a double base. But the solidity of the latter 'is equal to 
its base multiplied by its altitude; hence that of a triangular 
prism is also equal to the product of its base (half that of the 
parallelopipedon) multiplied into its altitude. 

In the third place, any prism may be divided into as many
triangular prisms of the same altitude, as there are triangles 
capable of being formed in the polygon which constitutes its 
base. But the solidity of each triangular prism is equal to 
its base multiplied by its altitude; and since the altitude is the 
same for all, it follows that the sum of all the partial prisms 
must be equal to the sum of all the partial triangles, which 
constitute their bases, multiplied by the common altitude. 

Henee the solidity of any polygonaJ prism is equal to tbe 
product of its base by its altitude. 

407. Cor. Comparing two prisms, which have the same 
altitude, the products of their bases by their altitudes will be 
as the bases simply; hence two priIms of the lame altitude 
are to eacA utker as their base6. For a like reason, two priBmI 
of tM IMIIe base are to eacA other as their. altitude •• 

LElIOIA. 

408. U i& pyramid is CIlt by a plane parallel to it. baH, 
.First, Tlie edsu and the altitude tI1ill be dif'itled proportionally, 

Secondly, Th6 8ection tDill be a polygon rimilar to tire ba8e. 

23 
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Let the pyramid SABCDE, 
of which SO is the altitude, 
be cut by the plane abcde; 
then will Sa : SA: : So: SO, 
and the same for the other 
edges: and the polygon abcde, 
will be similar to the base 
ABCDE. A 

Firlt. , Since the planes ~ 
ABC, abc are para]]el, their 

s 

intersections AB, 00, by a B Y 
third plane SAB will also be parallel (340.) ; hence the tri
angles SAB, Sab are similar, and we have SA : Sa: : SB : 
Sb; we might also have SB: Sb : : SC : Sc; and so on. 
Hence all the edges SA, SB, SC, &tc. are cut proportionally 
in a, b, c, &tc. The altitude SO is likewise cut in the same 
proportion at the point 0; for BO and bo are parallel, there
fore we have SO : So : : SB : Sb. 

Secundly. Since 00 is parallel to AB, be to BC, cd to CD, 
&.c. the angle abc is equal to ABC, the angle bed to BCD, and 
so on. Also, by reason of the similar triangles SAB, Sab, 
we have AB : ab : : SB : Sb; and by reason of the similar 
triangles SBC, She, we have SB : Sb : : BC : Be; hence AB 
: ab : : BC : be; we might likewise have BC : be : : CD : ctl, 
and so on. Hence the polygons ABCDE, abcde have their 
angles respectively equal and their homologous sides propor
tional; hence they are similar. 

409. Cor. 1. Let SABCDE, SXYZ be two pyramids, ha
ving a common vertex and the same altitude, or having their 
bases situated in the same plane; if those pyramids are cut 
by a plane parallel to the plane of their bases, and the sec
tions abcde, xyz result from it, then will the sections abcde, xy:: 
be to each other as the bases ABCDE, XYZ. 

For, the polygons ABCDE, abcde being similar, their sur
Caces are as the squares of the homologous sides AB, ab; but 
AB : ab : : SA : Sa; hence ABCDE : ahcde : : SA II : Sa'. 
For the same reason, XYZ : X'!JZ : : SX : Sxs • ~ut since 
abc and xyz are in one plane, we have likewise SA : Sa :: SX: 
Sx; hence ABCDE : abcde : XYZ : * ; hence the sections 
abcde, xyz .are to each other as the bases ABCDE, XYZ. 

410. Cor. 2. If the bases ABCDE, XYZ are equivalent, 
any sections abcde, xyz, made at equal distances from those 
bases, will be equivalent likewise. 
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THEOREM. 

411. 7'tDo triangular pyramida, hamng equi"alent ba8e8 and equal 
altitude8, are equi"alent, or equal in 8olidity. 

s 

Let SABC, Sabc be those two pyramids; let their equiva
lent bases ABC, abc be situated in the same plane, and let AT 
be their common altitude. If they are not equivalent, let 
Sabc be the smaller: and suppose Aa to be the altitude of a 
prism, which having ABC for its base, is equal to their dif
ference. 

Divide the altitude AT into equal parts Ax, X!J, !Jz, &c. 
each Jess than Aa, and let k be one of those parts; through 
the points of division pass planes parallel to the plane of the 
bases; the corresponding sections formed by these planes in 
the two pyramids will be respectively equivalent by the last 
Corollary, namely, DEF to def, GHI to gM, &c. 

This being ~nted, upon the triangles ABC, DEF, GHJ, 
&C. taken as bases, construct exterior prisms having for edges 
the parts AD, DG,. GK, &c. of the edge SA; in like man
ner, on the bases def, gki, klm, &C. in the second pyramid, 
construct interior prisms, hl/-ving for edges the corresponding 
parts of la. It is plain that the sum of all the exterior prisms 
of the pyramid SABC will be greater than this pyramid; and 
also that the sum of all the interior prisms of the pyramid 
,aJJC will be less than this. Hence the difference, between the 
sum of all the exterior prisms and the sum of all the interior 
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ones, mq.st be greater than the dUl'erence between the two py-
ramids themselves. . 

Now, beginning with the bases ABC, abc, the second exte
rior prism DEFG is equivalent to the first interior prism defa, 
because they have the same altitude k, and their bases DEFt 
def, are equivalent; for like reasons, the third exterior prism 
GHIK and the second interior prism gMk are equivalent; 
the fourth exterior and the third interior; and so on, to the 
last in each series. Hence all the exterior prisms of the py
ramid SABC, excepting the first prism DABC, have equiva
lent corresponding ones in the interior prisms of the pyramid 
1Iibc: hence the prism DABC is the dUl'erence between the 
suin of all the exterior prisms of the pyramid SABC, and the 
sum of all the interior tPrisms of the pyramid Sabc. But the 
dUl'erence between those two sets of prisms has already been 
proved to be greater than that of the two pyramids; which 
latter did'erence we supposed to be equal to the prism aABC ~ 
hence the prism DABC must be greater than the prism 
aABC. ~ut in reality it is less; for they have the same base 
ABC, and the altitude Ax of the first is less than Aa the alti
tude of the second. Hence the supposed inequality between 
the two pyramids cannot exist; hence the two pyramids SABC, 
BObc, having equal altitudes and equivalent bases, are them
selves equivalent. 

TRBOD •• 

,(12. lMry tritmgular P1Jf'amid v tJ t1&ird part of tie ,~ 
pri8m iarMIg tke 8arM INue and tke 8tJWJ altitude. 

Let F ABC be a triangular py
ramid, ABCDEF a triangular 
prism of the same base and the 
same altitude; the pyramid will 
be equal to a third of the prism. 

Cut od' the pyramid F ABC 
from the prism, by the plane 
F AC; there wi1l remain the solid 
F ACDE, which may be consi- AJ 
dered as a quadrangular pyra- ~----+--~ 
mid, whose vertex is F, and 
whose base is the parallelogram 
ACDE. Draw the diagonal CE; 
and pass the plane FCE, which 
will cut the quadrangular pyramid into two triangular ones 
FACE, FCDE. These two triangular pyramids have for 
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their common altitude the perpendicular let . ran from F on 
the plane ACDE; they have equal bases, the triangles ACE, 
CDE being halves of the same parallelogram; hence (411.) 
the two pyramids FACE, FCDE are equivalent. But the 
pyramid FCDE and the pyramid F ABC have equal bases 
ABC, DEF; they have also the same altitude, namely, the 
distance of the parallel planes ABC, DEF; hence the two 
pyramids are equivalent. Now the pyramid FCDE h"" al
ready been proved equivalent to FACE; hence the three py
ramids FABC, FCDE, FACE, which compose the prism 
ABCD are all equivalent. Hellce the pyramid F ABC, is the 
third part of the prism ABCD which has the same base and 
the same altitude. 

413. Cor. The solidity ot a triangular pyramid is equal 
to a third part of the product of its base by its altitude. 

414. The solidities of triangular pyramids of equal bases 
·are to each other as their altitudes. 

41S. The solidities or triangular pyramids or equal altio
tudes are to each other as their bases. 

<U6. Every pyramid u meuured by 1M third pGrl of tM produt:t 
. of its hcue by iU altitude. 

For, pass the planes SEB, SEC through S 
the diagonals EB, EC; the polygonal pyra
mid SABCDE will be divided into several 
triangular pyramids all having the same al
titude SO. But (413.) each of th,.,pyra
mids is measured by multiplying its base 
ABE, BCE. or CDE, by the third part of 
its altitude SO; hence the sum of these tri-
angular pyramids, or the polygonal pyra- :\! C 

,pid SABCDE will be measured by the sum 
ot the triangles ABE, BCE, CDE, or the :B 
polygon ABCDE, multiplied by one third of SO; hence 
every pyramid is measured by a third part of the product of 
its base by its altitude. 

417. (for. 1. Every pyramid is the third part of tbe 
prism which has tfte".ame base and the same altitude. 

~18. Cor. ~. Two pyramids having the same altitude are 
itt each other a8 their bases. 
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419. seW".. The solidity of any polyedral body may 
be c()mpated, by dividing the body into pyramids; and this 
division may be ·accomplished in various ways. One of the 
simplest is to make.aU the planes of division pass through the 
vertex oC one solid angle; in that case, there will be formed 
as many partial pyramids as the polyedron has faces, ..., 
those faces which form the solid angle whence the planes of 
division proceed. 

THEORElII. 

<dO. 7Vo.ymmdriccl polyednnN dH .m.zeflt, or etJUtIl itt 
solidity. 

For, in the ·first A 
place, two symme
trical triangular py
ramids, such as 
SABC, TABC, are 
both measured by 
the product of their 
base ABC and the 0 
third part. of their altitude SO or TO; hence these pyramids 
are equivalent. . . 

In the second place, if one of the two symmetrical polye
drons is divided in any way into triangular pyrami.ds, the 
other may always be divided in the same way into as many' 
symmetrical triangular pyramids; and these symmetrical py
ramid, are equivalent each to each; hence the whole polye
drons are equivalent, or equal in solidity. , 

421. ScIwlium. 'ft4 Theorem might seem to result im
mediately from Art. 386., _ere it was shewn that, in two sym
metrical polyedrons, all the constituent parts of the one solid 
are respectively equal to the constituent parts of the other: 
but it appeared necessary, notwithstanding, to demonstrate 
this truth in a l'igorous manner. 

THEORElII • 

.f.2I. If a pyramid be eta by a plane parallel to its baBe, tile ft'Ul
tum tAat remaifta tD1aen t1&e amaU pyramid is taken atcay, is 

. etual to t1&e """ of 'hree pyramitb AafJi"U" tAeir commma aI
hIude tM altitude of tM jruatum, and jor'laBu, tM lotDer baBe 
of 1M /ruaf.um, tile upper one, ami a IMCIn proporIitmtll beCwfm 
cAe lIDo ba"es. 
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Let SABCDE be a pyra
mid cut by the plane aM, pa
rallel to its base; let TFGH; 
be a triangular pyramid 
whose base and altitude are 
equal or equivalent to those 
of the pyramid SABCDE. ~ 
The two bases may be re- _ 

161 

s 

• 

garded as situated in the same B G 
plane; in which case, the plane o1xJ, if produCed, will form 
in the triangular pyramid a section Igk, situated at the same 
distance above the common plane of tbe bases; and therefore 
(408.) the section Igl will be to the section aIxJ as the base 
FGH is to the base ABD, and since th~ bases are equivalent, 
the sections win be so likewise. Hence the pyramids Sabede, 
Tfgk are equivalent, for tbeir altitude is the same and their 
bases are equivalent. The ~hole pyramids SABCDE, TFGH 
are equivalent for the same reason; hence the frustums 
ABDdab, FGHklg are equivalent: hence if our proposition 

, can be proved in the single case of the frustum of a triangu
lar pyramid, it will be true of every other. 

Let FGHklg be the &ustum of a tri- I.r----~ 
angular pyramid, baving parallel bases: '" 
through the three points F, g, H, pass " 
the plane FgH; it will cut 08" from the >< ' \, 
frustum the triangular pyramid gFGH. .... " \ 
This pyramid has for its base the lower '/ ; \ 
base FGH of the frustum; its altitude p ! K 
likewise is that of the frustum, because 
the vertex g lies in the plane ofthe up-
~rbaselgl. ' 

This pyramid being cut 08", there will 
remain the quadrangular pyramid &:flHF, whose vertex is g, 
and base flHF. Pass the plane IgH through the three 
pointsf, g, H; it will divide the quadrangular pyramid into 
two triangular pyramids gFJH, gllH., Tbe latter has for 
its ,base the upper base gIl of the frustum; and for its alti
tude, the altitude of the &Ustum, because its vertex H lies in 
the lower liase. Thus we already know two of the three py
ramids which ~mpose the frustum. 

It remains to examine the third gF/H. Now, if gK be 
drawn parallel to fF, and if we conceive a new pyramid 
KF/H, having K for its vertex and FJH for its base, these 
two pyramids will have the same base FJH; they will also 
have the same altitude, because their vertices g and K lie in 
the Jine gK, parallel to Pf, and consequently paraneJ to the 
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plane of the base: hence .t,Ilese pyramids are eqoivalenL Bot 
the pyramid KFfH mllY be regarded as having its vertex in 
f, and tbus its altitude will be the same as that of the frustum: 
as to its base FKH, we are now to shew that this is a mean. 

. proportional bet.ween the bases FGH andfgA. Now, the tri
,"gles FHK, fgA have each an equal angle, F f, and aa 
equal side, FK=fg; hence (216.) we have FHK : fgl : : 
FH : fA. We have also, FHG : FHK : : FG : FK or /g. 
But the similar triangles FGlI,fgA give FG : Ig: : FH : fA; 
hence tGH : FHK : : FHX : fgA; or the base FHK is a 
mean proportional between the two bases FGH, fgA. Hence 
the &Dstum of a .triangular pyramid is equivalent to three 
pyramids whose common altitude is that of the &Dstum, and 
whose bases are the lower base of the &Dstum, the upper h~ 
and a mean proportional between the two bases. 

TllBOIlBll. 

418. q a trianplar priMa be cui ", a plans iflClinetl to ,,,. plae 
of it. bue, Ike 80lid included bettHeft tlu piau and Ike p"'- '!f 
Ike _e. u equiealenflo tlree P1Jf'G"'. Aavi,., Ike bue of de 
prVna for a cmrunon baBe. mad Ike tAree poittU ... allieA ,,.. etlgu 
of Ike priftI& pIeroe Ike iIIcUrIetl plarte,/or fI6rliceA 

Let ABCDEF be a solid foimed by intersecting a tri ..... 
gular prism, by a plane DEF inclined to the plane of the 
base ABC; then will this solid be eq~ivalent to the three 
pyramids having ABC for a common base, and the points 
F, D, E for yertices. 

Through the three points F, 
A, C, pass tbe plane F AC; it 
will cut off, from the truncated 
prism ABCDEF, the triangular 
pyramid F ABC: this pY1'lUQid 
has ABC for its base, and the 
point F for its vertex. 

This pyramid being cut oS; 
there will remain the quadran
gular pyramid F ACDE, whose 
vertex is F, and whose base is 
ACDE. T~ough· the three 
points F, E, C, draw another B 
plane FEC; it will divide the quadrangular pyrami4 in~ 
tWI) triangular pyramids FACE, FCDE, . 
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The pyramid FACE, which hasJor its base the triangle 
AEC and for its vertex the point F, is equivalent to a pyra
mid BAEC having AEC for its base and for its vertex the 
point B. For, these two pyramids have the same base; they 
have also the same altitude, because the line BF, parallel to 
each, of the lines AE, CD, is parallel to their plane ACE: 
hence the pyramid F AEC is equivalent to the pyramid 
BAEC: which latter may be considered as having ABC for 
its base, and the point E for its vertex. 

Again, the third pyramid FCDE may in the first place be 
changed iDto AFCD; for these two pyramids have the same 
base FCD ; they have also the same altitude, AE being pa
rallel to the plane FCD; hence the pyramid EFCD is equi
valent to the pyramid 4FCD. In the second place, the 
pyramids AFCD may be changed into BACD : fOr these two 
pyramids have the common base ACD; they have the same 
altitude, since the vertices ,F and B lie in a line parallel to 
the plane of the base. Hence the pyramid EFCD, equiva
lent to AFCD, is also equivalent to BACD: which latter 
may be regarded as having ABC for its base, and the point 
D for its vertex. 

Hence finally, 'the truncated prism ABCDEF is equal to 
the sum of three pyramids whose common base is ABC, and 
whose vertices are respectively the points D, E, F. 

424. Cor., If the edges AE, BF, CD, are perpendicular 
to the plane of the base, they wilr at the same time be the . 
altitudes of the three pyramids which ~mpose the truncated 
prism: so that the solidity of the truncated prism win be ex
pressed by ~ ABCXAE+tABCXBF+ l ABC X CD, or, 
which is the same thing, by t ABCx (AE+BF+CD). 

TIIBOBlDI. 

416. TtDo Milar triangular pgrarnid8 1atme tAeir ~ 
facell rimilar, aml tAeir .olid anglu equal. 

24 
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By the Definition, (381.) the 
two triangular pyramids SABC, 
TDEF are similar when the 
two triangles SAB, ABC are 4'D 
similar to the two TDE, DEF, 
and similarly placed, that is to 
say, when the angle ABS =DET Al-"++~"""""" 0 'If 
BAS = EDT, ABC = DEF, 1I 
BAC=EDF, and when also the E 

:0 inclination of the planes SAB, 
ABC is equal to that of the 
planes TDE, DEF. This being granted, we are to show 
that these pyramids have all their faces similar each to each, 
and their homologous solid angles equal. 

Take BG=ED, BH=EF, BI=ET; and join GH, GI, 
m. The pyramid TDEF is equal to the pyramid IGBH; 
for, the' sides GB, BH being made equal to the sides DE, 
EF, and the angle GBH being equal to the angle.DEF by 
hypothesis, the triangle GBH must be equal to DEF ; hence 
to bring about the superposition of the two pyramids, the 
base DEF may in the first place be laid on its equal GBH; 
then, because the plane DTE is inclined to DEF as much as 
the plane SAB to ABC, it is evident that the plane DET will 

, fall indefinitely on the plane ABS. But, by hypothesis, the 
angle DET=GBI: therefore ET will fall'on its equal BI: 
and since the four poiIlts b, E, F, T, coincide with the four 
G, B, H, I, it follows (384.) that the pyramid TDEF coin
cides with the pyramid IGBB. 

Now by reason of the equal triangles DEF, GBB, we 
have.the angle BGB=EDF=BAC; hence GB is parallel 
to AC. For a like reason, GI is parallel to AS ; hence (344.) 
the plane 1GB is parallel to SAC. It fo11ows; therefore, 
(347.) that the triangle 1GB or its equal TDF is similar to 
SAC, find the triangle IBH or its equal TEF to SBC; 
hence the two similar triangular pyramid's SABC, TDEF; 
have"their foui"'faces similar each to each. We are now to 
ahow that the hfimologous solid angles are equal. 

The solid angle E has alre~dy been applied to its homo
logous one B; and the same thing might be done with any 
other two homologous solid angles: but it is clear of itself 
that any two homologous solid angles, T Bnd S for example, 
are equal, because· they are formed by three plane angles 
which are respectively equal and similarly placed. 
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Hence two similar triangular pyramids have their homo
logous faces similar, and their homologous solid angles equal. 

426. eM'. 1. The similar triangles in the two pyramids 
furnish the proportions, AB : DE :: BC : EF :: AC :: DF 
: : AS : DT : : SB : TE :: SC,: TF; hence, in similOlr tri
angtiUw P!P'arn,idg, tke komoWgoru edges Me pr~. . 

427. eM'. 2. And since the homologous solid angles are 
equal, it follows, that the incliMtiun. 0/ a1l!l tfDO /acu 0/ a PI
ramid, u equal to the i1IcZination of the ttDO corresponding fa,.. 
ce8 in a "!ar Wamid. (359.) 

438. eM'. If the triangular pyramid SABC is cut by 
a plane GIH parallel to SAC one of its faces, the partiat 
pyramid IGBH will be similar to the whole pyramid SABC : 
for, the triangles BGI, BGH are'similar to the triangles 
BAS, BAC, each to each, and similarly placed; the inclina
tion of their planes is the same in both; hence the two pyra 
mids are similar. 

429. eM'. 4. In general, (see the fig of 408.) if any 
P!Jf'0IIIIid SABCDE u cut by a plane abcde paroJJel to t1i.e 
baae, tke partial pyrOllllid Sabcde will be similM to the tlJlwle 
pyrOllllid SABCDE. For the bases ABC DE, abcde, are si .. 
milar; and joining AC, ac, we have just proved that the tri
angular pyramid SABC must be similar to the pyramid 
Sahc; hence (382.) the point S in reference to the base ABC, 
is determined exactly as it is in reference to the base obc; 
hence the two pyramids SABCDE, Sabcde are similar. 

430. ScIwliwn. Instead of the five data required by the 
Definition to determine the similarity of two triangular pyra .. 
mids, five other data might be substituted according to various 
combinations, and there would result as many theorems as 
combinations. Among these, the following deserves to be 
specially noticed: Two f:rianl(Ul..ar P!P~ Me ~ tMen 
they katJe their lumwlogmu edges proporti(ma/,. 

For (see the figure of the Proposition), if we have the pro
portions AB: DE : : BC : EF : : AC : DF : : AS : DT : : 
SB : TE : : SC : TF, which includes five conditions, the tri
angles ABS, ABC will be respectively similar to the trian
gles DET, DEF, and similarly placed. The triangle SBC 
will be similar to TEF : hence the three plane angles which 
form the solid angle B will be equal to the plane angles which 
form the solid angle E, each to each; hence the inclination 
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of the planes SAB, ABC is equal to that of tlieir homologous 
pJanes TDE, DEF; hence the two pyramids are similar. 

THEOBEM:. 

431. Two 8imilar polgedroru MI'e their lwmologotu faeu 8imilar, 
aRd thtir lomologotu 80lid anglu elJ1Ull. 

Let ABCDE be 
the base of a polye
dron, Jet M and N be 
the vertices of two 
lOUd angles without 
this base, and deter
mined by the triangu
lar pyramids MABC, 
NABC, whose com
mon base is ABC; 
let ahcde in tbe other e 

~---r---:R 

polyedron be the base (t-,""'--h<--;?,O :B 
homologous or simi- 0 , 
lar to ABCDE; m and n the vertices homologous to M and 
N, and determined by tbe pyramids mabc, nabc, similar to the 
pyramids MABC, NABC: we are to show first, that the 
distanees MN, 11m, are proportional to the homologous sides 
AB, ab. 

The pyramids MABC, mahc being similar, tie inclination 
of the planes MAC, BAC is equal to that of the planes mac, 
hac; in ,like manner, the pyramids N ABC, nabc being similar. 
the incUnation of the planes NAC, BAC is equal to that of 
the planes nac, hac : and taking away the two former inclinR"
tions from the two latter, there will remain the inclination of 
the planes NAC, MAC equal to that of the planes nac, mac. 
But further, since these same pyramids are &imilar, the trian
'gle MAC is similar to mac; and the triangle NAC to Me: 

hence the two triangular pyramids MNAC, mnac have two 
faces in each respectively similar, similarly placed, and 
equally inclined; hence (425.) these two pyramids are simi
lar; and their homologous edges give the proportion MN : 
mn : : AM : am. Besides, AM : am : : AB : ab; hence MN 
: nan : : AB : ab. 

Let P and p be two other homologous vertices of the same 
polyedrons, we shall in like manner have PN : pn : : AB : ab, 
and PM: pm : : AB : ab: Hence MN :mn : : PN : pn : : PM 
: pm. Hence the triangle PNM, 'Whick joim a",!/ three vertices 
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uf tAe one polyedrtm, is similar to the triangle pnm fIikick joiu 
tAe three lwrnologouB tJerlices oj tAe other. 

Again, let Q and q be two homologous vertices; and the 
triangle PQN will be similar to fKII'. We assert farther, that 
the inclination of the planes PQN" PMN is equal to that of 
the planes fHl", ptmt. 

For, joinmg QM and '1"', we shall still have the triangle 
QNM similar to qntm, and therefore the angle QNM equal to 
qntm. Imagine a solid angle to be formed at N, by the three 
plane angles QNM, QNP, PNM; and another solid angle to 
be formed at 11, by the three plane ,angles qnm, qnp, pMII. 
Since these plane angles are respectively equal, the solid an
gles must be equal also. Hence the inclination of the two 
planes PNQ, PNM is equal to that of their homologous 
planes pnq, pnm (359.) ; hence, if the two triangles PNQ, PNM 
were in the same plane, in which case, the angle QNM would 
be equal to QNP + PNM, we should likewise have the angle 
tpam equal to qnp+pnm, and the two triangles qnp, pnm, would 
also be in the same plane. 

All that we have now proved is true, whatever be the valne 
or the angles M, N, P, Q, compared with their corresponding' 
ones m, 11, p, q. 

Let os next suppose the surface of one of the polyedrons to 
be divided into triangles ABC, ACD, MNP, NPQ, &c. ; 
the surface of the other polyedrons will evidently contain an 
equal number of triangles alJC, acd, mnp, npq, &c., similar and 
similarly placed; and if several triangles, as MNP, NPQ, 
&c. belong to one face, and lie in the same plane, their corres
ponding triangles mup, npq, &c. will likewise lie in one plane. 
Hence every polygonal face in the one polyedron will corres
pond to a similar polygonal face in the other polyedron; 
hence the two polyedrons will be terminated by the same num
ber of planes similar, and similarly placed. We assert far-: 
ther, that their homologous solid angles will be equal. 

For if the solid angle N, for example, is formed by the 
plane angles QNP, PNM, MNR, QNR, the corresponding 
solid angle n will be formed by the plane angles qnp, pam, 
mm', qnr. But these plane angles are equal each to each; 
and the inclination of any two adjacent planes is equal to that 
of the two which correspond to them : hence the two solid 

'angles are equal, because they would exactly coincide. 
Hence, finally, two similar polyedrons have their homolo

gous faces similar and their homologous solid angles equal. 

432. C(lI'. From tbe preceding demonstration, it follows, 
that if a triangular pyramid were formed with four vertices of 
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174 GEOMETRY. 

one polyedron, and a second with the four corresponding ver
tices of a similar polyedron, these two pyramids (430.) would 
be similar, because their homologou edges would be propor
tional. 

It is also evident that two homologous diagonals (157.), as 
AN, ., are to each oth~ as tw~ homologons sides AB, db. 

paoBLBJ(. 

433. Two rimil4r "polyedrou IIItJY he dirNletJ iaIo tie NaIll _

her of Cricaaguldr pyrt.m&id8, ritnilar eacA to ead, GIld ...,.." 
pltu:ed. 

For, it has already been shewn, that the surfaces of two po
Iyedrons may be divided into the same number of triangles 
similar each to each, and similarly placed. Consider all the 
triangles of the one polyedron, except those which form the 
solid angle A, as the basee of so many triangular pyramids 
having their common vertex in A; those pyramids taken to
gether will compose the whole polyedron. Divide the other 
polyedron, in the~same manner, into pyramids having for their 
common vertex the angle a, homologous to A: the pyramid 
which joins four vertices of the one polyedron, will evidently 
be similar to the pyrami4 which joins the four homologous 
vertices of the other polyedron. Hence two similar polye
drons, &C. 

TllBOIlBBl. 

434. Two rirr&il4r P!JrtI.fI&itU are to etId otAer till IAe ca6e.t of Ileir 
lomologauB ridu. 

For two pyramids being similar, the SD,lall
er may be placed within the greater, so that 
the solid angle S shall be common to both. 
In that position, the bases ABCDE, abcde 
will be parallel; because, since (423.) the 
homologous faces are similar, the angle Sab 
is equal to SAB, and She to SBC; hence 
(344.) the plane ABC is parallel to the plane 
abc. This granted, let SO be the perpendi- .A! 
cular drawn from the vertex S to the plane 
ABC, and 0 the point where this perpendi- :B 
cular meets the plane abc: from what has already been shewn 
(406.), we shall have SO: So : : SA: Sa: : AB : a1J; and 
consequently, " 

. 
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ISO: ISo: : AB: abo 
But the bases ABCDE, abcde being similar figures, we have 

ABCDE : abcde : : ABa: ab2 • (221.) 
Multiply the corresponding terms of these two proportions; 
there results the proportion, . 

ABCDExISO : abcdexISo:: AB3 : ab3 • 

Now ABCDExISO is the solidity of the pyramid SABCDE 
and abcdexISo is that of the pyramid Sabcde (413.) ; hence 
two similar pyramids are to each other as the cubes of their 
homologous sides. • 

THEORE •• 
• 

436. TfDO nmilar polyedrona are to McI& otlaer (U the cubu of 
tlleir homologou8 aidea. 

For two similar po-
lyedrons may (433.) R 
be divided, each into 
the same number of 
triangular pyramids 
respectively similar. :M. 
Now, the two simi
larpyramids APNM, 
apnm are to each oth
er as the cubes of their 
homologous sides nYi::.~-I-T-----7 
AM, am, or as the .D 
cubes of their homo- b 
logous sides AB, abo The same ratio exists between every 
other pair of homologous pyramids: hence the sum of all the 
pyramids which compose the one polyedron, or that polyedJon 
itself, is to the other polyedrQn, as the cube of anyone side in 
the first is to the cube of the homologous side in the second. 

General Sclwlium. 

436. The chief propositions of this Book relating to the 
solidity of polyedrons, may be exhibited in algebraical terms, 
and so recapitulated in the briefest manner possible. 

Let B represent the base of a prism; H its altitude: the 
solidity of the prism will be B X H, or BH. 

Let B represent the base of a P!lramiJ; H its altitude; the 
solidity of the pyramid will be BXiH, or HXiB, or iBH. 
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1'76 GEOMETRY~ 

Let H represent the altitude ,of the frtutam of a pyramid, 
having parallel bases A and B; -lAB will be the mean pl'f> 
portional between those bases; and the solidity of the frustum 
will be iHx(A+B+ -lAB). 

Let B represent the base of the /'TfIBtum of a triang'fllo/r 
pNIm; H, H', HI' the altitudes of its three upper vertices: the 
solidity of the truncated prism will be iB X (H + H' + H"). 

In fine, let P and 11 represent the ,oliditia of tuJo mntlar 
~TMIII; A and a two homologous edges or diagonala of 
these polyedrons: we shall have P : 11 : : A 3 : as • 

• 

BOOK VII. 

THE SPHERE. 

Defimtiou. 

437.' The wphere is a solid terminated by a curve surface, 
all the points of which are equally distant from a point within, 
called the centre. 

The sphere may be 
conceived to be gene
rated by the revolution 
of a semicircle DAE 
about its diameter DE!; 
Cor the surface descri
bed in this movement, 
by the curve DAE, will 
have all its points equal
ly distant from its cen
tre C. 

D 

438. The Taaius 0/ a sphere is a straight line drawn from 
the centre to any point of the surface; the diameter or axil is 
a line passing through this centre, and terminated on both 
sides by the surface. • 

All the radii of a sphere are equal; all the diameters are 
equal, and each double of the radius. 
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BOOK VII. 

439. It wiD. be shewn (402.) that every section of the 
sphere, made by a plane, is a circle: this granted, a great 
circle is a section which passes tln:ough the centre; a 8fIIall 
circle one which does not pass through the centre. . 

440. A plaue is. tangent to a sphere, when their surfaces 
have but ,one point in common. 

441. The pole of a circle of a sphere is a point in the sur
face equally distant from all the points in the cireumference 
of this circle. It will be shown (464.) that every cirele, 
great or small, has always two poles. 

442. A spherical triangle is a portion of the surface of a 
sphere, bounded by three arcs of great circles. 

Those arcs, named the side8 of the triangle, are always 
supposed to -be each less thim a semicircumference. The an
gles, which their planes form with each othert are the angles 
of the triangle. 

443. A spherical triangle takes the name of rigll-mtt!W, 
iIosecle., equilateral, in the same cases as a rectiIineal triangle. 

444. A spkerical polyp is a portion of the surface of a 
sphere terminated by several arcs of great circles. 

445. A ltme is that portion of the surface of a sphere, 
which is included between two great semicircles meeting in a 
common diameter. ' 

446. A rpkerical tDedge or ungula is that portion of the 
solid sphere whieh is included between the same ,great semi-' 
circles; ad 'has tbe lune for its base. 

447. A spkerical pyramid is a portion of the solid sphere, 
included· between the planes 01 a solid angle whose vertex is 
the centre. The bale of the pyramid is the spherical polygon 
intercepted by the same planes. . 

.48. A %OIIe is the portion of the surface of the aphere, 
included between two parallel planes, which form its balM. 
One of those planes may be tangent to the sphere; in which 
case the zone has only a single base. 

• 449. A 'P~ legseat is the portion otthe .solid sphere, 
Included between two'Parallel planes wbleb form itS bases. 

25 
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178 ·GEOMETRY. 

One of these planes may be tangent to the sphere; in which 
case, the segment has only a single base. 

400. • The altitwde of' a zone or of a Begmerat is the dis
tance between the two parallel planes, which form the bases 
of the zone or segment. 

~ 

401. Whilst the semicircle DAE (43'7.) revolving round 
its diameter DE, describes the sphere; any circular sector, 
lIB DCF or FCB, describes a solid, which is named a rpherit:tll 
1eeIt1r. 

462. FMrp .eclima of a apAere, tnade by a plau, u a cin:le. 

Let AMB be a section, made by D 
a plane, in the sphere whose centre is 
C. From the point C, draw CO AE---7I:itL+-+-~p 
perpendicular to the plane AMB; 
and cillI'erent lines CM, eM to differ
ent points of the curve AMB, which 
terminates the section. 

The oblique lines CM, CM, CA 
are equal, being radii of the sphere ; 
hence (329.) tbey are equally distant trom the perpendicular 
CO; therefore all the lines OM, MO, OB are equal; COOlIe

quendy the section AMB is a circle, whose centre is O. 

403. Cor. 1. If the section passes through the centre of 
the sphere, its radius will be the radius of the sphere; hence 
all great circles are equal. 

404. Cor. 2. Two great circles always bisect each other; 
(or their common intersection, passing through the centre, is 
a diameter. 

466. Cor. S. Every great circle divides the sphere and its 
surface into two equal parts: for, if the two hemispheres were 
separated and afterwards placed on the common base, with 
their convexities turned the same way, the two surfaces would 
exacdy coincide, no point of the one being nearer the centre 
~an any point of the other. 

'406. Cor. 4. The centre of a small clrele, and that o( 
the sphere, are in the same straight line, perpendicular to the 
pI...., of the small circle. . 
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• 407. Cor. 5. Small circles are the less the further they 
lie from the centre o( the sphere; for the greater CO is, the 
less is the chord AB, the diameter of the small circle .AMB. 

408. Cor. 6. An arc of a great circle may always be 
made to pass through any two given points of the surface 
of the sphere; for.the two given points, and the centre of the 
sphere make three points which determine the position of a 
plane. But if the two given points were at the extremities of 
a diameter, these two points and the cenU'e would then lie in 
one straight line, and an infinite number of great circles might 
be made to pass through the two given points. 

TJlBOBBJI. 

459. In eeery."kerical tritJngk.,tJfIlI ride i8 lu. ,Aa de ..... of 
. de otler ""0. 

Let 0 be the centre of the sphere, and 
ACB the triangle; draw the radii OA 
OB, OC. Imagine the planes AOB, 
AOC, COB to be drawn; those planes 
Win form a solid angle at the centre 0 ; 
and the angles AOB, AOC, COB will be 
measdred by AB, AC, BC, the sides of 
the spherical triangle. But (356.) each 
of the tbre8 plane angles forming a solid 
angle is less than the sum of the other 0 
two (SS6.); hence any side of the triangle ABC is lees tban 
the IOID of the other two. 

• TBBOUJ[ • 

.tOO. TAB .AorIu' pal'" from one poinllo cmot~. 011 de ftrJace 
of a q1rMe, u ,Ie arc of tie great circle fDIt.ic1& i- tie No 
giNapoinU. 
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Let' ANB be the are of the great circle which 
joins the points A and B; and without this line, if 
possible, let M be a point of the shortest path be
tween A and B. - Through the point M, draw MA, 
MB, arcs of great circles; and take BN = MB. 

By the last theorem, the arc ANB is shorter 
than AM+MB; take BN=BMrespectively from lit - N 
both; there will remain AN L A.M. Now, the dis
tance of B from M, whether it be the same with the 
arc BM or with any other line, is equal to the dis
tance of B from N; for by making the plane of the 
great circle BM to revolve about the diameter 
which passes through B, the point M may be brought into the 
position of the point N; and the shortest line between M and 
B, whatever it may be, will then be identical with that be
tween Nand B: hence the two paths from A to B, one pass
ing through M, the other tbrough N, have an equal part in 
each, the part from M to B equal to the part from N to B. 
The first path is the shorter, by hypothesis; heDce the dis
tance from A to M must be shoner than the distance from 
A to N; which is absurd, the arc A..1\I being proved greater 
than AN,; hence no point of the eMrtest line from A tb B 
can lie out of the are ANB; hence this 4U'C is itself tJae-short
est distance between its two extremities. 

THEOREM. 

461. 7'k£ 811m of the tAru 8ide8 of a 8pherical trimtgle i& lef. rlcn 
t1l8 circumference of (J great circle. 

L et ABC be any spherical tri
angle; produce the sides AB, AC 
till they meet again in D. The 
arcs A,BD, ACD will be semicir
cumferences, . since (454.) two 
great circles always bisect each 
other. But in the triangle BCD, 
we bave (459.) the side BCLBD 
+CD; add AB+AC to both; 
we shall have AB+AC+BCL 
ABD + ACD, that is to say, less 
than a circumference. 

E 
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THEOREM. 

462. Tile mm of all the aides of any 8pherical polygon ia lea. 
than tile circumference of a grellt circle. 

Take the pentagon ABCDE, for 
example. Produce the sides AB, 
DC till they meetin F; then since 
BC is Jess than BF + CF, the peri
meter of the pentagon ABCDE 
will be Jess than that of the quadri
lateral AEDF. Again produce 
the sides AE, FD, till they meet in G ; we i!hall have ED < 
EG+DG; hence the perimeter of the quadrilateral AEDF 
is less than that of the triangle AFG; which last is itself less 
than the circumference of a great circle ; hence, for a still 
stronger reason, the perimeter of the polygOD ABCDE is less 
tlIan this same circumference • 

• 
463. Sc1wlium. This proposition is fundamentally the 

same as (Art. '357.); for, 0 being the centre of the sphere, a 
solid angle may be conceived as formed at 0 by the plane an
gles AOB, BOC, COD, &c., and the sum of these angles 
must be less than four right angles; which is exactly the pro
position we have been engaged with. The demonstration 
here given is different from that of Art. 357.; both, however, 
suppose that the polygon ABCDE is convex, or that no side 
produced will cut the figure. 

THEOREH. 

464. TIle poles if «I great circle uj the sphere, are tile extremities 
if that diczmeter uj the 'sphere whiel, is perpendicular to thia cir
cle; and these eztremitie8 are aUo the polu oj aU 8mall welt. 
paraUel to it. 
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Let ED be perpendi- D 
cular to the great circle 
AMB; then will E and 
D be its poles; as also 
the poles of the paral
lel small circles HPP, 
FNG. 

For, DC being per
pendicular to the plane 
AMB, is perpendicQlar 
to all the straight lines 
CA, CM, CB, &c., 
drawn through its foot 
in this plane ; hence all 
the arcs DA, DM, DB, 
&c. are quarters of the circumference. So likewise are all 
the arcs EA, EM, EB, &c.; hence the points D and E are 
each equally distant from all the points of the circumference 
AMB; hence (441.) they are the poles of that circumference. 

Again, the radius DC, perpendicnlar to the plane AMB, is 
perpendicular to its parallel FNG; hence: (456.) it passes 
through 0 the centre of the circle FNG; hence, if the oblique 
lines DF, DN, DG be drawn, these oblique lines will diverge 
equally from the perpendicular DO, and will themselves be 
equal. But, the chords being equal, the arcs are equal; hence 
the point D is the pole of the small circle FNG; and for like 
reasons, the point E is the other pole. 

465. Cor. 1. Every arc DM, drawn from a point in the 
arc of a great circle AMB to its pole, is a quarter of the cir
cumference, which for the sake of brevity, is usually named 
a quadra1UJ or quadrant: and this quadrant at the same time 
makes a right angle with the.arc AM. For (351.) the line 
DC being perpendicular to the plane AHC, every plane DMC 
passing through the line DC is perpendiCUlar to the plane 
AMC; hence the angle of these planes, or (442.) the angle 
AMD, is a right angle. 

466. Cor. 2. To find the pole of a given arc AM, draw 
the indefinite arc MD perpendicular to AM; take MD equal 
to a quadrant; the point D will be one of the' poles of the arc 
AM: or thus, at the two points A and M, draw the arcs AD 
and MD perpendicular. to AM; their point of intersection D 
will be the pole required. 
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467. Cor. 3. Conversely, -if the distance of the point D 
from each of the points A and M is equal to a quadrant, the 
point D will he the pole of the arc AM, and also the angles 
DAM, AMD will he right. 

For, let C be the centre of the sphere; and draw the radii 
CA, CD, CM. Since the angles ACD, MCD are right, the 
line CD is perpendicular to. the two straight lines CA, . CM ; 
hence it is perpendicular to their plane (325.) ; hence the point 
D is the pole of the arc AM; and consequently the angles 
DAM, AMD are right. 

468. ' Sckoliwm. The properties of these poles enahle us 
to descrihe arcs of a circle on the surface of a sphere, with 
the same facility as on a plane surface; It is evident, for in
stance, that hy turning the arc DF, or any other line extend
ing to the same distance, round the point D, the extremity F 
will descrihe ·the small circ1e FNG; and by turning the qua
drant DF A round the point D, its extremity A will describe 
the arc of the great c~rc1e AM. 

If the arc AM were required to be produced, and nothing 
were given but the points A and M through which it was to 
pass, we should first have to determine the pole D, by the in
tersection of two arcs described from the PQints A and M as 
centres, with a distance equal to a quadrant; the pole D being 
found, we might describe the arc AM and its prolongation, 

. from D as a centre, and with the same distance as before. 
In tine, if it is required from a given point P to let faIl a 

perpendicular on the given arc AM; produce this arc to S, 
till the distance PS be equal to a quadrant; then from the 
pole S, and with the same distance, describe the arc PM, which 
will be the perpendicular required. 

THEOREM. 

469. EtJery plane perpenilicular to a railifU at it.t eztremity i.t 
tangent to the aphere. 

Let FAG (see the next tigure) be a plane perpendlcular to 
the radius OA, at its extremity A. Any point M in this plane 
being assumed, and OM, AM being joined, the angle OAM 
will be right, and hence the distance OM will be greater than 
OA. Hence the point M lies without the sphere; and as the 
same can be shewn for every other point of the plane FAG, 
this plane can have no point but A common to it and the sur
face of the sphere; hence (440.) it is tangent. 
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470. Sclwlium. In the same way it may be shewn, that-two 
spheres have but one point in common, and therefore touch 
each other, when the distance between their centres is equal to 
the sum, or the difference of their radii ; in which case, the 
centres and the point of contact lie in the same straight line. 

TBBOBBlL 
I 

471. The angle formed by tfDo area of great circlea, v efIIIIZ 10 

tke angle formed by cke tangenu of ,AeBe area at tAeir poW tf 
inCeraection, ana ia meaa"retl by tAe arc deBcribedfrom tAW poifIt 
of inl8r8ection, aB a pole, am! limiCed by tAe ritlu, proilu. if 
neceaaary. 

Let the angle BAC he formed -by the G 
two arcs AB, AC; then will it be equal to 
the angle FAG formed hy the tangents 
AF, AG, and be measured by the arc DE, 
described about A as" a pole. 

For the tangent AF, drawn in the plane 
of the arc AB, is perpendicular to the ra
dius AO; and the tangent AG, drawn in 
the plane of the arc AC, is perpendicular 
to the same radius AO. Hence (349.) the 
angle FAG is equal to the angle contained 
by the planes OAB, OAC; which is that 
of the arcs AB, AC, and is named BAC. 

In like manner, if the arcs AD and AE are both quadrants, 
the lines OD, OE will be perpendicular to OA, and the angle 
DOE will still be equal to the angle of the planes AOD, 
AOE: hence the arc DE is the measure of the angle con
tained by these planes, or of the angle CAB. 

, 

472. CM'. The 8Dgles of spherical triangles may be com
pared together, by means of the arcs of great circles -de
scribed from their vertices as poles and included between their 
sid~s: 4ence it is easy to make an angle of this kind equal to 
a given angle. 

473. Selaolium. Vertical angles, snch as ACO and BCN 
(see the figure of Art. 499.) are equal; for either of them is 
still the angle formed by the twQ planes ACB, OCN. 

It is farther evident, that, in the intersection of two arcs 
ACB, OCN, the two adjacent angles ACO, OOD taken toge
ther, are equal to two right angles •. 
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THBORBII. 

474. 1f from tlie eertlcu oj ,lie '~ee agk. oj II qAeriCQI tri
angk, 116 pole., three arc. be ducribed formiag II .econd triar&

I 6Je, ,he Nrlice. oj 'ie angle. oj tlu .econd lriartgle tDill be re
qeclifJel, pole. oj ,lie .ida oj ,lie 'riangZe.. 

From the"Vertices A, B, C, D 
as poles, let tlJe arcs EF, FD, 
ED be described, forming on 
the surface of the sphere, the 
~angle DFE; then will the 
points D, E, and F be re
spectively poles of the sides E 
BC, AC, AB. 

For, the point A being the 
pole 'of the arc EF, the dis- It F 
tance AE is a quadrant; the 
point C being the pole of the arc DE, the distance CE is Uke-, 
wise a quadrant: hence the point E is removed the length of 
a quadrant from each of the poillts A and C ; hence (467') 
it is the pole of the arc AC. It might be s~ewn, by the same 
method, that D is the pole of' the arc BC, and F that of the 
arcAB. • 

.475. Cor. Hence the triangle ABC may be described by 
means of DEF, as DEF is described by means of ABC. _ 

THBOB.BJL 

476. The .. ame nppo8itioa contiauUag CII itt ,lie la., TheorM&~ 
eacla aregle i. t1e ODe of ,lie tritmglu, tDill ~ ~red bg t1e , 
~~ minus tAe .ide lyittg oppoAte eo iC ia t1e 01_ 
triarlsk. 
Produce the sides (see the preceding figure) AB, AC, if 

necessary, till they meet EF, in G aad H. The point A being ~ 
the pole of ·the arc GH, the angle A will be measured by tbat 
arc. But the arc EH is a quadrant, and likewise SF, E be.. 
ing the pole of AH, and F of AG; hence EH+GF is equal 
to a semicircumference. Now, EH+GF is the same as EF 
+ GH; hence the arc GH, which measures the angle A, is 
equal to a semicircumference _nuB the side ~F. In like 
manner, the angle B win be meas~red by i circ.-DF.: the 
angle C, by 1 circ.-DE. , 

26 
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And this property must be reciprocal in the two triaagles 
since each of them is described in a similar manner by means 
of the other. Thus we shall find the angles D, E, F of the 
triangle DEF to be measured respectively by i rirc.-BC, 
J cWc.-AC, I eire_ABo Thus the angle D, for example, 
IS measured by the are.MI; but MI+BC=MC +BI -i eire.; 
hence the are MI, the measure of D, is equal to I eirc:.-BC ; 
and 80 of all the rest. 

. 477. Sc1wU'IIIm. It must further be observed, that besides 
the triangle DEF, three otherS might be formed by tbe inter
section of the three ares DE, EF, DF. 
But the proposition immediately before 
us is applicabl~ only to the central tri
angle, which is distinguished from the 
other three by the circumstance (see the f 
figure in the last page) that the two an
gles A and D lie on the same side of 
BC, the two B and E OD the same side 
of AC, and the two C and F on the same side of AB. 

Various names have been given to the triangles ABC, DEF; 
we shall call them polar trltmgle •• 

478. q Ground tAB eerticu of tA8 ""0 aagle. 0/ II gi __ .apAerical 
lritmgle, tI8 pole., ,118 circam/"et&Ce. of ""0 circlu be ducriJJ6tl 
.laicA dGU pa •• tArougA '118 'laird angle of tA8 triangle; if'Ma. 
tlartYugla ,118 oller point in ",AicA t108e circamfereru:u iflterHd 
ad ,118 ,. fir. tlnglu of ,118 ,ritJagle, ,118 tWC. of gr.a eire1,. 
be drafDfl, ,118 'nang" tA ... fOf"llled ",ill "'* all it. pttrI6 eqtuJl 
to ,.e of tAe fir., trituwz.. 

Let ABC be the given triangle, CED, DFC the are de
scribed about A and B as poles; then will the·triangle ADB 

~. bave all its parts 'equal to those of ABC. 
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A For, by CQutruction, the side AD= 
AC, DB=BC~ and AB is common; 
hence those two triangles have their sides 
equal, each to each. We are now to show, 
that-the angles opposite these equal sides 
are also equal. 

If the centr,e of the sphere is supposed D~--::::::r 
to be at 0, a solid angle may be conceiv
ed as formed at 0 by the three plane 
angles AOB, AOC, BOC ; likewise ano- :0 

187 

ther sdlid angle may be conceived as formed by the three plane 
angles AOB, AOD, BOD. And because the sides of the 
triangle ABC are equal to those of the triangle ADB, the 
plaae angles forming the one of these solid IPlgles, must be 
.al to the plane angles forming the other, eacll to each. 
But in this case we have shew~ (309.) that the planes, in 
which the equal angles lie, are equally inclined to each other; 
hence all the Ingles ,of the spherical triangle DAB are re. 
spectively equal to,those of the triangle CAB, namely, DAB 
=BAC, DBA=ABC, and ADB =ACB; hence the sides 
and the angles of the triangle ADB are equal to the sides and 
the ~gles of the triangle ACB. 

479. SCkolium. The equality of those triangles is not, 
however, an absolute equality, or one of superposition; for 
it would be impossible to apply them to each other exactly, 
unless they were isosceles. The equality meant here is what 
we have already named an equality by B!JfMIIdI'Y ; therefore we 
shall call the triangles ACB,. ADB, ~ Witlagle6 •. 

. , 

480. nco triangle. on the same 'PAere, or on equal.pAeru, are 
equaZ i. aU their par", tDAea tIIq uwe each an epal angle in. 
cWc411e __ eqaGl ridu. 

Suppose the side AB =EF, the 
side AC=EG, and the angle BAC 
=FEG; the triangle EFG may be 
placed on the triangle ABC, or on 
ABD symmetrical with ABC, just 
as two rectilineal triangles are 
placed upon each other, when they 
have an equal angle included be
tween eqnal sides. Hence all the ' 
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parts of the tri~gle EFG will be ~qual to all the parts of the 
triangle ABC; that is, besides"the three parts equal by hypo
thesis, we shall have the side BC=FG, the angle ABC= 
EFG, and the angle ACB=EGF. 

TBBOBBlL 

481. Two triangle. 01& tie .mae qlere, or 01& equal qIeru, .. 
equal_ all tAeir para. tD_ ltDe angle. mad Ike inclucW ritltJ of 
tie OM are rupecmeZyequql to ttDo anglu CDMI tAB ifldu4etl rifle 
of tie otler. 

For, one of those triangles, or the triangle symmetrical with 
it, may be- placed "on the other, as is done in the correspondiDg 

'. case of rectilineal triangles (38.) 

TIIBOBBlL 

48'J~ 11 lIDO triangle. 01& Ille .afU qlere, or On tIftUIZ qIera, 
AmI. all tleir ridu rupeetiNZy equal, tAeir angle. tDillli1ta1Utl 
be all rupet;tiDeZy Bfw, tle equal dftKlu lPH opporile tlle ..., 
ftdu. . 

This truth is evident &om (Art. 4'78.), 
where it was shewn that, with three 
given sides AD, AC, BC, there can only 
be" two triangles ACB, ABD, di1J"ering 
as to the position of their parts, and eqnal 
as to the magnitude of those parts. D 
Hence those two triangles, havinS' all ~_--t
their sides respectively equal in both, 
must either be· absolutely equal, or" at B 

c 

least ~all!J so; in both of which 
cases, their corresponding angles must be equal, and lie oPI»" 
site to equal sides. 

483. i. eNry ut»celu qlerical triaragle, tie cmgla opporik de 
equal Me. are etpUIZ; au COI&M"Hly, ff lIDo aglu 'II a qM
rical triang,. en epal, lAB triangle u ut»cele.. 
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Firlt. Suppose the side AB=AC; we 
shall have the angle C = B. For, if the arc 
AD be drawn from the vertex A to the mid
dle point D of the base, the two triangles 
ABD, ACD will have all the sides of the 
one respectively equal to the corresponding 
sides of the other, namely, AD common, 
BD sIlC, and AB=AC : hence by the last ::a __ ~_~ 
Proposition, their angles will be equal ; 
therefore B=C. " 

Set.tmdl!J. Suppose the angle B = C; we shall have the 
side AC=AB. 1'or, if not, let AB be the greater oCthe 'two; 
fake BO=AC, and join OC. The two sides BO, BC are 
equal to the two AC, BC; the ang~e OBC, con~ed by the 
first two is equal to ACB contaIned by the second two., 
Hence (480.) the two triangles BOC, ACB have all their 
other parts equal; hence the augle OCB=ABC: but by hy
pothesis, the angle ABC=ACB; benae we have OCB= 
ACB, which is absurd; hence it. is absurd to suppose AB 
di1ferent from AC; hence the sides AB, AC, opposite to the 
equal angles B and C, are equaL 

484. Scioli.... The same demonstration proves the an
gle BAD=DAC, and the angle BDA=ADC. Hence the 
two last are right angles; hence tM tJrc drtlum frora tM .,... 
tez oj (JfI iIcMtla .pAerical triangle to tM fIIiddle 9/ tM 6GIe, 
iI at riglt ..gIu to tkat bale, _ biIectI tie tJ8rlictJl tMIf!le. 

485. 1.., apAsrieal triangle, IAe gretII«' ride if ~ de 
greater angle; CU'IIJ ~.el" Ille gretII«' angle if oppotit8" 
greoJerride. 

Let the angle A be greater than the angle B, then will BC 
be greater than AC; and conversely, if BC is greater than 
AC, then will the apgle A be greater than B. " 

Firlt. Suppose the angle I"OA.--~ 
A 7 B; make the "angle BAD 
=B: then (483.) we shall 
ha'Ve AD=DB; but AD + DC 
is "greater than AC; hence, 
potting DB in place of AD, 
we shall have DB+DC,or BC7AC. 
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Seco7IIll!J. If we suppose DC 7 AC, 1he ogle BAC wiD 
be greater than ABC. For,;fBAO were equal to ABC, we 
should have BC=AC; if BAC were le~s than ABC, we 
sbould tben, as has just been shown, find BCLAC. Both 
these cODclusions are false: bence the pgle RAe is. greater 
~an ABC. 

486. If ttl» -. of (.I 'PMrictIl Iriangle are re~ epal 
to btJo ridu of mIOf1aer Critmgle cfrattm upcm tlft egul .-; 
ad if, t.d lie Beane time t1&e c:ontGiIIed cmgle. of • .firBl tritJItP. 
.. ,.,.. cAtm t1ae ~ GfWle t!I ~ aet:ontl triangle, th 
will t1&e lAird ada of tie fo'Bl ~ Ie greater tAu de lAird 
_ojlAeleC_ 

Let AD, AO be respectively equal to DE, DF, and the 
angle A greater than D; tben will BC " greater than EF. 

The demonstration is every way similar to that of (Art. 4.2.) 

487. If ttl» lritlnglea on tAB Beane 'P1aere, or _ f1tJUIJl apAeru, are 
"""'""~ ...., ... , 1M, wllJ .• Ie ... .,~. 

Let A and B be the twe givea triangles; P and Q dleir 
polar triangles. Since the angles are equal in the triangles 
A and B, the sides will be equal in their polar triangles P and 
Q (416.): but since tbe triangles P and Q .... mu'~ equi
lateral, they must also (482.) be lIlutually equiangul.; and, 
lastly, the angles. being equal in tbe triangles P I¥ld ~ it fol. 
lows.(4'76.) that the sides are e.qw in ... eh- polllf triugles A 
and B. Benee the mutually equJ~ magMa A .. B 
are at the same time mutMlIy equilateral. 
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This propO,lition ma, also be'demoD8tl'awti,."ithout the Ul 
of polar triangle., u follo •• : . ' 

LetABC,DEF 
be two triangles 
. mutually equian
par, having A ~ 
=D,B=E,C=. 
F; we are to shew 
that AB=DE, 
AC=DF, BC=EF. 

.:B 

On the prolongation of the sides AB, AC, take AG=DE, . 
aDd AH=DF ; join GH; and produce the arcs· BC, GH, 
till they meet in I IUld K. 

The two sides AG, AH are equal, by constru~tio~, to the 
two DF, DE; tbe included angle GAH-BAC=EDF; 
hence (480.) tbe ~angles AGH, DEF, are equal il1 all their 
parts; lienee tbe angle AGH=DEF:=ABC, IUld the aDgI~ 
AHG=DFE=ACB. ' . . 

In the triangles IBG, KBO, the side ))G is commorl'; the j. ... ' , 

angle IGB=GBK; and, siQcelOB+GBK is equal to two ;:3 ~. , 
right angles, and likewise GBK+IBG. itfoUows tbat BOX 
-:IBG. Hence (481.) tbeiriaogles ~G', GBK are 'equal; 

. hence IG=BK, and IB=GK. 
In like manner, the angle AHG being equal to ACB, we 

can shew that the triangles ICH, 'IlCK have tWe) anglf!S and 
the interjaeent side in each equal; hence, they are themselves 
equal; hence IH=CK, and HK=IC. . 

Now, if the equals CK, IH be taken away from the equals 
B~ IG, the remainden BC, GR, will be equal. Besides,. 
the angle BCA=AHG, and the angle ABC=AGH. Hence. 
the triangles ABC, AHG bave two angles and the interjacent ' 
side in each equal; hence. they are themselves equal. But 
the triangle DEF is equal in all its parts to AHG; hence it 
is also equal to the triangle ABC, and we have AB=DE, 
AC=DF, BC=EF; hence if two spherical triangles ate 
mutually equiangular, the sides opposite their equal angles 
will also be equal. . 

488. Sckoli'l./,& This proposition is not applicable to ree
tillneal triangles; in which equality am.ong the angles indi
ca~s only proportionality among the. sides. N' or is it difficult 
to account for the difference observable, ia this respect, be
tween spherical and rectilineal triangles. In the Proposition 
DOW before us, as well as in Articles 480, 481,482,486, 
which treat of the comparison of triangles, it is expressly re
quired that the arcs be traced on the same sphere, 01' on equal 
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spheres. Now similar arcs are to each other as th.ir radU; 
bence, on equal spheres, two triangles cannot be similar with
out being equal. Therefore it is not strange that equality 
among the angles should produce equality among the sides. 

The case would be dilTerent, if the trimgles were drawD 
upon unequal spheres; there, the angles being et}ual, the tri
angles would be similar, and the homologous sides would 
be to each other as the radii of their spheres. 

TBBOIIlDL 

489. n. ... oj all de tmglu in., qAerical triangle illu, 
t1aan .. rigAc anglu, mad greater tAM _. 

For, in the first place, eftry angle of a spherical triangle 
is less than two right angles (see the following Scholium): 
hence the sum of all the three is less than six right angles. 

Secondly, the measure of each angle of a spherical triangle 
(476.) is equal to the semicircumference _"'" the corres
ponding side or the polar triangle; hence the sum of all the . 
three, is measured by three semicircumferences _"'" the sum 
of all the sides of the polar triangle. Now (461.), this latter 
sum is less than a circumference; therefore, taking it away 
&om three semicircumferences, the remainder will be greater 
than one semicircumference, which is the measure of two 
right angles; hence, in the second place, the sum of all the 
angles in a spherical triangle is greater than two right angles. 

490. Cor. 1. The sum of aU the angles of a spherical 
triangle is not constant, like that of all the angles of a rectili
neal triangle; it varies between two right angles and six, 
without ever arriving at either of these limits. Two given 
angles therefore do not serve ·to determine the third. 

491. Cor. 2. A spherical triangle may have two, or even 
three angles, right, two or three obtuse. . 

If the triangle ABC is bHecttmgtilar, in 
.other words, has two right angles B and C, 
the vertex A will (467.) be the pole of the 
base DC; and the sides AB, AC will be qua
drants •. 

If the angle· A is also right, the triangle B C 
ABC; :,rill be tri-recttmgular; its angles will 
all be right, and its sides quadrants. The tri-rectangular tri
angle is contained eight times in tbe surface of the sphere ; 
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81 i. evident fioom the fi~e of Ar~ 493, supposing the arc 
MN to be a quadrant. . 

492~ Sclwlium. In all the preceding observation~, we have 
lupposed, in conformity with (A.rt. 442.), that our spheric.a1 
triangles have always each of their sides less than a semicir
cumference; from which it follows that anyone of their an
gles is always less than two rigltt angles. For (see fig. to 
Art. 461.) if the side AB is less than a semicircumference, and 
AC is so likewise, both those arcs will require to be produced 
before they can JDeet in D. Now the two angles ABC, CBD 
taken together, are equal to two right angles; hence the an
gle ABC itself, is less than two right angles • 
. We may observe however, that some spherical triangles do 
exist, in which certain of the sides are greater than a semi
circumference, and certain of the angles greater than two 
right angles. Thus, if the side AC is produced so as to form 
a whole circumference ACE, the part which remains after 
subtracting the triangle ABC from the hemisphere is a new 
triangle also designated by ABC, and having AB, BC, 
AEDC for its sides. Here, it is plain, the side AEDC is 
greater than the semicircumference AED; and, at the same 
time, the angle B opposite to it exceeds ~wo right angles, by 
the qUaDtity CBD. 

The triangles whose sides aJld angles are so large, have been 
excluded from our Definition; but the only reason was, that 
the solution of. them, or the determination of their parts, is al
ways reducible to the solution of such triangles as are com
prehended by the Definition. Indeed, it is evident enough, 
that if the sides and angles of the triangle ABC are known, 
it will be easy to discover the angles and sides of the triangle 
which bears the same name, and is the di1Ference between a 
hemisphere and the former triangle. 

THEORBII. 

493. . TAe nrjace of a lune i8 to ,he n.rface of tAe Bphere, a8 tAe 
angle of ,m.lune, v to four rigAt angle., or a, tAe ore ",hiCA 
mea,.re, ~t angle, i, to tAB circumflr61lce. 
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Let AMNB be a lune; then wiII its A 
surface be to tbe surface df the spbere 
as tbe angle NCM to four right an
gles, or as the arc NM to. the circum-
ference of a great circle. lI!lE-'~~ ........ -t--7U" 

Suppose, in tire first place, the arc 
MN to be to the circumference MNPQ 
as some one rational numbel;: is to ano-
ther, as 5 to 48, for example. The B 
circumference MNPQ being divided 
into 48 equal parts, MN will contain Ii of them; and it the 
pole A were joined with the several points o.f division, by 8J 

many quadrants, we should in the hemisphere AMNPQ have 
48 triangles, all equal, because all their parts are equal. 
Hence the whole sphere must contain 96 of those partial tri
angles, the lune AMBNA will contain 10 of them; beDce 
the lune is to the sphere as 10 is to 96, or as 5 to 48, in other 
words, as the arc MN is to the circumference. 

If the arc MN is not commensurable with the circumference, 
we may stilI shew, by a mode of reasoning frequently exem
~)j6ed already, that in this case also, the lune il to the sphere 
as MN is to the circumference. 

494. Cor. 1. Two lunes are to each other al their respec
tive angles. 

495. Cor. 2. It was shewn above (491.) that the whole 
surface of the sphere is equal to eight tri-rectangular trian
gles; hence, if the area for one such triangle is ~aken for 
unity, the surface of the sphere will be represented by 8. 
This granted, .the surface of th~ lune, whose angle is A, will 
be expressed by 2A (the angle A being always estimated from 
the right angle assumed as unity), since 2A: 8 :: A : "
Thus we have here two different unities; one for atlgJes, be
ing the right angle ; the ,other for surfaces' being the tri:'ree
tan gular spherical triangle, or the triangle whose angles are 
all right, and whose sides are quadrants. 

496. Sckolium. The spherical ungula, bounded by the 
planes AMB, ANB, is to the whole solid sphere, as the angle 
A i. to four right angles. For, tbe lunes being equal, the 
spheorical ungulas will also be equal; hence two spherical un
gulas are to each other, as the angles formed by the planes 
which bound them. 

, 
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~.ORElII. 

\ 
~97 • Two 'y.mrnetrietJl ,pMricallriangle, are eqtull in ntrj'tlu. 

Let ABC, DEF be two symme- A 
trical triangles, tbat is to say, two D 
triangles having their sides AB = 
DE, AC=DF, CB=EF, and yet 
incapable Qf coinciding with eacb 
other: we are to shew that the sur
face ABO is equal to the surface p 
DEF. 

Let P be the pole of the ,sma!l :s 
circle passing through the three points A, B, C ;. from this 
point draw (464.) the equal arcs PA, PB, PC; at the point 
F, make the angle DFQ ACP, the."arc FQ=CP; andjoin 
DQ,EQ. 

The sides DF, FQ are equal to the sides AC, CP; the 
angle DFQ=ACP: hence (480.) tbe two triangles DFQ, 
ACP are equal in all their parts; hence the side DQ=AP, 
and the angle DQF=APC, 

In the proposed triangles DFE, ABC, the angles DFE, 
ACB opposite to the equal sides DE, AB, being equal (481.). 
if the angles DFQ, ACP, which are equal by construction, be 
taken away from them, there will remain tbe angle QFE, 
equal to PCB. Also tbe sides QF, FE are equal to tbe sides 
PC, CB ; bence the two triangles FQE, CPB are equal in 
all tbeir parts; hence the side QE = PB, and the angle FQE 
=CPB. . 

Now, tbe' triangles DFQ, ACP, which have their side. 
respectivel,y equal, are at the same time isosceles, and capa=
ble of coinciding, wben applied to each otber ; for having pla
ced PA on its equal QF, the side PC will fall on its equal QD, 

# and thus the two triangles will exactly coincide: hence tbey 
are equal; and the surface DQF=APC. For a like reason, 
the surface FQE=CPB, and the surface DQE=APB ; hence 
we have DQF+FQE-DQE=APC+CPB-APB, or 
DFE=ABC r hence the two symmetrical triangles ABC, 
DEF a~ equal in surface • 

• The circle which paeees througb the three poin1a A, B, C, or ~bich 
circumscribes the triaogle ABC, can ooly be a small chele of the Iphere; 
for if it were a creat circle, the three sides AB. DC, AC woald lie in ooe 
plane, and the triallCIe ABC would be reduced to one of it. siGas. 
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498. Sc1wlium. The poles P and Q might lie within the 
triangles ABC, DEF: in which case it would be requisite to 
add the three triangles DQF, FQE, DQE together, in order 
to make up the triangle DEF; and in like manner, to add 
the three triangles APC, CPB, APB togeth~r in order to 
make up the triangle ABC : in an other respects, the demon-
stration and the result would still be the same. \ 

TIIEOREII. 

499. If the circumference, of tfDO great circle. werHct 84M otJw 
on the surface of a kemuplaere, tke ... m of tke opporite triataglu 
thus formed, i. equit)alent to tke BUr/ace of a lame ",Aon aar" 
i. equal to ,/.e angle formed 'by tke circle •• . 
Let the circumferences AOB, COD, in

tersect on the hemisphel'e OACBD ; then 
will the opposite triangles AOC, BOD be 
equal to the lune whose angle is BOD. 

For, producing the arcs OB, OD on 
the other hemisphere, till they meet in 
N, the arc OBN will be a semicircum
ference, and A 0 B one also; and taking 

N 

OB from both, we shan have BN =AO. For a like reason, 
we have DN =CO, and BD=AC. Hence the two triangles 
AOC, BON have their three sides respectively equal; besides 
they are so placed as to be symmetrical; hence (496.) the, 
are equal in surface, and the sum of the triangles AOC, BOD 
is equivalent to the lane OBNDO whose angle is BOD. 

500. Sckolium. It is likewise evident that the two spheri
cal pyramids, which have the triangles AOC, BOD for bases, 
are together equivalent to the spheri~al ungula whose angle is 
BOD.' '" 

THEOREIII. 

501. Tke BUr/ace of a ap1terical triangle i. mea.ured 'by tAs"
t:eS8 of the' BUm of it. tkree angle, a'booe two ritkl a"gle8. 
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Let ABC I.e the proposed triangle: . 
produce its sides till they meet the great ][ 
circle DEFGdra'wn at pleasure without the 
triangle. By the last Theorem, the·two 
triangles ADE, AGH are together ~qui
yalent to the lune whose angle is A, and 
which is measured (495.) by 2A. Hence 
we have ADE+AGH=2A; and fora 
like reason, BGF + BID =2B, and CIH + 

197 

CFE=2C. But the sum of those six triangles exceeds the 
hemisphere by twice the triangle ABC, and the hemisphere is 
represented by 4; therefore twice tbe triangle ABC is equal 
to 2A + 2B + 2C-4 ; and consequently, once ABC-A + B + 
C-2; hence every spherical triangle is measured by tlw 
lum of all its angles min'U$ two right angles • 

. 50~.. Cor.~. However many right angles there be con
tained in this measure, just so many tri-rectangular triangles, 
or eighths of the sphere, which (494.) are the unit of surface, 
will the proposed, triangle (:ontain. 1f the angles, for example, 
are each equal to t of a right angle, the . three angles will 
amount t9 4 right augl~s, and the proposed triangle will be 
represented by 4-2 or 2; therefore it will be equal to two 
tri-rectangular triangles, or to the fourth part of the whole 
surface of the sphere. 

50S. C",.. 2. The spherical triangle ABC is equivalent 

th I :L I . A+B+C lik' th h' to e une wuose aug e IS --2----1 ; eWlse e sp erl-

cal pyramid, which has ABC (or its base, is equivalent to the 

h 'cal gul hI' A+B+C spen un awoseangels 2 1. 

504. Sckolium. While the spherical triangle ABC is 
. compared with the tri-rectangular triangle, the spherical 

pyramid, which has ABC for its base, is compared with the 
tri-rectangular pyramid, and a similar proportipn is found to 
subsist between them. The solid an~le at the vertex of the 
pyramid is, in like manner compared with the solid angle at 
the vertex of the tri-rectangular pyramid. These compari
sons are founded on the coincidence of the corresponding 
parts. H the bases of the pyramids coincide, the pyramids 
themselves will evidently comei4e, and likewise the solid 
angles at their vertices. From this, some consequences are 
deduced. 
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-Fir'" Two triangular spherical pyramids are to each 
other as their bases: and since a polygonal pyramicl may 
always be divided into a certain number of triangular ones, it 
follows that any two spherical pyramids are to each other, II 
the polygons which form their bases. 

Seeontl. The solid angles at the vertices of those pyramids 
are also as their bases; hence, for comparing any two solid 
ang~, we have merely to place their vertices at the centres 
of two equal spheres, and the solid anglei Will be to each 
other as tbe spherical polygons intercepted between their 
planes or faces. • 

The verticle angle of the tri-rectangular pyramid is farmed 
by three planes at 'right angles to each other: this angle, 
which may be called a rigAt solid angle, will serve as a very 
natural unit of measure for all other solid angles. And uso, 
the same .u.mber, that exhibits the area of a spherical poly
gon, will exhibit the measure of the corresponding lolid an
gle. . If the area of the polygon is i, for example, in other 
words, if the polygon is i of the tri-rectangular polygon, then 
the corresponding solid angle wUl also be i of the right solid 
angle.. . . 

505. T1ae lUrjace oj CI IJIlwiMIi polyp " IIWCIftWed by 1M , .. 
of all iU anglu, minus two rigAt CI1Iflu multipl_ by 1M .... 
ber oj ride. in 1M polyp less tuIo. 

f.rom one of tbe vertieea A, let di
agonals AC, AD be drawn to all the 

4 oth'!r vertices; the polygon ABCDE 
will be divided into as many triangles .teI two as it has sides. But the E 
surface of eacb triangle is measured B 

. by the sum of all its angles mimu two 
right angles; .and the sum of:the an
gles in all the triangles is evidently the same as that of all1be 
angles in the polygon; hence the surface of the polygon js 
equal to the sum of all its angles diminished by twice III 
many right angles as it has sides mtnUl two. 

106. Sclwlium. Let, be the sum of all the angles in a 
5p~erical polygon, ,. the n~mber of its sides; the right angle 
bemg taken for unity, ·the surface of the polygon will be mea
sured by 1-2 ( __ 2), or 1-211+4-

• -- .& 
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BOOI{ VIII. 

THE THREE ROUND BODIES. 

Dejinitionl. -

507. A cylinder is the solid generated by the revolution of 
a rectangle ABCD, conceived to tum about the immoveable 
tide AB. 

In this movement, the sides AD, BC, co~
tinuing always perpendicular to AB, de
acribe equal circles DHP, CGQ, which are 
called/the btue. oftke cyUftder, the side CD 
at the same time describing the convex "'T-
face. . 

The immoveable line AB is called the 
tIXi, of tke"cylinder. 

Every section KLM, made in the cylinder, 
at right angles to the axis, is . a circle equal 
to either of" the bases; for, whilst the rectangle ABCD 
turns about AB, the line KI, perpendicular to AB, describes 
a cifcle, equal to the base, and this circle is nothing flse- than 
dIe section made perpendicular to the axis at the poiut I. 

• Every section PQGH, made through the axis, is a rectan-
gle double of the generating rectangle ABCD. . 

508. A cone is the solid generated by the revolution of a 
right-angled triangle SAB, conceived to tam about the im-. 
moveable iide SA. 

In this movement, the side AB describe~ S 
• circle BDCE, named the base of tke 
«me; the hypptenuse SB describes its 
«*00% IUTface. -

The point S is named the vertex of the 
rone, SA the am or the altyude, and SB 
the lide or the apothem. 

Every section HKFI, at right angles to 
the axis, is a circle; every section SDE, C 
through the axis, is an isosceles triangle 
double of the generating triangle SAB • 

• 
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509. ~f from the cone SCDB, the co~e .SFKI!.~ e~t oil 
by sectron tSSi the thss cemsiswng SOREil CiliHF 
is called a truncated cone, or the fnum"" of a cone. 

gg e iliay C€iaCef€ie it bss gescsaicatad by she raVOEc~Oli of 
trapezoid ABHG, whose angles A and G are right, about the 
sidakR The dne d G called Ebi; aadl Oi alth
tude of the frustum, the circles BDC, HKF, are its batIa, 
and BH is itll Bidec ' 

zO. TwecyJh:,deir, or iwo eunei, are when theiu 
axes are to each other as the diameters of their bases. 

ill. If in the circle ACD, which 
horggff the bafe of a doldh;on 
ABCDE is inscribed, a right prisM, con
€Gtr€Gded 01 thir bafe Adcn h:, uzEd eSI"al 
in altitude to the cylinder, is said to be 
timcribe£l in dse cylino£legc , th" s:ylhzher 
to be cir~<;cribed abuut the prim. 

,::h:ges Ad, Bn, &". of ~he 
being ~rps€ndicular to the plane 

of the base, are evidenTFy induded in she 
f:oneex fnrfaee of th::: cyli:gdezc; hence 
the prism and the cylinder touch one 
nno~her Ehese ede:€Gs. 

5 In n1anne€G, if hBCD a 
lio}d£lon, circumscribed about the base of 
a cyHnd:ii, a iight prisili c:mstrmite:E on 
'ihis bas:s ABCD, and equal in altitude 
to the cylinder, is said be ""TCC7);jjjSt~cW':i'a 
abU'd the r!Jli~1,er, i,r the ih:linder to be 
inscribed in the prii)'m. 

Lii M, N, nco thr poiggs of cooiact 
in the sides AB, BC, &c. ; and through .A:l c 
,he points M, N, Isc. dt dY, nco ]ie,s' 

be drawn perpendicular to the plane of 
the base thm:e h,;rpi€€dicoEars iiill €fei- :B 
dently lie both in the surface of the cylinder, and in that of 
the Crc€zzzzscrihed ; Eiincr will hi; th'iii liiiif 01 
contact. 

Note. The Cylinder, the Cone, and the Sphere, are the 
b€Gzzfkg tsea~oh of trio EliilieH£:o of deoHili.iric 
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• 
PRRLI1IIINARY LElIU(AS CONCERNING SURFACBS. 

S18. A plae .wfutJ OABDC u la. tAn _, ot1aer nrfutJ 
PABCD ImAinatetl by tAe.mae perimeter ABCD. 

This proposition is aImostevident enough 
to be ranked in the class of axioms ; for ~ 
the plane may be regarded among surfaces C . 
as being what the straight line is among o· . . 
lines; the straight line is the shortest dis-
tance between two given points; and so 
also, it may easily be conceived, is the plane the least of all 
the surfaces having the same perimeter. Yet, since it is ad
visable to reduce the number of axioms as far as possible, we 
have·su.bjoined a demonstration, which will remove all doubt 
concerning this truth. 

A surface being extended in length and breadth, one surface 
cannot be imagined to be greater than another, unleslS the 
dimensions of the first, in some direction, exceed those of the 
second: and if it should happen that the dimensions of ODe 
surface were, in all directions, less than the dimensions of 
another, the first surface would evidently be the less of the 
two. Now, in whatever direction we pass the plane BPD 
to cut the plane surface in BD, and the other surface in BPD, 
the straight line BD will always be less than BPD; hence 
the plane surface OABCD is less than the surface P ABeD, 
which envelopes it.. . 

514. Every convex lVrjutJ V la8 tNm any otAer lItI.tfaee _. 
loping it, and rutiag on tAB BGme p6rimetBr. 

We shall bere repeat, that by cont1eX ~ 
ltI/tjaa, we understand a surface which . 
cannot be cut by a straight line in more 0 C 
than two points: a straight line, how-
ever, may in some cases be capable of A:. . 
applying itself exactly in a certain direc-

, lion to a convex surface; examples of this are to be seen in 
the surfaces of the cone and the cylinder. We may further 
observe, ~at the name ccmvex surface, is not limited to curve 
surfaces alone; it includes pol!Jed1'al surfaces, or surfaces 
composed of several planes, and likewise surfaces partly curVed 
and partly polyedral. 

This being settled, if the surface OABCD, which is the 
enveloped surface, is not less than all those which envelope 

28 
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it, there mast be among the latter a sw:face PAD eD, Jess 
than all the rest, and at most, equal to OABCD. Through 
any point 0, pass a plane, touching the surface OABCD, 
without cutting it; this plane will meet the surface 
PABCD, and (513.) the part which it cuts off from this sur
face will be greater than the plane which is terminated in the 
same boundary; hence, retaining the rest of the surface 
P ABCD, we might substitute the plane instead of the part 
cut off &om it, and 10 have a new surface, still enveloping 
OADCD, and less than P ABCD. 

But by hypothesis, P ABCD is the least of all; hence the 
hypothesis was false; hence the convex surface OABCD is 
leu than any other surface enveloping it, and terminating in 
the tame contour ABCD. 

616. &1wliwn. By a mode of reasoning entirely similar, 
we could show, 

1. That, it a CODftX surface terminated 
by two perimeters ABC; DEF, is enveloped 
by any other surface, terminated by the 
same perimeters, the enveloped surface will 
be the smaller or the two. 

!. That, if a convex sur- :1M: 
fac:e AB, is enveloped on all 
sides by another surface MN, C 
wJ!ether they have any points, 
line., or planes, in common, 
or have no point at all in 
common, the enveloped sur
face will always be less than 
the surface which envelopes it. 

For among the enveloping surfaces, there cannot be any 
one less than all the rest: because in every case a plan~ CD 
may be drawn so as to touch the enveloped convex surface, 
and (513.) this plane will always be less than the surface 
CMD; whence the surface CND would be less than MN ; 
which is contra"ry to the supposition of MN being the least 
of all. Hence the convex surface AB is less than all those 
which envelope it. 

) 
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TIIIIOUIL 

&16. T1w BOlidity of a cylinder v equal 10 lire prodMtt.fJf it. Nae 
bg iU altittule. 

Let CA be. a radius of tbe 
given cylinder's base; H the 
altitude; let surf. CA,. repre
sent the area of tbe circle 
whose radius is CA :. we are 
to show that the solidity of 
the cylinder is surf. CAxH. :u: 

A 

For, if surf. CAxH is not 
the measure of the given cyl
inder, it must be tbe measure 
or a greater cylinder, or of a 
smaller one. Suppose it first ~'---
to be the measure of a smaller one; of a cylinder, (or exam
ple which has CD for the radius orits base, H being the co ... 
mon altitude. 

About the circle whose radius is CD, circumscribe a regu
lar polygon GHIP (285.), the sides of which shall not meet 
the circumference whose radius is CA. Imagine a right prism 
having the regular polygon GillP for its base, and H for its 
altitude·; this prism will be circumscribed about the cylinder, 
whose base has CD for its radius.' Now, (406.) the solidity 
of the prism is equal to its base GHIP, multiplied by the al
titude H; the base GHIP is less than the circle whose radius 
is CA; hence the solidity of the prism is less than surf. CA X 
H. But by hypothesis, surf. CA X H is the solidity of the cyl
inder inscribed in tbe prism; hence the prism must be less 
than the cyliuder: wbereas in reality it is greater, becaule it 
contains the cylinder; hence it is impossiblethaurnf. CAXB 
ean be the measure of the cylinder whose base has CD for its 
radius, H being the altitude; or in more general terms, t1e 
product of tM bale, by tile IJltitude oj tI cylilttUr, eaaot .. 
.,-e a Ius cylinder. . 

We must now prove that the same product ClIDDot measure 
a greater cylinder. To avoid the necessity of ebanging our 
figure, let CD be a radiuB of the given cylinder's base; and 
if possible, let surf. CD xH be the measure of a greater cyl
irider, for example, of the cylinder, whose base has CA for its 
radius, H being the altitude. 

The same construction being performed as in· tbe first 
ease, the prism, circumscribed about the given cylinder, will 
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have GHIPXH for its measure: the area GHIP is greater 
tban #JUrf. CD; hence the solidity of this prism is greater than 
,urf. CD+ H: hence the prism must be greater than the cyl
inder hlU'ing the same' altitude, and lUrf. CA for its base. 
But on tbe contrary, the prism is less than the cylinder, being 
contained in it: hence tlw base of tlw cyUntler, multiplied bJ 
ill altitude, eomwt be tM mealJUTe of a greater cyUruler. 

Hence finally, the solidity of a cylinder is equal to the pro-
duct of its base by its altitude. , 

517. Cor. 1. Cylinders of the same altitude are to eaell 
other as their bases; and cylinders of the same base are to 
each otber as their altitudes. 

518. Cor. 2. Similar cylinders are to each other as the 
cubes of their altitudes, or as the cubes of the diameters of 
the,ir bases. For the bases are as the squares of their diame
ters; and the cylinders being similar, the diameters of their 
bases (SI0.) are to each other as the altitudes: hence the 
bases are ,as the squares of the altitudes '; hence the bases, 
multiplied by the altitudes, or the cylinders themselves, are 
as the cubes of the altitudes. 

519. Sclw1Aum. Let R be the radius of a cylinder's base; 
H the altitude: the ,surface of the base (291.) will be .. RI; 
and the solidity of the cylinder will be .. RlIxIf, or .. RIB . 

. LEIIII •• 

520. TM con,," BWjru:e of" riglll prin& iB equal to de periMeIer 
of ita baBe multiplied by iU altitude. 

For this surface is equal to the sum of the rectanglea 
AFGB, BGHC, CHID, &tc. (see fig. of Art. 512.) which 
compose it. Now the altitudes AF, BG, CH, &tc. of those 
rectangles, are equal to the altitude of the prism; their bases 
AD, BC, CD, &tc. taken together, make up the perimeter of 
the prism's base. Hence the sum of these rectangles, or the 
convex surface of the prism, is equal to the perimeter of its 
base, multiplied by its altitude. 

521. Cor. If tWo right prisms have the same altitude, 
tben- convex surfaces will be to each other as the perimeters 
o( their bases. , . 
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611. TAe COIItI«r ntjaa qf II Cfllindsr u greGler tIat.na tAe COfI'OeZ 

nrfaa qf CIfIJ i ... cribed prUm. lind lu. lAma lie COJSeeaJ ....taee 
qf ., cirt;wucribed priam. 

For (see the fig. of Art. 511.), the convex surface of the 
cylinder and tha:t of the prism may be considered as having
the same length, since every section made in either parallel to 
AF is equal to AF; and if these surfaces be cnt, in order to 
obtain the breadths of them, by planes parallel to the bllSe, 
or perpendicular to the edge AF, the one section will be equal 
to the circumference of the base, the other to the perimeter of 
the polygon ABCDE, which is less than that circumference: 
hence, with an equal length, the cylindrical surface is broader 
than the prismatic surface; hence the former is greater than 
the latter. 
~y a similar demonstration, the convex surface of the eyl

inder might be shewn to be less than that of' any circum
scribed prism DCDKLH. (See the fig. of Art. 512.) • 

TIIBORBIL 

613. TAe COI&116Z .urface qf II Cfllirukr is ~ 10 tAe circum/er
eac:e qf .,. bcue mulDplied by .,. lIltitude. 

Let CA be the radius of the 
given cylinder's base, H its 
altitude; the circumference 
whose radius is CA, being re
presented by eire. CA, we are 
to show that eire. CA x H . 
will be the convex surface of 1I 
the cylinder. For, if this pro
position is not true, then eire. 
CA x H mUlt be the surface of 
a greater cylinder, or of a less 
one. Suppose it first to be the . ' 
surface of a less cylinder; of the cylinder, for example, the 
radius of whose base is CD, and whose altitude is H. 

About the circle whose radius is CD, circumscribe a regu
lar polygon GHIP, the sides of which shall not 'meet the cir-

• 
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de whose radius i~ CA ; conceive a right prism having H 
for its altitude, and the polygon GHIP for its baSe. The 
convex surface of this prism will be equal (520.) to the peri
meter of the polygon GHIP multiplied by the altitude H : 
this perimeter is less than the circumference whose radius is 
CA ; hence the convex surface of this prism is less than ciTe. 
CAxH. But, by hypothesis, cire. CAXH is the convex 
surface of the cylinder whose base has CD for its radius; 
'which cylinder is inscribed in the prism: hence the convex 
surface of the prism must be less than that of the inscribed 
cylinder. On the other hand (522.) it is greater: conse
quently, our hypothesis was false: first, therefore, tlte cir
cumference of a C!jlinder'8 base multiplied by its altitude caaot 
be tlte measvre oJ tke convex IUrface of a smaller cylinder. 

Weare next to show that this product cannot be the measure 
of the convex surface of a greater cylinder. For, retaining the 
present figure, let CD be the radius of the given cylinder's base; 
and, if possible, let cire. CD xH be the convex surface of the 
cylinder, which with the same altitu.de has for its base a greater 
circle, .the circle, for instance, whose radius is CA. The same 
construction being performed as above, the convex surface of 
the prism will again be equal to the perimeter of the polygon 
GHIP multipli~d by the altitude H. But this perimeter is 
greater than cire. QD; hence the surface of the prism must 
be greater than cire. CDXH, which, by hypothesis, is the 
surface of a cylinder having the same altitude, and CA for 
the radius of its base. Hence the surface of the prism must 
be greater than that of the cylinder. But even though this 
prism were inscribed in the cylinder, its surface (522.) would 
be less than that of the cylinder; still further is it less when the 
prism does not reach so far as to touch the cylinder. Hence" 
our last hypothesis also was false; hence, in the second 
place, tlte cirC1l,mference of tlte base of a cylinder multiplied by 
the altitruJe, cannot measure tlte surface of a greater crliruler. 

Hence, fina1l" the convex surface of a cylinder is equal to 
the circumference of its base, multiplied by the altitude. 
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TREORE .. 

624. TAB BOliditg of a cone is equal to tAe prodaa of ita iase by 
tAB third of ita altitude. 

Let SO be the altitude of 
die given cone, AO the radius 
of its base; the surface of the 
base being designated by 11IIffj. 
AO, we are to show that I1IIffj 
AOxlSO is equal to the soli- :B~r---r--i. 
dity of the cone. 

Suppose, first, that surf. 
AOXiSO, is the solidity of a 
greater cone foro example, of 
the cone whose altitude is 
still SO, but whose base has OB, greater than AO, for its 
radius. 

About the circle whose radius is AO, circumscribe a re
gular polygon MNPT (285.)~ so as not to meet the circum
ference whose radius is OB; imagine a pyramid having this 
polygon for its base, and the point S for its vertex. The 
solidity of this pyramid (416.) is equal to the area of the po
lygon MNPT multiplied by a third of the altitude SO. But 
the polygon is greater than the inscribed circle represented 
by Nl'J~ AO; hence the pyramid is greater than BUrf. AO 
X iSO, which, by hypothesis, measures the cone having S 
for its vertex and OB for the radius of its base: whereas, in 
reality, the pyramid is less than the cone, being contained in 
it ; hence, first, the base of a cone multiplied by a third of its 
altitude cannot be the measure of a greater cone. 

We are next to show that this same product cannot be the 
measure of a smaller cone. For, retaining the present figure, 
let OB be the radius of the given cone's base: and, if possi
ble, let BUrf. OBxiSO be the solidity of the cone having SO 
for its altitude, and for its base the circle whose radius is AO. 
The same construction as above being made, the pyramid 
SMNPT will have for its measure the area MNPT multiplied 
by l SO. But the area MNPT is less than BUrf. OB ; 
hence the measure of the pyramid must be less than BUrf. OB 
XISO, andconseguently, it must be less than the cone whose 
ahitude is SO and whose base has AO for its radius. But 
on the contrary, the pyramid is greater than the cone, because 
the Q)ne is contained it; hence in the second pla~,· the bue . . 
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of a cone multiplied by a third of its altitude cannot be the 
measure of a smaller cone. 

Hence, finally, the solidity of a cone is equal to the product 
ofits base by the third of its altitude. 

525. Cor. A cone is the third of a cylinder having the 
laDle base and die saDie altitude; whence it follows, 

1. That cones of equal altitudes are to each other as their 
bases; 

2. That cones. of equal bases are to each other as their 
altitudes; . 

That similar cones are as the cubes of the diameters o(their 
bases, or as the cubes of their altitudes. 

626. Sckolium. Let R be the radius of a cone's base, H 
its altitude; the solidity of the cone will be RII xJ.-H, or J.'R2 
H. • 

527. Tie BOZidm" of lAe :frwtum of a cone u equitHJ,., ID de 
BUm of 'Ae Boliditiu of ,hree conu, tDloBe eorAf7IOfI· altitude u 
tAe altitude of ,he frustum aDd tDMBe baBeS .are, lhe upPer btIM: 
of the 1",8tum, tAe lotDer baBe tf the /ruBtu"., aad a mea pro
portioaal beltDema t_. 
Let ADEB be the frustum of 

a cone; then will its solidity be 
equivalent to .... OP .(A02+ Dp2 

+ AO.DP). 
Let TFGH be a triangnlar 

pyramid having the same alti
tude as the cone SA.B, and a 
base FGH equivalent to the 
base of tbe cone. These two 
bases may be conceived as pla-
ced on the same plane; in which G 

T s 

case, the vertices 8. and T will be equally distant from the 
plane of the bases, and the plane EPD produced wm form in 
the pyramid a· section IKL. Now this section IKL is equi
valent to the base DE: for (287.) the bases AB, DE are to 
each other as the squares of the radii AO, DP, or as the 
squares of the altitude 80, SP; the triangles FGH, IKL 
(407.) are to each other as the squares' of these same alti
tudes; hence the circles AB, DE are to each other as the 
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BOOK vm. 
triangles FGR, IKL. But by hypothesis, the triangle FGR 
is equivalent to the circle AB: hence the triangle IKL is 
equivalent to the circle DE. . 

Now, the base AB multiplied by 1 so is the solidity of the 
cone SAB; and the base FGH multiplied by t SO is the soli
dity of the pyramid TFGH; hence, by reason of the equi
valent bases, the solidity of the pyramid is equivalent to that of 
the cone. For a like n!ason, the pyramid TIKL is equivalent to 
the cone SDE; hence the frustum ADEB is equivalent to the 
frustum FGHIKL. But the base FGH, being equivalent to 
the circle whose radius is AO, has for its measure .. xAO·; 
the base IKL has likewise for its measure .. xDp· ; and the 
mean proportional between .. xAO· and .. xDp·, is .. xAOx 
DP; hence (422.) the solidity of the frustum of the pyra
mid, or of the &ustum of the cone, is measured by lOPX 
("XAOIi +' .. XDP· + .. XAOx DP), or which is tbe same thiDg. 
by",XOPX(AOI+Dp·+AOXDP). 

528. TAe flOtI~ IUrfaee. of " eorae U epol to tAe cimla/erellCfl 
of w bue multiplied by Ml! ." ride. 

Let AO be a radius of the 
given cone's base, S its vertex, 
and SA its side: the surface 
will be eire. AOX-ISA. For, 
if possible, let eire. AOxlSA 
be the surface of a cone having B ~r--7'---; 
S for its vertex, 'and for its base 

. a circle whose radius OB is 
greater than AO. 

Abont • .. the smaller circle 
describe a regular polygon 
MNPT, the sides of which 
shall not meet the circle whose radius is OB ; and let SMNPT 
be the regular pyramid, having this polygon for its base and 
the point S for its vertex. The triangle SMN, one of those 
which compose' the convex surface of the pyramid, has for 
measure its base l\:lN multiplied by half its altitude SA, or 
half the side of the given" cone; and since this altitnE1e is the 
same in all the other triangles SNP, SPQ, &teo, the convex 
surface of the pyramid must be equal to the perimeter 
MNPT)f multiplied by ISA. But the perimeter MNPTM is 
greater than eire. AO; hence the convex surface of the pyra-

. i9 • 
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mid is greater than eire. AOXlSA, and consequently greater 
than the convex surface of the cone having the same vertex 
S and the circle whose radius is OB for its base. On the con
trary, however, the surface of this cone is greater than that 
of the pyramid; because, if two such pyramids are adjusted 
to each other, base to base, and two such cones, base to base, 
the surface of the double cone will envelope on all sides that 
of the double pyramid, and therefore (514.) be greater than 
it; hence the surface of the cone is greater than that of the 
pyramid. The reverse of this resulted from our hypothesis ; 
hence that hypothesis was false; hence, in the first place, the 
circumference of the cone's base multiplied by half the .side 
cannot measure the sutface of a greater cone. 

We are next to shew that it cannot measure the surface of a 
smaller cone. Let BO be the radius of the given cone's 
base; and if possible, let eire. BOXlSB be the surface of a 
cone having S for its vertex, and AO less than OB, for the 
radius of its base. 

The same construction being made as above, the surface 
of the pyramid S:MNPT will still be equal to the perimeter 
MNPT X lSA. Now this perimeter MNPT is less than rirt:. 
OB; likewise SA is less than SB: hence, for a double rea
son, the convex surface of the pyramid is less than eire. 
OB XlSB, which, by hypothesis, is the surface of the COIle 
having OA for the radius of its base; hence the surface of 
the pyramid must be less than that of the inscribed cone. 00 
the contrary, however, it is greater; for, adjusting two such 
pyramids to each other base to base, and two such cones base 
to base, the surface of tbe double pyramid will envelope tllat 
of the double cone, and (514.) will be greater than it. Hence, 
in the second place, the circumference of the given cone's base 
multiplied by h,alf the side cannot be the measure of the su
face of a smaller cone. 

Hence finally, the convex surfac.e of a cone is equal to the 
circumference of its base multiplied by half its side. 

o 

529. Sclwlium. Let L be the side of a cone, R the ra- . 
dius of its base; the circumference of this base will be 2w'R, 
and the surface of the cone will be 2-a'RXlL, ordlL. 
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TREODH. 

580. The ~ ftlf'jace of ,he fru8f,um of II cone ia equtzl to iU 
ride multiplied by the 'half .um of the circumferencu of iU ttoO 
lHu ... 

Let ADEB be a &uslom of a cone; then will its convex 
__ oJ!. be aI AD (cire.AO+circ.DC) IMlnace equ to X . 2 ". 

In the plane SAB which passes through the axis SO, draw 
the line AF perpendicular to SA, and equal to the circum:' 
ference having AO for its radius; join SF; and draw DB 
parallel to AF. 

By reason of the similar triangles SAO, SDC, we shall 
have AO : DC': : SA : SD; and by reason of the similar 

H .M Jf 
.---~~",;;::-.-~ 7 
~ .... ~ 

~ . 
,.,..-" 

. ~....::..I.-~ 

triaDgles SAF, SDH, we shall have AF: DB : : SA : SD; 
hence AF : DB : : AO : DC, or (287.) as cire. AO is to eire. 
DC. But by construction, AF=ciTe.AO; hence DH=cire. 
DC. This being granted, the triangle SAF, measured by 
AFxlSA, is equal to the surface of the cone SAB, which is 
measured bycire. AOxiSA. For a like reason, the triangle 
SDH is equal to the surface of the cone SDE. Hence the sur
face of the frustum ADEB is equal to that of the trapezoid 

. (AF+DH) ADHF. Thelatter(178.)lsmeasuredb,ADx 2 ; 

hence the surface of the frustum ADEB is equal to its side 
AD multiplied by halt the sum of the circumferences of its 
two bases. 

531. Cor. Through I, the middle point of AD, draw 
IKL parallel to AB, and 11\1 parallel to AF; it may be shewn 
as above that IM=circ. IK. But the trapezoid ADHF= 
ADxIM=ADXcire.IK. Hence it may also be asserted, that 
the I'Mfau of a fru,ltum of a emu: is equal to ill ride talti
plied ", the circumference of a IedMm at eIJfIIIl tl~ jrOfil 
tAe ;ro basel. " 

" : 
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6ss. &IuJIIwa. If a nne AD, lying wholly on one side of 
the Hne OCt and in the same plane, make a revolution around 
OC, the surface described by AD will have for its measure 

AD ( circ.AO+cWc.DC) D· IK th' • 
X 2 ' or A Xctrc. ; e hnes AP, 

DC, IK being perpendiculars, let fall from the extremiti~s and 
nom the middle of the axis OC. 

For, if AD and OC are produced till they meet in S, the 
surface described by AD is evidently the frustum of a cone 
having AO and DC for the radii of its bases, the vertex o( 
the whole cone being S. Hence this surface will be measured 
as we have said. 

This measure will always hold good, even when tile point D 
falls on S, and thus forms a Whole cone; and also when the 
llne AD is parallel to the axis, and thus forms a cylinder. In 
the first case DC would be nothing; in the sec;:ond, DC would 
be equal to AO and to IK. 

588. If tIft1J por1ion of a regular polygon, lying on tie aame Iide 
of a dimMter, be lUppOBed to make ara entire rerolutiora about 
IAU diameter, tie nrface ",hieA tAB perimeter duribu tDill Je 
equal ,to tAl diBt~ bettieera the tlDO parallels drmm t1arougA ill 
ememmu perpendicular to tie line about ",hieA it reool'DU, ..z
tiplied by ,As circumfereru:6 of the Wcril1ed circle. 

Let the portion ABCD of a regu
lar polygon be supposed to revolve 
about GF; the surface described by 
ABeD will have for its measul'e 
MQXcirc. 01; 01 being the radius 
of the inscribed circle. 

The point 1 being the middle of 
AB, and IK a perpendicular let fall 
&om the point I upon the axis, the C'J-----.....::::tJI 
surface described by AD will (532.) 
have for its measure AD Xcirc.lK. 
Draw AX parallel to the axis; the 
triangles ABX, OIK will have their 
sides perpendicular each tQ each, 
namely, 01 to AB, IK to Ax, and 
OK to BX; hence these triangles 
are similar, and give the proportion 
AB : AX, or MN : : 01 : IK, or ai • 
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eire. 01 to eire. IK, hence AB x eire. IK=MNxcirc.OI • 
. Whence it is plain that the surface described by the partial 
polygon ABeD is measured by (MN +NP+PQ)x eire. 01,. 
or, by MQXeire.O! ; hence it is equal to the altitude multi
plied by the circumference of the inscribed circle. 

534. Cor. If th,e whole polygon· has an even number of 
sides, and if the axis FG passes thrQugh tw.o opposite vertices 
F and G, tbe whole surface described by the revolution of the 
half-polygon F ACG will be equal to its axis FG multiplied 
by the circumference of the inscri~d circle. This axis FG 
will at the same time be the diameter of the circumscribed 
circle. . 

535. TAe BUrface of a qAere ;, equal to tAe product of ita. dia
meter by lAe circvihference of a great circle. 

We shall first shew, that the diameter of a D 
sphere multiplied by the cirCumference of its 
great circle cannot measure the surface of a 
larger sphere. Ifpossible let ABXeirc. AC 
be the surface of the sphere whose radius is 
CD. C 

About the eircle whose radius is CA, cir
cumscribe a regular polygon having.an even 
number of sides, so as not to meet the circuJDoo 
ference whose radius is CD : let 1\1 and S be 
the two opposite vertices of this polygon; and 
about the diameter MS let the half polygon MPS be made to 
revolve. The aurface described by this polygon will be mea
sured (534.) by MSxeirc.AC: but MS is greater than AB; 
hence the surface described by this polygon is greater than 
ABXeirc.AC, and consequently greater than the surface of 
the sphere wbose radius is CD. Now, on the contrary, the 
surface of the sphere is greater than the surface described by 
tlle polygon, since the former envelopes the latter on all sides. 
Hence, in the first place, the diameter of a sphere multiplied 
by the circumference of its great circle cannot measure the 
surface of a larger sphere. 

We shall now shew that this same product cannot measure 
the surface of a smaller sphere. For, if possible, let DEx 
eire. CD be the surface of that sphere whose radius is CA. 
The same construction being made as in the fonner case, the 
iUrface oC the solid generated by the revolution of the half-
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polygon win still be equal to MSxcirc..AC. But MS. i.1eu 
than DE, and circ.AC is less than mc.cD ; heDee, for these 
two reasons, the surface of the solid described by the polygon 
must be less than DEXcirc.CD, and therefore less than the 
surface of the sphere whose radius is AC. Now, on the coli
trary, the surface described by. the polygon is greater than 
the surface of the sphere whose radios is AC, because the for
mer envelopes the latter; hence, in the second plac.e,·the dia
meter of a sphere multiplied by the circumference Of its ~at 
circle cannot measure the surface of a smaller sphere. 

Hence the surface of a sphere is equal to its diameter mul
tiplied by the circumference of its great circle. 

536. Cur. The surface of the great circle is measured by 
multiplying its circumference by half the . radius, or by a 
fourth of the diameter; h@pce the nwface of a'1iltrre iI four "mel that of ill gr~ ctrcu. . 

53'7. Sc'kolium. The surface of the sphere being thus de
termined, and compared with plane surfaces, it will be easy 
to find the absolute value of the various lunes and spherical 
triangles whose ratio to the surface of the whole sphere has 
been determined above. 

First, the lune having A for its angle, is to the surface of 
the sphere (493.) lis the angle A is to four right angles, or 
as the arc of the great circle which measures the angle A is 
to the circumference of that great circle. But the surface of 
the sphere is equal to the same circumference multiplied by 
the diameter; hence the surface of the lune is equal to the 
are, which measures the angle of that lune, multiplied by the 
diameter.' 

In the' second place, every spherical triangle is equal to the 
lune whose angle is half the excess of its three angles above 
two right angles. (503.) Let P, Q, R. be the three arcs ofa 
great circle which measure the three angles of the triangle: 
let C be the circumference of a great circle, D i.ts diameter; 
the spherical triangle will be equivaleht to the lune whose an-

gle is measured byP+Q+2R-lC ; and consequently its sur-

face Will be DX(P:Q~R-iC). 
Thus in the caSe of the tri-reetanguJar triangle, each of the 

arcs P, Q, R being equal to iC, their sum will be tC, the 
excess '. of that 801D above iC will be iC, and half of tha' ex-

• 
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eess] C; hence the surface of the tri-rectaJJgUlar triangle 
is iGxD, the eighth part of the whole surface of the sphere. 

The meaS'llrement of spherical polygons follows immedi
ately from that of triangles; indeed it is entirely· determined 
by Art. 505., since the unit of measure, or the tri-rectangular 
triangle, has no .. been estimated as a plane surface. 

538. TIe nrfat:6 of., ap1aerical sone d tqtUJl to it. altitude 
multiplied by ,Ae cirl:fl.mjer6fll;e of a great circle. 

Let FF be any arc less or greater than a quadrant; and 
let FG be drawn perpendicular . to the radius EC: the zone 

with one base, described by the revolutiou of the arc EF 
about EC, will he measured by EG. X eire. EC. 

For, suppose first, that this zone is measured by something 
less; if possible, by EG Xcire.CA. In the arc EF, inscribe 
a portion of a regular polygon EMNOPF, whose sides shall 
not reach the circumference described with the radius CA ; 
and w.w CI perpendicular to EM •. By (533.) the surface 
described by the polygon EMF turning about EC will be 
measured by EGxcire. CI. This quantity is greater than 
EGxcirc. AC, which by hypothesis is the measure of the 
zone described by the arc EF. Hence the surface described 
by the polygon EMNOPF must be greater than the surface 
described by EF the circumscribed arc; whereas this latter 
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surface is greater than the former, because it envelopes it on 
all sides; hence, in the first place, the measure of any spheri
'cal zone with one base cannot be less than the .altitude muld
plied by the circumference of a great circle. 

We are now to shew tbat the measure of this zone cannot 
be greater than its altitude multiplied by the circumference of 
a great circle. For suppose the zone described by the revo
lution of the arc AB about AC to be the proposed one; and 
if possible, let zone AB 7 AD Xcirc.AC. The whole surface 
of the sphere composed of the two zones AB, BH is measured 
by AHXC'irc.AC (535.), or by ADxeirc. AC+.BHxcire. 
AC; hence if we have zone AB 7 AD X eire. AC, we must 
also have zone BHLDHXcire.AC; which cannot be the 
case, as we have shown above. Hence, in the second place, 
the measure of a spherical zone with one base cannot be 
greater than the altitude of this zone multiplied by the cir
cumference of a great circle. 

Hence, finally, every spherical zone with one base is mea
sured ." its altitude multiplied by the circumference of a 
great CIrcle. 

Let us now examine D 
any zone with two bases, 
described by the revo
lution of the arc FH 
about the diameter DE. 
Draw FO, HQ perpen
dicular to this diame
ter. The zone describ- A~---I-+---::-::i1fIiK-----~ 
ed by the arc FH is the 
ditrerence of the two' 
zones described by the 
arcs DB and DF ; the 
latter are respectively 
measured by DQXcirc. 
CD and DOXcirc. CD; E ' 
hence the zone described by FH has for its measure (DQ-
DO)Xcirc. CD, or OQXcirc. CD. 

Hence any spherical zone, with one or two bases, is ~
sured by its altitude multiplied by the circumference of a great 
circle. 

S39. Cor. Two zones, taken in the same sphere or in 
equal spheres, are to each other as their altitudes; and any 
zone is to tbe surface of the sphere as their altitudes; and any 
zone is to the surface of the sphere as the altitude of that 

. ZODe is to the diameter. 
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MO. If a trimagZe and a redl.mgle, ~ tAB __ 6tue ad tAt ' 
aame altitude, tum .multtmeoualy about tk comama 6ue, t1e 
did ducri1Je#. 6y tk rewlution of· t1&e IriarIgls tDilllte II dinI tf 
lAB cf/liruJ,e,. tle8criW by the ret1Olution of fAa rectcat&le. 

Let ~CB be the triangle, and BE the rectaDgle. 

On the axis, Jet fall the ~erpen
dicnlar AD: the cone descrIbed by 
the triangle ADD is the third part 
of the cylinder described by the 
rectangle AFBD (524.); also the 
cone described by the triangle ADC D 
is the third part of the cylinder de
scribed by the rectangle ADCE; hence the sum or the two 
cones, or the solid described by ABC, is the third part of the 
two cylinders taken together, or of the cylinder described by 
the rectangle BCEF. 

If the perpendicular AD falls without Jlt-----=T-~ 
the triangle; the solid described by ABC 
will, in that case, be the dUference of 
the two cones described by ADD and 
ACD; but at the same time, the cylin- ~:;"""---Ir--.lh 
der described by BCEF will be the di1ference of the two cyl
inders described by AFBD and AECD. Hence the solid, 
described by the revolution of the triangle,. will still be a 
third part of the cylinder described by the revolution of the 
rectangle having the same base and the same altitude. 

541. Sclwlium. The circle of which AD is radius has 
for its measure "XAD-; hence "XAD-xBC measuresthe 
cylinder described by BCEF, and ! .. xADI xBC mellS11r8S 
the solid described by the triangle ABC. 

PltOBLJUL 

.542. If a triangle be suppoHd to perform a retJOl.,.,. abM .... 
dr ... · til tIIill tIIitloeIt lAB Nag"', but tlrougla ;,. ."., ,....", 
10 }fIiI. tAB .....,.. of tAe IOlid 10 prodw:etl. 

30 

• 
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Let CAB be the triangle, and CD the line about which. it 
revolves. 

Produce the side AB till it P 
meets the axis CD in D; from ~I . 
the points A arid B, draw AM, . :8 
B~ perpendicular to the axis.~ 
. The solid described.by the ~_. ___ _ 

triangle CAD is measured (540.) C '. KKK JJ 
by ~XAMII X CD; the solid described by the triangle CBD 
is measured by l'll'XBN'XCD; hence the di1ferenee of those 
solids, or the solid described by ,A)3C, will have for its mea-
sure t'll'(AMII-BNII)XCD. _ 

To this expression another form may be given. From I, 
the mid':fie point of AB, draw IK perpendicular to CD; and 
through B, draw BO parallel to'CD: we shall have AM+ 
BN=21K (178.), and AM-BN=AO; hence (AM+BN) 
X (AM-NB), or AMII-BNII=2IKXAO (184.). Hence the 
measure of the solid in question is expressed by trXIKXAO 
X CD. But if Cr is drawn perpendicular to AB, the tri-

'angles ABO, DCP will be similar, and give the proportion 
AO: CP:: AB: CD; hence AO X CD = CPxABj but 
CPxAB is double the area of the triangle ABC; hence 
we have AO XCD=2ABC; hence the solid described by 
the triangle ABC is also measured by l'll'XABCXIK, or 
which is the same thing, by ABCX!circ. '}K, ci'l'c.lK being 
equal to 21a'XIK. -Hence eke solid described by tlee f'e~ 
oftketriangle ABC, las for ill meaAWe t1&e area ofl1il ~ 
angle mttltiplied by two thirds of Me cirCflllll,fererace ertM:ttl by 
I, the middle point of the bale •. 

543. Cor. If the side 
AC=CB, the line CI will 
be perpendicular to AB, the 
area ABC will be equal to 
ABXICI, and the solidity 
..-XA1JCxIK will become 
ta'XABXIKxCI. But the 
triangles ABO, elK are si- C D 
milar and give- the propor-
tion AB ~ BO or MN : : CI : IK; hence ABXIK=MNxCI; 
hence the solid described by the isosceles triangle ABC will 
have for its measure , .. XMNX CIIi. 

544. SckoIium. The general solution appears to include 
the .upposition that AB produced will meet the axis; but the 
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results would be equally true, though AB were parallel to . 
the axis. 

Thus, the cylinder described by p 
AMNBis equal to ... AMt.MN; the cone ~---"J~--,iii 
described by ACM is equal to l"'.AM2 
X CM, and the cone described by BeN 
to 1'"AM X 2CN. Add the first two solids . 
and take away the third; we shall have ~--=':M.':---;N 
the solid described by ABC equal to ft. 
AM2.(MN +lCM-ICN): and since CN-CM=~, this 
expression is reducible to ... Al\fl.tMN, or .... CPI.MN; which 
agrees with the conclusion (ound above. . 

TIIBOBBM. 

545. If from tie cemre of a regular polygon liJIU be dratDR to t1ae 
lIDo eztremiQu of any portion of the perimeter termiMted at t1Do 

f.UIlIUlar poim. of t1ae polygon, and through tlae centre any dia
Meter ' be dratDR leamng tie 1Dlaole of thu polygon .ector on tie 
aame ride of it; tken, if tie .ector be .uppoaed to perform a 
reDolution about tAi. diameter, the ,olid '0 deacribed tDill be equi • 
.,alent to a cons, tDhoBe baBe i. tie if/scribed circle, and altitude 
dot.&bk tie dvtance bettDeeR tie perpendicular. lei faU from tie 
edrerAieiu of tlae polyg01lGlline. on the diameter. 

Let the polygonal sector AOD, 
o( the regular polygon F AB, &c. 
be revolved about FG; iflO be the 
radius o(the inscribed circle, the so
lid described will be equivalent to 
.... IQlMQ; or, l«'.IO·.2MQ. 

For, since the polygon is regular, 
all the triangles AOB, BOC" &c. 

~----;M 

.k--1f-->_---i.K 

f.=--+.:"~~-_1.N 

are equal and isosceles. Now, by Cl---------:;:!II 
the last Corollary, the solid pro
duced by the isosceles triangle AOB 
has (or its measure fft.OI2MN; the 
lolid described by the triangle BOC 
has (or its measure {'II'. OJ2.NP ; 
and the solid described by the tri
angle COD has (or its measure !'lI'. 
OII.PQ: hence the sum of those so
lids, or the whole solid describl!d by 

,~-----IQ 

the polygonal sector AOD, will have for its measort' 1«'.01'. 
(:MN + NP+ IQ); or, t'll'OII.MQ; or, l..oI'.2MQ; or equal 
to a cone whose base is BUrj. 01 and altitude 2MQ. 
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546. .,., qMri«ll ...,. u ~ 6J de .". elteAf .... 
;,. 6aH tnalIiplietl by ,Ie a.ird of de rtulitu; and de .we 
qIeN 1acu for iU ...",.".. G a.ird oj de railitu, ..rtipliaI bg 

• ....t ... 
Let ABC be the circular sector, which, by its revolutiOil 

about AC, descnoos the spherical sector: the zone described 
by AB being ADxein:.AC, or 2«'.AC.AD, we are to shew 
that this sone multiplied by l of AC, or that ... .AC· .AD, 
will measure the sector. . 

Fint, suppose, it possible, that .... AC2.AD is the measure 
of a greater spherical sector, say of the spherical aeetor det
cribed by the circular sector ECF similar to ACB. 

In the arc EF, inscribe a portion of a regular JlQ]ygoo:. 
EMNOP, such that its sides shall not meet the arc AB ; thea 
imagine the polygonal sector ENFC to tum about EC, at 
the same time with the circular sector ECF. Let CJ be a 
radius of the circle inscribed in the polygon; and let FG be 
drawn perpendicular to EC. The solid described by the p0-
lygonal sector will (545.) have for its measure {CI'. EG; 
but CI is greater than 'AC by construction; and EG is greater 
than AD; for joining AB, EF, the siDJilar triaogles EFG, 
ADD give the proportion EG : AD :: FG : BD : : CF : CB; 
Mace EG 7 AD. 
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For this double relllDn, f4'CI·. EG is greater than .... CA·. 
AD. the first is the measure or the s~lid described by the 
polygonal sector; the second, by hypothesis. is that of the 
spherical sector described by the circular sector ECF: hence 
the solid descnoed by the polygonal sector must be greater 
than the spherical sector; whereas, in reality, it is less, being 
contained in the latter' : hence our hypothesis was false ; hence, 
in the first place, the zone or base of a spherical sector multi
plied by a third of the radius, CaDDQt measure a greater sphe
rical sector. 

We are next to shew that it cannot measure a less spherical 
sector. Let CEF be ,the cilcular sector, which, by its revo
lution, ~nerates the given spherical sector; and supp6se, if 
possible, that .... CE· .EG is the measure of some smaller sphe
rical sector, say of that produced by the circular sector ACB. 

The construction remaining as above, the solid described 
by the polygonal sector will still have for its measure .... CI'. 
EG. ,But CI is less than CE: hence the solid is, less than 
.... CE'.EG, which, according to our supposition, is the mea
sure of the spherical sector described by the circular sector 
ACB. Hence the solid described by the polygonal sector must 
be less than tbe spherical sector described by ACB; whereas, 
in reality, it is greater, the latter being contained in the for
mer. Hence, in the second place, it is impossible that the 
zone of a spherical sector, multiplied by a third of the radius, 
can be the measure of a smaller spherical sector. 

Hence, every spherical sector is measured by the zone which 
fonDs its base, multiplied by a third of the radius. 

A circular sector ACB may increase till it becomes equal 
to a semi..clrcle: in which case, the spherical sector described 
by its revolution is the whole sphere. Hence tke lOlidity of a r.e iI equal to its _rjace multiplied bg a aim of ~ rtJ-

547. Cor. The surfaces of spheres being as the squares of 
their radii, these surfaces being multiplied by the radii, shews 

• their solidities to be as the cubes of the radii. Hence the so
lidities of two spheres are as the culJeI of their radii, or as tAe 
eubes of their diameters. 

548. Sckolium. Let R be the radius of a sphere, its sur
facewill be4'rR'; its solidity4rR'XIR, or ..... R'. If the 
diameter is named D, we shan have R=ID, and R'=tD3 ; 
hence the solidity may likewise be expressed by I1I'xi-Ds, 
or l«'D'. 
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M9. Tie .urface of a spAere iB to the ",hok BUr/ace of tAe cir
cumacribea cylinder (inclculing it. lxue8) Q8 2 iB to 3. TIre 80-

Zidme. of tAue tfl10 bodieB are to each other in the 8a.m6 ratio. 

Let MPNQ be a great circle of 
the sphere; ABeD the circumscribed Df---:""":jIior::::::--i 
square: if the semich'cle PMQ and 
the half square P ADQ are at the 
same time made to revolve about the 
diameter PQ, the semicircle will ge- :M~---t~--:t 
nerate the sphere, while the half square 
will generate the cylinder circumscri-
bed about that sphere. At:--'::::::-,!!:--==~--t.H 

~he altitude AD of that cylinder is l? 
equal to the diameter PQ; the base 
of the cylinder is equal to the great circle, its diameter AB 
being equal to MN; hence (523.), the convex surface of the 
cylinder is equal to the circumference of the great circle mul
tiplied by its diameter. This measure- (535.) is the same as 
that of the surface of the sphere: hence the BUTface of tire 
Ipkere u equal to the CQnveJ: surface of the cirCUmBcribed cylin
der. 

But the surface of the sphere is equal to four great circles; 
hence the convex surface of the cylinder is also equal to four 
great circles: and adding the two bases, each equal to a great 
circle, the total surface of the circumscribed cylinder will be 
equal to six great circles; hence the surface of the sphere 
is to the total surface of the circumscribed cylinder as 4 is to 
6, or as 2 is to 3; which was the first branch of our Propo
sition. 

In the next place, since the base of the circumstribed cylin
der is equal to a great circle, and its altitude to the diameter, 
the solidity of the cylinder (516.) will be equal to a great 
circle multiplied by its diameter. But (546.), the solidity of 
the sphere is equal to four great circles multiplied by a third 
of the radius, in other terms, to one great circle multiplied 
by t of the radius, or by t IJf the diameter; hence the sphere 
is to the circumscribed cylinder as 2 to 3, and consequently 
the solidities of these two bodies are as their surfaces. 

550. ScAolium. Conceive a polyedron, all of whose faces 
touch the sphere; this polyedron may be considered as tonn
ed of pyramids, each having for its vertex the centre of the 
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sphere, and for its bale one of the polyedron's faces. Now 
it is evident that all these pyramids will have the radius of the 
sphere for their common altitude: so that each pyramid will 
be .equal to one face of the polyedron multiplied by a third of 
the radius: hence the whole polyedron will be equal to its 
surface multiplied by a third of the radius of the inscribed 
sphere. 

It is therefore manifest, that, the solidities of polyedrons 
circumscribed about the sphere are to each other as the surfaces 
of those polyedrons. Thus the property, which we have 
shown to be true with regard to the circumscribed cylinder, 
is also true with regard to an infinite number of other bodies. 

We might likewise have observed that the surfaces of poly
gons, circumscribed about the circle, are to each other as their 
perimeters. 

PROBLBH • 

. 501. If a circular .egment be 8UJ11H»ed to make a nmolutW .. ahouI 
a diameter ezlenor to it, required 1M value 0/ tke .0Ud.o pro
duced. 

Let the segment BMD revolve about ~C. 

, On the axis, let fall the perpendiculars A 
BE,'DF; from the centre C, draw CI ' 
perpendicular to the chord BD; also 
draw the radii CB, CD. 

The solid described by the sector BCA 
is equal to f«'. CBI.AE (546.) ; the solid 
described by the sector DCA=f«'. CB.I 
AF; hence the difference of these two C 
solids, or the solid described by the sector DCB= .... CBI. 
(AF-AE)= .... CBI.EF. But the solid described by the 
isosceles triangle DCB (543.) has for its measure .... CI •• EF; 
hence the solid described by the segment ;BMD= .... EF. 
(CB·-CI·). Now, in the right-angled triangle CBI, we 
have CB1....:.cII=BIII=!BD·; hence the solid described by 
the segment BMD will have for its measure .... EF.!BD·, 
or ...... BDI.EF. 

• 55.2. Sc1olium. The solid described by the segment BMD . 
IS to the sphere, which has BD for its diameter, as ...... BDI.EF 
is to ..... .BDa, or as EF to BD. 
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603. Beery .egNftl of ,. ~, iRcl.detl ~ frrIo I'fI"llW 
plmau. W metuured 6, tAe Aa1/-sum of it. hue. multiplied btl ita 
alIiIruls, plu81Ae MJlidu, of ,. q1aere ~ ~ w tlw .... 
altitude. 

Let BE, DF (see the preceding figure), be tbe radii of the 
o segment's two bases, EF its altitude, the segment being. pro
duced by the revolution of the circular space BMDFE about 
the axis FE. The solid described by the segment BMD is 
equal to f4r.BD1.EF (552.); and (527.) the truncated cone 
described by the trapezoid BDFE is equal to j1r. EF (BE· + 
DFI + BE.DF); hence the segment of the sphere, which i. 
the sum of those two !ilids, must be equal to t ... EF. (2BElI+ 
2DFlI+2BE.DF+BlJ). But, drawmg BO parallel to ~Ft 
we shall have DO=DF-BE, hence (182.) DOIl=DF ~ 
DF lE+BEI; and consequently Bl)2=BOIl+D01=EFI+ 
DF-2 DF.BE+BElI. Put this value in place of BDli in 
the expression for the value of the segment, omitting the parts 
which destroy each other 0; we shall obtain for the solidity 0( 
the segment, 

..... EF. (SBEII+S DFI+EFI)" 0 0 

an expression w'hsch may be decomposed into two parts; the 

one, f4r.EF. (SBE'+3DF'), orEF( .. ·BE·~ ... DF') 0 beiDg 

the half sum of tbe bases multiplied by the altitude; while 
the other .... EF"represents (548.~ the sphere of which EF is 
the diameter: hence every segment of a sphere, &co 

554. Cor. If either of the bases is nothing, the segment 
in question becomes a spherical segment with a single base; 
hence 411!J Ipkerical 6egment, tJJitk a .ingle base, u equivo.leftt 
to WI tke eyliflder TtatJing tAe WJme base and tAe 6I18Ite altitude. 
plus the 'PAere of _c1& tl&U altit1IIle iI tAe diaf4eter. 

lhfumJl Sc1wlium. 

555. Let R be the radios of a cylinder's base, H its alti
tude 0: the solidity of the cylinder will be .. RlIx H, or .. R8JI. 

• Let R be the radius of a coue's base, H its altitude: the 
IOlidity of the cone will be .. R1x IB, or i'll'R'H. 
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Let A and B be the r.adii of the bases of a truncated cone, 
H its altitude: the solidity of.the truncated cone will be !«'. H. 
(A'+B +AB). 

Let R be the radius of a sphere; its solidity will be !'lI'R'~ 
Let R be the radius of a spherical sector, H the altitude of 

the zone, which forms its base: the solidity of the sector will 
be J'lI'RH. t . 

Let P and Q be the two bases of a spherical segment, H its 

altitude: the solidity of the segment will be P + Q .R + !.r.H·&::-
2 

If the spherical segment has but one base, the otbel· bemg 
nothing its solidity will be iPH+!'lI'H3. 

APPENDIX TO BOOKS VI. AND. VII. 

OF SPHERICAL ISOPERIMETRICAL POLYGONS. 

TIDlOREM:. 

566. Let S be the ftumber of solid angle. in a polyedron, H t1ae . 
ft". of it. face., A the number of ita edge. ; tAm in all ClUe. 
tOe .haIllurrJe S+H=A+2. 

Within the polyedron, take a point, from which draw 
straight lines to the vertices of all its angles; conceive next, 
that from the same point as a centre,.a spherical surface is 
described, meeting all these straight lines in as many points ; 
join these points by arcs of great circles, so as to form on tbe 
surface of the sphere polygons corresponding in position and 
number with the faces of the polyedron. Let ABCDE.be 
one of these polygons, n the number of its sides; its surface 
will be .-211 + 4, , being tbe sum of the angles A, B, C, D, E. 
(506.) If the surface of each polygon is estimated· in a simi
lar manner, and afterwards the whole are added together, we 
shall tind their sum, or tbe surface of the sphere, represented 
by 8, to be equal to the sum of all the angles in the polygons 
mtnw twice tbe number of their sides, plus 4, taken as many 
times as tbere are faces. Now, since all the angles which 
lie. round anyone point A are equal to four rigbt angles, tbe 
Sum of all the angles in the polygons must be equal to 4 taken 
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as many times as there are solid angles; it is therefore equal 
to 48. Also, twice the number, of sides AB, BC, CD, &c. 
is equal to four times the number of edges, . or to 4A; be
eauee the same edge is a) ways a side in two faces. Hence 
we have 8=4S-4A +4~; or dividing all by 4, we have 
2=S-A+H; hence 8+ H=A +2. 

557. Car. From this it foHows, that t1ae sum of all 1M 
plane tmgles, wkicA form tAe BOlid tmgle, of a~, is 
It/fII,d to as ma1l!J time, four rigkt angles as there are ";16 ;. 
S:-2, 8 being tke ffllmber of ,olid a1lgle, in t1ae polyedron. 

For, examining a face the number of whose sides is., the 
cum of the angles in this face (79.) will be 2n-4 right an
gles. But the sum of aH these 2ft'" or twice' the number of 
sides of all the faces will be 4A.; and 4 taken as many times 
as there are faces, will he 4 H: hence the sum of the angles in 
all the faces is 4A-4H. Now by the Theorem just demon
"trated, we bave A-H= S-2, and consequently4A--4H=4 
(S-2). Hence t1ae sum of aU t1ae plane angles, &c. 

THEoaEIL 

058. OJ all the 6pMrictJl triangk. jOf'fMd tritl ttl» giM& riIlel, 
_ II third GI."med at pkanre. the greaten ~ the 0116 ira. tlliie~ 
.lIe aRgle contained by tAe giNfl riflu. u epal to c1ae .... of tie 
two other anglu of the triangle. 

Let A'C, CB, be the given sides, and C the contained angle. 
Produce the 

. two sides A'C, 
A.' B till they 
meet in D' ; you F.......,,~'---A,.,.... 
will-bave a sphe
rical triangle, 
BCD', in which 
the angle D BC D 
will also be equal 
to the sum of D 
the two other angles BD'C, BCD'. For, BCD' + BCA'beiug 
equal to two right angles, and likewise CBA'+CBD', we have 
BCD' + BCA'=CBA' + CBD'; and adding on both sides BD'C 
=BA'C, we shall have BCO+BCA +BDC=CBA'+CBO' 
+BA'C. Now, by hypothesis, BCA'=CBA' +BA'C; heace 
CBD'=BCO'+BD'C. 

Draw BI, making the angle CBI=BCD', and consequeDtly 
IBD'=BD'C; the two trilDgles IBD', mc will be isosceles. 

.. 
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and we shall have IC=IB=ID'. Bence the point I, is at 
equal distances fioom the three points B, C, D'. 

Now, supposeCA 
=CA', and the an- P. 
gle BeAL BCA'; if D--""-~-
AB be joined and 
the arcs AC, AB 
produced till they 
meet in D, the arc Ii 
DCA will he a se-
micircumCerence, as B 
well as DCA' ; therefore, since we have CA =CA', we shan 
also have CD = CD • But in the triangle CID, we bave CI 
+ID 7CD ; hence ID 7CD-CI, or ID 7ID'. , 

In the isosceles triangle CIB, bisect the angle I at the ver
tex, by the arc ElF, which will also bisect BC at right angles. 
If a point L is assumed between I and E; the distance BL, 
equal to LC, will be less than BI ; for it might be shown u 
in Art 41. that BL+LCLBI+IC; and taking the halves 
of each, that BLL BI. But in the triangle DLC, we have 
DL7DC-CL, and still more DL7D'C-CI, or DL7D'I, 
or DL > BI; henc'e DL > BL. Hence if in the arc ElF, 
we seek for a point equally distant (rom the three points B, 
C, D, it can only he found in the prolongation of EI towards 
F. Let I' be the point required, such that we have DI' = BI' 
=CI'; the triangles rCB, I CD, rBD being isosceles, we 
shall have the equal angles I BC=rCB, IBD=IDB, rCD= 
rDC. But the angles DBC+CgA are equal to two right 
angles, and likewise DCB + CBA are equal to two right an
gles; hence 

DBI' +I'BC+CBA=2 
BCI' -I CD + BCA =2. 

Add the two sums, observing that lBC=BCI', and DBI'
I'CD=BDI'-I'DC=CDB=CAB; we shall have 

21'BC+CAB+CBA.+BCA=4. 
Bence CAB+CBA+BCA-2 (which measures the area of 
the triangle ABC (501.)=2-21 BC; so that we bave aretS 
A'BC=2-2 angle 1 BC; likewise, in the triangle A'BC, we 
sbould have area ABC =2-2 angk IBC. Now the angie 
lBC has already been proved greater than IBC ; hence the 
area ABC is less tha .. A'BC. 

Tbe same demonstration would lead to the same conclusioBr 
if taking always the arc CA=,CA', the angle BCA (see the 
figure of. the last page) were made greater than DCA' ; heoce 
A'BC is the greatest of all those triangles, having two fides 
civtnt and the third &0 be asB1Ulled at will. 
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559. SiAolwm. The triangle ABC, 
the greatest of all those which have two 
given sides CA, CB, may be inscribed in :O'f--_~-
a semicircle, the diameter of which is the 
chord of the third side AB; for 0 being 
the middle point of AB, the distances OC, 
OB, as we have seen, are equal; hence the 
circumference of a smalJ circle described 
from the point 0 as a pole, with the dis- E 
tance 0 B, will pass through the three points A, B, C. More
over, the straight line AB is a diamf'ter of this small cir~le ; 
for the centre, which must lie at once in the plane of the small 
circle, and (456.) in the plane of the arc of the great circle 
BOA, must of necessity be found in the intersection of those 
two planes, which is the straight line BA ; hence BA will be 
a diameter. 

560. Scholium 2. In the triangle ABC, the angle C beiDg 
equal to the sum of the other two A and B, the sum of all 
the three angles must be double of the angle C. But (489.) 
that sum is always greater than two right angles; hence Cis 
always greater than one. 

561. Sckolium 3. Ifthf'sides CB, CA are produced till 
they meet in E, the triangle BAE will be equal to the fourth 
part of the surface of the sphere. For the angle E=C= 
ABC+CAB; hence the.three angles of the triangle BAE 
are equivalent to the four ABC, ABE, CAB, BAE, whose 
sum is equal to four right angles; hence (505.) the surface of 
the triangle BAE=4-2=2, which is the fourth part of the 
surface of the sphere. 

562. Sckolium 4. There conld be no maximum,' iF the 
sum of the two given sides CA, CB were equal to, or greater 
than, the half-circumference of a great circle. F~r, since 
the triangle ABC must be capable of being inscribed in a 
semicircle of the sphere, the sum of the two sides BA, CD 
win be less (460.) than the semicircumference BCA, and ron
sequendy less than half the circumference of a great circle. 

The reason why there can be no maximum, when the sum of 
the two given sides is greater than the semicircumference of 
a great circle, is, th!!t in ihis case the triangle continues to 
augment as the angle contained by its two given sides aug
'~ents; and at last, when this angle becomes equal to two 
'nght angles, the three sides lie all in the same plane. and 
form a whole circumference ; ~he spherical triangle has then 
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increased to a hemisphere, but it has at the sametime ceased to 
be a triangle. 

TBEORBlL . 

563. Of all tke apTterical trianglea formed 'lDitk n gi"*lR Bide lind . 
a gifH!ft perillleter, the great eat ia that in 'lDlaick lhe l'IDO ,undeter
mined rides are equal. . 

Let AB the given side be com- JC 
mon to the two tl'iangles ACB, 
ADB, and let AC+CB=AD+ 
DB; we are to show that the iso8-

.·celes triangle ACB, in which AC 
. = CB, is greater than ADB, which 
is not isosceles. 

Since those triangles have the 
common part AOB, it will be 
enough to prove tbat the triangle 
BOD is less than AOC. Now, 
the angle CBA, equal to CAB, is greater than OAR; there
fore (497.) the side AO is greater than OB. Take OI:;'OB, 
make OK=On, and join KI; the triangle OKI (497.) will 
be equal to nOB. Now if the triangle DOB, or its equal 
KOI, is not admitted to be less tban OAC, it must be either 
equal or greater; in both which cases, since the point- I lies 
between A stnd 0, the point K mllst be found in the prolon
gation of OC, otherwise the triangle OKI were contained in 
the triangle CAO, and therefore less than it. This granted, 
since the shortest path froni C to A is CA, we have CK+KI 
+IA.,·CA. ButCK=OD-CO, AI=AO-OB, KI=BD; 

.,hence OD-CO+AO-OB+BD>C'A, or by reduction, 
,AD-CR+BD7CA, or AD+BD)CA+CB. But this 

inequality is at variance with the supposition of AD + BD= 
CA + C B; hence the point K cannot fall in the p,rolongation 
of 0(,; hence it falls between 0 and C, and consequently the 
triangle KOI or its equal ODB is less thnn ACO; hence the 
isosceles triangle ACB is greater than ADB, which is not 
'isosceles, and has the same base and perimeter. 

564. Sckrllium. The last two Propositions are analogous 
to Art. 63 and 69, of the Appendix to Book IV.; and from 
them may be deduced, in regard to spherical polygons, the 
same consequences as we found above to be true with regard 
10 rectilinear polygons. The chief are as follows: 
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S66. Of till tie iIoperiflttllricdl fJOIIpu lafliftg. B"'
fIUfIIber of 1ide8, tAe greateBt is an equilateral polJpa. 

Same demonstration as in Art. 301. 

586. 01 all the ,p1&erical poiggmu, formed fl'itk rida all 
giwm except one, whick may be asBUmed at pleasure, the great
elt is that polygon whick may be inscribed in a ,emicircle, kao
ing for ill diameter the chlJrd of the undetermined ride. 

Tbe demonstration is dednced from Art. 559, in the man
ner exhibited in Art. 303. It is requisite for the existeRce of 
a mtJZifmIm. tbat tbe sum of tbe given sides be less than the 
semicircumference of a great circle. 

56'7. TAe greatm of till the Bplterical polygou, forflllld 
ttJitk giwm 1ide8, is that wkic/t, can be ialcribrtttl i. tAe rit'de oj 
the Iplaere. 

Same demonstration as in Art. 50S. 

568. The greatm of all tAe Bplu!rical PolYgoM, klJtliag 
tle ,ame perimeter and the lame number of rideI, .. tkat tDAicA 
1uu ill anglu equal and it, Iide8 equal. 

Thia results from the fir. and die t1ml of these corollaries. 

Note. All the propositions about mazima in spherical p0-
lygons, are, at the same time, applicable to solid angles, of 
which those polygons are the measures. 

.... 
THE REGULAR POLYEDRO~S. 

569. nere can only be jive regvltw JlOl!Jttlt'OfU, .. 
For, regvltw polyetlrou were defined as having equal regu

lar polygons for their faces, and all their solid angles eqaaJ. 
These conditions cannot be fulfilled except in a small number 
of cases. 

Ilnl. If the faces are equilateral triangles, polyedrons 
may be formed of them, having solid angles contaiued by three 
of those triangles, by four. or by five: hence arises three re
gular bodies, the _aed,.-, the ocItJetlrora, the icoIGedn& No 
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other eaD be fortned with equilatenl triangles; (or six angles 
eI such a triangle are equal to four right angles, and (SSe.) 
cannot form a solid'angle. 

Secmvll!J. If the faces are squares, their Rngles may be 
arranged by threes: hence results the hexaedrqn 01' aibe. 
Four angles of a square are equal to feur right aDgles, and 
ClUlDot form a solid angle. 

TAtrdl!J. In fine, ,if the faces are regular pentagoDs, their 
angles .likewise may be arranged by threes: the regular dotle
caedrqn will result. 

We can proceed no farther: th~e angles of a regular hex
agon are equal to four right angles; three of a heptagon are 
greater. 

Hence there can ouly be five regular polyedrons; three 
formed with eqnilateral triangles, one with squares, and one 
with pentagons. 

570. Sc/wI.ium. In the following Proposition, we shall 
prove that these five polyedrons actually exist ; and that all 
their dimensions may be determined. when one of their faces 
is known. 

• PBOBLBJL 

. 571. 0,., of tAefaeu of IJ regular pol1J.edron being giNn, oro"', 
IJ ride of it, to con8trud ,he pol,ledron. ' 

This Problem subdivides itself into five, which we shall now 
solve in succession. ' 

COfIItnM:tion of tAe Tetraedron. 

'72. Let ABC be the equilateral tri
angle which is to forlD one face of the 
tetra.edron. At the point 0, the centre 

s 

o( this triangle, erect OS perpendicular AF-.:::-t;-_~lIr.. 
to the plane ABC; terminate this per-.... C 
pendicular in S, so that AS = AB ; join 
SB, SC: the pyramid SABe wi~l be the 
tetraedron required. 

For, by reason of the equal distances 
OA, 08, OC, the oblique lines SA, SR, SC are equally re
JQOved from the perdendicular SO, and consequently equal. 
One of them SA=A8 ; hence the four faces of the pyramid 
SABe are triangles, equal to the given maogle ABC. And 
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the solid angle of this pyramid are all equal, becanse each of 
them is formed by three equal plane· angles: hence this pyra
mid il! a regular tetra~dron. 

Construction of tAe Hexaedron •. 

573. Let ABCD be a given square. On R G-
the base A BCD, construtt a right prism 
whose altitude AE shan be equal to the side 
AB. The faces of this prism will evjdently 
be equal squares; and its solid angles all 
equal, each being formed with three right 
angles: hence this prism is a regular hex
aedron or cube. 

Construction of tke OCtaeilron. 

574. Let AMB be a given equi- D 
lateral triangle. On the side AB, 
describe a square ABCD; at the 
poin~ O~ die ceatre of this square, 
erect TS perpendicular to its plane, C 
and terminating on both sides in T 
and S, so that OT = OS=OA ; then 
join SA, SB, T A, &c.: you will 
have a solid SABCDT, composed 
of two quadrangular pyramids 
SABC"'D. T ABCD, united toge- \r . 
ther by their common base ABCD; this solid will be the re
quired octaedron. 

For, the triangle AOS is right-angled at 0, and likewise 
the triangle AOD; the sides AO, OS, OD are equal; hence 
those triangles are equal, hence AS=AD. In the same man
ner we could shew, that, all the other right-angled triangles 
AOT, BOS, COT, &C. are equal to the triangle AOO ; hence 
all the sides AR, AS, AT, &C. are equal, and therefore the 
solid SABCDT is contained bJ eight triangles, each equal to 
tbe given equilateral triangle ABM. We have yet to shew 
that the solid angles of this polyedron are equal to each other; 
that the angle S, for example, is equal to tbe angle B. 

Now, the triangle SAC is evidently eqoal to the triaogle 
DAC, and therefore the angle ASC is right; hence- the figure 
SA TO is a square equal to the square ABCD. But, com
paring the pyramid BASCT with the pyramid SABCD, the 
base ASCT of the· first may be placed on the base ABCD of 
the second; then, the point 0 being their common centre, the 
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altitude OB or the first will I>coincide with tJie altitude OS of 
the second; and the two pyramids will exactly apply to 'each 
other in all points; hence the solid angle S is equal to the 
solid angle B; hence the solid SABCDT is a regular octae-
dron. ' 

575. Sclwli-.. If three equal straight line, AC, DD, ST 
are perpendicular to each other, and bisect each other, the ex
tremitieS of these straight linea win be the vertices of a regu
lar octaedron. 

ConItruction of tile Dodecaedron. 

5"18. Let ABCDE be a given regular pentagon; let ABP, 
CBP be two plane angles each equal to the angle ABC. 
With these plane angles form the solid angle B; and by Art. 

361., determine the mutual inclination of two of those planes ; 
which inclination we shan liame K. In like manner, at tbe 
poInts C, D, E, A, form solid angles equal to the solid angle 
B, and similarly situated: the plane CBP will be the same 
as the plane BCG, since both of them are inclined at an 
equal angle K to the plane ABCD'! Hence in the plane 
PBCG, we may describe the pentagon BCGFP, equal to the 
pentagon ABCDE. If the same thing is done in each of 'the 
other planes CDI, DEL, &c., we shall have a convex surface 
PEGH, &c. composed of six regular peutagons, all, equal, 
and each inclined to its adjacent plane by tbe same quan~ty 
K. Let pfgk, &c. be a second surface equal to PFGH, &c. ; 
we assert that these two surfaces may be joined so as to form 
only a single continuous convex surface. For the angle opf, 
for -example, may be joined to the two angles OPB, BPF, to 
make a solid angle P equal to the angle B; and in thili junc
tion, no change will take place in the inclination of the plane. 
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BPI', BPO, tbac i~atiOD beiIig ~.S1IoCI\ ~ •• ~ 
~ Corm the solid angle. But whilst tbe solid ... l~ r is form
ing, the side pi will ~pply itself to its eq\l~ PF I an,! ~ the. 
pointFwill be found three plane anglesPF~~/e"fw, ~~~d 
forming a solid angle equal to each of the solid angles already 
formed: and this junction, like the former, wilJ take place 
without producing any change either in the state of ~e angle 
P or in that of the surface elgi, &c.; for the pla¥ea PFG, 
efp already joined at P, have the requisite inclinatioD 1(:, as 
well as the planes elg, elp. Continuing the comp~on, in 
this way, by successive steps, it appears that the two surfaces 
will adjust themselves completely to each other, and form a 
lingle continuous' convex sqrface; which will \le that of the 
regular dodecaedron, since .it is composed of twelve equal 
refPlar pentagons, and has all its solid aD8les equal. 

~ of tie lCOIlIetlrOR. 

6'7'7. Let ABC 
be ODe of its (aces. 
We must first form 
a solid angle with 
five planes each 
equal to ABC, and I 
each equally iu
cliued to 'its adja- • 
cent one. To efi"ect . .D 

0' 

this, on the side B'C', equal to BC, construct the regnlar 
pentagon B'C'H'I'D'; at the cenire of this pentagon, draw a 
nne at right angles to its plane, and terminating in A', so that 
B'A'=B'C'; join A'C', A'H', AT, A'D': the solid angle 
A, (ol'lDed by the five pl~nes B'A.'O, C'A'H', &c., ~i1l be the 
solid ugle required. For the oblique liues A'B', A'C', &c. 
are equal; one of t1Jem A'B: is equal to the side B'G'; hence 
~l the triangles B'A'C', C'A'B', &c. are equal to each other 
aDd the given triangle ABC. 

It is further manifest that the planee B'AC', C'A'H', &c. 
~ each equally inclined to their adjacent planes; for the 
80lid angles B', C', &c. are all equal, being each formed by 
two angles of equilateral triangles, and one of a regular pen
tagon. Let the inclination of the two planes, in which are the 
equal angles, be named K; which K may be determined by 
~. 361.; the angle K will at the same time be the inclina
tion of each of the planes composing the solid angle A; ~o 
~}' adjacent planes. 
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, This being ~~DtetJ, if a~ each of the poiJib' A, B, C, a 
SbHd angle be rormed equal to the Itogle A', we sball bave 
• convex snrtace DEFG, &c. composed often equilateral tri
angles, every one of wbich will be inclined to its adjacent tri
angle by the quantity K; and the angles D, E, F, &C. of 
its contoul' will alternately combine three angles and two 
IUlgles of equilateral triangles. Conceive a second surface 
equal to the' sorJace DEFG, &tc. tbese two surfaces will 
adapt themselves to each other, if each triple augle of the one 
is joined to each double angle of the other; and, since the 
planes of these angles have already the mutual inclination K, 
requisite to fOrm a 'luintople solid angle equal to the angle A, 
there will be notbibg c~ged Iiy this juw:tion in the state of 
either surface, and the two together will form a single con
tinuous surface, composed of 'twenty equilateral triangles. 

. This surface will be, that of the regular ieosaedron. aiDce all 
ita BOUd angle. are, likewise equal. 

PaoBLBM. 

678. To JffIl ,. ~ oj No adjGc:ene t- qf .. ,..,.. 
polyedrort. 

This inclination is deduced immediattlly from the construc
tion we have just given' of the five regular polyedroDS J taken 
in conne:don with Art. 361., by meaas of which, the three 
plane angles that form a solid angle being given, the angle 
~hich t1Vo ()f ~ plane angles form with each other may be 
determined. ' 

Ia 1M tekaetlrcm. Each solid angle'is formed of three an
gles of ,equilateral triangles; therefore seek, by the Problem 
refetred to, the anfJ.le which two of these planes contain be
"treen them: it wtU be the inclination of two adjacent faces 
of the tetraedron. 

, .& de' ~ The angle coiltained by two adjacent 
faea is a right angle. , 

Ia t1e ocliJedroa. Form a solid angle with two angles ar 
equilateral triangles and a right angle: the inclination of the 
tWo planes, in which the triangular angles lie, ~ll be that of 
tWo adjacent faces of the octaedron. ' 

Ia • dotkcaetlron. Every solid angle is formed with 
tb~ angles of regular pentagons: the inclination or the 
plad~ of t4f'o of these alig~eI, _ill be that of two adjaceat facet 
(J( the dodecaedron. 
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GEOMETRY. 

1" de icoItIedroa. Form a solid angle with two angles or 
equilateral triangles and one of a regular ~ntagon ; ,the io
dination of the two planes, in which the triabgulaa:. angles lie, 
will be that of two adjacent face. of the icosaedroa. 

• 

679. Tie rid6 of CI repltzr polgedron hit&g giNa, 10 JiM tie Ndii 
, tftAe qActw, iuDribedin tAu polyedrora ad ~it. 

It must first be shown, that every regolar A 
polyedron is capable of being inscribed in a 
sphere, and of being circumscribed about it. 

Let AD be the side commQn to two adja. 0 
cent faces; C and E the centres of those 
(aces; CD, ED the perpendiculars let faII 
from these centres upon the common side AD, 
and therefore tel'lDlQating in D the middle 
point of that side. The two perpendiculars 
CD, DE make with each other an angle 
which is known, being the inclination of two 
'adjacent faces, and determinable by'the last 0 
Problem. Now, if in the plane CDE, lit right 
angles to AD, two indefinite lines CO and OE be dra_ per
pendicular to CD and ED, and meeting each other in 0; 
this point 0 will be the centre of the inscribed and of the cir
cumscribed sphere, the radius of the first beiDg 00, that of 
the second OA. 

For, since the apothems CD, DE are equal, and the hy
potenuse DO is common, the right-angled triangle CDO must 
(56.) be equal to the right-angled triangle ObE, and the 
perpendicular OC to OE. But, AB 'being perpendicular to 
the plane CDE, tbe plane ABC (349.) is perpendicular to 
CDE, or CDE to ADC ; likewise CO, in the plane CDE is 
perpendicular to CD, the common intersection of the plaoes 
CDE, ABC; hence (351.) CO is perpendicular to the plane 
ABC. For the same reason, EO is perpendicular to the plane 
ABE: hence the two straight line\ CO, OE, drawn perpen
dicular to the planes of two acljacent faces through the cen
~s of those ~aces, will meet in the same point 0, and be 
equal to each other. Now, suppose that ABC and ABE re
present any other two adjacent faces; the apotl:aem will still 
continue of the same DlQ.gnitude; and also the angle CDO, 
the half of CDE: hence the right-angled triangle COO, and 
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~ta side CO, will he equal in aD the filces of .the polyedron; 
helICe, if &om the point 0 as a centre with the radius OC, a 
sphere be described, it will touch all the faces 'of the polye.. 
dron at their centres, the planes ABC, ABE, &c. being ~ach 
perpendicular to a radius at' its extremity: hence the sphere 
wiJl be inscribecJ in the polyedron, or the polyedron circum-
scribed about the sphere. ' 

.t\.gain, join OA, OB: by reason of CA=CB, the two 
oblique lines OA, OB, lying equally remote from the perpen
dicular, will be equal; so also will any other two lines drawn 
&om the centre 0 to the extremities of anyone side:" hence 
aU. those lines will be . equal; hence, if fi'om the point 0 as a 
centre, with tbe radius OA, a Spherical surface be 'described, 
it will pass through the vertices of all the solid angles' of the' 
polyedron; hence the sphere will be circumscribed about the 
polyedron, or .the polyedron inscribed in the sphere. 

This being settlc:d, the solution of our Problem presents no 
further difficUlty, and may be effected thus: 

One face of the polyedroD being D 
given, describe that face; and let CD A 
be its apothem. Find by the last 
Problem, the inclination of two 
adjacent faces of the polyedron, ,. 
and make the angle CDE equal to 
this inclination: take DE=CD; 
draw CO and EO perpendicular to 
CD and ED respectively: these two 
perpendiculars will meet in the point 
o ; and CO will be the radius of the 
sphere inscribed in the polyedron. 

On the prolongation of DC, take CA equal to a radius of 
the circle, which circumscribes a face of the polyedron; AO 

, will be the radius of the sphere circumscribed about this same 
polyedron. 

For, the right-angled triangles CDO, CAO, in th~ present 
diagram, are equal to the triangles of the same name in the 
preceding diagram: and thus, while CD and CA are the radii 
of the inscribed and the circumscribed circles belonging to 
anyone face of the polyedron, OC and OA are the radii of 
the inscribed and the circumscribed spheres which belong to 
the polyedron itself. . 

680. Sclwlium. From the foregoing Propositions, several 
consequences may be deduced •. 

I. Any regular polyedron may be divided into as many 
regular pyramids as the polyedron has faces; the common , 
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vertd or theae pyramid. will be the ~e1ltre of' the poIyedron ; 
and at the same tilJlei that of the inscribed and of the ciitum
ICribeti sphere. 

I. The solidity or a tegt.lar polyedton is equal to its .ur
face multiplied by a third part 0"1 ~ radius of the inscribed 
sphere. . 

So Two regular ~lyedrons oC the same name are two Ii
mi1~ ~1ids, and their homologous dimensions are proportioD
aI· hence the radii oC'the inscribed or the circumsc:rihed' 
spheres- are to each other as the side~ of ,the polyedrons. 

4. It a regular pol~n is inscribed in a Iphere, the plimel 
drawn from ~e c:eotre, through the dUferent edges, will dmde 
the surface of the Ipbere into as many spherical polypus, all 
equal and similar, IS the polyedron bas Caees. 
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NOTES 

. ONTB. 

Ii :. L . _d 2l J. JiI 

NOTE 1'. 

Solo: ~~ppuiOIl&..-d ~~Dlhave -. ~ ~thi.t. W9l'.~ 
1!hm;e they aeem~ liJ,;ely tD gilll; ~~ ¥cur&cy aud preciaiola w· r-
metncallaDguage. We meaD bere to give some account of th~~, 

, .aDd fA) propose a few Ptb.era, wbi~ might acqom~tbo IIUIl8 P\lFjlOl8 
~ore. completely. . 

Iu thlJ ordiDa,ry d~itioD of tbe ~ panallelo6fll1ll and o( the 
Iq.uare it is usual tl;l say, that ~e angleS of. those figur~ I!J'8 ~igb~; it 
"Quid be ~are correct t9 Bal. that thoir aDgl~ are eqlJal. fo~, ~t? I.UP
pose tbat the Cour angles of a qu~drilat~ CaD b" ria~t, .Dd ev-en that 
tbe rigbt angles are eqW!-l to eacb o~, ~ to U&upIe t~ propositioqa 
wbich require d8IDODitraticm. This iocoDvenieace, aod ~enU otbera or 
the I8U18 89rt. might be avoi~, if, iostead qC placiDg the defuUtioulo ac
cordiog to the common practice,. at tke head of ~b Book;, we were to 
uper8IJ them over the cou~ of the lJook, each at. qae plac~ wbwe all it 
assumes is already pro,ed. . 

The woJ;d parallelogram, accordiDg to its et)'moI\IIy, sigDifiea para~1M 
,.".; it DO 1D0re 8uits tbe figure of four aides. than it does that of sili, 
of eigbt; &0 .. whicb have their opposite aidea P/l~eL In like manuer, 
the word pGrallalopipedon sigDifies paralW plane«; it no more dea~t_ 
the solid with 8~ faces, th~D the solid with eight, ten, &c. oC which, the 
up'posite faces are parallel. The names, parallelogrql aDd parallelopi
pedonl have the ~itioDal ioconvenience of beiag very long. Perb.apa, 
theretore, it would be advantageous to banish them altopther Crom 
geometry; Qd t08ubstitute in their stead, the namea rhornbuB and. rhOlll
boicJ, retaining the term lozenge, Cor quadrilaterals whose lIiPea ar.e all 
equal. 

It migbt also be useful to exteDd the meaniDg of the word iltt:lu,alion, 
IQ .. to make it _yDony~oa8 with tlfllIk: both of them indicat •• particu
lar relatiOll: c,f two liDea, or of two planes, which meet together, or would 
meet if produced. Tbeioclination of two liDea is aothiog, wbeD their 
angle is nothing; ill other words, wben the lme. coincide, or lie parall~ 
to each other. The inclination is greater wben tl)e angle is greater, er 
wben two lines form together a very obtuse angle. The quality of .lotJitIK 
lias a dift"ereDt meaning; a "JiD., ,lbpu the more towards another, the more 
it da,iateI flOlP the perpendicular to \hat oiber. 
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NOTE I. 

It ia caltomary with BaclKl, aDd nrioaa geometrical writen, to arift 
the name equal 'rilInglu, to triaDgies which are equal ooly in aarface j 
IUlcl of equallOlith, to 101ids which are equal oo1y iD aolidity. We have 
thought it more euitable to call luch triaoglee or IOlide equiet.alent; re
aerriog the deDOlDinatioD equal 'riaftBlu, or IOlitJI, for IUch .. coincide 
when applied to each other. 

10 aolidB, aDd curve lurfacee, it iB further neceBlllry to diBtioguiBh two 
I0I1l or equality, which ditrer in lome reepects. Two aolids, two aoHd 
aogles, two Ipherical trianglee or polygooe, may be equal iD all their COD
ltituent parts, aDd yet be incapable of coinciding WbeD applied to each 
other,-aD Obeel'YlltiOD which II88IDI to haYe 88Caped the, notice or elemen
tary writers, .. their inattention to it hu vitiated certain demoaetratiODll 
nl,Tiog on the coincidence or Iiguree, where no euch coincideoce can 
UJlt. Bach are the <4IemonatnCtiona by which the equality of Ipherical 
trianglea iB BOIDe~ imagided to be shewn; in the IllUDe manner .. that 
or rectilinea1 trianglea which are BimiIarIy related. A. ItrikiDg uample 
or thiB OYer:aight iB exhibited by Robert Simaon,. wben thia c-eter im
pupa the demonatratioo or Euclid's Prop. 28. XI., yet ran. himaelt' into 
the error of croancuog hiB OWD demoDstration upon a eoincideace which 
cannot take place. For theee reuona, we haye judged it Deceasall)' to 
BIIign a particular name to thiB kind or equality, which is not accompanied 
.by coincidence; we ha.e called it equal1Iy by ~, the figuree to 
whlcIl it appliee being called ~l. 

Thua the term. equal figures, aymmemcal figures, ~ figuree. 
refer to dUf'erent objects, IUlcl should not be coDfounded in the same de-
lIOIDination. ' 

In thOle propolitiona which relate to polygons. IOlid angles. and poly. 
elrona, we haye rorm~ly excluded all figures. that haye re-entrant aD
glee. Our reason was. that, belidee the propriety oC limiting an elemen
tary work of the simplest C8l8l, ir thiB exclusion had not takea place, 
aevera1 propositions either would not haye been true, or, at least, would 
haye required BOIDe modification. We thought jt better to reetrict our 
reasouiog to thOle lines' which we haye named convu, and which are such 
that a straight line cannot cut them in more than two points. . 

We haye rrequently employed the expression, product 9f No or ...,., 
linu; by which i's meant, the product of the numbel'B ~epresenting those 
linee, when valued according to a linear unit, assumed at will. The sig
Dification or the phrase once fixed, there can be no objection against usi. 
it. In the lame manner must be undel'Btood what is meant by the product 
of a IUrface by a line, of a IOlid by a surface, &c. It iB enough to have 
aett.Jed, once Cor all, that mch products are, or ought to be, considered as 
'Products of numbel'B, each of the kind proper to it. Thus. the product 
or a surface by a solid, is nothing but the product of a number of superficial 
units by a number or solid units. 

In ordinary language, the word angle is often employed to designate the 
point situated at tbe yertex. This expression is inaccurate. It would be 
more cOrrect and precise to DBe a particular name, such as that of "eriil:a 
for designating the points at the corners of a polygon or or a polyedron. 
The denomination t1ef'tica 9f a l'olyedrrm, as employed by us, iB to be un
del'Btood in this sense. 

_ We haye followed the common definition of rimilar reclilineal.figurel; 
we must obaene, howeyer, tbat it contains three superlluous conditions. 
In order to construct a polyedron, the number of whose sides is n, it is 
~8C8I8arJ fint to know one side, and, next, the position oC the yertices of 

• See his work entitled: .lWcU4iI ElemeAlorum libri lez, 4-e. Glalpo, 1756. 
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NOTE I . i41 

..u -the ogles ,ituated out or thill'ide. Nowt the number of, tbole augl. 
is _2, and the position of each vertex requires two data; henoet the 
whole number of data requisite fol' constructing a regular polygon of" 
Bides is 1+2 -.4. or 2 n-3. But in the similar polygont one side ma, 
be aBBUmed at willt therefore the number of conditions regulating the Biml
larity of a polygon to a given polygon. is 2 -.4. Now the common daD
oition requires,flr,c. that the angles be equal each to each, which amouou 
to n conditiona; 8econdly, that the homologous sides be proportiOllal, 
which amouals to _1 conditions. ConsequenUYt there are 2 _1 ClOD

ditions in all, therefore three too many. To obviate thill inconvenience, 
the definition might be subdivided into two, 8S follows: 

First. Ttoo trianglu are .&milar, when they have No anslu ira each,.... 
Bpecti1HJly equal. . 

Second. Tho polygDM are ftmilar wken boCh may be dieided iftlo lAB 
.ame number of trianglu, rimiZar etlCh to «Uk, and .&milar" placed. 

But to prevent this latter dennition itself {rom including any supertluoua 
conditions, the number of triangles mllst be fixed equal to tbe' number of 
the polygon's sides, min", two; which may be accomplished in either of 
the following ways: from the vertices oft.o homologous angles, diagonals 
may be drawn to all the opposite angular points; in which case, all the 
triangles formed in each polygon will have a common vertex, and their 
Bum will be equal to tbe pqlygon: Or, let aU the triangles lOrmed in ODe 
polygon, have a side of it for their common base, and for vertices, the v .... 
tic~ of the dill'erent augles opposite to this base. In both cases, the naul.
ber of tciangles formed in the respective polygons being -I, the condi
tions of their similarity will amount to n-4; the ciefiDition will coutaiD 
Bothing supeliluous whatever; and this being onoe 118ttled, the old defini
tion will become a theorem susceptible of immediate demonatratioD. 
. If the definition of similar rectilinea1 figures usually given in elementary 
works is imperfect, that of rimilar 80litl polyedrOM is much more 10. 
Euolid makes this definition to depend on a theorem wbich is not proved ; 
in other treatises it has the inconvenience of being very redundant. We 
have, therefore, rejected those definitions of similar aolids, and substituted 
one in their place, wbich is founded en the principles JUBt explained. But 
aa many other observations upon the subject solicit our attention, we .hall 
retum to it in a separate Note. 

OurdeDnition of 1M perpettdicular 10 a plane may be looked upon ... · 
theorem; that of tae inclination of two planu likewise requires to be aanc. 
tioned by a train of reasoning; several othera do tbe BUle. Accordiagly. 
while in conformity to custom, we have retained the old definitions, care 
has been taken to refer the reader to those Propositions where their accu
racy ill demonstrated; or, in other cases, to subjoin a brief explanation. 

The angle formed by th~ meeting of two platiu, and the 80lid angle 
formed by the meeting of several planes at the same point are magnitudes 
each of its own kind, to which perhaps it would be convenient to give 
separate names. As they stand at present, it is ditlicult to avoid obscuri
ties or circumlocutions, wben speaking of tbe arrangement of the plaDel 
which compose the surface of a polyedron. And as the theory of thOle 
eolids has hitberto been little investigated, no great inconvenience could 
arise from introducing any uew expressions which are called for by. the 
nature of the objects. . . 

The angles formed by two planes, I should therefore propose to denomi
Date a comer; the edge or ridge of the corner, might designate the com. 
mon intersection of the two planes. The corner might be named by meana 
of four letters, the middle two cerrespondiug to the edge. A right corner 
would be the angle formed by two planes perpendicular to each other. 
Four right corners would fill up all the solid angular space about a given 
liDe. Under this new denomiDation, the corner would atill, not the le&t, 
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NOTE n. 
lave Cor ita .... u"" the aDlle (ormed by the two perpeadicalan, ctraWD 
each in ita OWD pJaDe, at the lame point, to the edge or common intenec

. a. 

NOTE II. 

0. eM DtfI&OrI6tration oj Art 58. Book I. mad of BOme of IAeir 

jutuiaaentGl Propwitiou ita Geomdry. 

PRoP. (58.), ie only a particular case of the famoua ~fulale, on which 
Euclid has (ounded the doctrine of parallels, and likewise the theorem COIl

cerning the Inm of the three anglea of' a triangle. Tbis postulate has 
never hitherto been demoDltrated in a way.trictly geometrical, and iDde
peadeDt of' ill cODsiderationl about iD1iDity,_ circumstaoce attributable, 
doubtleaa, to the imperfection of our common definition of a Itraigbt liDe, 
OIl which the whole of geometry hinges. But viewing the matter in a 
more abstract light, w.e are furnished by analysis with a very simple 
method of' rigorously proving both this and the othAr fundamental propaBi
tions of geometry. We here propose to explain this method, with all re
quisite minuteneu, beginning with the theorem concernin. the ~ of tile 
three angles of' a triaDgle. 

BYluperposition, it can be shewn immediately, aud without any pre
liminary propOlitioDB, that tlDO trianKlu Me equal "'hIlA they haN Wlo CIa

glu IJftd an inlerjaurallid. in each 'qual. Let u. cilll this side p, the two 
adjacent anglea A and B, the third angle C. Thia third angle C, there
(ore, is entirely determined, wheD tbe angles A and B, with the side p, are 
kDOwn; fot' if several dill'erent angles C might correspond to the three 
given magnitudea A, BI p, there would be several different triangles, each 
haviDg two angles and the interjacent side equal, which ie impoeaible ; 
hence the angle C mat be a determinate function of the three «Juanti_ 
A, B, P, which Ilhall express thai, C~: (A, B, pl. 

Let the rigbt angle be equal to unity, then the angles A, B, C,1riIl1le 
Dumbe ... included between 0 and It; and since C=t : (A, B, p) I aasert, 
that the line p canDOt enter into the function t. For we have already 
Been that C must be entirely determined by tbe given quantities A, B, P 
alone, without any other line or aDgle wbatever. But the line p is hete
IOgeIIeOUI with the numbers A. B, C; and if there exilted any eqaatioD 
between A, B, C,p, the value of p migbt be found (rom it in terms of A, 
B, C; whence it. would follow, that p is equal to a number; wbich is 
a~urd : hence p cannot enter into the functioa t, and we have simply C= 
.: (A., B)." 

"A2ainst this demonstration it has been objected, that if it were ap~ 
word h word to spberical triangles, we should find that two angles being 
known, are sufficient to determiDe the third, which is not the cl8e in that spe
cies of triangles. The &nswer is, that in spherical triangles, there uiats one 
element more than in plaDe triangles, the raciiu of the I!Phere, Damely. which 
mut not be omitted m our reasoning. Let r be the radius; iuBtead of 0=, 
(Ao B, p), we aball DOW have C=, (A, B, P, r) or by the laWl of' homogaoeitJ' 

IimpIJ'C=~( At B,~). But ainee the ratio~ ie, a Dumber, as well as A., B, 
0, thue ill no\hiu, to hinder} from ~tering the function f, and CODBequentl, 

1ft haye DO light to i_ &om it, that C=~ (Ao B). 

- \ 
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NOTE II. 

This forrauJa already proves, that if two aurl .. of ODe triaugIe. are 
equaf to two angles of anotber, the tbird angle of the former must abJo be 
equal to the tbird of the latter; and this granted, it is easy to arrive at the 
theorem we have in view. 

First, let ABC be a triangle right-angled at A ; ~ 
from the point A, draw AD perpendicular to the by-
potenuse. The angles Band D of tbe triangle 
ADD are equal to the angles B and A of tbe trian- JS 
gle BAC; hence, from what haa just been proved, C 
the third angle BAD il eqnal to the third C. For a like reason, theangle 
DAC=B, hence BAD+DAC, or BAC=B+C ; but the angle BAC is 
right; hence U&e Cwo acute attglu qf CI riglal-attgl«l triangle are CogelIuJr 
equal 10 a right angle. 

Now, let BAC be any triangle, and BC a aide A 
of it Dot leu than eitber of the other aides; if 
from the opposite angle A, the perpendicular AD~ 
iI let fall on BC, this perpeudicular will fall ~ 
within the triangle ABC, and'divide it into two :B D C 
right-angled triangles BAD, DAC. But in the . 
right-angled triangle BAD, the two angles BAD, ABD are together eqaal 
to a right angle; in the right angled triangle DAC, the two DAC, ACD 
are also equal to a right angle; hence all th~ four taken together, or, 

. which amounts to tbe same thing, all tbe three BAC, ABC, ACB-are to
gether equal to two right angles; hence in ewrv 'riangle, U&e ... oJ iCe 
three Clnglu v equal 10 Cwo riglal angle.. . 

It thUI appears, that the theorem in question does not depend, wbeD 
considered a priori, upon any eeries of propositions, but may be deduced 
immediately from the principle of homogeneity; a principal which must 
display itself in aU relations subsisting between all quantities of whatever 
IIOI't. Let us continue the investigation .. and shew tbat from the ...... 
1IOII1'C)e, the other fundamental theorems of geometry may likewise be 
derived. 

Retaining the same denominations aa above, Je UI farther call tba side 
opposite to the angle A by the name of m, and the lide opposite B by that 
of II. The quantity fA lDust be entirely determined by tbe quantitiea .A, 

B, P alone; . hence fA is a function of A, B, p, and ~ is one alao; 80 that 
p 

we may put fA _.,.; (A, B, pl. But ~ is a number, as weD al A and 

B; heoce th~ function.,. cannot contafn the line p, and we ahall have lim-
fA . 

ply -=.,.: (A, B), or fA :pol.: (A, B). Beoce, also, in like maDDer 
p , 

"=-IfJ(B, A). 

Now, let anoilier triangle be formed with the same angles A, B, C, and 
with sides ., rI,,,, respectively opposite to them. . Since A and B are DOt 
changed, we shid1stiU in I.his new triangle, have rN 1""': (A. B), _ 
r{ :p'''': (.A, B). Henr.e fA : • : : " : rI : : p : y. Hence in ~,.. 
etianglu, 1M Iidu opptIIiU lAc equal tlft/!lu are prtIJIOrlional. 
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BOOK DI. 

From this ........ propolitiOll, we 
.,.a deduce, as a particular case, the 
property UlUmed in the text (or 
demoDlltrating Art. 58. For the 
triangles AFG, AML hayeeach two 
8IIIIes respectiyely equal. namely, 
the 8IIIle A common, and a right 
angla: hence they are equiangular. 
henoa we have the proportion AI' : 
AL: : AG: AM by means o( whicb 
Art 58 is completely proyed. 

The propoaitiOD concerning the 
"lure of the hypotenuse, we alrea
dy bow, ill a cOD8equence of that 
concerning equiangular triangles. 

'c D 

Bare then are three fundamental -~....-1I---,~I:------f=-~1 
propoaitiODl of geometry; tbat con
cerning the three angles of a trian
cia, that concerning equiangular 
triaoglee. and that concerning the square of the hypotenuse, whicb '!'AY 
be .,ery limply and directly dednced (rom the consideration of functions. 
Ia the __ way, the propositions relating to Bimilar figures and similar 
mlids may be demonstrated with great ease. 

Let ABCD be any polygon. Haying takeD 
aay aide AB, upon it, aa a hase, form aB many 
triaoglee ABC, ABD, &c. as there are angles 
C, D, E, &C. lying out of it. Put the base 
.AD=p; let A and B represent the two angles 
or the triangle ABC, which are adjacent to the 
lide .AD; A' and B' the two angles of the tri
aDP ABD, which are adjacent to the same 
Bide AD, and so on. The figure ABCDE will 
be eatirely determined if the side p with the' 
8111181 A, B, A', B', A", 0", &C. are known, &. 
and the number of data will in all amount to 
Ift-s, " beinrr the nlllDber of the polygon's ~ 
lides. Thil being granted, any aide or line 11& 

aDy bow drawn in the polygon, and from the 
data aIoae which aert'e to determine this poly- F 

IfOD wiD be a faoction of tbose given quantities; and si~e = mut be a 
. p 

lit • 
Dumber, we may suppose -=-1-: (A, B. A', B/, &c.), or 1It~ -I- (A, B, 

P 
N, B', &c.). and the function." will not contain p. If with the aame an
glea, and another 8ide y. a second polygon be formed, the line III correa
poodiuc or homologous to lit will haye for ita yalue III p' t ; (A, B, A', B', 
.t.c.) j hence lit : lit', : : p : p'. Figures thus constructed might be defined 
as .ilar jiguru; hence in rimilar figur811 the homologoU8 lme. are pro
~l. Thna, not only the homologous sides and the homologous dia
gonals, but also the lines terminating the same way in the two figures, are 
to eacb other as any otber two homologous lines whateyer. 

Let DB Dame the surface of the first polygon S; that surface ia bomage-

Il80UI with the &quare p2; hence :' must be a n~mber, containing DO~ 
but the angles A, B, A', B', &re. ; sowthat we sfuill haYe S ~: (A, B, 
N,W, b.); tor the aame reason, S' being the surface ofthuecood poly-
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NOTE II. 

gob, we lhall have 8' ",. : (A, B, A!, B', Iro.). Henoe 8 : 8' : : ~ : p'2 ; 
hence the IWfMU qf rimilar flI:uru fire 10 eiJcA olher IU Me .qtMJf'U qf 
CAeir kamo~ ridu. 

Let us nOW prooeecl to polyeclrons. lIVe may take it for granted that a 
face is determined hy means of a given Bide p, and of the several given 
angles A,B, e,.te. Next, the vertices of the solid angles which lie out 
of this face, will be determined each by means of three given qnantities, 
which may.he regarded II BO many angles; BO tbat the whole determina
tion of the polyedron depends on one side, p, and several angles A, B, e, 
Iro. the IIWDber of wbich varies according to the nature of tbe polyedron. 
This being granted, a line which joiDB two vertices, or more generally, 
any line til: drawn in a determinate manner in the polyedron, and from the 
data alone which serve to construct it, will be a function of the given 

'q1Wltitie.p, A, B, e, &:c.; and since ~ must be a number, the fuUotion p . 

equal to !'wiU contain nothing but the angles A, B, e1 &c., and we may p , 
put --1*: (A, B, e, &c.). The surface of the solid is homogeneous to 
y; hence that lurface may be represented by p2../-: (A, B, e, &:c.): its, 
BOlidity is homogeneous with p', and may be represented by pin: (A, B, 
e, &:c.), the'functions designated by..,. and n being independent of p. 

Snppose a second BOlid to he formed of the same angle A, B, C, &c., 
and a side rI di1ferent from p; and that the solids BO formed a~ called 
ftmilflr mlith. The line which in the former solid WII p +: (A, B, e, 
.te.). or simply p + will in this Dew solid become rI +; the surface which 
WII p2 ..,. in the one, will now become p'2"" in the other; and, lastly, the 
solidity which was pI n in the one, will now become p'a n in tbe other. 
Hence, first. in ",milar .olith, the 1wmoiogOUll lina fire proporlioMl ; 
secondly, their I'Urface, are IU thuquaruqffhs hornologOUll ndu; thirdly, 
their .aliditie. fire at the cube, qf thou lame ridu. 

The Bame principles are easily applicable to the circle. Let c be the 
circumference, and , the surface of the circle whose radins is r; since 
there cannot be two unequal circles with the ssme radius, the quantities • 

~ and ~. must be determinate functions of r: but al these quantities are 
,. 7~- ~ 

numben, the expression of them cannot contain r; and thus we shan have 
c •. 
-=4, anel -2=~' 4 and ~ being constant numbers. Let c' be the cir-
T r 
cumference, and 'the surface of another circle whose radius is r we 

shall, II before, have ~=", and ~=~. Hence c: c':: r: r, and /I: 

; : : r2 : f"2; hence the rircumferencu qf circle. are to each other IU their 
f'tIdii, and 'hsar I'Urface, (U the ,quaru qf thole radii. 

Let UI now examine a sector whose radius is T. A being the angle 
at the centre, let it: be the arc wbich terminates the sector, and 11 the 
lurface of tbat sector. Since the sector is entirely determined when r 
and, A are known:t: and 11 must be determinate functioDs of r and A; 

h til: --.:I 11 al "1a ti', B:t: . eDCe -, ...... =~ are 80 slim r unctions. at - IS a number as well II r T- r 

~ ; hence those quantities cannot contain T, and are simply fu~tioDB of 
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It , . 
A; so that we have r = ~ : A, and r2 = ..,. : A. Let z! and 11' be the 

arc, and the 8urface of Rnother sector, whose angle ia A, and radiUll 'I" ; 
we ,hall call thOle two sectors rimilar: and since the angle A is the same 
• z! 11 
In both, we shall haye 'I" -f : A, Rnd ,-'2={: A. Herme lit : z! : : r : r', 

and 11 : 11 : : r 2 : 1'2 ; hence ftrnilar arc., or 1M aru 9f rimilar .. cIon are 
10 each oIMr a.1hAr radii; tU&ClIhe..clor. ~ are til tAe.rquartl 
9f U&e radii. 

By the same method, we could evidently shew. that apherea are as the 
oubes of their radii. 

In all this, we have 'npposed that surfRC81 are meuured by the product 
of two lines, Rnd solids by the product of three; a truth "hich it is easy 
to demonstrate by Analysis. in like manner. Let UI eDJDiDe a reotaDgIe, 
whose sides are I' and 'I; its aurface, whicb mUlt be i. function or I' and q, 
wo shall represent by ~ : (p, 'I)' If "e examine another rectaagle, whose 
dimensions are 11+Y anil" 'I, this rectangle is evidently composed of two 
otbers, of one having I' and 'I for its dimensions, of another having II and 
q; so that "e may put ~: (p+Y. 'IF;: (I', '1)+.: (Y. 'I). Lety P"i 
"e .hall haye, (2 p. '1)=2; (1', q). Let y='lp; "e shall have. (31', 
'1)=; (1', '1)+; (!p, q)=5; (1', 'I). Let y=3p; we shall have; (41', 'I) 
=; (P. 9)+;(3p. q)=4<I'(p. 'I). Hence, generally, if I; is any whole 

number, "e shall have; (I: 1', q)=l~(p, 'I). or • (1', q)= .(~p. q); fl'Qll 
P "'1' 

which it foUo". that tC p. 'I) is such a function of I' as not to be cIJanced 
I' . 

"by substituting in place of I' an)" multiple of it kp. Hence this fuoctioD. 
i. independent of 1', and cannot include any thing except q. But for tbe 

lame reason • (p, 'I) muat be indenAndent of n· hence· (P. q) incladell 
'I r- 2' 1''1 

neither I' nor 'I, and must therefore be limited to a constant quantity IL 

Hence we shall haye • {I'. q)=cr. I' 'I; and as there is nothing to prevent 
Ds,from tamg «.=1, we ,hall haye .(1'. g) p q i th ... the mrface of a 
rectangle is equal to the product of ita two dimensiona. 

In the yery 8ame manner, we could shew that the solidity of a right-ao
,led paraI1e1opipedon. whose dimeDBions are p, 'I, r. is equal to the pro-
duct P 'I r of ita three dimensions. • 

We may observe, in conclusion, that the doctrine of functioos, whicb 
thus afl'ords a very simple demonstration of the fundamental propositioDs 
of geometry, has already been employed with success in demonstrating the 
fllDdamental principles of Mechanics. See the .M.etIWir. 9f 7'uriIa, woLlL 

ADDITION TO NOTE IL 

(FumiBW by M. WGBImBII. for t1tU Edition.) 

TIlE celebrity which Prof8lllOl' Leslie of Edinburgh 10 jasti, enjoYII. 
forbida me to paaI over in silence the objeotiona which this learned reame-
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NOTE IL 

fer hu adduced against the foregoiDg theory, aud particularly againat my 
proof of the equation C=cp( A, B), from which our theorem concerning the 
three angles of a triogle is derived. 

The objections alluded to, first made their appearauce in the second edi
tion of Mr. Lealie's Elemenll qf GeorMtry, pp. 403 et 8t!q. and though they 
were refuted, quite completely as 1 think, in the equally se ... ere and judi. 
cious criticism of that work, published by Mr. Playfair, in the Editab""p 
ReeievI, vol. xx; though I replied to the~ in a private letter addressed 10 
the author; yet Mr. Leslie in his Sd edition,'1817, (pr. 292 et ,eq.), has 
again bronght forward his objections, inserting along With tbem an extract ' 
from my letter'" (which, as may be gathered from the end of the quotation, 
was not in 0)' way designed for publication), and subjoining, in fuoar of 
his opinion, the testimony of a mathematician whom he does not name, but 
declares to be at the head of British geometers. 

Without entering into any profound discu88ion of this question, I shall 
J'8Itriot myself to place before the reader the prinoipal point of the dim
culty. I am required to show, in opposition to Mr. Leslie's opinion, that 
a line, which is an absolute length, oannot be ~etennined solely from an
gles, which are represented in calculation by their ratios to the right angle 
_umed as unity, that is to say, by numbers always included between 0 
and I. Thul the side c of a triangle cannot be determined lolely from 
the ogles A, B, C of this triangle; for these angles being only numbers, 
they can of themsel ... es serve only for determining numberl. Accordingly, 
wbat information would you gain, if tile value of the side c, as determilled 
by calculating the function which rep~eoted it, were to come ont ,\, for 
eumple? . Is it ~ of an Inch, T'i of a foot, -rlr of the earth's radius, or 
yr.. of the lun" disi8Dce? You cannot.aay, unle88 the question o1fer some 
other linear dtJlum as unit, or· whicb may serve for unit. With ugles, 
however, the case is diif'erent, because the right angle is their natural unit, 
and any angle is completely determined, wh~ever we have di800vered the 
value of its numerical ratio to the right angle. . 

If it is absurd to suppoae that the line c can be determined by the nu
merical quantitiee A, B, C alone; hence there can exist no equation • 
tween the quaBtities c, A, B, C. Hence the equation C=1'(A, B, c), whioh 
iI riven immediately by the principle of superposition, co exist only QD 
c:oadition that c disappear from the second member of it; otherwise. we 
are tanght by Analysis that an equation containing at oooe the four quan
tities A; B, C, c, would allow us to determine c by means of angles A, B, C. 
Hence we have limply C=1'{A, B); that is, in eyery triangle, two given 
angle. determine the third. From this property, it is easy to deduce the 
theorem concerning the three angles of a triangle, either by the de
monstration giyen above, or by that which Mr. Leslie himself proposes, 
which is yery simple, but subject to exception in the case of the equilateral 
triangle. 

Mr. Leslie endeavours to draw an argument against this theory, from 
the case where the angle C, and the two sides /I aod b which contain it are 
given. Here, the. third side c must be entirely determined by those data, 
which is expreaed. thus: c=1'{a, h, C). Mr. Leslie adele, (page 93, 
3d edit.) 

.. But the ogle C being heterogeneons to the aides a and b, cannot coa
leIoe with them into an equation, and consequently the base c is simply a 
funotion of /I and h, or it is the nec_ary result merely of the otber 
two aides. Suoh iI the extreme absurdity to which tbis sort of reaaoning 
would lead." 

• Two anon of the pr_ have fouod their wa1 into this extract; they may 
be corrected by putting c ill place oC C, page lI96, line 31, &co 
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But the only absurdity here i. the reucming employed by the objector, 
of which certainly I did not give him the eumple. Tho. an angle C, 
measured by a number. is undoubtedly heterogen80DI to each of the qaao. 
titiel tJ and b wbich are lines, it is not on that account heterogenflOUl to 

their ratio ~. and consequently there is no reason to expunge C from tile 
a 

Cunction f (a, b, C). In the present case, where the function ia to repre
sent tbe Iille f c, tbis line c must be bomogeneous with the Iioea 1.1 and b. 
and or one dimension; or wbat amounts to tbe aame, it must be the 

product or tJ by a (unction or ~ and or C; hence we eball ba.,e limply 
tJ 

C::tJ ..j. (~, C); 10 that the (uuction or three quantities ii, in this cue, 

reduced to Il runction or two quantities only. Such il the common doc
trine or analytical writel'L See the Introduce. ira AMI. or Euler, p. 65. 

It i. evident, moreo.,er, that the equation c=A..,. (~, C) agreee CIOID-

pletely with the trigooomeLrical Corm~a, c2=1.12 (1+ ~ ~.COI C)' 
From this, thererore, no objection against my theory can be draWD, bllt 
rather a rull and eutire coufirmation or it. 

To shew in a manner, ir p0B8ible still clearer, that the law or h0moge
neity, combined with the known principles or the theory or mnctioDl, can 
lead to no results but wbat are accurate, let UI contrider an iloacelea tri
angle formed by two equallides II, IJ., and the angle C contained by them. 
Since this triangle is entirely determined by the given tfuantities tJ and C, 
the angle A. opposite the aide tJ must be a determinate Cunction of the 
quantities 1.1 and C; we shall upreel it thuI: A=f (a, C). Now, it the 
quantity tJ does not disappear rrom the (unction f, then rrom the equatioa 
A=f (a, C). the value or a migbt be deduced in terms of A. and C. Bat 
• line a not being rererred to any unit, canoot be equal to a ruction 01. 
two numbers A and C, which must itself be a numbe.. Hence we baH 
limply A.=f (C); tbat is to say, in every isosceles triangle. tbe .. Ie at 
the base is determined by the angle at the vertex, aDd conyorsely. From 
the vertex to the middle or the base, draw a 8traigbt line; it will diYide 
'he illOllCOles triangle into two equal rigbt-angled triaogles, and YOIl wiD 
iarer that in tbese rigllt-angled triapgles, one acute angle determinell 
tbe otber. Hence we conclude, as in tbe first demonstration, that the 
two acute angles of a right-angled triangle are together equal to a right 
angle; and then that in every trjangle the 8um or all the angles is equal 
to two rigbt angles. 

Let us now proceed to the chief objection made by the anonyma1ll ma
themll-lician whOle BU1Frage Mr. Leslie brings to bear against me. Be 
maintains that I have done nothing but elude the di1liculty; and that my 
method, or what he calls the mUe en ~qualion of the problem, in.,olves a 
supposition equivalent to Euclid's postulate, beoaU88 I have considered _ 
n:isting. and already constructed a triangle in which the angles aDlODDt to 
III lum as near two right angles as we pleue. If I had indeed made this 
Bupposition, my critic were undoubtedly in the right; but in reality, I 
make no supposition. I reason with regard to any triangle already COD
atructed, and actually existing; I study its properties, and find &om stu
dying them, that in every triangle the sum or all the angles is equal to tWo 
rigbt angles. So BOOn as this principle is eatabliabed, I can easily (u I 
have done in ~ third editioD o( my Elements, Prop. 14. I.), conatract a 
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triaDcle haviog • lit'd hue t, aDd two adjacent aurlea A aDd B..hoIe 
sam differs from two rigbt anclea aa little aa we pleaae; and by this COD
IItruction, Euclic1'a. postulate is demonstrated in the mOlt rigorous manDer. 
- I sball extend my obMtvations no fartber; I might even have forborne 
to write on tbis subject at all, since M. Maurice of tbe .lcademy of Sci
ences baa uode1'taken the task of replying to tbe objectiobs of Mr. Lealie 
and bis learned correspondent, in tbe BiWioCI&eque U"iwer,.U. of GeDeYa, 
Oct. ] 819; and his diuertatioo (exceptiog ODe or two pueapa, perhaps 
liable to dispute, but baving no iDftuence on tbe question) completel, ful
fils the object of its autbor, and eatablisbes in a manner 81 solid 81 hUDlDOUl, 
the tbeory wbicb Mr. Leslie has attempted to overturn. 

May I observe, in conclusion, tbat. Mr. Lealifl, wbo bu hitherto ap
peared in the cbaracter of an assailant, bu not sufficiently secured his 
own defence, having left without reply tbe very strong objection alleged 
against bis demonstration of Prop. tl, by Mr. Playfair, at p. 88 in tbe vo
lume of the Edinburgh Review already quoted. In reality. this demon
stration supposes, that tbrougb a given poiot, 00 more tban one parallel to 
a given lioe can be made to pass, or that there is only one position in which 
the line meant to be drawn will oot meet the ginn lioe. Such 'an aasump'; 
tion is identically tbe same ..,Euclid's postulate. Tbere is only this dif
ference between Mr. Leslie's method and tbat of Euclid, that tbe aacient 
geometer does Dot dissemble the difficulty, but presents it, on the CODtrary. 
in all its breadth, and requires to bave that granted wbich he clUlnot pro" ; 
while tbe modero geometer eovelopes the difficulty in a sbadow of demon
stration whicb, thoogh doubtless it has seduced Iiimseif, is certaioly any 
tbing bat rigorous. It is difficult to conceive how sach a mistake could 
proceed from a mathematician so well versed as Mr. Leslie is in the ge0-
metry of the ancients; who has sbe,", himself acquainted with all its 
mOlt subtle refinements, and has himself invented many demonstratioDII 
which the ancientS would not bave been asbamed to own. One woald 
bave expected him to look more narrowly into a sabject, which hu 
formed tbe great difficalty of geometers ancient as well 8S modern; and 
not to give ont 81 rigorous, a demonstration, which ia very far fl'OlD be-
~~ '. 

NOTE lli . 

• On the Approzinu.&tion employed ita Art. 296. 

So soon aa we bue round a radiul too great and a ramu too little which 
agree in their Ant oiplle1'lt the calealation may be completed in a very 
speedy manner by meBDI of aD algebraical rormula. 

Let a be the defective radios, and b'the exoesaive 088, their did8renoe 
being small; let a' and 1/ be the radii next in order deduced by the for.. 

mulu b'=..IOO, a'=..1( a.~b).Wbat we are in qaest of il tbe lut 

term of the series at rit ri't &0., wbi~b at the same time wiD be the lilt of 
the aeries bt 6', 11', &!C. Let thialast term benamedz, and pat "=a(l+w); 
we can sappOI8 z=a (l+Pw+Qw2+8r.c)., P and Q being iotle&ermiDate 
co-e/licients. Now the valaes of 11 and ri ,ive 

1I=a (1+t!-}w2+&:c.); 
4=a (1+~w-nw+&r.c.) 

34 
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NOTE m. 
ADd if, iD like 1DaDDeI', we pat IJ=. (1+W'), we abaIl baYe 

r.I'=!w-hr.l2 &r.c. 
Bet the nlue of 1& must be the same whether me lI!ries II, ti, fi, &c. 

begiDlwith II or,.; hence we .baD haYe 
• (I+Pw+Qt.;I+&.c.)=ct (I+Pw'+Qw'2+&C.) 

Sahltitate, in tbia aqua&., the nlu81 of • aDd w' in terms of • and 101; 
and CCllllpa1'iDr the limilar terms, we IhalI deduce from it P=i, aDd Q= 
-.\1 beDce 

zo=a(I+!w--nw2). 

It the radii II _ II agree in the tint half of their ciphers, tbe term W2 

mar be rejeoted in the calcuiatiOD, and the precediDg nlue will be 
II-a . 

reduced to I&=a (I+¥-')=G.f--,-' 'n11l1 making -=1.It8!657, IIDd 

11=1.118808& we ebaD immediately deduce from it :e::l.1!83'7e. 
If the radi a aDd II agree only in the fint third of their cipllen, .,. shall 

baYe to take in the three terms of me preceding formula; and thlll.makiog 
II:::::I.l!85639, aDd b=1.13!0149, we sball find r=1.1!83791. 

We might SI1Ppoee II and b to be still furtber different; b!lt in that case 
it would be requilite to calculate the nIue of 1& with a greater number of 
tenDl. 

The appnmmation ubibited in Art. 194, tbe author of which is lames 
GI'efOI1, is susceptible of similar abridgments. We refer to Gregory's 
book, entiUed Vera Circuli "H~t2 Quadratura, a work of great 
merit, coDlideriag the time when It appeared. . 

NOTE IV. 

8AtJtiJiftg".", tie RIItio of tlle Circutaftn'lla to tie Ditm&eter, _ 
• -~, en irratimttIl .Ntader.. " 

Let III examine the infinite seri81 
II 1 112 1 III 

1 + ;+j'" 1&.1&+1+ !.3 %.1&+1.%+!' &c-

ol wbicb the "general term is 1 "". 
" 1 • .1.3 •••• z. % + 1 • - + ! .••. (Z+ti=I) 

and sappoee that. : _ reprel8nts the sam of it. Patting % + 1 in place of -, • (-+ 1) W'ilI in like manDer be tlle sam of tbe series, 
II 1 a2 1 III 

1 + %+1 +i" l&+l.I&+I+!.S· 1&+1.1&+1.1&+.3 + &C. 
Subtract the one of these I18ries from the other. term by term; we shall 

baYe .: .--. : (z+ 1) for the sam of the remainder, wbich, in its expanded 
form, will be 

II ~ 1 ~ 

~+I&._+l._+I+i· 1&.1&+1.&,+2.&,+3 + &C. 
But tbis:remaiader may be put undor the form 
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a a' 1 (I' rt 

U+T' (1+ &'+~+ 20 &,+20:+3 + ~o; .. 
1a., 

aDd then it is ~uoiB1e to ~ ~ : (&'+2). . HeDfII, g8lUlralIy, we . &'o.c+l .. 
sball have . . 

" .• ~:.c""":(&'+I)= &'0&'+1~: (.+2)~ 

. Divide this eqmation 'y ~ : (z+ 1'), aud ·to simplify the result, let 

..J. :: be a ne" function of .c, lOch that..J. : &':= ~. II' : (&'(T)"!); 11'8 may 
:r ,: &' 

then put -"- instead or ~: : aud (&'+I)..J.: (:+1) iDatead of 
&,..J. : .c 11': (&'+ I)' " , '. 

# : (&'+2) This substitution being made, we shall hue 
# : {&'+lr 

..J.'.c= a. 
. &'+.f.: (&'+1)' 

Bat by succeuive1, inserting :+ 1, .c+~, &:c., io place of .c io this equa-
tion, there will result tiom it . 

..J. : (.c+l) &,+1+;: (.c+I)' 
I . '. a 

"": (&'+2)-,c-f2++ : (.c+3)' &:c. 

Hence the value or .,. : .c, may be espresaed by the oootmued tractioD, 

Reciprocally this continued rraction, produced to iD#iDity, has Cor its 

, " ~: (.c+l) h' h d eloped' ."-10m .1 • .c Its equal -.' "IC sum,. ev . anto ata ... 0 
01"" , II ~:.c ' 

onlinary aeries, becomes 

a . a' 
" 1 + -=8+1-0 ~ + 1 . .c + 2+ &xl. 
;. " ., .. -

1 +;+1·.c.%+ 1+""'" 

Now suppose: = i;. the continued fraction will become 

2/1 
. 1 +.!.!. 4 a 

3+6+ &c., 
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NOTE IV. ,. 
ill wbicb all tbe DU_ton. _cept the lint, are equal to 4G,' mel the de
DomiDatora form lb6 series or odd Dumben, I, S, 5, '1, &C. The mae of 
this COIItiDuecl fractjon may, therefore, be eltpreased by 

1+~ USa' + 6401 +4-c. 
la. 2.3 2.3.4.5 1.3 •. 7 

1 + ~+ I Sa' + 64al + &:C. 
J 2.3.4,1.3 ... 6 

But tbeae aeries haYe a relation to some admitted formulas; aDd it i. rill 
bOWD that, puttiur , for the nQIDber 'fboae byperbolio Japritbm is I, the 
foregoing upreuion becomes 

eNa _,-da 
en/a +e-n/a' V ~; aq that we shall haye, geueral.Iy, 

,n/G_r-N0 4 a 
,nIa ...-tVa·2Va= -. +4a 40' 

+, 3 +"5+&0. 
From thia, two principal formulas are derived, according as a is positive or 
aeptive. Fint, let "a=z' we ebaU haye 

.z--e- :II: 

,.+,-:II:=r+~ . 
. 3+s2 

5+"'. 
Nut let "a = - s2; and agreeably to the delDODltrated fbrmula 

.,.V-l+e-'"v'-1 ' IJ = V -1 • tang. z, we eball have 
fII -1 +,......v-l , 

z' 
tug •• == i-z2 

3-:11:2 

5~ 
"i-'Iie. 

Thia formula will aerYe .. the ~asis of our demonstration. Before p~ 
aeediDg to it, however, we must prove the two following Lemmu. 

~ '" "+, "," . 
,,+ A" + &:c. 

10 N a ~ fracWm proloagetl to iA.flMIy, u. MeA aU 1M IItAIIbers 
aD, a, rd. ri. (W6 poftIWe or ~ Weger.; y 1M component fradi,ou 

;. ':' ~ &C. are all_ tAcu. _ity, tlaeA triU 1M IoIIJl ealtIe 'If lAc c:on-

CitIued jlrtM:IiIm be qf ~ CIA imdiona. ".-her. 
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, NOTE· IV. 

In the first plllCe, u." nlue ia leas thall. wily- Far, without illter
fering with tbe general applicability of the continued. fraction, we are at 
liberty to sappose all the denOIDioaton, n, ri, "II, &0. to be positive; in 
which cue, taking a aiDgle term of the proJlO'otl aeriee, we shall, by Ityao-

thesis, haYe ~< 1. Takior the fint two, by I'8IIIIOnof~ < 1, it is eYi-
A • " 

dent that ~, i.I greater than A ...... ': bu.t .... 18111 than A; and aince 
A 

they are both inter~ m ~.~ ~ 1888 ~an n+~ . . aeqce' tbe Yalae 
, , A ' 

which results from the ~ teraa 

is]888 than 'aIlity. Calculate three terms of the proposed continued trac
tion; and in the firs~ place, as we haye juat seen, the value of the part 

",' 

ra' +'IIf" 
. riI' 

will be 1_ than auitJ. 'Call tbIa nIue w; it ill pWo that this .:;.,., 

will atill be lea than unity; h8DC8 the valae wbiclh reaalts from the three 
terma 

R+m' 
ri+m" 

fi1 
..... thaD unitY. Dyoontioaior the _a proc .. , it will appear, that 
whatever DUmhenf tel'lllll in the proposed coatiDued fraction be O8lcula
ted, die .alae resulting from them is leu than unity; beoce the total value 
ot the hctioo pIUIooged to io4oity, is..., .... tban uDity. It caDoot be 
equal to unity Qltoept in the lingle case, wben the proposecl fraction had 
the .... 

'" , -. " .+1--;-- m _+1 __ "'+1-~. 
in 8YfIrJ other case it is leu. , 
~ beior pl'Gyed, if the, "alua of the ClClDtiDuad fraction;' lICIt admit

ted to be an irrational number, suppose it to he a rational Dumber, to be 

~, Cor eumple, D and A beior any integen; we shall then haye 

D m ' 
1:;;: ft + ~ "" 

A + A"+ &C. 
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NOTE IV. 

Let C, D, E, lie. be iDdetermiDate quanUties, l1lch that 

C wi 
B-=-+fIi' ", 

.. - WI 

'" + ""'+ 110. 

D WI" ",. -=- .. 
C ""+ ,.,..+~ 

wv+&c. 
aDd 10 on to iD1iDity. TIaeIIe dift"erent coatiDued fracticma have an their 

. BCD E . 
terma_ thaD UDit" thear values or 11II1II A'ii" C' D' &c. will be leas 

than UDitl, u we have proved above; and thlll we shall have B< A, C < B, 
D< C, &co; 10 that the seri. A, B, C, D, E, &c. coea ell decreasing to 
infiDi~. But the oombiDatioD of the CCIIltmued f'noticmI we are treatWg 
fI gives 

B_..!!C . 
A -+ Ii; whence NI1ilts C = 1ft A - .. B, 

C '" ---D 
B -"'+0 ; whence l'8II1l1tl D = wi B - '" C, 

. . 
D wi' 
---E 
C - ra" +15 ; wbeace results E = WI" - ra" D, 

&c. &c • . 
Aad since the two firat numbers A aDd B are intepn by hJPOthesil, it 
followa that all the others C, D, E, &c. which were hitherto 1UIdeter
mined, are also intItpn. Now it implies a contndiotion to aap.
that an infinite series .A, B. C, D, E, &co can at 0IlC8 be deoreuiDc 
aDd compolld of integer numbers; for, besidea, 110 ODe of the numben 
A, B, C, D, E, &co can be zero, since the propaHd ~tinued fraotioa ex-
.. BCD 
tends to infinity, aDd therefore the BUIDI repreaented bl A.' B' C ' I &co 

mUit alwaJl be IIOIDething. Rence O\U' hJPOtheais, that the sum or the 
~ contiDued fraction wu equal to a rational quantitl, carmotataad; 

that lum is of neceuity an irrational number. 

Luuu U. 7'l&e SIII&B.upporititms cuntir&ving tu in the j(JJ"fA(Jf' 
. mrdut' 

Lemma, if 1M component frtJCtWn,s D' rt' rr &c. Me of any fII4g-

fIitvtle tDl&aIeNr tit tM beginning of tl&e BeJ'ies, ~ lifter II 
certain i1&tenxJl tl&ey become less t1&i.u& _it; toe tJ8sert, tAGt tie 
FO:pOS61i txmtinvuI frtJCtion, if it still ~ to infi'Aitt], tDillllt.m: 
- '7TaIiorItU ",Glue. 
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NOTE'IV .. 

m'" 
For if, reckoniag from --,,-, - Cor example, all the fraction. 

" mm mIV mY 
Iii, -, -y' &e. to infinity, are 1_ than unit, then by Lemma I, the 
" ftlY" 
continued Cnction 

m'" 
- taU' A'''+- mY , 

fIIY+ fa9 + &e. 

will have an irrational value. Call this value 6/, the pro)lOlBd cootioued 
fraction will become . 

But if we successively put 

m" rd m 
11." + 6/ =t.I, " + ,;r-6/", A + 6/" = t.I", 

it is evident that W being irrational, all the quantities t.I, w", t.I", must be 
so likewile. But t.I" tbe last or tbese, is equal to the 'proposed continued 
fraction, hence the vallle of this fraction is irrational. 

W Ii are DOW in a condition to nnme our subject, aDd demonstrate this 
general proposition. 

If f.I1& arc iI com.,.,..,able .,. tAB radia, ill ...,.. tI1ilZ be .. 
COf'IUIIen8urable • t1aat ratliuI. 

Put the radius =1, and the ~ z= !!.', • and n beiag the wbole num· , , n 
bers; the fOrmula found above, making (he proper substitution, will 
give us, 

m m 
tang.-=- m2 

n A- - m2 _. 
371-- "... 

511. - '7A _ &e. 

Now this GOntinued fraction falla under Lemma II; Cor aiDce the de
nominators SA, SA, '7,.. &e. increase continually, whilat the nUmerator 
m2 cootinu. of the IaID8 magnitnde, the componeat Cnctiona will evi· 
dently be, or at least will soon become, 1_ than unit; hence the nlue of 

taDg. !!.' is irrational; lienee if t1&e arc is CDmmB1l8Ura6le 'lDitA t/&e ra-
ft , 

eLi ... , iI8 IGAlfet&t 'IdiU be iAcomN1l8VrGbIo 'fDitA it. 
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"NOTE IV. 

I'mm this, we dedace, as aD immediate CCIDIIIIqUDID8, the propositioD 
which forma the object o( tbr. Dote. Let fI be the aemicircumfenmce or 
which the ndius is 11 if fI were ratioaal, the arc i wollld ~ 10 too, and 

therefore ita taDgent would be irratiODal: bet the taDgent of the arc! is 
" " 

well knowD to be equal to tbe ndiQl 1; Hoee fI cannot be irratioDaL 
HeDce ,lie ratio of tl&e cireumfereru:e to tl&e tlillhAeter is CIA i7Talional 
"umber.· 

It is probable tbat tbis Dumber fI is Dot eYeD iDcladed among aJgebnical 
irratiODal qll8Dtiti8l, iD other words, that it cannot be tbe root oC an alge
braical eqaatiOll haying a finite Damber of terms with rational co-em
CieDta: but a rigorous demoDstratioD of this seems Y8rf clliIicalt to find i 
we can oDl11bow tbat the sqaare of ~ is also an irratiDDal Damber. 

Thai, if ID the coDtiDUed fractiOD, which denotes tang. ,;, we put =fI. 
siDee taDg. __ 0, we mUlt haye 

tr2 O=s-- 41'2 
6-- ... 

7- 9 _&c. 

Bat ifC2 were ntiooal, aDd we had "'= • .• and n beioc whole Dam
n 

ben, there woaId reault from it 

3 =!!. '" 
6n-- '" 

'7" -- In 
9"-11,,_&0. 

Now, as thie cootiDued &actiOD evideDtly comes uDder Lemma n., ita Yalue 
aJIo amst be irrational, aDd oarmot be equal tile 8111Dher 3. Heace aile 
8fVMB tf 'AB ratio beItoeen t.6e cirCtlil1&/erence IUI4 1M tU4mder U 
CIA irralioRol "UtII6er. 

• 'lbia propcIIitiaD .., firIt ~ by I.Imbtri, ia the Memoirs or 
BerIiD, ..... 1761. 
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TREATISE 

ON 

TRIGONOMETR Y. 

TRIGGNOJIIETRY has for its object the solution oftriansles, 
that is, the determination. 'of there sides and angles, when a 
sufficient number of those sides and angles is given. . 

In rectilineal triangles, it is su1licient to know three of the 
six parts wbich compose them, provided there be a side among 
these three. If the three angles only were given, it is obvious 
that all similar triangles would answer the question. 

In spherical triangles, any three given parts, angle s or sides 
are always sndicient to determine the triangle; because, in 
triangles of this sort, the absolute magnitude of tbe sides is 
not considered, but only their relation to the quadrant, or the 
number of degrees which they contain. 

In the Problems annexed to Book II., we have already seen 
how rectilineal triangles are constructed by meaos of three 
given parts.' Propositions 961 and 363 of Book V. give 
likewise an idea ot the constructions, by which the analogou~ 
cases of spherical triangles lQigbt be resolved. But those 
constrnctions, though perfectly correct in theory, would give 
only a moderate aPl?roximatioD in practice,· on account of the 
imperfection of the mstruments required in constructing them: 
they are called"Aic metIuIdI. Trigonometrical methods, 
on the contrary, ~ independent of all mechanical opera
tioDs, give solutioos with the utm08t accuracy; they are found
ed upon the properties of lines called rineI, colina, ~, 
&c. which furnish a very simple mode of expressing the rela-

, tions that subsist between the side& and angles of triangles • 

... We are aaturaUy requmtd tQ ~unguish the finreB which Hl'Ve 
only to direct our relWOfliDc in the d.,mo~ .. ati~ or .. theorem or til. 
solution of ~ problem, frqm the figures which are constructed to find 
some of their dimensions. Tile firSt are always supposed to be exact ; 
the 8eeoJ1.d, if not exactly draWD, will give filse results. 

35 
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TRIGONOMETRY. 

We shall first explain the properties of those lines, and the 
principal formulas derived from them; formulas which are of 
great use in aU the branches of mathematics, and which even 
furnish means of improvement to algebraical analysis. We 
shall next apply those results to the solution of rectilineal tri
angles, and then to that of spherical triangles. 

DIVISION OF TIIB CIRCl1IIIFBllBl'ICB. 

I. For the purposes of trigonometrical calculations, the 
circumference of the circle is conceived to be divided into 360 
equal parts, called degrees; each degree into 60 equal· parts, 
called minutes; and each minute into 60 equal parts, called 
seconds. 

The semicircuillference, or the measure of two right angles, 
contains ISO degrees; the quarter of the circumference, usu
aUy denominated the quadrant, and which measures the right 
aogle, contains 90 degrees. . 

II. Degrees, minutes, and seconds, are respectively desig
nated by the characters: 0, " " : thus the expression 16° 6' 15w 

rep'resents an arc, or an angle, of 16 degrees, 6 minutes, and 
15 seconds. 

III. The COfa1Jlewmt of an angle, or of an arc, is what 
remains after taking that angle or that arc &om goo. Thus 
an angle of 25° 40', has for its complement 64° 20'; an angle 
of 12° .r 32", has for its complement 77~ 55' 28". 

In general, A being any angle or any are, 900-A is .the 
Gomplement of that angle or arc. Whence it is evident that, 
if the angle or arc is grea~rthan 90°, its complement. will be 
negative. Thus the complement of 160° 34' 10" is - 70° 
34' 10". In this case, the complement, positively taken, would 
be the quantity requiring to be subtracted from the given an
gle or arc, that the remainder might be equal to 90°. 

The two angles· of a right-angled triangle, are, together, 
equal" to a right-angle: they are, therefore, complements of 
each other. 

iv. The "8Upplement of an angle, or of an arc, is what 
remains after taking that angle or arc &om lS00 , the value of 
two right angles, or of a semicircumference.· Thus A being 
any angle or arc, 1800 - A is its supple~ent. 

In any triangle, an angle is the supplement of the sum of 
the two others, since the three together inake 1800 • 
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.TRIGONO)IETRY. 

, The angles of triangles rectUineal and spherical, and tM 
sidea oc., tbe latter, 'have their supplements always positiye; fer 
they are always less than 180°. 

OBNEBAL mBA& RELATING TO SINES, COSlNBS, TAliGBNT8, &c. 

V. The rit&e of the arc 
AM, or of the angle ACM, 
is 'he perpendicular MP let 
fall from one extremity of 
the arc, on the diameter 
which passes through the 
other extremity. 

If at the extremity of the 
radius CA, the perpendicu
lar AT is drawn to meet 
the production of the radius 
CM, the line AT, thus ter
minated, is called the tangent, and CT the secant of the arc 
AM, or of the angle ACM. 

These three lines MP, AT, CT, are dependent upon the arc 
AM, and are always determined by it and the radius; they 
are thus designated : MP=ma AM, or rin ACM, AT=tang 
AM, or tang ACM, CT =Bec AM, or sec ACM. 

VI. Having taken the arc AD equal to a quadrant, from 
the points M and D draw the lines MQ, DS perpendicular to 
the radius CD, the one terminated by that radius, the other 
terminated by the radius CM produced; the lines MQ, DS 
and CS, will, in like manner, be the sine, tangent, and secant 
of the arc MD, the complement of AM. For the sake of 
brevity, they are called the cosine,~, and cosecattt, of 
the arc AM, and are thus designated: MQ = COB AM, or COB 

ACM, DS=cot AM, or cot ACM, CS=cosec AM or cosec 
ACM. 10 general, A being any arc or angle, we have COB A =_ (90°-A), cot A=tIMg (goo-A), cosec A=1eC (90°_ 
A). 

The triangle MQC is, by construction, equal to the tria ... 
gle CPM; consequently CP=MQ: hence in the· right-an
gled triangl~ CMP, whose hypotenuse is equal to the radiull, 
the two sides MP, CP are the sine and cosiue of the arc AM. 
As to the triaugles CAT, CDS, they are similar to the equal 
niaagles CPM, CQM; hence they are similar to each other. 
From these principles, we shall very soon deduce the di1I"er
ent relations which exist between the lines now defiaed : be:-
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TRIGONOMETRY. 

fore doing so, however, we mut examine the progressive march 
of those lines, wben the arc to wbich they relate increases.tiom 
zero to 180°. 

VII. Suppose one extremity of the arc remains fixed in 
A, while the other extremity, marked M, runs successively 
throughout the whole extent of the semicircumference, &om A 
to B in the direction ADB. . 

When the point M is at A, or when the arc AM is zero, the 
three points T, M, P, are confounded with the poiDt A; 
whence it appears that the sine and tangent of an arc zero, 
are zero, and ~e cosine and seeant of this same arc, are each 
equal to the radius. Hence if R represents the radius or the 
circle, we have 

Bin 0=0, tang 0=0, co, 0=R, I« 0=R. 

VIII; As the point M advances towards E, \he BiDe in 
creases, and likewise the tangent and the secant; bot the e0-

sine, the cotangent, and the cosecant, diminish. 
When the point M is at the middle of AD, or when the 8rc 

.AM: is 411°, and also its complement MD, the siDe MP is equal 
to the cosine M Q or CP; and the triangle CMP, having be
come isosceles, gives the proportion MP : CM : : 1 : vi, 01" 

ftft 411° : R: : 1 : ,/ 2.' Hence ftft 45° =COI45° =.!. =iR,/I. 
,/~ 

In this same case, the triangle CAT becomes isosceles and 
equal to the triangle CDS; whence, the tangent of ,"0 and 
its cotal,lgent, are each equal to the radius, and consequently 
we have tang 45° = cot 45°=R. 

IX. The arc AM contiDuiog to increase, the Jine increues 
tin M arrives at D; at which point the ,_ine is equal to the ra
dius, ·and the cosine is zero. . Bence we have .. SOO=R, CWJI 

90°=0; and it may be observed, that these values are a eonse
quence of the values already fouod for the sine and cosine of 
the arc zero; because the complement of 90° being zero, we 
have ftft 900 =COI 00=R, and COl OOo=fta 0°=0. 

As to tlie tangent, it increases very rapidly as the point II 
approaches D; and ·80al1y when this point reaches D, the 
taDsent properly emts no longer, because the lines AT, CD, 
being parallel, cannot meet. This is expreased by saying that 
the tangent of 90" is infinite; and we write t.ng 90° = Q) • 

The oomplelnent of 90° being zero,· we have tawg 0 =t:oI, 
900. and cot o=ttuIg 90-. Hence col 90°:::;0, and col O=Q). 
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'lRlGONOMBTItY. 181 

x. The point M continuing to advance from D towards B, 
the sines dilbioilb and the cosines increase. Thus -M'P' II 
&be sine of the arc AM, and M-q, or CP its cosine. But 
the U'c M-B is the supplement of AM, since AM + M B is 
equal to a semicircumference; besides, if MM is drawn pa
rallel to AB, the arcs AM, BM, which are included between 
parallels, will evidently be equal, and likewise the perpendi
culars or sines MP, M P • Hence, the sine of an arr or of 
an angle iI equal to the sine of the IUpplement of tkat arc or 
angle. 

The arc or angle A has for its supplement 180eS-A: hence 
generally, we have 

lin A=sin (180°-A.) 

The same property might also be expressed by the equatioD 
ft. (901)+B)=sin (90)-B), B being the arc DM or ita 
equal DM'. 

XI. The same arcs AM', AM which are supplements of 
each other, and which have equal sines, have also equal co
sines CP', CP ; but it mUlt be observed, that tbese cosmes lie 
lD different directions. This difference of situation is expressed 
n calculation by a difference in the signs, so that if the co
sines of arcs less than 90°' are considered as poftIiw or af-
1ected_with the sign +, the -cosines 01 arcs greater than 900 

muit be considered as taegflti. or affected with the sigo-.. 
Henoe, generally, we shall have 

COl A=--etM (1800_~) 

or COl (90° + B)=--coI (90U-B); that is, t1te COIifle of
arc or of _ angle greater tAata 90° iB equal to tie codfle of 
ill IUpplernefIt taken negatitJely. 

The complement of an arc greater than _ 900 being nega
tive (Art. 3.), it is natural that the sign of that complement 
.hould be negadve: but to render this truth stiD more palpa
ble, let U8 seek the expre88ion of the distance hm the point 
A to the perpendicular ·MP. Making the arc AM =x, we 
have CP =COI %, and the required di8tance AP = &-co. %. 
Tbe same formula mUlLt exprell the di.tance (rom the point 
A to the straight line MP, whatever be the magnitude of the 
arc AM originating iu the point A. Suppose then that the 
point M come to M', 110 that % designates the arc AM-; we 
have stiU at this point AP=R-eor %: hence COl %=R-
AP-=AC-AP=.:-cP; which 8laewl that COl z is negative 
in that cue: and because CP'=CP=c.w (180°-«), we have 
COl z=-coa (186"-z). as we fODDd above. 
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TRIGONOMETRY. 

From this it appean, that an obtuse angle haa the same sine 
and the same cosine as the acute angle which forms its sup
plement; only with this difference, that the cosine of the 0b
tuse angle must be affieted with the sign -. Thus we have 
.. 135°=". 40°= i Rv'2, and cos 135° =- cos 45°= 
-1&12. 

As to the arc ADD, which is equal to the semicircumfe
rence, its sine is zero, and its cosine is equal to the radius 
taken negatively: hence we have ".180°=0, and COl 180° 
=-R. This might also be derived from the formulas .. 
A = .. (180° - A), and COl A =- COl (180° - A,) by 
making A= 180°. . / 

XII. Let us now examine what is the tangent of an arc 
AM' greater than 90°. According to the De6nition,this tan
gent is determined by the concourse af the lines AT, eM. 
These lines do not meet in the direction AT; but they meet 
in the opposite direction A V; whence it is obvious that the 
tangent of an arc greater than 90° must ·be negative. Also, 
because AV is the tangent of the arc AN, the supplement of 
AM' (since N AM' is a semicircumference), it follows that 
t1&e tangent of an arc or of an angle greater tIuJn 90° ;. equal 
to tkat of ill ftlpplemeDt, taken ~tJelf; so that we have 
ta1lf!; A=--tang (l80a-A). . 

The same thing is true of the cotangent represented. by 
DB', which is equal to DS the cotangent of AM, and in a 
different direction. Hence we have likewise cot A =- cot 
(180"-A). 

The tangents and cotangents are therefore negative, like 
the cosines, from 90° to 180°. And at this latter limit, we 
have tang 180° =0 and cot 180. =- cot 0 =- 0). 

XIII. In trigonometry, the ,sines, cosines, &c. of ares or 
angles greater than 180° do not require to be considered; the 
angles of triangles, rectililleal as well as spherical, and the 
sides of the latter being always comprehended between 0 and 
l80~. But in 'Various applications of geometry, there is &e
quently occasion to reason about arcs greater. than the semi
circumference, and even about arcs containing several cir
cumferences. It will therefore be necessary to 6nd the ex
pression of the sines and cosines of those arcs whatever be 
their magnitude. 

We observe in the first place, that two equal arcs AM, AN. 
with contrary signs, have equal sines MP, PN with contrary 
algebraic signs; while the cosine CP is the same (or both. 
Hence we have in general. 
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TRIGONOMETRY. 

sis (--x)= ........ z 
COl (--a;) = COl z, 

formulas which will serve to express the sinu and cosines of 
uegative arcs. 

From 00 to IS00 the sines are always positive, because they 
always lie on the same side of the diameter AB; from IS00 to 
3600 , the sines are negatiye, because they lie on the opposite 
side of their diameter. Suppose ABN =Z an arc greater than 
IS00 ; its sine P'N is equal to PM, the sine of the arc AM= 
:l>-IS00. Hence we have in general 

m. z= __ '" (z-lSOO) -

This formula win give us the sines between ,IS00 and 3600 , by 
means of the sines between 00 and -1800 : in particular it gives 
.. 36~=--li1l 180=0; and accoi'dingly, if an arc is equal 
to the whole circumference, i~ two extremities will evidendy' 
be confounded together at the same point, and the sine be re:
duced to zero. 

It is no less evident; that if one or several circumferences 
were added to any arc AM, it would still terminate exacdy at 
the point M, and the arc thus increased would have the same 
sine as the arc AM; hence if C represent a whole circumfe
rence or 3600 , we shall have 

rin z=rin (C+z) =rin (2C+x) =sin (3C+z,) &c. 

The same-observatiOn is applicable to the cosine, tangent, &c. 

Hence if appears, that whatever be,the magnitude of z the 
proposed arc, its sine may always be expressed, with a proper 
sign, by-the sine of an arc less than 180°. For, in the first 
place; we may subtract 360° from the arc z as often as they 
are contained in it; and y being the remainder, we .hall have 
.. z=rin y. Then if y is greater than 1800 make!J= 180°+ 
z, and we have '"'y=--lin z. Thus all the cases are reduced 
to that in which the proposed arc is less than 1800 ; and since 
we farther have rin (900+,x)=rin (90o--.x), they are likewise 
ultimately reducible'to the case, in which the proposed arc is 
between zero and 900 • . 

XIV. The cosines are always reducible to sines, by means 
of the formula COl A=lin(900-A); or if we require it, by 
means of the formula COl A=rin (900 +A): and thus, if we 
can find the value of the sines in all possible cases, we can 
-also find that of the cosines. Besides, the figures will easily 
shew us that the negative cosines are separat~ from the posi-
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TRIGONOMETRY. 

tive cosines by the diameter DE; all the arcs whose atremi
ties fall -On the left aide of DE, haftng a positive cosine, 
wbile those whose extremities fall on the right haye a nega
tive cosine. 

Thus &om 0° to 90° the cosines are positive; from 900 to 
170° they are negative; &0.. IfOO to 360° they again be
come positive; and after a whole revolution, they assume the 
same values as in the preceding revolation, for co. (3600 +:c) 
=C06Z. 

From these explanations, it wiD evidently appear, _t the 
sines and cosines of the various arcs which are multiples of 
the quadrant have the following values: 

.. 0°=0 ... 90°=8 eM 00"=8 COl 90°=0 

.. 180°=0 .. 1700=-R IJOII80o=-R CClI i100=0 

.. 580°=0 
•• SW=O 
Ii. 720°=0 

&C. 

_",oo=R 
riD6soo=-B' 
rirlSloo=B 

&C. 

COl S60o=R 
tOI640o=-R 
COl 7200=R 

&c' 

tOI450o=O 
toI6300=O 
COl 810°=0 

&C. 

And generally, k designating any whole number we shall 
have 

"n 2k.' 90°=0, 
• (41+1) .90o=R, 
... ('-I). 900~R, 

COl (2k+I). 90°=0, 
COI4k. DOo-&, 
COl (4k+2) • 900 =_R. 

What we have just said concerning the aiDes and coaiDes 
. renders it unnecessary Cor us to enter ioto any particular de
tail respecting the tangents, cotangents, &eo of arcs greater 
than 1800 ; the value of these quantities are always easily 
deduced- frOIP those of the aines and cosines of the same Ian:a: 
as we shall see by the formolu. which we DOW. proceed to 
explain. 
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TRIGONOMETRY. 

'l'IIBOBBIUI 4l'fD J'OltIIULA8 BBLATDI'G TO sums, C08D1'BI, 

TAJIO.!f'I'8, &c. ' 

XV. Be ',. of an ~c .is luilf 1M c1wrtl tbkic1 sub~ a 
.. douliIe arc • . 

For the radius CA, per-
pendicular to the chord MN, ~--~-=;:-=----7 
bisecn this 'chord, and like-
wise the are.MAN; hence 
MP, the -sine - of the arc 
MA, is half the chord MN 
which subtends the arc 
MAN~ the double of. MA. 

The chord which sub
tends the sixth part of the 
circumference is equal to 
the radius; hence lin E 
36()P , • 

12 or rin. 300 =-IR, in other wor~, the sine ot a third part 

of the right an«Ie is equal to the radius • . , 
XVI. Tle 'qtJ«e of de line of a" arc, togetlwr tDit/a tie 

8fJUIIII'8 of tk coline, ;, equal to tM ',p.are of tke rOOi.; 10 
tkat in gmeral termI tDe Aat,e sin II A +cos II A =W.. . 

This 'property results immediately (rom the right-angled 
triangle CMP, in which.MpII+CJI2=CM'. - . 
, It follows that when the si~ of an arc is given, its cosine 

may be (owp;i, and tJice tJer,a, by means of the formulas 
COl A=-± V (tt·.....,;,,1 A), and Ii" A=± v (R'--cOlI A) •. The 
sign of these formule is ambiguous, because. the same sine 
MP answers to the two arcs AM, AM', whose cosines CP, 
CPO are equal aDd have contrary signs; as the same cosine CP 
ans~ers to the tw,o arcs AM, AN, whose signs MP, PN are 
also equal, and have contrary signs. : 

Thus, for example, having found Ii" 300 =lR, we may de
duce from it C!JI 300, or ,si" 600= V (RI--1RI)= v.B' = 
1~v3. . 

XVII. De IiMaruI, cosine of tke arc ~ being gila, tM 

.. By lin IA, is here meant the square of Ii,. -A; and, in like manner, by 
Cf1I tA is ineant-the square of C08 A. , 

36 
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TRlGOlfOIlBTBY. 

tafIgent, IeCtIfIt, cotaftgeRt, _ COIeC(Jnt of tIt.e IIJfRe 011:1:, 'IIUIJ 
be faIMIJ ", 1M folltillJiRf! ftYlfMllM: 

R~A ~ R~A 
I,..." A A cotA=~A-t -", = ~ A ' lee = • A·' __ 

Rs 
e08ee A = sinA· 

For,.the trioslel GPM; CAT, CDS, being aimilar, we have 
the proportions: 

" -. RliaA 
CP: PM:: CA: AT; or COl A :n"A:: ~: tallgA=eo;-x 

I • R' 
CP : eM : : CA : CT; or COl A : R : : R : I« A =

t:tJItA . . ~ 
PM: CP:: CD: DS,· or.ft" A: COB A: : R: cotA=_ , . mA 
PM : CM : : CD : CS; or .. A : R : : R : COlIC A =~ _A 
from which are derived the four formulas required. It may 
also be observed, that the last two fonn,alu might be dedueed 
from the first two, by simply putting 900_A instead of A. 

FfOJD these formalas, may be deduced the nines, with the 
p.rope~ signs, of the tangents, seCaDtI, Ste. belonging to any 
arc whose sine and cosine are known; aDd lince the pr0gres
sive law of the sines and cosines, according to the di.8'erent 
arcs to which they relate, has been 'sufticiently deftloped in 
the preceding chapter, it is unnecess~ to lay more of the 
law which tangenta, secanta, &te. likewise follow. 

By meana of these formulas, several results, which have 
already been obtained concerniDg a.ngents, may be eontirmed. 
If, for example, we make A =90° , we shaH have lin A=R, 

Rt 
eos A=O; and eODIequently ttlfIg 90·=-0' an expression 

which designates an infinite quantity; for the quoties.t of nr 
dius di,"ded by a very small quanti~, is very great; _ce 
the quotient of radilll divided by zero is greater tHo any 
finite quantity. And since zero may be taken with the 
sign+, or with the sign -, we have the ambiguous value 
,.,. 900 =± CD.' . 

Again suppose A=IS00-B; we have siR 'A=nfl B, and 
RMB RrinB 

COl A=--toI B; hence ta'llg (IS00 __ B) B -- . B 
--e0l cos 

::-tang B, which agrees with Art. 12. 
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TRIGONOMETRY. 

XVIU. The formulas of the .preceding Artide, combined 
with each other and with the equation lin'A+«n'A=R', 
fumi~ so~e otheD worthy our attention. 

R'maIA 
First we have R' + taag' A = R· + ---- _ 

COB' A -
R' ( •• A+COI' A) R' . . . 

. COl t A COIl A; hence Rt + tGng' A=IeC' A, a 

formula which might be immediately deduced from the right
ugled triangle CAT. By these formulas, or by the right
angled triangle CDS, we have also R- + cot' A =COIe~ A. 

~astI" by taking the product of the two formulas tang A = 
RrinA . RCOIA 

COl A ,'andcotA = lin A,we have ttMtgAxeot A=Ri,a 
. Rt Rt 

Connula which gives ,cot A=-A' and tang A = -t A" tang co 

R' 
Lik~e we have cot B = ,tangB' Hence cot A :' cot B : : 

tang B : tag A; that is, tile cotangentl of tlCO are, are in tke 
i..,." rt#io of. tkeir tangerdl. 

Tbja formula cot Ax tang A=R* might be deduced imme
ai~ly !i'0m comparing the similar triangles CAT, CDS, 
wlUch ~veAT: CA :: CD: DS,or toag A: R:: R: eotA. 

'XIX. TIle Ii., _ coli,," of tWo arCl a and b, bel.., 
git1en, tile m.e and coline of tile IUm lW di.fert!IIU of tkeIe are, 
1IUJ!J be found hi t~e follQwing formultu. 

lin (a+b)=lin aeo'b~ftn!~ a (1) 

lin (a-b) ftn a eo.I ~ b co. a (2) 

COl (a+b) eo. aCOlb-li" asinb (3) 
R 

COl (a-b) COl a.t.DI~. II an b (4) 
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TRIGONOMETRY. 

~ppose the radius AC=R, the arc 
AB=a, the are BD=6, and conse
quently ABD =1.1 + b. From the points 
B and D, let fall the perpendiculars 
BE, DF upon AC; lrom the point D, 
draw DI perpendicular to BC; lasdy, 
from the point I draw IK perpendicu-
lar, and IL parallel to, AC. A~::-''IIH::&:=-----r. 

·The similar triangles BCE, ICK ' 
give the proportions, 

, . ' lift a cod 
CB : CI : : BE : IK, or R : COl b : : ,. a : IK R' 

COItlCOIb 
C~ : CI : : C~ : CK, or R : COB b : : COl a : Cb ~-. 

The triangles DIL, CBE, having their sides perpendicular 
each to each, are similar and give the proportions, _ 

• 001 a ri.b 
CB : DI : : CE: DL, or R :,. b : ; COl a : DL==-Jr' 

'. R . J. • IL _aa' CB : DI : : BE : IL, or : ft. u : : ft. a : == R • 

But we have 
IK+DL=DF=_ (a+b), and CK",-IL=CF=coI (.+6). 
Hence 

siR (a+~)_ rina COl b~rin btm a(]) 

• b) cola COlI b-rin a - 6(3) 
1:01(1.1+ R 

The values of Bi1& (a-b) and ,of COl (a-b) migbt be easily 
deduced from these two formulas; but tbey may be found 
directly by the lame figure. For, produce the sine DI till it 
meets the circumference at M; then we have BK=BD=b, 
and MI=ID=Bi1& b. Through the poi,nt M, draw MP per
pendicular and MN -parallel to AC : since MI=DI, we have 
MN=IL, and IN=DL. But we have IK-IN=MP=Ii. 
(a-b), aDd CK+MN=CP=COI (a-b); hence 

Bin (a-b) - a cOs b-Bi1& 6 COlI a (2) f 

R 

COI(a-b) COIatmb+_amab(4) 
R 

These are the formulas which it was required to demonst'rate. 

1 



TRIGONOMETRY. 

'I'he preceding·ciemonstratiQn may seem defective _n point 
oC .generality, since,. in the figure'which we have ,followed, the 
arcs a and b, an(even a+b, are supposed tO"be less than 90°. 
But first the .demonstration is easily extended to the case in 
which a and 6 being less than 90~', their sum a+b is greater 
than 90.,. Then'the point F would Can 00 the production of 
AC, and the :only change required in the demonstration would 
be that of taking COl {a+b)=-CF; but as we should, at the 
same time, have CF· IL-CK, it would still Collow that ~ 
(a+b).=CK-IL, or R 1:0$ (a+b)=COI a COl lJ..-ftta a'" b. 

Now suppose the ,formulas 
R lin (a+b)=iin a COl 6+lin 6 COl a 
R COl (a+b )=C08 a COB b--,ft,. a ... b 

to be acknowledged. as co~ct for all the values of tJ and 6 less 
than the liQUts A and' B;. then will tJIey also be true when 
these limits are 90" + A and 90°+ B. 

For, in general, w~teyer ~ the arc;' we have 

.. ft"'~90'';+x)=col z 
eol (90o+X)~R x. 

These equations are evi
dently accurate when 
XL 90°; and we easily disco
ver their correctness what
ever' be the nIne of X, by 
inspecting this figure, in 
which MM" and M/M"' are 
two diameters perpendicu
Jar to each r other; and in 
which we may substitute Cor 
z the values AM, ADM', 
ADBI"- AJ)BEM",orthese 
values iorreased by as ma
ny tirc$k.l'ences as we please. 

'. '"' 

This being granted, put r+6; we have 
rita. (90'+m+6)=co, (m+6) 
COl (900 +m+b)=-ftfl (m+~). 

• 

But, by Itypothesis,' the values oC tbe second members ~ 
known, so long as m and b do not exceed tbe limits A and B; 
hence, according to this s~e ~othesis, we have 

R Ii,. (900 +m+6 )=COI iii COl b-iifl 11& M b 
R COl (90-0+m+6 )==--ftR m COI1J-..eol m me b. 
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TBlQONOMETRY., 

Put 80°+_=,,; since '"' (900+.)~. and COl (80°+-) 
=-.Ii ... it foll~W8 tbat COl .=';.11 and _ .--at II; 
hence. by substituting in tbe preceding equations, we have 

R Ii. (a+b) = sin a COl b+COI a lin b 
R COB (a+b)=CQ8 a COl b--lif& II Ii. b. 

From whic:h it appean that these formulas, at fir,t pro_ 001, within the limits ilL A, b~B, are now proved within the 
IDOre extensive limits ilL 90°+ A. II LB. But, in the ftIy 
same way, the limit of (, might be carried 90" farther; then. 
also might tbat of a, and the process might be continued inde
finitely; hence the formulas in question hold good whatever 
be the magnitude of the atCS a and b. 

Since the ate II is formed from the sum of the two arcs tI--I 
and h, by the precedibg formulas we sb~ have . 

R m.1I=lin (tt-b) COl 6+tm (~) ... II, 
K COB a=COI (a-6) COl 6-Bin (a-6) lin b. 

And from these we find 
R lin (a-6) =_ II COB b-M 6 COl a 
R COl (a-6) =«11 II COl h+_ II Bin b. 

XX. If, in the formulas of tbe preceding Article, we JUke 
6=a, the fint and the third Will give 

. 2tJ 2ftn a COl II A .. =. II .-• n. R~'COI- R ' 

formulas which enable us to find the sine and cosine of the 
double arc, knowing the sine and cosine of ' the simple arc. 
This forms the problem of doubling an arc. 

Riciprocally, to divide it. given arc a into two equal partII, 
let us, in the same formulas, put la instead of II: we shall have 

. 2 lin j4 COl j4 (011 ~' -ta 
an a R ' COB a=--li.--; . . 

Now:sinc.e we have at once, COB'la+lin'Ia=R2, andcOl'ja-
Ii,.~ j4=R COl a, there results by adding and subtracting 

COB'la=iR~+IR cOla,~dBin"la=lR'-1RCOI IS; 
whence 

Bin ia=v(lR'--lR COl a) 
COl la=v(lR'+lR C08 a). 

Thus, making a=90°, or C08Gi'=O, we have lia 4/j0=col 4S~ 

"'lR2 RVl; next making a=4io, which gi~COI a=1WI, 
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TRIGONOMETRY. 

~ sbaIIhaw •• oSO'=R(.JH.Jl),·.and till" SCJr=R 
v'(l+iv'i)· 

.XXI. The values of .. ia and till III may also be ob
tained in terms of llin a , which will be useful on many occa-
sionS. These values are : . 

llin llI=iv'(RI+R lin aHv'(RI-R lin a), 
. ~ llI=iv'(R-+R llin a) +iv'(R'-R .. a). 

Accordingly, by squaring the first, we shall have IintidJ: 
l(R'4-RM.)+l(RI-RfttaaH.J(Rt-R'.ta'II)=!R
iR COl a; in like manner, we should have coT la=lR'+iR 
COl a; values which agree with those alre'ady found for lin III 
and COl ia- It must be observed, however, that if COlI a were 
aeptive, the radical v'(R'-R ... a) would require to be 
taken with a contrary sign in the values of .flla and 00114 ; 
and thus the one value would be changed into the other. 

XXII. The formulas. of Art. 19, furnish a great number 
~ cODHq8encel; lQDong which it will be enough to meation 
those of mos~ frequent use. The four which follow, 

• a COlI lI=i R lin (a+lI)+i R 1in(G-b) 
rin bCOltJ=! R. (a+bH R •• (a--b) 
COl II COl "=i R COl (a-b)+l R COI(a+b) 
llin a lin b~! R COl (a--bH R COI(a+b) 

serve to change a product of several sines or cosines into 
linear sines or cosines, that is, into sines and C()sines multiplied , 
only by constant quantities • 

... Let (~zWi=.v(iRYR COl 4)=_ ia; then will z'-!Uz+z' 
=R'-R COl 4~ • A88Ume r+z'=R2 ; then will Jzz=R. an G, aacl eli-

miDatiDg z, gives r+ R2:;' 4 R': hence zt-R2z'+lR4::1R,(R'-

CtJt2 4)=}R2 .• 'O; and %'-~'=±iR. _ 4; or .:r=.viR(R~. 
HIIIIC8 z":'±.viRlRT "" 4) 
TherefOre _z=.vWR(R~)=F.vWR{R=F" 4); 

or,' (z-zWi=hIR(R±ain ca)TtvR(R=Fiinca)i 
or, rinftJ=WR'+R -s---i.vWRrina. 

~n a simil&r manner, the value for co.lG is obtained. 
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whi~b giV&;;:S; 

ne"=' w&€:€€h are often 4€n'plon€€,d in tri'€€onometrical 
cai;:'&latio~s lbr r:,€z;ndng q;""o'ten'~;;' to s ;&Hgle n ='. 

d ·d· h' Bin a tang a R d £1:._ b COPSl enng t at - = ~ = -, we erive "II:' 

following: 

sin b+rin 
rin p---lin q 

•in l;frPrin 

cos ns a 

.in! (P+b),,01!( 1"?:....q) l;ng! ( p±q) 
cOlf(p+p)sinl(~) lbng! (p-q) 

= ta:7"t(ti{P b1 

rift )5+"'" b OO8l (p-q) cotl (p-q) 
COI'i~nb sin!' (p-q) -~R-~ 

map H'rinq sin! (~.) tangl (p-q) 
eo. 'r+COl «:01>'( 1'-1") - ,. . R . . 

rinp-ftnq _ cot! (p+q) _ cot! (p+q) 
CoBig:Pcos-- sin! (P+b) - br 

eo, P+COI q _ 008! (p+q) cos! (p-q) _ cot! (p+q) 
co. ii~08 - sin! (P+b) .,in! (b~) - tang! (p-q) 

sin (p+q) _ 2ftn! (p+q) 008! (p+q) _ cos! (p+q) 
sin p+rin - .2ni&( (P+1") COIl (H!-COI!p-qi ' 
sin (p+q) 2sin! (p+q) 0081 (p+q) sinl (p+q) 
sin F........ftn = 2si:7n! (p-q) cosl (p + q) = sini (p-q) 
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Formzdas 11mb tre HAe etJ]reSZiAm « 130 lTkllany tbeOrttllS. 
From the first, it foJIows that tke 8'UIIl of the lines of two arcs • 

tt]::: c:r :ei~;;,e:~t o{H~::g:::~f bjf;ickllU;~;:[,,;~l the 
• 

xxv. Making b=a, or q=O, in the formulas of the tpl'ee ~. 
prec~Hng Articlc]]c Wt ]hall h,z,ve the folluwinb: resultEI : 

p~ 

uin p dtnng 'p 
R+cos p=~~=cot lP 

P COI'p R 
=---
R-cos p R tang l p 
RtEItosp ttJP R2 
R-cosp R2 ta~lp 

XXVI. In order likewi~~ to develope s?me formulas rela-· 
tive us c;c]nSlklltr tht~ tXPZ't13S1ORA 

, , ,R 1i'R (a + b)' • 
13c'o&ngV]+b)= CC]t (a+b) , wbkh, by 

values of sin (a+b) and cos (a+b), we shall find 

tang (~+b)=R ~:n ~C]:~~~:i:os a)., 
. 

. . cos a tang a . cos b tang b 
Now we have san C" R ,acud nnb=- If -: 

substitute these values, dividing all the terms by cos a cos b ; 
'Sue haut 

.Ra (tang a+tanv 6) 
= Ra~tang taugb 

:£1 



TRIGONOMETRY. 

which is tile "alae of the ungent of,tbe som of two ,ares, ex
pre_ bl the tangents fIf each f)f these arcs. For the taB
gent of their di8"erence, we should in like manner find 

RI (tang a-tang b) 
~"8' (a-b) R2+tanga tang b '. 

Suppose" =a; for. me duplication of the arcs, we shall 
have the formula ' ' 

#AAIIla> Q a 2 R' taag • 
---e~ R'~a' 

whence would result 

R' R' 
cot 2a=--=----l tang a=l,eot a -l tang a. 

tang2a 2tanga . . 

Suppose 6=2 a; for their triplication, we shall have the for
mula 

fa 3~= RI (~a+ta1lfr 2 a) . 
ng R'--tang a tafl(! 2 IJ ' 

in which, substituting the value 'of tang 2 a, we shan have 

3 R'tang a-tang'a 
tang 3 a R'-3 ta~ a 

Oll l'BB CONSTRUCTION 6J' TABLES. 

XXVII. The tables jn common use,' for the purposes of 
trigonometrical calculations, are tables which show the' va
lues of the logarithms of the sines, cosiaes, tangents, cotan
gents, &tc. for all the degrees and minutes of the qqadrant, cal
culated to a given radius. 

XXVIII. If the radius of the circle is taken equal to I, 
and the lengths of the lines representing the sines, cosines, 
tangents, cotaDgents, &tc. for every minute of the quadrant be 
ascertained, and written in a table, this wo~ld be the table 
usoally called a table of nattwal siDes, cos~s, &tc. 

XXIX. If such a table were kn~wn, it would be easy to 
calculate a table of siaes, &tc. to allY other radius; since, in 
different circles, the sines, cosines, &c. of arcs containing the 
same number of degrees, are to each other as their radii. 
Also, if the natural, or numeral sines, cosines, &tc. were known, 
it would be easy to calculate from them the logarithmic ones., 
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TRIGONOHE'lRY. 

xxx.. Let us· glance fol' a mement at one·of the medmds 
of calculating a table of natural siDes • . . 

The radfus of a circle being 1, th~ semi circumference is 
known. to be 3.1:4159.265358919. ~his being div-ided suc
cElt&'lvely by 180. and 601 or at once by 10800,. gives 
.OOD.290888.2086657, for die arc of I minute. Of so IlmaU 
an arc the sine,. chord, and arc, differ almost imperceptibl~ 
from the ~atio o( equality; 60 that the first ten of the pre-, 
ceding figures, that is, .000.29088@.2 may be regarded as the 
sine of 'V; and' in fact the sign given in the tables which' run 
to seven pJaces oftigUJ:es is .000.2909. By Art. 16, we have 
for any arc, COl = ,/(1 -lin'j. This theorem gives, in the 
present case, COB I' = 9999999.617. Then, by Art. 22, we 
shall have . 

.2 cos i,x IOn 1! - _0' = .·21'= .0005817764 
~. Cos I' X Iin . .2' - Sin, I' = sin ~ = .0008'126646 
.2 cos I' X lin 3' - Iin.2' = lin 4' = .001:1"635626' 
.2 COl l' X lin 4' -lin 3' = iin 51 = .Oin4t;44407 
.2 COl I' X lin· 5~ -·sin 4' = 1i"6' = .0017453.284 . 

&c. &c. &c. 

Thus may the work be continued to any extent; the whole 
difficulty consIsting in the multiplication of each successive 
result by the quantity.2 cos I' = 1.9999999154. 

• Or, the sines of l' ~d .2' being determined, the work might 
be cQntinued by the last proposition, thps: . . 

sin l' : lin .2' - sin l' : : sin .2' + Sin l' : Bin a' 
Bin .2' : siD ~ - sin I' : : Bin 3' + .. I' : Bin ( 
ft" S' : lin' ~ "':"'lin l' : : lin 4' + lin l' : lin 5' 
sin 4' : lin 5' - lin l' : : 1i".fI' + sin'I' : sin 6' 

&c. &c. &C. 

In like manner, the computer might proceed for the sines of 
degrees, &c. thus: ' .. 

sin 1° : sin.2° - sin10 : : sin.2° + sin. 1° : lin So 
sin.2° : sin So -lin P : : sin So + sin 1° ; lin 4° 
sin So : sin 4° - si~ 1 ° : : lin 4° + sin 1° : siR 5° 

&c. &c. &c. •. 

'" Multiply Wg'etber tbe first and second formulas of Art. XIX, substi
tute for corb, R'-rin'b and recollect that tbe di1ferenC8 of the squares 
of t-:o quantities is equal to the p~uct of thea sum ancl cli1ference. 
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TRIGONOMETRY. 

To check and verify operations like'these, the proportiOD~ 
shoold be changed at certain stages. T~us, _~_ 

Ii. 1° : ft. 3° -.Ii. 2° : :.3° + ft. 2° : ria 5° 
ria 1 ° : ri. 4° - ri. 3° : : -ri. 4° + ria 3° : m. 7° 
Ii. 4° : ri. 'ZO - ri. SO : : ri" ~ + ria 3° : ... 10°.-

The coincidence of the results thus obtained, with the amllo
sous resolts in the preceding operations, will manifestly esta-
blish the correctness of bo~ _, 

The sines and cosines of the degrees and minutes up to 50°, 
being determined by these or other processes, they may be 
continued thas : 

~ 30° l' = WI l' - Bia 29° 59'
ri. 30° 2' = COl ~ - ria 29° 58' 
... 30° ~ = COl 3' - .. 29° 57' 

And these being continued to 600, the cosines also become 
known to 60°; becaase 

COl 300 l' = ria 59° 59' -,-
The sines and cosines oom 60° to 90°, are deduced '&om 

those between 0° and so:'. For 

ri. 60° l' = co. 29° 59' 
ri" 60° ft = COl 29° 58' 

&c. ~~ &c. 

The sines and cosiJies being found, the .. led m.e. are de
termined by ltIbtrading the cosines &om radius in arcs lea than 
90°, and by adding the cosines to radius in arcs greater than 
90°. 

The tangeatI may be found &om the sines and cosines. 

F . ri. 
or smce tan=-, 

COl , 

, ri.l' • 
we have lata 1 =--=cot 89° 59' 

cod' 
rid 

lata 'fl = cod=cot 89° 58' 

&C. &c •• &c. 

·Tak~ the fint formula of A.rt. DOlL, mak~r-3QO 1'~ 9=190 59', 
recollectiDg that BIDe 3()O=iR, or i; R being equal to 1., Then let 
,p=3()O ft, q=: lee' 68', &c. 
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Above 45° the process may be considerably simplified by 
the theorem for the tangents' of the soms and differences of 
arcs., For, when .the radins is unity, the tangent of 45° i, 
also unity, and ta" (&+B) pill be, denoted thus: 

ta" (4s~+B) !=: 
And this, again, may be still further simplified in practice. 
The IeCafltl inay readily be found frpm the tangents by ad

dition. For I8C A=ta" A+~ I comp A. Or, for the odd 
minutes of the ' quadrant the secants may be found from the -,' ~' 

• 1 
eYnre8810n 16C=-,-r ' COl 

, Other method. iOr an the trigonometricallines are deduced 
from 'the expressions for the sines, tangents, &c. of multiple 
arcs; but this is not the p{p.ce to e~lain them, even if it were 
requisite to introduce them at large into a cursory outline. 

" 

.. 
PaINClPLBI FOB. TBB SOLUTION OF IlBCTILIl'IBAL TIU&N~LB8. 

Let ABC be the·. proposed 
triangle, right-angled at, A : 
from the point C as a centre, 
with a ntdius CD equal (0 the 
radius of, the tables, describe . 
the arc DE, which will measure 
the 11Dgle C; on.CD let faJ.l C D D 
the perpendicular EF, which A 
will be the sine of the angle C. The triangles CBA, CEF, 

, are similar, and give the proportion CE : EF : : CB : BA ; 
hence 

R ': rift C : : BC : BA. 

XXXII. In all rigAt-tmgled tritmKles, ratlM is to tAe tIIfI.. 
gent of one of tAe acute angles, QI tTie ride laing adjGCe1lt to 
tAil angle iI to tAe ride ~ opJ1OIite. 
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• Having deseribed the arc DE (see the last figure), as in the 
preceding Article, draw DG perpendicular to CD; it will he 
the tangent of the angle C. From the aimil,lIi! triangles CDG, 
CAB, we shall haye the proporpon CD : DG : CA : AB ; 
hence ' . 

R : t1Jng C :: CA : AB. 

o XXXIII. In fm!J rectilineal triangle, (he 1i1l8l of the anglu 
ar.e to e4Ci ~ f» tie OJIPOIite Iide&. . 

Let ABC be the prGpOSed tri8llg~ ; AD A 
the perpendicular, ,let filiI &om the vertex m 
A on the opposite side BC': there may be . 
two cases. . ' 

Fir". If the perpendicular falls within ' 
the triangle ABC, the right-angled trian- _ B ' 
gles ABD, ACD (Art. 31.) will give 

R:liaB::AB:AD. 
R : Ii. C :.: AC : AD. 

In these two propositions, the extremes are equal ;. hence with 
the means we shall have 

.in C : rill B :: AB : AC. 

S«UNll!Jt ·If tbe perpendicular ralls without the triangle 
ABC, (see the fig. in the next page) the right-angled 1I'iao
glas ABD, ACD will still give the proportions. 

'R : • ABD : : AB : AD, ...... 
·R : Bin C :: AC: .t\D; 

from which we derive .in C : 'Bin ABO:: AB : AC. But 
the angle ABD is the supplement or ABC or B; hence sia 
ABD=lin B; hence we again have 

Bin C : ,m B : : AB; AC. 

XXXIV. In all.rectilineal triangle" the coriae 01 tJfIe angle 
is to radial as the BUm of the .quare, of V&e ,ides tDlic4 coa
tlsin it, minus the square of the 'third Bide, is to fNJice the r~ 
~ of tIM two former sid6B; in ot1ter fl)()f'tls, we have (l.astk~) 

COB B : R :: AD2 + BC2~AC2 : iAB • BC, or 

B - R AB2+BC2_AC2 
COl • - X 2AB . BC • 

FrolQ the vertex A, let AD be a!aUl draw.- perpendicul..
to the side 00. 
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First. If this perpendicular ralls within the triangle (see tluJ 
pre~ding figure) we shall have AC2=AB2+BC2-2BC X BD 

• 'AB2+BC2_AC2 . . -. 
(Art. 191.); hence BD 2BC • Butmtherlght-

. . 

angled. triangle ABO, we have R : sin BAD: :. AB : BD ; 
also the angle BAD being the complement of B, we have 

•• BAD=~ B; -hence COlI iFR ~D, or by substittiting 

the vaIu&of BD, 
A&+BC'-AC2 

. co, B=Rx . 2A.BxBC •. 

Set:O'IIIll6- H the perpendicUlar falls 
without th~ triangle, we shall have A~. 
AC2=AB2+BC2+2BCxBD (A1't.. . 

AC2_AB'-BC2 
192.); hence BD- 2BC . 
Bot in the right-angled triangle BAD, Dk-'"::o=-----.....;::...C 

. ' RxBD· 
we still have sin BAD or COl A.BD=~B; and the angle 

ADD being supplemental to ABC, or B, we hav.e COl B=-
: RxBD .. 

COB ABD =-AB (Art.ll); hence by substitutmgthe value 

of BD, we shall again have . 
AB2+BC2_AC' 

cOBB=Rx 2ABxBC 

. ~.. Let A, B, C, be the three angles of any triangle; 
a, b, c, the sides respectively opposile them: by the last Article, 

a'+ct--b'. . 
we shall have COB B-RX 2ac" And the same priociple~ 

when applied to each of. the other two angles will in like 
'. . b2+&-a2 a2+b2-c 

manner give COB A=RX -2bc ' and co. C=Rx-! 00-
• 
These three formulas are of themselves sullicient for solving 

aU the problems ollectilineal trigonometry; because, when 
tbree of the six quantities A, B, C, a, b, c, are given, we have 
by dlese formulas the eqaat.iens neceiSary for,determining the 
other three. The priDeiples already explained, and whatever 
other may be added to them, caD, therefore, only be consequen
ces of these three principal formulas. 
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Accordingly the value of COl B gives 

. ft,.' B=R'-"08' B=R2 4a2 &-(tJ2+c-b'),_ 
--.. • 4a~c2 -

R' 
4a2tf (241' 6t+~ c'+21r C'--a4-b4-c'): hence 

ftn B R..! (2o'b'+2 tJ2 C'+2 b2 ~4.-(:4). 
b 2abc . 

The second member being a function of a, b, c, in which these 
three letters all occur under the very same form, we may evi
dently change two of these letters at will, and thus have 
ftn B ftnA ftn C hi h· th .' ." fArt'· QQ A d b - --;W CIS epnDClpleo .~. n 

a c 
, from this, the principles of Art. ~, ,and 32, are easily deduci-
ble. '1.' 

XXXyI. In any rectilifleal ~, the ... of ttDO ai4eI 
iI to tkeir dilference, aI the tangent of hal/the lID of the em
gles opptJIite t1wse BitleI, is to the tagent of half the tlilferetll:e 
of tJwBe same angles. 

From the proportion AB : AC : : ftn c: ftft B (see the 
figures in Art. 33, 34.); we derive AC + AB : A~AB : : 
rin B+ftn C : ftn B-lin C. But, according to the formulas 
of Art. 24, we have 

. . B+C B-C 
lin B+ftn C : ftn B-lin C : : tcmg-2- : tang -2-;' 

hence 
. . B+C B-C 

AC+AB : AC-AB :: tang~ : tang-2 -

which is the property we had to demonstrate. 

With this small number of principles, we are enabled to 
,solve all the cases of rectilineal trigonometry. 

SOLUTION OF RIGHT ANGLED TRIANGLES. 

XXXVII. Let A be the right angle of the proposed right 
angled triangle, Band C the other two angles; let a be the 
hypotenuse; b the side opposite the angle B, c, the side oppo
site the angle C. Here we must consider that the two angles 
C and B are complements of each other; and that conBe
quendy, according to the different cases, .we are entitled to as-
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sume sin C=COI B, lin B=COI C, and likewise tang B=cot 
C, tang C=«1t B. This being fixed, the difFerent problems 
concerning right-angled triangles are an reducible to the four 
foUowing cases: 

FlllS'l' CA.SE. 

XXXVllI. GitJeR eke kypoeenrue. a, and a side b, to jirul 
tie otluJr side _ eke acute angles. . 

F.>r determining the angle B, we have (Art. 31.) the pro
portion a : b : : R : sin B. Knowing the angle, we shan also 
know its complement 900-B=C; we might also find C di
rectly by the proportion a : b : : R : COl C. 

As to the third side c, it may be found in two ways. Hav
ing found the angle B, we can either (Art. 32.) form. the pro
portion R : cot B : : b : c; or the value of c may be obtained 
directly from the equationC'=ti'--b-, whichgivesc= ..J(a2-U), 
and consequently 

log c=Uog(a+b)+llog(a-b). 

IIECOND CASE. 

XXXIX. GitJeR eke tuJo rideB b and c of tlle rig'" angled 
triangle, to find tl&e Aypotentue a, and the angla. 

We shall have the angle B (Art. 22.) from ~e proportion 
c : b : : R : tang B. Next we shall have C=900-B. We 
might also find C directly by the proportion b : c : : R : tangC. 

Knowing the angle B, we shall find the hypotenuse by the 
proportion sin B : R : : b : a; or a may be obPlined directly 
from the equation a= ..J(b'+t!); but as b'+c' cannot be de
composed into factors, this expression is incommodious in cal
culating with logarithms. 

TIIDlD CAllE. 

XL. Git1el& tl&e l!/fIOIenIe a, and an angle B, to ji1IIl tl&e 
otler tvJo sideI b antle. 

Make the proportions R : ... B : : a : 6, R : COl B : : a : c; 
they will give the values of band c. As to the angle C, it is 
equal to the complement of B. 

FOURTH CASE. 

XLI. GitJeR, lJ side b of tl&e riglt angled triangle, UJttl one 
ofeke acute angla, to foul. tl&e l!JPOlemlle and tl&e otler ride. 

38 
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Knowing one of the acute angles, we sltall likewise know 
the other; heqce we may look upon the side h and the oppo
site. angle B as given. To determine a and c, we shall then 
ha. the proportions 

sin B : R : : h : at R : cot B : : b : c. 

SOLUTION OF RECTILINEAL TRIANGLES IN GENERAL. 

Let A, B, C be the three angles ';f a proposed rectilineal 
triangle; a, h, c, the sides which are respectively opposite 
them: the di1l'erent problems which may occur in determining 
three of these quantities by means of the other three, will all 
be reducible to the four following cases: 

I'IB8T CASE. 

XLII. Glma tl&e ,ide a and two angle' of Ike tria"lfle, tt; 
.find the ttJxJ otAer Bides b _ c. 

Two of the angles being known will give us the third; 
then the two sides b and c will result from the proportions 
(Art. 33.). 

sin A : an B : : a : h, 
sin A : an C : : a : c. 

SECOND CASE. 

XLIII. Given Ike ttDO Bides a and b, UJitTt. Ike angle A fYJ!PO" 
lite to one of them, to foul t1&e· third Iide c and the ot1&er tu:o 
angles B and C .. 

The angle B may be had by the proportion 
a: b : : an A: anB. 

L M b .i.. l'h' . h anA fi th et e we acute ang e w ose sIDe IS --; rom e va-
a 

lue of an B, we may either take B=M, or B=lBoo-M. 
This ambiguous solution will not occur, however, except we 
have at once A an acute angle and b 7 a. If the angle A is 
obtuse, B cannot be so; hence we shall have but one so]u
tion; and if, A being acute, we have b L a, there will equally 
be only one solution, because in that case we shall have M L A, 
and by makingB=l80o-M, we should find A+B71S0o; 
which it cannot be. 

Knowing the angles A and B, we shall alSo know the third 
angle C. Then we shall obtain. the third side c by the pro
portion. 
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" sin A : sin C : : a : c. 

We might also deduce c directly from the equation COIR A = 
"bI+t!-a1 h' h . h COl A (I" siJt A) B 2bc. ,w ~c glvesc= -a± v a R" • nt 

this value will not admit of being computed by logarithms, 
except by help of an auxiliary angle M or B, which brlags it 
back to the foregoing solution. 

THIRD CASE. 

XLIV. Given two ,ides a and b, with their included angle 
C, to find tke other two angles A and B, and the third side c. 

Knowing the angle C, we shall likewise know the 'som of 
the other two angles A+B=180o-C, and their half-sum 
1(A+B)=90°-lC. Next we shall compu,te the half-differ-
ence otthese two angles by ~e proportion (~t. 56!) . 

a+b: a-b:: tang l(A+B) orcotlG : tangl(A~B;) 
in which we consider a 7 h, !lnd consequently A 7 B. 

Having found the half dHfer:euce, by addmg it to the half
sum, I( A + B), we shall have the greater angle A; by sub
tracting it from the half-sum, we shall have the smaller angle· 
B. For, A and B being any two quantities, we have always 

. A=I(A+B) + I(A-B) , 
B=i(A+B)-l(A-B). 

Knowing the angles A and B, to find the third side c, we have 
the proportion 

sin A : sinC : : a : c. 

XLV. In trigonometrical calculations, it often happens 
that two sides a and b and the included angle C, are known 
by fiheir logarithms; in that case, to avoid the trouble of seek
ing the numbers ·whicb correspond to them, we need only seek 
the angle cp by the proportion b :. a : : R : tang cpo The an
gle ., will be greater than 45"', since we supposed a 7 b; sub
tract cp from 45° therefore, and form the proportion 

R : tang (cp-45) : : cot IC : tang I (A-B); " 
from which, as formerly, the value ~f l(A-B) may be de
termined, and afterwards that of the two angles A and ·B. . 
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This solution is founded on the property, that,tatag'(45°-cp) 

R'tang ~R'tang450. now InlA"'r,=a R,and1n""'450=R; 
RI+tangr,tang450' ~"e b ~"e 

hence tang (q>-45°) = R(a-bb ); hence a+£ : a---:b : : R: 
a+ 

tang (~O) : : cot! C : tang 1 (A-B). . 

As for the third side· c, it may be found directly by means 
• COl C a2+61--C- h' h ,. 

of the equation ~ = .2 a b ' W IC gives 

_ .1 (I+'bl .2a b COB C) c,- v a R' • 

But this value is inconvenieRt for calculating with logarithms, 
unless the numbers which represent a, b, and COl C are very 
simple. 

We may observe that the value of c might also be put UD
der these two forms: C = 

.v[(~-W+4abm.;C] =v~T(a+w·~~C + (a-W. 

~~C], which is easily verified by means of the formulas 

ri"'l C=IR1-lR COl C, COB'! C=! R2+1RCOI C. These 
values will especially be useful, if it is required to compute c 
with great precision, the angle C and the line a - b being at 
the same time very small. The latter value shows that c might 
be the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle, formed with the 

sides (a + b)ftaJ C and (a-b)co1C ; a truth of which we 

may convince ourselves by this very simple construction. 

, Let CAB be the proposed tri- E A OD 
angle, in which are known the two f\--:p'-~ 
sides CB=a, CA=b, and the in- \\ ./ /' 
eluded angle C. From the point '-\ . ~ ..... "" 
C as a centre, with the radius CB "' /1' ./' 
equal to the greater of the two gi- .... /" 
"en sides, describe a circle meet';'. B "--' 
ing the side CA produce in D and E; join BD, BE; and 
draw AF perpendicular to BD. The angle DBE inscribed 
in the semicircle is a right-angle; hence the lines AF, BE, 
are parallel, and we have the proportion BF : AE : : DF : 
AD : ;. COl D : R; In the right-angled triangle DAF, we shall 

• 
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in like manner have AF : DA : : .. D : R. And substituting 
the values DA=DC+CA=tJ+6, .t\E=CE-CA=.....-b, 
D=IC, we shall have 

. AF, (~+6):fll C, BF=(~~~l? 

Hence AB the third side of the proposed triangle is actually 
the hypotenuse of the right-angled triangle ABF, the sides of 

which are (a+6)!,i'.'~C and (fI--b)OOI~C.· I~ in this same 

triangle, we tind the angle ABF opposite the side AF, and 
subtract from it the angle CBD=lC, we shall have the aagle 
B of the triangle ABC. From which it appears ~hat the so
lution of the triangle ABC, wherein are known the two sides 
CI and 6 and the included angle C, is immediately reducible 
to that of the right-angled triangle ABF, wherein are known 
the two sides containing the right-angle, namely, AF =(a+6) 

aiflle dBF-( l.)OOIIC Th' ., h ~, an - a-u ~. IS construction mig t 

therefore supply the place of Art. 36. 

FOUllTB CAllE. 

XLVI. GitJell tAe t"'free IideI a, b, e, to fmd tke tl&ree tID-
gla A, B, C. , 

The angle A oppOsite to the side a is found by the formula 
lr+c'--a2 

~A=R. 2 be ; and the other two angles may be de-

termined in the same way. But a different'solution may be 
obtained by a formula more commodious for computing with 
logarithms. . . 

Recurring to the formula R'-R 001 A =2lin21 A, and sub
stituting in it the value of 001 A, we shall have 

,,~ 1 A-R' Cl2--b~--C2+2bc R2 a2_(b-c)2 _ 
_ fl", -. 2bc, "2bc-

R2 (a+b-c) (a--b+c) H 
• 2bc • ence 

. -i A=Rv'(t&+b-ck~~+e») 
For the sake of brevity, put 
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l(a+6+e)=p, .or a+b+c=2p; we shall have 
2p-2e, a-li + c=2p-:2b; hence . 

a+b-c= 

lifll A=Rv'.(~) bC(P-C»)· 
A formula which also gives the proportion 

be: (p-6). (~) : : R : sin" I A, 
and which it is easy to calculate by logarithms. Knowing 
the I.ogarithms of sin l A; we shall likewise know l A, the 
double of whifh will be the angle sought. 

There are other formulas equally proper for solving the 
question. Thus, first, the formula R -t R eo, A=2 COl ! A 

• 21 A' R' b +c+2bc-tl' R! (6 + er--a2 

gives eo. 't" = . . 4bc =. 4bc 

R\ (b+e-a1!h+c+a). But still making a+b+c=2gJ, we 

have b + c-a=2~2a; hence 

«(p-a)p) 
cos!A=R" -- ~ . 

And this value being afterwards combined with ,in 1 A win 
• ' R sini A 

gnre another formula; for having tang 1 A = fOB i A ,we 

obtain from it 

tang 1 A=R" ((p-b).(p-c»). 
p. (p-a) 

Examples of tke Solution of Rectilineal Triangles. 

XLVII. E:tample 1. Suppose the height of a building 
AB were required, the root of it being inaccessible. , 

On the ground which we 
suppose to be horizontal or 
very nearly so, measure· a 
ltase AD, neither very great 
nor very small in .comparison 
with the altitude AB; then 
at D place the foot of the 
circle, or whatever be the in
strument, with which we Ilre 
to measure the angle BeE 
formed by the horizontal line 
CE parallel to AD, and by the visual ray directed to the 
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summit of the building. Suppose we find AD or CE=67.84 
yards, and the angle BC~=41c 04: in order to find BE, 
we shall 'have to solv(! the right-angled triangle BCE, in 
which the angle. C and the adjacent side CE are known. 
Here, according to Case 4, \Ve shall form the proportioo R : 
tang 41 0 04' : : 67.84 : BE. 

, Log. tang 41 Q 04' • 9.9402638 
Log. 67.84 1.8314858 

Sum-log. R 1.7717495 

This logarithm corresponds to 59.130; hence we have BE= 
59.13 yards. To BE add the height of the instrument, 
which I suppose to be 1.12 yards, we shall have the required . 
height AB=60.25 yards. 

If, in the same triangle BCE. we would know the hypote
nuse, form the propo~on COl 41 0 04 : : ~ : : 67.64 : BC. 

Log. R.+Log. 67.84 11.8314858 
Log. COl 41 Q 04' 9.8'472784 

'Difference • • 1.9542074=1.og. BC. 

Note. If only the summit B of the building or place whose 
height is required were visible, we should determine the dis
tance BC by the method shewn in the following example; 
this distance and the given angle BCE are, sufficient for 
solving the right-angled triangle BCE, whose side, increased 
by the height of the instrument, will be the height required. 

XL VIII. Example 2 
To find upon the ground 
the distance of the point A 
from an inaccessible ob
ject B, we mUlt measure a 
base AD, and the two ad
jaceot angles BAD, ADB. 
Suppose we have found 
AD=588.45 yards, BAD 
=1030 55 55", and BOA 
=36° 04'; we shall thence Av-------"' 
get the third angle ABD=40" 15" and to obtain AB, we 
shaU form the proportion si,. ABD : lin ADB : : AD : AB. 

. .., 
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Log. AD 
Log. ri1l ADD • 

Sum • • • 
Log .• n ADD • 

Log. AD 

• 

• 2.7697096 
.9~769~89 

• 2.5396785 
9.8080314 

• • 2.7316411 

Hence th~ required distance AD=539.07 yards. 

If, for another inaccessible object C, we have found the 
angles CAI>=35° 15', ADC=119Q 32', we shall in like man
ner find the distance AC=1202.32 yards. 

XLIX. EZGIRfIle 3. To find the distance between two 
inaccessible objects Band C. (see the preceding tigure,) we 
determine AD and 4.C as in the last elample: we shall, at 
the same time, have the included angle BAC=BAD-DAC.· 
Suppose AD has been found equal to 539.07 yards, AC= 
1202.32 yards, -and the angle BAC=68° 4& 44"; to get 
DC, we must resolve the triangle BAC, in which are ~own 
~o sides and the included angle. Now, by the third case, 

.- B+C 
we have the proportion AC+AB: AC-AB:: tGttg ~ 

B-C , 
• tGrag-2-' or 1:41.39.: 663.25 :: tang 550 39' : tGftK 

B-C 
-2-' 

L.663.25 
L. tang 550 39' 37" 

Sum •• 
L.174I.39 • • 

L.tang~ 
,2 

. . . 

2.8216773 
10.165474:8 

12.9871521 
3.2408960 

9.7462561 

'lilt may happeD that the (oar point. A, D, C, D ue DOt in. the .. me 
plaae; in wbicb case the angle BAC will no longer be the dift'ereDCe be
tween BAD aDd DAC, and we abaIl reqaire to bave the nlae or that an
gie by a direct measarelDeDt. In other respect. the operatiou will be 
uactly the same. 
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Hence 
B-C . . 2-= 29° 08' 

But we have B+C 
55° S9' . --= 

2 
Hence . B = 840 4'7' 
and . C - 26°31' 

Now, to find the distance BC make the proportion. Bin B: 
Ii", A : : AC : BC, or 

ri" 84° 4'7' : rill 68° 40' 44" : : 1202.S2 yds : yda : BC 
L. 1202.32 • '. 3,0800200 , 
L. IiIl 68° 40' 41" • 9.9692099 

Sum. • • 
~. _ 84° 47', 

L. BC •••• 

• 13.0491199 
9.9982096 

3.0510203 

Hence the required distance BO-1124.08 yards. 

L. EZtlfIIple 4.' Three points A, B, C, io the map of a 
conntry being given, it i. required to determine the position 
of a fourth point M, the angles AMB, AMC beingkoowo, 
and the (our points lying all in the same plane.' . 

On AB describe a 8eg. 
ment AMD B capable of 
oontainin.g the given aogle 
BMA; on AC describe 
another segment capable 
of containing the given 
angle AMC: the two arcs 
will cut each other in A 
and M; M will be the 
point required. For the 
points of the arc AMDB 
are the only ones from which AB can be seen under an angle 
equal to AMB ; those of the 8I'C AMC are the only ones from 
which AC .can be seeo under an angle equal to AMC; henee 
the point M, where those arcs intersect, is likewise the only 
point from which AB and AC can at once be seen under the 
angles AMB, AMC. We are now to calculate the position 
of the point 1\1 trigonometrically, from this construction. 
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RECTlIJNEAL 

Suppose the given quantities, AB =2500 yards, A C = 7000 
yds., HC=dOOy Y£i£ids, yylB=i7Q 43 Ii', AMD=IH9'" 5" 
38". In the triangle ABC, whose three sides are known, we 
zsYall ~IFld Ae a£i£ile DAC (AZSi~ 46~? by 0;le 6i:??: ! A= 

6750XWO " ' E 

frm£i mbich we {pbti'FiKR 2 wg zs;n. A= 

19.9384483, log,in i A=-9.9692241, 1 A=68° 41' 06' and 
6:nally, A~137Q 21 12' Dzszsw diE,mete{ AA, 
DB i in the triangle BAD, which is right angled at B, we 
zsdall ihe 13ilide AA'" 650b, and the epp,ezsite Qngle BHA 
~BMA=i7o 43 1~1 § whence results the hypotenuse AD= 
DAxR ' 
~""BDA -53'74.6 yards. By drawing the diameter AE, in 

like manner, and joining CE, we shall have ACE a rig&t
nnglezl trim'gle in mdich ¥fIJ'e the 13ide ACE£i70C~, "nd 
the adjacent angle CAE=AMC--90o=19°. 15' 36" ; whence 

lI"e shall conclude, that AE= COICAE=7415 yards. 

Nom, il MD end €lIE are tW[4 andRes AMD, 
A~E beind: rizlbt, the line DM~. will be, straight.. It re-
WilIDl ihed 13K.:iSOWQ the H AE wv::ch m,e l:nn 
Hhose m~.,.itude and position we are required to deter~ine, 
is perpendieular io liE. Now, i::: lhis ::-ia::g1e, we R:nve dEe 
,linen :-ideiS AD=5374.6, AK-'7415, and the included ande 
IlAE=B~llC+ DA.E-DllB=d4° 20'. He,::::e ::'!e :-ha\~ ;;I::~ 

th::: a:::61e ADE=51" is' i and, finally, by the rizlht~~;:-

!:=!F~::~~e t~~~),:~t~~~~:~~., ., ~~!~d~~ei;rds. II his 

tbe position of the p.oint ' , 
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TRIGONOMETRY. 291 

PRINCIPLES FOR THE SOLUTION OF RIGHT-~GLED fWHERICAL 

TRIANGLES. 

Let ABC be the proposed 
spherical triangle; A its 
right angle; B and C the 

B 

other ~o angles, which we 0 ......riE:::==-----"~~-_MA 
shall call oblique, although 
one or both of them may he 
right: we shall have the pro
portion R : rin BC : : lin : 
B: rin AC. ,,-

From 0, the centre of thesphere, draw the radii OA, OD, 
OC; then ~ake OF equal to radius in the tables, and frolll the 
point F draw FD perpendicular to OA ; the line FD will be 
perpendicular to ,the plane OAB, because the angle A heinl 
right by hypothesis, the two planes OAB, OAC are thus per
pendicular to each other. From the point D, draw DE per
pendicular to 08; and join EF; the line EF will 'also be 
perpendicular to OB, and thus the angle DEF will meastire 
the inclination of the tw~ planes OHA, ODC, and be eqaal 
to the angle B' ()f the triangle ABC. 

This being proved, in the triangle DEF, right-angled at D, 
we have R : BIn DEF : : EF : OF ; now the angle DEF=B 
and since OF=R, we have EF=1in EOF=rin BC, DF
Bin AO. Hence R : lin B : : ,in BC : lin AC, or 

R : rin BC : : lin B : lin AC. 

If we designate by a the hypotennse or side oppOsite the 
right-angle A, by b the side opposite the angle B, by t: the 
side opposite the angle' C, we shall thus have 

R:,in tJ :: lin B :,in b : : lin C : lin c; 

a (ormula, which of itselC famishes two equations among the 
parts of the right-angled spherical triangles. 

LII. In etJerJ rigAt-angled ap1aeriCtll triattgk, rail ... to 
tie COli. of an obUque angle, tJI the taagent 0/ tie ~ 
II to tAe tafIgent of tAe _ tJIljamtt to '"" CIfI8"le. 
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SPHERIOAL 

Let ABC again be the B 
proposed tri-angle right-an
gled at A; we are to sbow 
tbat R : em :Q : : tang BC : A 
'ar&gAB. 0 

For, performing the same 
construction. as before, the F 
right.angled·triaagle DEF C 
gives the proportion R: 
COl DEF : : EF : ED. But we bave DEF=B, EF=,m BO 
OE=em BO ; and in the triangle OED, right-angled at E 

OE tang DOE COB BC tang AB 
we have DE R ,'--; hence R : 

em BO ~ang ,AB R Ii" BC 
COl B : : ,." BC : R : : -cOi B(f :: tang AB; 

or finally, • 
R : em B : : tang BC: ling AB. 

Making as above BC=a and AB=;c. we shall have R 
R tang c,. tag c cpt. 

COl B :: tan' a : tang c, or em B t -- R 
C anga. 

The same ptinciple applied to the angle C" will give COl C= 
R ta1l8'b _~ b cot a. ' 
Iag.- R 

LIII. 1.·every rig~ fJMerictU tritMgle~ ...... illII 
de coMe td' a ritle ~ng 1M n,k artgIe, tU tie cOline oj 
lie oIier .uk .. to t/t;e ctl8itte of Ale ~. , 

• Let ABC (~the preceding 6gbl'e) be the proposed fJ'iao
gle right-angled at A; we are to show that R : COl AB : : 
COl AC : em DC. . 

For, the same constrnction remaining, the triangle ODF. 
whicb is right-angled at D and has the hypotenuse OF=R" 
win' give OD=oo. 'DOF=cOB AC : also the triangle ODE 

. h ~ E' ·11 . OE ODco, DOE co, ACcOBAB 
ng t-anl_at ,~gIW = Ii ... R 

Bat ia the right-llBg1ed triangle OEI', we have OE=COI BC ; 
co,ACco, AB 

hence co, BC=~:a---' or what amonnts to the same~ 

R : co, AC :: co, AD: COB DC. 
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TRIGONOMBTRY. 

This third priDciple is upressed by the equation R COl a= 
COl b COl C; it cannot form a second equation, like the two 
preceding principles, because a change of b, for c in it would 
produce no alteration. 

LIV. By means of these three general principles, tluee 
others may be found, which are requisite for the 801udo. 4Ii 
right-angled spherical triangles. They might be delllOll
strated directly, each by a particular construction; but it 
seems preferable to deduce them, by way of analysis, from 
the three which are already proved. We shall now do so. 

, , R Ii" b R tang b 
The equations Bin B= - ;--. COl C = give, by 

BIn a tang a 

• •• COl C t(.mg b lin a COl a 
their divISion -;--,-=-' -. - • --=-- eqnal by the 

'1&11 B BIn b ta1l!J a COl b ' 

third principle, to ~,c. Hence we have this fourth principle, 

Bin B : COl ,C : : R : COl c, 

f..om which idso, by changiug the letters, there results, 
.iii C : COl n : : R : COl b. • 

Th~ first and the second principle give 

R BIn b R tang c sin B 
.. B =~-- COl B = -" ~ ; hence we deduce ;:::;;-B 

1m a ' - ta1l!J a ' ...... 
, tag~ _blanga Rlinb 

or ~'= ... fmts- c-cora Itmg c equal, by the third 

, R ftn " tailg b 
Principle. t.-b -- -t -' - = -.--. Hence {or a fifth 

COl COl C ang C BIn c 
, , Rtmagb 

principle, we have the equation tang B =-iiia-c-' or the 

analogy 
R:ta"6'B::Binc:tangb; 

from which also, by changing the letters, there results 

R: tang C : : Bin b: tang c; 

Lastly, these two formulas give 

~ 

. RI~btaJlgc Rt .. 
*"'g B tIMfIC= aiR b ,;,,-c -=cosbcoscecIual,bythethird 
'. R' 
priaciple to ~. Bence R'=COI a tIMK ~ taag C, or 
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SPHERICAL 

col B col C=R COl tJ; or R : col C·: : cot B : COl a. 

This is the· sixth and last principle: it cannot furnish another 
equation, because the change of B for C in it produces no 
alteration. ' 

We subjoin a recapitulation of these six principles, whereof 
four give each two equations : 

I. R . rill b = rin tJ rin B, R Bin c . Iia a Ii" C." 
II. R tang b = tang a COl C, R tang c = tang a COl B. 

nl. R COl a = COl b COl c, 
IV. R co. B = ria C co. b, R COl C = Bin B COl c. 
V. R tang b = ,ia c tang B, R tang c = ... 11 tang C. 

VI. R Col a = col B cot C. 

From these are obtained ten equations including all the rela
tions that can exist between three of the five elements B, C, 
a, b, c; so that two of these quantities with the right angle 
being given, the third will immediately be discovered in the 
form of its sine, cosine, tangent or cotangent. 

LV. It is to be observed, that when any element is disco
vered in the Corm of its sine only, there will be two values for 
this element, and consequently two triangles that wiJJ satisfy 
the question; because," the same sine which corresponds to an 
angle or an arc, corl'P.sponds likewise to its snpplement. This 
will not take place, when the unknown q~antity is determined 
by means of ita cosine, its tangent, or cotangent. In all these 
cases, the sign will enable us to dec.ide whether the element 
in question is less or greater than 90~ ;- tbe element wilJ be 
Jess than 90", if its cosine, tangent, or cotangent has the sign 
+ ; it wi11 be greater if oue of these quantities has the sign-. 
On this point, likewise, some general prillciple& might "be 
established, which would merely be consequences of the six 
equations demonstrated above. 

From the equation R COl a = Col b COl c, for example, it 
results, that either the three sides of a right-angled spherical 
triangle are all less than 90°; or that-of those three sides, two 
are greater than 900 , while the third is less. No other com-

. bination can render the sign of Col b COl c like that of COl tJ, 
as the equation requires. 

In like manner the equation R fang c = Ria b tang C, in 
which Bi" b is always positive, proves that tan~ C h~s always 
the same sign with tang a. Hence in every rigAt-tMtg1ed apAe
ncal triangle, an oblique antr1e aflll the side opposite to it tJr!t 
aluJaJs of tle same specie,; in otMr ~, are W'gt'tNItIJr 
or both lu, tAaa 900 • 
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TRIGONOMETRY. 215 

SOL1lTION OJ' R1GIIT-~GLED SPHERICAL TBlANGLES. 

LVI. . A spherical triangle may have three rigbt angles, 
and then i~ three sides are eacb 90~; it may bave only two 
right angles, in wblcb case, tbe opposite sides are both 90'! 
each, and there remains an angle and its opposite side, both 
of which are measured by the same number of degrees. 
Tbese two kinds of triangles can evidently give rise to no 
problem; we may, therefore, leave tbem out of view entirely, . 
and limit our attention to such triangles as have only one 
rigbt angle. 

Let A be the right angle, Band C tbe other two angles 
which are called oblique; let a be the bypotenuse opposite 
tbe angle A; b and c the sides opposite tbe angles B and C. 
Two of the five quantities B, C, a, b, c, being given, the solu
tion of the triangle will always be reducible to one of the si:l 
following cases. 

I'IJlST CASB. 

LVII. Given tlle Aypotemt.8e a, and a ride b; tAe ~ all
gle, B . _ C witA tke third side c may be fouruJ by tAe equa-
tiou, . 

Blillb tangbcota' RCOIa 
.. B=----; - COl C=-------- COl C =-- -

"na' R' COIb' 

The angle C and tbe side c have in them no uncertainty as to 
their signs; the ,angle B must be of the same species with the· 
side b. 

SECOND CASE. 

LVUI. Gi.,. b and c tke WJo ride, COIII.aillillg tlle rig1&t 
tJIIgle, tke AypoteIIUle a and tke tJIIgles B and C may be fOU1Ul 
bJ tAe equatioru, , 

rM b COl c R tang b R tanK c· 
COl a= R ' tang B=-. -, tang C= ";;;--b • _ "'I C ..... 

There is DO ambiguitl in any of these values. 

TRDlD CASE. 
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SPHERICAL 

. Ii,. a INa B tatag a COl B COl a tmag B 
,.,. 6= -if-' ,." c=-a-,cot C= ~--. 

The elements c and C are deterlPioed widloQ.t ambiguity 
by thell! formulu; tbe side b will be of the lame species with 
tbe angle B. 

1'01J1L'l'B GASB. 

LX. 0;.. b, a Iide of. tAe . rig'" angle, tDit1& tie opptJftte 
-sic B, tI16 Mall firul tAe tlaret: otl&er elerneRU a, c, and C, by 
tie forfDltu. . 

. R ri,. b. tarut fJ fot B: R COl B 
... fI= .. 0' .. ,. ~ R -, ,.,. C==C'OsT' 

In tbis case, the three unknown elements being determined 
by means of their silles, the. question is snsceptible of two so
lutions. It is evideilt, accordingly, 
that the triangle ABC and the tri- :8' 
angle AB C, are both right-angled 
at A, "nd have both the same side 
AC=h, and the same opposite angle 
B=B'. It only remains for the 
double values to combine so that c 
and C shall be of the same species ; 
tbf'n the species of C and 6 will de
termine that of a, according to the formula COl !J co. c=R em 
a. The value of a may also be derived immediately from 

th •. Rri,.b . 
e equation ,.,. a = --;- . --. ,.,.B 

PD'TJI CASE • . 
LXI. Given b, a aide of tAe rig'" angle and tie adjacent 

angle-C, tAe otker '''ree elementl a, c, B, may be fuurul by tie 
fonnulM, 

~... cot fJ cot C .. Bi,. 6 "'ng C B fOB 6,", C 
-. a= R ' ~a"B C=--Ii--' co. =----a--. 

_There is no uncertainty in this case, with regard to the species 
of the unknown elements. . 
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TRI~NOMETRY. 

col BC9t C R cog B R. C08C 
COftl= R ,corb- ftlt C ,COIC= .. B • 

In this case, again, there is no ambiguity. .. 

REIlARK. 

LXIIl. The spherical triagle, wlaose angles are ~B,Ct 
the sides opposite them being a, 6, c, always corresponds to 
another polar triangle whose angles are supplements of the 
sides tI,. b, ~, while its sides are supplemeDCI of the- .. gles 
A, B, C, so that, calling the angles of the polar triangle A', 
B', 0, and the sides opposite them a', 11, If, we shall have 

A',-I80°--a, B'=180°--b, C'=180°--c 
a==180o-A, 6'=1800 -B, c'=180o-C 

This being settled, if a spherical triangle has one orit .. sides 
a equal to a quadrant, the corresponding angle N of the polar 
triangle wi]] evidently be right, and thus that triangle wiD be 
right-angled. Hence, the two da.ta which, in addition to the 
side of 90°, we must have before solving the proposed trian
gle, will likewise serve for solving the polar triangle, and con
sequently for soJviog tbe proposed triangle. From this pro
perty, we derive formulas similar to the foregoing, for the 
direct solution of spherical triangles which have one side 
of 90°. ' 

An isosceles ·triangle may be divided iTato two right-angled 
triangles which are equal in all tbeir parts: hence the solu. 
tion of isosceles spherical triangles likewise depends oD tllat 
of right-angled spherical triangles. ' 

Let ABC be a spherical trian- is;> 
gle such that the two sides AB, ~ 
BC are supplements of each other;. . D 
the sides AB, AC being produced :B' 
till they meet, it is evident that C 
BC and BD will he equal, since they are supplements or the 
same side AB; also it is plain that the parts of the triangle 
BCD heing known, those of the triangle ABC, which is the 
remainder ot'the lune AD, are likewise known, and vice verla. 
Hence the solution of the triangle ABC, whereof two sHIel 
together make 180°, is reducible to that of the iSOlCe1es tri
angle BCD, or to that of the right-angled triangle BDE,. 
which is the half of BCD. 

When the two sides AB, BC are supplements of each other, 
the opposite angles ACB, BAC must also be supplements of 
each other; for BCD is the supplement of BCA, and BCD 

40 
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, -D==~' lienee we caDDOt have .+c~ 1 eoo; without at 'the 
I8ID8 vme having A+C=180°, which is a reciprocal pro-
pe1'!y. , 

Thus it appears that the solution or right-angled sphe
rical triaagles includes, fir", that of spherical triangles having 
• side equal to a quadrant; ,ecundiy, that of isosceles sphe
rical triangles; tAirdly, that of spherical triangles in which 
die SWD of two sides and also of their opposite angles is 180° • 

.... CII'LBII lOa TIIJI SOLUTION OP SPBBlHCAL T&IANGLBS 

IN GENBRAL 

LXIV. 1. etJeTy 'PAerical triangle tAe lineB, of tile mtgIa 
(Jre GI de liau 0/ the opporite ridu. 

Let ABC be any spheri- A 
cal triangle': we are to ---. 
show that Ii" B : Ii" C : : 
MAC: Ii" AB. B 

From the vertex A, C 
draw AD perpendicular D . 
to the opposite side BC; 
the right-angled triangles ADB, ACD win give the prop'or
tions, 

lin B : R : : Ii" A.D : Ii" AB 
R : Ii" C : : Ii" AC : lin AD 

Multiplying together the ternls Qf these two proportions, 
omitting the common factors: we shall have 

.. B : Bin C : : Ii" AC : Bi" AB. 
If the perpendicular AD falls A 
without the triangle we shall 
have the SaDle two proportions, 
in one of whic~, Ii" C will de
signate a" ACD; but the an
gles ACD and ACB being B 
supplemental to each other, 
their sines are equal and we 
shan still have Ii" B : a" C : : Ii" AC: Ii" AB. 

Let a, h, c be the sides respectively opposite to the angles 
A, B, C; by this proposition we shall have Ii" A : Ii. a : : 
.. B : Ii,. b : : Ii" C : Ii" c; which gives the double equation 

Bin A Ii. B ri" C 
-.--=.~=-:---. 
.. "aIJRb""c 
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LXV. la -, Ip1ari:al'triaagle tAe _.:oj _..p.: . 
., equal to tie MJ.U4re of the radi", multiplied bg tie ttIIi';' 0/ . 
tAB oppoBite ride, minus the product of tie fYMli'" bg Ow --. . 
of tie adjacent Bide6, lite viIwle ditJicled 119 tie product of 1M .ReI of t/we aida: 111 otJwr tD01'tb, tee ,Aall iatle, for a.,. 

C C_R' cose-R cos a cos b • .r- .. 1._ .i... __ -.aa. __ ..1_ 
,cos ., b ' J'" - .wu ~ --e

SID a SID 

_I._D' 1':1__ 1.___ B R' cos b - R cos a cose tDe_ 111_ fIItJftIIe1' _ cos == .. 
ImallDC 

arul A R'cosa-Rcosbcosc 
cos sin b sin c • 

Let ABC be the proposed 
triangle, in which BC=a, 
AC=b, AB=c. From 0, 
the centre of the sphere, draw 
the indefinite sU1light lines 
OA, OB, OC; assume OD 
at will; and thr~ugh D draw 
DE in the plane 'OCA, and D~-4~-d~"":::~:B 
DF in the plane OCB, both 
perpend~cu1ar to OD, and 
meeting the radii OA,· OD 
produced, in E and F; Jastly 
joinEF • 

. The angle D of the trian
gle EDF is, by construction, the measure ot the angle which 
is formed between the planes OCA, OCB; hence the angle 
EDF is equal to the angle C of the spherical' triangle AeB. 
Now (Art. S4.) in the triangles DEF, OEF, we have 

COl EDF DE'+DF'-Er, 
R = mE.DF 

cor EOF OE'+OF'-EF'. 
R == 20E.OF . 

Taking the value of EF2 in the second, and Idbstitutiag it 
in the first, we shall have 

«M EDF DE'+DF'-OE'-Or+ i OE . Or-!OF 

R - SDE.DF 

But OE'-DE'.OD', and O'F'-DF'=OD', hence we have 
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SPHERICAL 

ED .... - OE • OF • C08 BOY -ODo..B.. 
COf F - ---DE. OF 

'We have ,now only to substitute the values which relate to the 
'Spherical trieogie, but here 

OE R R 
EDF=C, EOF=AB=c'DE Ii1l DOE arab' 

OF. R R OD ClM DOE COB b 
I)F-= .. DOF ';r,;Q'DE If,. DOE ,;,. b' 

OD COB DOF COl a 
DF Ii1l DOF Ii1l a' Heace 

COIC 
R2 corc-R CtM a COl b 

,i1l a Ii. b 

This principle, being applied successively to the three 
angles, aWords three equations, which are sufficient for solYiDg 
all the problems of spherical trigonometry: it ha the SlIDe 

generality of application in regard to spherical triangles, that 
,Art. 34. has in regard to rectilineal ones. For, since we 
have always three given elements, by means of which the odJer 
three' are to be determined, this principle willevidendy far.. 
Dish the equations necessary for solving the probl~; ega. 
tions which it is the province of analysis to dev~lope atiU m
ther, in order to deduce.from them, according to the di6rent 
cases, the formulas which are most simple and best ,adapted 
to logarithmic calcul~tions. ' , 

LXVI. The principle in question being abs~lutely 'general, 
it •• 8t ioclude all the other principles relatingto spherical 
triangles, aQd particularly the principle explained in Art. 64. 
Of this it will be easy to satisfy ourselves. 

• . • ' R2 COl C - R COB a COl b 
Accordingly, the equation COB C .. b ' nnann 

gives R'--cor C=Iin' C= 
R'Ii~2(uir&'b-R'co,'a COl' b+2R3ClM a COs bc06c-R'corc 

sin? a sin2b . • 

, ." .",' a Ii,,' b":"(R'--C08' a) (R'-CO,2 b)=R4_R' cor a
Rt _I " + cor tJ cor b. 'Hence by substituting and e~tract
ing the root, we shall have lin C= 
'R ' 

ri1lalin 6 V(R4_R'coI'a-Racor b-R2 CO,' c+2RCCM a co. b COl c). 
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1'01' dte saki! or brevity, put Z = 
. '" (RC-R' Cor ...-R' cor b-R' cor c + 2 R COl a COl " co, c), 

we shall then have 

RZ nn"C RZ 
'C an - rin a .. h' or Bin c Bin a Bin 6 Bin c • 

The values of COlA and co. B would, in like manner, give 
Bi. A RZ Bi.B RZ 
-:--- . . --:---.-=-:----;--.- ; for the CJU:an-
~a _a~6_~-6 ~a_b_c . 
Dty Z does not change when a permutation is made between 

f 0 • 6 h h Bi. at "aB two 0 the quantities a. ,c; w ence we ave .. a + ftn /} = 

Bi. C 0eh 0 the 0 0 al Art. -. - Whl 1S pnnClp 64. ".c, 
LXVII. The values we have just found for COl C and rita 

C, may serve for discovering the angles of a spherical trian
gle, when its three sides are known; though som~ other f0r
mulas are more convenient for logarithmic calculation. 

Thug, if in the formula R-R COl C=2 ri,.' i C, the value 
of COl C is substituted, we shall have " 
o2,i.'l eCOle co, a eo. b+m.am b-R eo, c 
-R-=l- R ., I. " ",l1IIa,anu • 

The "numerator of this expression is reducible to R COl 

(tJ-b)-co.c i now by the formula (Art. 23.) R COl q--R 
COIp=2.8in I {p+q).in I (p-q), we find R eln (o-I#)-R 
eln c=~ I (c-b+a) rin. (c--a+6); hence . 

. (c+b-a) . (c+~) 
_'. C IUl 2 ,an 2 

R' = lin a lin 6 

o 1 . /{ 0 c+6--a 0 c+a-b} 
OfIUlVC=RV - T- 1Ul 2 .... 

• in a;in b 

We might evidently obtain similar formulas for expressing 
an • A and Bin I B, by means of the three sides a, II, c. 

, LXVIII. The general problem of spherical trigonometry 
consists, as webave already said, in determing three of the 
sis quantities 11' B, C, a, 6, c, by means of the other three 
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" To effect alPs, we mIlIt haft equations among four of those 
"Dantities taken ill every' possible order: now six quantities, , 

, sx5 
when combined four by four, or two by two, give 1 X 2 or 15 

combinations ; hence there will be fifteen equations to form: 
theugh considering only ' such of the combinations as are es
aentiaDy dif'erent, these fifteen equations are reduced to four. T..., 

o 1. We have the combination abc A, which by changing 
the letters, includes a'" c A, abc B, abc C. 

2. The combination a b A B, from which there result a b 
A B, be B C, a c AC. 

S. The combination a b AC, which includes the six a b A 
C, a b B C, a cAB, a c B C, b cAB, b c A C. 

4. l,.astly, the combination a ABC, which includes the 
three a ABC, b ABC, cAB C. 

In all, therefore, we have fifteen 'different combinations, but 
only four of them essentially di6'erent. 

. ' R2 co. G--R co. b C08 c 
LXIX. The equation co. A = . b . 

. lUI lUI C 

without any change, represents the first combination abc A, 
and those which depend upon it. 

To form the equation corresponding to the combination a b 
A B, we must eliminate c from the two formulas, which give 
the values of co. A, and eo. B. The elimination has already 

, IinA BiAB 
been performed (Art. 66.), and the result was sin a = sin 6' 

The third combination is formed of the relation which sub
sists among a, b, A, C. Here havmg the, two equations 

co. A .in b .in c =R2 cn a--R co. b co, c, 
co, C lin b lin a =R2 co. c-R co. b co. a, 

we shall first eliminate eo. c from them; which will give R 
co. A lin c + COl C .in a. co. ~=R co. a lin b : then inserting" 
• this th I : im a 11ft C, 
m e va ue 11ft c= . A we shall have (or the third . lUI 

combinatioD, 
cot A lin C+co. C co. b=cot a lin b. 

Finally, in order to discover the relation between A, B, C, 
a, we consider that, in the preceding equation, the term col CI 
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sin b stn B .• .~ 
fin b=R COB a -.-=Rcosa-=:---A ; hence, nmldpl)ing 1his 

BIn a lUI , ' 

equatiou by rin A, we shall have 

R COB A Bin C =R eo,' a lin B--6in A co. C co. b. 

If in this equation we mutually change the 'letters A and B. 
and also (I and b, we shall have ' 

R COl B lin C=R co, b lin A--Bin B co. C cOla. 

And from these latter two, excluding co. b, we deduce 

R2 co. A .ira C +R eo. B Bin C eo, C=co. (I lin B Bitt' C. 

Hence finally 

R2 co. A+R co. B eo. C 
IinB.inC ; 

which is the required relation between A, B, C, (I, or the 
fourth equation requisite for solving spherical triangles. 

Lxx. This last equation between A, B, C, (I, presents a 
striking analogy with the first, between (I, b, c, A; the reason 
of which must be sought for in the properties of polar or sup
plemental triangles. We have already seen that the triangle 
having A, B, C for its angles, and (I, b, c for its opposite 
sides, always corresponds to a polar triangle whose sides are 
180°-A, IBoo-B, IBOo-C, its opposite angles being 180° 
-a, 1800~, IBO°--c. Now the principle of Art. 65, when 
applied to this latter triangle, gives 

( BOO ) R'co.(1800-A)-Rco,(IBOO-B)co.(1800-C) 
COl 1 -a (.m 1800-B) fin (IBOD-C) 

which may be reduced to 

. COla 
R' eo. A+R co. B co. C 

lin B lin C 

as we have found by another method. 

This formula immediately solves the case where it is re
quired to determine a side by means of three angles ; but, in 
order to obtain a formula more suitable for logarithmic cal
cn1ation, we may substitute the value of eo. (I in the equation 

co; a 2.in2 1 (I '. •• Bin'i a 
1- it -, R' ,which will give us ~2 
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_ B .. C--car B cotC-R C08 A_ -Bc08{B+C)--RcMA. i_ Dna C -- 2IinBrift"C--

And beeause (Art. 23.) we have generally R C08 p+R COIf} 

" =2 cO'l (P+9) co, l f.r!-q), this equatiou is reducible to 

linl. a_ -eo, l (A+B+C) COB l (B+C-A) 
-W-- ,in B ,in 0 ; 

where it most be observed that the second member, though 
under a negative form, is nevertheless always positive. For, 

. lin X co, 90°--coa z .in 90" 
geaerallJ,we have BIn (:1>-90°,= R 
=-eo, x; hence 

. (A+B+C) 
-e08". (A+B+C)-:-"" 2 -BOO, 

a quantity which ill always positive, because A+B+C being 
ahvays included between 180° and 540°, the angle 1 (A+B 
+C)-900 is included between zero and 180°: likewise eo, 
l (B+C-A) is always positive, because B+C---A cannot 
exceed 1800 ; (or, in the polar triangle, the side lS00-A is 
less than the sum of the other two lS0o-B, 180P-C. 
hence we have 180o-A< '36Qo-B-C,orB+C-AL 180°& 

Being thas assured that our result will always be ~, 
for determiniog a side by means of the angles we skall haw 
the formala. ' 

. . / ~ A+B+C' B+C-A. ~ BIll. a=RV -eo, -2-co, 2 

, maBnnC - " 

LXXI. Before proceeding further, it may be observed, 
that from these geDeral formulas we might deduce the for
mulas which relate to right-angled spherical triangles. For 
this purpose, we shall make A = 90°, both in the four princi
pal formulas and in the formulas derived from them by per
mutation of the letters. And in the first place, by this sub
stitution, the equation co, A sin b ,in C=RI co, a--R C08 b 
COl e will give 

(1) 

'The equations derived from this general equation do not 
contain A, and therefore do not give any new relati~ in the 
case of A=900. 
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Th . lift A _B . th' f A 900 • " eequation-- m e case 0 = ,'"ves lin a-lin h' o-

R .. B 
lin a-lift It" (2) 

lift A lin C Id' lik And the derived equation . ., wou , In e man-
A" a A" C 

" R IinC b thi I .. 'lfd' dfr ner gIve-,-=-.-; ut satter IS Itse enve om. 
An a Anc 

the equation (2). 
The equation cot A lin C + COl C COl h=cot a lin h, in the 

case of A=90o, gives COl C COl h=cot a lin h, or 

COl C tang a=R taRg h (3) 
The derived equation cot C Ii" A + COl A COl h==cot c Ii" h, 
in the same case, gives R cot C=cot C lin h, or 

I • 

R tang c=lin 11 tang C. (4) 
Lastly, the fourth principal equation lin B rift C COl a= 

RI COl A + R t;OI B COl C, and its derived equation lift A lin C 
COl b=R' COl B + R COl A COl C, in the case of A=90o ,give 
lin B lin C COl a=R COl B COl C, and rin C COl b=R COl B, 
or 

cot B cot C=R COl a, (5) 
1i1& C COl b=R COl B. (6) 

These are th~ six equations upon which the solation of right
angled spherical triangles depends. 

LXXII. We shall terminate these principles by demon
strating Napier'I .AJU.Jlogiel which serve to simplify several 
cases in the solution of spherical triangles.' 

By combining the values of COl A and COl C expressed in 
terms of a, h, c, we have already (Art. 69.) obtained the 
equation 

R COl A lin c=R COl a lin b--oo.t C lin " COl h. 
By a simple permutatioa, this gives 

. R eol B lin c=R COl h lin Ot-COI C ,;.,. 11 COl a. 

Hence by adding these two equations and reducing, we shall 
have 

Ii" c (eol A+COI B)=(R-cos C),..,. (a+6). 
41 
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. Ii,. c .. CJ' .. ,. 6 
But smce -;--C=~- A"-=-:--B' we have ,.,. ,.,. ,.,. 

,. c (Ii" A+ .. " 'B)=_ C ( .. " a+_ b), 
and .. " c ( .. " A ......... B)=",. C ("11 tJ-li" 6). 

Dividing these two equations .successively by the preceding 
ODe; we shall have 

/ .. " A + si1l B 1i1l C Ii" a+_ b 
COl A+COI B-R-coIC·"1I (a+b) 
.. A-li1l B Ii. C ';11 tJ-li" " 
fin A + CQI B=a=c;;c· rift (CJ +'bf. 

And redaciag these by the formulu in Articles i4. and 25., 
there wiD result 

COIi(a-b) 
ttJngi(A+B)=ct4C·CMl(a+ b) 

.. rial(a-b) 
fanri(A-B) .~C·ri1il(a + 6)· 

Hent.e, two sides a and b; with the included angle C being 
given, the two other angles A and B may be found by the 
analogies, 

_1(tJ+6) : COIl(a-b) : : cotlC : ta,.g\(A+B) 
1inj-(tJ+6) : linj-(a-b): : cotlC : ttmgl(A-B) 

I( these same analogies are applied to the polar triaugle of 
ABC, we shall have to put 180°-A, 1800-B,180°-a, 
180°--6, IBr-c, instead of a, b, A, B, C respectively; aad 
for the result, we shall have these two analogies, 

ct»l(A+B) : COIj-(A-B) : : tangle : tangl(a+b) 
Iinl(A+B) : sinl(A-B) : : tangic: tangl(a--6,) 

by means of which, when a .ide c and the two adjacent angles 
, A and B are given, we are enabled to find the two other sides 

II and b. These four proportions are known by the name or 
Napier',~. 
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SOLuTION SPHURICUU Tm:~u:¥f!GLj1£I38 IX G1£IuBRu:¥f!~~ 

The solution of spberical triangles includes six general 
!!ase,,! Hbicb He m!!" exglain sucuuz;siou~ 

, PIR"T CASu~ 

LXXIII. Tke three ,ide. a, b, c being given, any angle, 
for e~u!1mpl" gke !~ugle opgu!!1te gbe ,:~u a, !!!ill be /OfUIt'b by 
tke formula.: 

T a+~: a+!:----c 1£I .i,. j A=R~ {~in--' r~ln-~ 2- ~ . 
( iftinb~in ( 

LXXIV~ Given tWi5 ~ide~ and b fh-itk the anglu A oppo-
uBte one 55g to .gnd t"iug sUk 1£3, the Ug/&er #'.+0 
angle, B aiid C. - . 

The uugle is tbunb g'om 1£Ibe eqTatiuu lin T = 
sin A sin b 
--~--~ 

BiT II 

SU:15'f1dlb' T!,% bnd Tt' e5 !.ue solu5; thu uquaStKuo, 

cot A lin C + cO$·C co, b = cot a lin b. 

For ibis pU1gos-u ~e 

COIb 
bave l:1tag .-~ If -, cot =-----:..; this TFue 

€if cut A, being ;ubstibztud jg the ~~,,' ... 5·!nn to so£t.!.ud, 

:: !(COIIP t'in C+lin.b z:osC) = cut 

tan~_~ lin.!. 
ttft1 

this ~e ungtftown +rmt uf eq1t1ttioT uJe 
now reduceb to one, &om wgich it is easy to find the angle C. 

T;T1£I(Jl!J~ Thu sid1t will the ubll1abziu 

lin a lin C 

It might also be d1tturmb'!ud di~~tlyz by 8ulriog 1tg1ta-
,jon 

.". 



SPJl~RICAl3 

F3}fr dUB frOS sin b=R COl b Ii. " eo, 

C!!~~;rbb b; 3fre shZ%U harZ% 

HZ%IfuZ%e, firs¥: thz% ruxillZ%ry qI frfE&= thz% eqQfr~ 

noZ% tang b =~o~~A.;t"':f! b 3 r&e . harZ% the Iizle c by equzz~ 

tiOZ% 

COl (c-qI) cO';r:,C: q1. 

This second Case may have two solutions, like the analo- ' 
gOfefr CaElZ% in triZ%rgle;r~ 

LXXV~ Gi1ztm I1Z7ZZ MZ%fr a fE&nd b, with the im:luded angle 
C, lhe r&zler &4Z'0 and and lhe ll3srlni ,ude c~ 

Firat. The Z%DglfE&Z% A Z%Z%d B iL"e found bu these two eqoa
tioMl 

';11 C ; 

in r&hlcb the seZ%4Z%nd yrZ%mbefrl mrr be Z%rUuceU &:0 Z%.funglZ% terr& 
~Y means of an aoxiliary ~iity. It is simpl-:r! however, 
In Ct:sElr, to make 4!&e fEr Napz4!r's rffualogr&~ r&ili&&ch 

. A-B ",an I (a-b), 
tr&~2~=Z%&:4 r&~in -I (a+b) 

B i bl~:o, 1 (~:> ~ 
COIl (a+Z%) 

bl nowlrg tPr angl&:zt A rnd th&& Z%ide 

. be tedb th •• • nne bu mal? compu ¥ e e&tuatioD lIn c=_ a.~; t 
~ ~ ~ .rJJI ~r& 

for determining c direedy, we have the equation. 
COl r=liBfE& G 6 C+ bb COl elM 
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Assume the aQifiary quantity 1/1, such that .. b etII CTCOI b 
CMCtangb 

tang 1/1, or IIJng 1/1 =: R ; we shall have 

cOIb 
COl c=- CII' (tJo--oIP) 

~rp 

POVIlTR CA,IIB. 

LXXVI. Gi.,. tlDo anglu A and B- with tAeadjQl!er&t IidB 
C, to find tAe otlrer hoo MeB a aM b witl tAB lAird angle C. 

Frtll. The two sides a and b are given by the formulas 

_" cot A rill B + COl B CIJB c ..... a . , ,.,.c 
CM 6= Cf1' B rift A.+~ A COl c. ,..c • 

T~ may, however, be computed more easily by Napier's 
analogies, namely, 

.A+B . A-B· 1 ~ "'-,2- : ".-,2' . :: tang I C : '-8'2' 
A+B A-B 6+b 

COl ~ : COI-,2- : : tang i c : talllf-y-' 

s~. K~owiDg a and b we shall find C by the equation 

.. C .. ~ .. A.; but C ~ay be also found directly, by the .-
equation 

RI COl C =COI c ri. A "" B-R cOl A COl B. 
Assume the auillary quantity 1/1, such that 

COl c Ii. B=COI B cot q>, or cot 1/1 co, C R'" B ;. 

"e shall have 

"(A~) 
COl C=COB B --. --. ,.,. q> 

This case and the preceding one oWer DO ambigaity. 

LXXVII. GiNn";o tlfl8la A .. B, tOitA tTle .- • tip
pOlite CIU t.J/,-, to jitul t1ae oller aDo aidu b _ C' ad ,. 
tIainl -.l8 C •. 
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FirII. The 'de b is found by the equatiou 

'I.. ' lin B ... "=11"". --;--A' . II,. 

SecondlJ· The side c depends on the equation 

cot a rita c-cOI B cb8 c = cot A lin B 
COB rp eo. B ta.rag a 

Put cot a=co, B'i" rp' or ttInf! rp= R ; we shaD 

. eo. B • , ) t A ' B' b ce have ;·_(itR c co. f--oCOI c ,.,. rp =co "" ; en .. ,. . 
'( .) ttmgBri,.!p 

.. ,. c-rp tang A • 

TAirtllJ· The angle C is found by solving the' equation 
• 

eo, ali" B Ii" C-R co, B co, C=RI co. A. . 

• , RCOlB~,!p 
For thiS pwpose, make eo. a lin B Ii",' or CO'.Ip= 

COB " tang B sh I h co, B· 'C C ' ) 
R we aJ ave '-,-' (",. eo,!p-COI ... IP = 

. ",. , 
R co, A; hence 

ftn (C-rp) co, A Bi,. !Po 
. co,B 

This fifth Case, like the second, is susceptible of two solu
tions, as happens in like manner in the analogous Case of 
.tiJineal triangles. 

SIXmCAIlI. 

LXXVIII. The three angle, A, B, C being given, we can 
find any ,ide, for e:rample ,Ae Bide oppo,ite tke angle A, by 
the formula . 

,...1. ,,=R' /(~l.{!j-~+C)~i(B+~A». 
I V ,mBllnC 

It 'may be observed, that or these six general Cases, the 
last three might have been deduced from the first three, by 
die property. of. polar triangles; so that properly speaking, 
there are bot three different cast's in the general solution or 
spberical triangles. The first Case is solved by a single 

\ 
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analogy, as in right-angled triangles; the third is solved in 
a maDDer almost equally simple, by meHDS of Napier's analo
gies. ,As for the second, it requires two analogies; and also 
it sometimes admits of two solutions, while the first ~d tbird 
Dever admit of more than one. 

LXXIX. To distinguish whether, in the second Case, for 
the single given values of A, a, b, there are two triangles 
whicb satisfy tile question or only one, let us first suppose the , 

4 __ ~K 
angle AL 90°, and let the two sides AC, AB be produced ti1I 
they may ~t again in A'. If we take the arc ACL 9oo, 
and draw CD perpendicular to AB, the sides AD, CD of the 
right-angled triangle ACD will be each less than 90°; the 
line CD will be the shortest distance tiom tbe point C to the 
arc AD; and takingDB=DB, the oblique lines CB, CD will 

. be equal, and of greater length the more they diverge from 
- the perpendicular. Put AC=b, CB=a; it appears then that 

a triangle which bas A L 90c , b L 90~, and aL b, must necessa
rily admit of two solutions ACB, ACB': but if, A and b being 
still supposed less than 90', and we have a > b, in that case the 
point B would pass beyond the point D, and there would be 
only one solution represented by AB C. 

Next suppose AC' > 90"; if C·D' is drawn perpendicular to 
ABA, we shall as before have e'D'L A'C ; and the arc C B" 
drawn between D and A will be greater than CD' and less 
than C'A': hence making AC'=b. C/B =C B'=a the sup
position. A L 90° and b 7 90° will evidently give two solutions, 
if a+bL ISOo, and only one if a+b7IS0°, because the point 
B'" would then pass beyond A'. 

By examining upon the same principles the case where the 
angle A is greater than 90\ the circumstances, which deter
mine, whether in Case second, the question admits of two 
solutions or only of one, may be established as follows. 

.. 

.. 
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At. goo b t. 900 S tJ 76 one sol~oa. 
• l tJ L 6 two solutioas. 

At. 800 b 90" S tJ+6 7 180° one solu~oa. 
,7 l a+" L 180° two solutiOas. 

A> 900 b< 960 S tJ + 6 > 1800 two solutions. 
, l (j + b < 180° one solutioa. 

A 900" > 900 S a >b two solu~on .. 
7, l a< 6 one solution. 

There wiD only be OIle solution if A=90o, whether a=bt 

or tJ+6=I80°. There will be twoif6=900. 

,,xxx. These same results may be applied to the fifth 
Case by means of the polar triangle; and the following cir
~ may be deduced li-om it, to shew whether for given 
values of A, B, a, there are two triangles which sans;fy the 
question or only oue. ~ . 

1 A < B one solution. 
tJ>900,B>900 A B 1 • > two SOlUtions. 

a> 900 B< 900 S A+B < 180° one iOlu~oD. 
, l A+B > 180" two solutions. 

900 B> 900 S A+B < 1800 two soI&uioDSo 
tJ<, l A + B > 180° one solution. 

900 BL 9 ° S A ~ B two solutions. 
aL. , 0 l A 7B one 80lution. 

There will only be one solution, if any of the fonowing 
equalities have place, tJ= 90°, A =B, A + B = 180°. There 
will be two, if B = 90°. 

LXXXI. In every case, to avoid all useless or false soJu
tions we must consider 

·Fi,.", that every angle or every side rqust be less than 180;); 

&cortrllJ, that the greater angles lie opposite the greater 
sides; so that if we have A7B, we must likewi&e have 476, 
andu"". 
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~ 01 1M StIlutiou 01 Splerical Triatagiel. 

LXXXII. EZMnple 1. Let 0 
0, M', N be three points situ
aeed in a plane iaclined to the 
borilon .: if from these three 
points, the perpendiculars OD, 

313 

M" fII, N. are drawn to the 
bor.ontal plane DEF, the D 
objects situated in 0, M, N, ~--\----:;k..-""::~ 
w~l be represented on the bo
Monta! plane by their prcrjec
tiou D,., .; and the angle 

• :&ION by m D.. This being 
groted, suppose the angle 
MON, and the inclinations of its two sides OM, ON, to the 
'ftlticalliDe OD were given; and that we had to find the an
gle of projection m D •• 

From the point 0 as a centre and with a radius = 1, de
scribe i. spherical surface, meeting the sides OM, ON, and the 
vertical OD, in the poia" A, B, C; we shall have a spherical 
tri ... le ABC wbose three sides are known; we shall tbere
fore be able to determine the aIIgle C, equal to fII D ., by the 
formula Case firat. . 

Suppose, Coreumple, the angle MON =AB=58G 00' 50". 
the angle DOM=AC=88° 18' 28", and the angle DON =BC 
=940 52' 40"; by tbe formula referred to we shan bave 

Ii. 25° 49' 19" rin 32° 1'l' 31" 
-1 C=R2'M 880 18' 28" rin 94° 52: 40'. 

A value whicb may be computed thus: 
L.ria25°43'19"oo.9.63'73956 . L.rin88° 18'28" ... 9.9998108 
L.ri.32° 1'7'31,. ... 9. '72'78562 L.rin94° 52' 40" ... 9.9984242 

Sum+2L.R ..... 39.S650518 
19.9982348 

2L. rial C ...... 19.3668170· 

L. ri1& Ie ...... 9.68S4086 { 

19.998!S48 

Hence tbe aagle S8" 0f160", measured on a plane inclined to 
the honson, is reduced to 5'%° 41' 05" when it is projected 'on 
the plaue of the bori'Zon. 

42 
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. This problem i. useful in the art of taking plans, when the 
IUrface to be operated on presents any sen_ble inequalities, 
and it is at the laDle time required to determine the principal 
positions with great accuracy. . 

I,xxxIII. EZMI&ple 2. Kno~Dg the latitudes of two 
points on the globe, and their difterence of longitude to find 

. the shortest distance between them. 

Conceive a spherical tri- A 
angle ACB to be formed by 
the North Pole C and the two 
places A and B, whose dis
tance we are required to find. 
In tbis triangle we shan know B 
tlae angle at tbe Pole ACB, 
since it is the difference in -.,O~, ~--~ 
longitude of the two points A and B; we shall likewise know 
the two including"sides AC, CB, lince they are the complements 
of the latitudes of the points A ani B. The tbird ,ide AD 
may therefore be determined by the formulu of Case third. 

Let A and B, (or example, be the observatories of Paris and 
Pekin: the north latitude of one of these places is 48° 50' J 4", 
that of the other is S9~ 54' 1.2", and their difference \n \ongi
tude is 114° 7'.28\ Thus we sball have 

tI = 41° fi 46" • 
6 = 50~ 5' 48" 
C= 114~ 7' 28" 

According to these data, for determining c we shall have the 
COl C fang 6 rOl b elM (t.I-~) 

formulas Iaftg , = --R--' c. c = ------co. , 
whiC;h are computed thus : 

L. COl C • • 9.6114362 
L. Iaftg lJ. • 10. 0'776107 

L. tang,. • 9.6891069 

The angle, aDswering in the tables to this logarithmic tan
gent is 26° i' 5S". We mUlt consider, however that COl C 
i!ll ne~.e, and that fang, being consequently oegaave, we 
must tfike ,=_.260 -2'_ '8". Uavinr settled this and observ
ing that co. (-l')cCOl" we shall finish the ca}c:a)ation tbus : 
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L. COl (....-.) • • 9 .. 5880938 
L. COl ,II. • 9.80'71958 

19. 391i891 
8.9554828 

9.4418088 

Hence tbe required distance c= 7S" 66' 40". 

3[5 

LXXXIV. Example S. To give an example of Case fit\b, . 
Iet us undertake to solve the spherical triangle, wherein are 
knQwn the two angles A='700 S9', B=4So 36', and the aiele 
opROsite one of them 0=89° 16' 6S4 

•• By means of this, we 
find" from the Table in Art. 60., that there can be onlJtODe 
'Solution, since we have at the same time aL 90°, BL 90°, and 
A >B. This solution ill computed as fonows : 

Fir.'. The side h will "be found by the formula _ h= 
rinB" • _a--· litaA 

L. rina • 
L.rin B 

lC}-L.rinA· .• 

• 9.9999659 
• 9.8751256 
• 0.025!525 

L. ;in h • • • • 0.9003440 

Which gives b=52° 39' 4", or its supplement 127° ZO' 56"; 
but since the angIe B is leslllban A, tbe side b must .lso be 
less than a ; hence the tint value is the only proper one. . 

Secondly. To fiad the .side c we must put tang III = 
COl B tang a' . tang B rin, til. B rot A .. , 
-R"- 81_(c--q» = tang A R2 

L. rin II' 9.9999220 
L. rin B . • 9.8204063 L. tang B-LR. 0.0547198 
L.tang t.f-LR 1.9.9016731 :L. cot A • . ". 9.5455iSO 

L. iang 11'. • 11.7220794 L. lin (c-fP). • 9.QOO1649· 
" ,=SSC 6( 48" c-tp=I30 2& 9". 

Here we have again the choice of taking for C--f d.e \'alb" 
230 28' 9", or its supplement 156° 31' 51~; but by dOpiing 
the second value, we should have 0790°; therefore we mUlt 
"keep by the first, which &pves c=:, 11,0 ti' ,," .. " • 
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316 SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY. 

TAirrllf. In Di to calculate the angle C dil'ectly,~e shrill 
C08 tJ tag B . 

. take the formulas _ ..J. =. --1r-' na C - ~)= 

pi A ,;.4-
-co.rB-

L. .ill 4- . . 9.9999663 
lw co. a 8.0982928 L. COB A . • 9.5202'711 
L. 'tJ118 B-LR. 0.0547193 L. R-L co •. B 0.1795937 

~. coI . ..J. •• '7.1530121 L.8m (C -..J.) 9.6998211 
..J.=89°· 11' 6" C--,;,=soo 03' 53" 

..J. 89° 11' 00" . 

C=1l9° 14' iD" 

We could not take the supplement of 30° fr 53' as the 
value ·of C--J.; because this would have given as CL 180°. 
It is plaia. therefore, that the proposed problem admits ooJ.y 
of ODe solutioD.· 

• Such as wiih to bow tha most 1188ful applications of Trigonometry 
cannot do better tban consult M. Puissant'.7NiIe de ~Aie. ".Arpa." de NifJell4muftl (Treati8e on Topography, Su"eymr and Le,e!
ling), Pari., 1807 • 

. .. -

J. III: YlIIOIJn, PIlUf"J"EB, lOHN-STIlEET • 

.. + 
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